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INTRODUCTION
By its resolutions 39/79 and 39/88 of 13 December 1984, the General
Assembly requested the Secretary-General to prepare, on the basis of the
outline elaborated by the Special Committee on the Charter of the United
Nations and on the Strengthening of the Role of the Organization and in the
light of the views expressed in the course of the discussions in the Sixth
Committee and in the Special Committee, a draft handbook on the peaceful
settlement of disputes between States.
In accordance with the conclusions reached by the Special Committee at
its 1984 session with respect to the preparation of the draft handbook, the
Secretary-General was instructed to consult periodically a representative
group of competent individuals from among the members of the Permanent
Missions of the States Members of the United Nations in order to obtain
assistance in the performance of his task.' At the 1985 session, it was agreed
that the "representative group of competent individuals from among the
members of the Permanent Missions of the States Members of the United
Nations" would be open to all members of the Special Committee and that
the group would have purely consultative functions.'
The Secretary-General accordingly consulted the above-mentioned representative group in preparing the various chapters of the handbook. The
handbook in its final form was approved by the Special Committee at its
1991 session.
The purpose of the handbook is to contribute to the peaceful settlement
of disputes between States and to help to increase compliance with international law by providing States parties to a dispute, particularly those States
which do not have the benefit of long-established and experienced legal
departments, with the information they might need to select and apply procedures best suited to the settlement of particular disputes.
The handbook has been prepared in strict conformity with the Charter of
the United Nations. It is descriptive in nature and is not a legal instrument.
Although drawn up on consultation with Member States, it does not represent
the views of Member States.
In conformity with the above-mentioned resolutions, the scope of the
handbook was to be limited to disputes between States, excluding those
disputes which although involving States fell under municipal law or were
within the competence of domestic courts. However, at the request of the
'Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-ninth Session, Supplement No. 33
(A/39/33),
para. 133 (a) (2).
2
Ibid., FortiethSession, Supplement No. 33 (A/40/33), para. 58 (a) and (c).

Consultative Group to the Secretary-General, 3 the draft handbook now includes disputes to which subjects of law other than States may be parties.
The completion of this Handbook was generally recognized as a concrete
and useful contribution to the United Nations Decade of International Law.

3

A/AC. 182/L.61, para. 6.

I.

PRINCIPLE OF THE PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT OF
DISPUTES BETWEEN STATES
A.

Charter of the United Nations

1. The Charter of the United Nations provides in its Chapter I (Purposes and principles) that the Purposes of the United Nations are:
"To maintain international peace and security, and to that end: to take
effective collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats
to the peace, and for the suppression of acts of aggression or other
breaches of the peace, and to bring about by peaceful means, and in
conformity with the principles of justice and international law, adjustment or settlement of international disputes or situations which might
lead to a breach of the peace." (Article 1, paragraph 1)
The Charter also provides in the same Chapter that the Organization and its
Members, in pursuit of the Purposes stated in Article 1, shall act in accordance with, among others, the following principle: "All Members shall settle
their international disputes by peaceful means in such a manner that international peace and security, and justice, are not endangered" (Article 2,
paragraph 3). It furthermore, in Chapter VI (Pacific settlement of disputes), states that:
"The parties to any dispute, the continuance of which is likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and security, shall, first of all,
seek a solution by negotiation, enquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement, resort to regional agencies or arrangements, or
other peaceful means of their own choice." (Article 33, paragraph 1)
B.

Declarations and resolutions of the General Assembly

2. The principle of the peaceful settlement of disputes has been reaffirmed in a number of General Assembly resolutions, including resolutions
2627 (XXV) of 24 October 1970,2734 (XXV) of 16 December 1970 and 40/9
of 8 November 1985. It is dealt with comprehensively in the Declaration on
Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations
(resolution 2625 (XXV), annex), in the section entitled "The principle that
States shall settle their international disputes by peaceful means in such a
manner that international peace and security and justice are not endangered",
as well as in the Manila Declaration on the Peaceful Settlement of International Disputes (resolution 37/10, annex), in the Declaration on the Prevention and Removal of Disputes and Situations Which May Threaten
International Peace and Security and on the Role of the United Nations in this
field (resolution 43/51, annex) and in the Declaration on Fact-finding by the

United Nations in the Field of the Maintenance of International Peace and
Security (resolution 46/59, annex).
C.

Corollary and related principles

3. The principle of the peaceful settlement of international disputes is
linked to various other principles of international law. It may be recalled in
this connection that under the Declaration on Friendly Relations, the principles dealt with in the Declaration-namely, the principle that States shall
refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force against
the territorial integrity or political independence of any State, or in any other
manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations; the principle
that States shall settle their international disputes by peaceful means in such
a manner that international peace and security and justice are not endangered;
the principle concerning the duty not to intervene in matters within the domestic jurisdiction of any State, in accordance with the Charter; the duty of
States to cooperate with one another in accordance with the Charter; the
principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples; the principle of
sovereign equality of States; and the principle that States shall fulfil in good
faith the obligations assumed by them in accordance with the Charter-are
interrelated in their interpretation and application and each principle should
be construed in the context of other principles.
4. The Final Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe, adopted at Helsinki on 1 August 1975, states that all the principles
set forth in the Declaration on Principles Guiding Relations between Participating States-i.e., Sovereign equality, respect for the rights inherent in sovereignty; refraining from the threat or use of force; inviolability of frontiers;
territorial integrity of States; peaceful settlement of disputes; non-intervention in internal affairs; respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms,
including the freedom of thought, conscience, religion or belief; equal rights
and self-determination of peoples; cooperation among States; and fulfilment
in good faith of obligations under international law-" are of primary significance and, accordingly, they will be equally and unreservedly applied, each of
them being interpreted taking into account the others."
5. The links between the principle of the peaceful settlement of
disputes and other specific principles of international law are highlighted
both in the Friendly Relations Declaration and in the Manila Declaration,
as follows:
1. Principle of non-use offorce in internationalrelations
6. The interrelation between this principle and the principle of the
peaceful settlement of disputes is highlighted in the fourth preambular paragraph of the Manila Declaration and is also referred to in section I, paragraph
13, thereof, under which neither the existence of a dispute nor the failure of
a procedure of peaceful settlement of disputes shall permit the use of force or
threat of force by any of the States parties to the dispute.
7. The links between the principle of peaceful settlement of disputes
and the principle of non-use of force are also highlighted in a number of other

international instruments, including the 1945 Pact of the League of Arab
States (art. 5), the 1948 American Treaty on Pacific Settlement (Pact of
Bogota) (art. I), the 1947 Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance
(arts. 1 and 2) and the last paragraph of section II of the Declaration on
Principles Guiding Relations between Participating States contained in the
Final Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe.
2.

Principleof non-intervention in the internal
or external affairs of States
8. The interrelation between this principle and the principle of the
peaceful settlement of disputes is highlighted in the fifth preambular paragraph of the Manila Declaration.
9. The links between the principle of peaceful settlement of disputes
and the principle of non-intervention are also highlighted in article V of the
1948 Pact of Bogota.
3.

Principleof equal rights and self-determination ofpeoples

10. The links between this principle and the principle of peaceful settlement of disputes are highlighted in the Manila Declaration which (1) reaffirms in its eighth preambular paragraph the principle of equal rights and
self-determination as enshrined in the Charter and referred to in the Friendly
Relations Declaration and in other relevant resolutions of the General Assembly; (2) stresses in its ninth preambular paragraph the need for all States to
desist from any forcible action which deprives peoples, particularly peoples
under colonial and racist regimes or other forms of alien domination, of their
inalienable right to self-determination, freedom and independence; (3) refers
in section I, paragraph 12, to the possibility for parties to a dispute to have
recourse to the procedures mentioned in the Declaration "in order to facilitate
the exercise by the peoples concerned of the right to self-determination"; and
(4) declares in its penultimate paragraph that "nothing in the present Declaration could in any way prejudice the right to self-determination, freedom and
independence, as derived from the Charter, of peoples forcibly deprived of
that right and referred to in the Declaration on Principles of International Law
concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States in accordance
with the Charter of the United Nations, particularly peoples under colonial or
racist regimes or other forms of alien domination; nor the right of these
peoples to struggle to that end and to seek and receive support, in accordance
with the principles of the Charter and in conformity with the above-mentioned Declaration".
4.

Principleof the sovereign equality of States

11. The links between this principle and the principle of the peaceful
settlement of disputes are highlighted in the fifth paragraph of the relevant
section of the Friendly Relations Declaration which provides that "International disputes shall be settled on the basis of the sovereign equality of
States" as well as in section I, paragraph 3, of the Manila Declaration.

5.

Principlesof internationallaw concerning the sovereignty,
independence and territorialintegrity of States
12. Paragraph 4 of section I of the Manila Declaration enunciates the
duty of States parties to a dispute to continue to observe in their mutual relations
their obligations under the fundamental principles of international law concerning the sovereignty, independence and territorial integrity of States.
6. Goodfaith in internationalrelations
13. The Manila Declaration enunciates in its section I, paragraph 1, the
duty of States to "act in good faith", with a view to avoiding disputes among
themselves likely to affect friendly relations among States. Other references
to good faith are to be found in paragraph 5, under which good faith and a
spirit of cooperation are to guide States in their search for an early and
equitable settlement of their disputes; in paragraph 11, which provides that
States shall in accordance with international law implement in good faith all
the provisions of agreements concluded by them for the settlement of their
disputes; in paragraph 2 of section II, under which Member States shall fulfil
in good faith the obligations assumed by them in accordance with the Charter
of the United Nations; and in one of the concluding paragraphs of the Declaration, whereby the General Assembly urges all States to observe and promote
in good faith the provisions of the Declaration in the peaceful settlement of
their international disputes.
14. A provision similar to paragraph 5 of section I of the Manila Declaration is to be found in the third paragraph of section V of the Declaration
on Principles Guiding Relations between Participating States contained in the
Final Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe.
7. Principlesofjustice and internationallaw
15. The "principles of international law" are mentioned together with
the principles of justice in Article 1, paragraph 1, of the Charter under which
one of the purposes of the United Nations is "to bring about, by peaceful
means, and in conformity with the principlesofjustice and internationallaw,
adjustment or settlement of international disputes or situations which might
lead to a breach of the peace". (emphasis added) The principles of international law are also mentioned jointly with the principles of justice in section
I, paragraph 3, of the Manila Declaration under which "international disputes
shall be settled on the basis of the sovereign equality of States and in accordance with the principle of free choice of means in conformity with obligations
under the Charter of the United Nations and with the principles ofjustice and
internationallaw." (emphasis added)
16. Paragraph 4 of section I of the Manila Declaration provides that
"States parties to a dispute shall continue to observe in their mutual relations
...generally recognized principles and rules of contemporary international
law." (emphasis added)
17. "Justice" is referred to in Article 2, paragraph 3, of the Charter and
in the first paragraph of the relevant section of the Friendly Relations Declaration, both of which provide for the settlement of international disputes "by

peaceful means in such a manner that international peace and security and
justice are not endangered." (emphasis added)
8. Other corollary and relatedprinciplesand rules
18. In its tenth preambular paragraph, the Manila Declaration singles out
among "respective principles and rules concerning the peaceful settlement of international disputes", "the exhaustion of local remedies whenever applicable". Article VII of the 1948 Pact of Bogoti contains a similar
provision.
D.

Free choice of means

19. The principle of free choice of means is laid down in Article 33,
paragraph 1, of the Charter of the United Nations and reiterated in the fifth
paragraph of the relevant section of the Friendly Relations Declaration and in
section I, paragraphs 3 and 10, of the Manila Declaration. As indicated above,
both the Friendly Relations Declaration and the Manila Declaration make it
clear that recourse to, or acceptance of, a settlement procedure freely agreed
to with regard to existing or future disputes shall not be regarded as incompatible with the sovereign equality of States. The principle of free choice of
means has also found expression in a number of other international instruments, including the Pact of Bogota (art. III) and the Declaration on
Principles Guiding Relations between Participating States, contained in
the Final Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe
(third para. of sect. V).
20. The following means are listed in Article 33 of the Charter, in the
second paragraph of the relevant section of the Friendly Relations Declaration
and in paragraph 5 of section I of the Manila Declaration: negotiation, inquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement, resort to regional arrangements or agencies or other peaceful means of the parties' own
choice. Among those "other peaceful means", the Manila Declaration singles
out good offices. Under the Friendly Relations Declaration (second paragraph of the relevant section) and the Manila Declaration (para. 5 of sect. I),
it is for the parties to agree on such peaceful means as may be appropriate to
the circumstances and the nature of their dispute.

II. MEANS OF SETTLEMENT
A.

Negotiations and consultations

21. Referring to negotiation, the International Court of Justice remarked that "there is no need to insist upon the fundamental character of this
method of settlement". I It observed in this connection, 2 as did its predecessor,
the Permanent Court of International Justice,3 that, unlike other means of settlement, negotiation which leads to "the direct and friendly settlement of ... disputes
between parties" is universally accepted. Furthermore, negotiations are usually a prerequisite to resort to other means of peaceful settlement of disputes.
This was recognized as far as arbitral or judicial proceedings were concerned
by the Permanent Court in the following words: "Before a dispute can be
made the subject of an action at law, its subject matter should have been
clearly defined by diplomatic negotiations." 4, It should be noted that the
term "diplomacy" is used in some treaties, such as the 1949 Revised General
Act for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes, as a synonym of "negotiations", as is also the phrase "through the usual diplomatic channels" as it
appears, for instance, in the 1948 Charter of the Organization of American
States.
1. Main characteristics
Negotiations
22. The Manila Declaration on the Peaceful Settlement of International
Disputes highlights flexibility as one of the characteristics of direct negotiations as a means of peaceful settlement of disputes (sect. I, para. 10). Negotiation is a flexible means of peaceful settlement of disputes in several
respects. It can be applied to all kinds of disputes, whether political, legal or
technical. Because, unlike the other means listed in Article 33 of the Charter,
it involves only the States parties to the dispute, those States can monitor all
the phases of the process from its initiation to its conclusion and conduct it in
the way they deem most appropriate.
ILC.J Reports 1969, p. 48, para. 86.

21n its judgment in the North Sea Continental Shelf case, ibid.
3
1n its Order of 19 April 1929 in the case of the Free Zones of Upper Savoy and the District
of Gex
4 (PC.LJ., Series A, No. 22, p. 13).
PC.J.J., Series A, No. 2, p. 15.
5
The question of the place which negotiation occupies among other means of peaceful
settlement of disputes was discussed, inter alia, in the framework of the United Nations Special
Committee on Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation

among States. For a summary of the arguments advanced on this question within the Special

Committee, see Official Records of the General Assembly, Twentieth Session, Annexes, agenda
items 90 and 94, document A/5746, paras. 156, 158 and 161-163 and ibid., Twenty-first Session,
Annexes, agenda item 87, document A/6230, paras. 195-206.

23. Another characteristic of negotiation highlighted by the Manila
Declaration is effectiveness (sect. I, para. 10). Suffice it to say in this connection that in the reality of international life, negotiation, as one of the means
of peaceful settlement of disputes, is most often resorted to by States for
solving contentious issues and that, while it is not always successful, it does
solve the majority of disputes.
Consultations
24. Consultations may be considered as a variety of negotiations.
While they are not mentioned in Article 33 of the Charter, they are provided
for in a growing number of treaties as a means of settling disputes arising
from the interpretation or application of the treaty concerned. Mention may
be made in this connection of article 84 of the 1975 Convention on the
Representation of States in their Relations with International Organizations
of a Universal Character, which provides for the holding of consultations at
the request of any of the parties, as well as of article 41 of the 1978 Convention on Succession of States in Respect of Treaties and article 42 of the 1983
Convention on the Succession of State Property, Archives and Debts, both of
which provide for "a process of consultation and negotiation".
25. In other treaties, consultations are provided for as a preliminary
phase in the process of settlement of disputes. Reference is made in this
connection to article XI of the 1959 Antarctic Treaty, article 17 of the 1979
Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material and article XXV
of the 1980 Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living
Resources, which provide, in case of disputes, that the States parties shall
consult among themselves with a view to the settlement of the dispute by
peaceful means.
Exchanges of views
26. Exchanges of views may also be considered as a form of consultations. They play an important role in the system established by the 1982
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea for the peaceful settlement
of disputes arising from the interpretation and application of the Convention.
Reference is made in this connection to article 283 of the Convention, which
reads as follows:
" 1. When a dispute arises between States Parties concerning the
interpretation or application of this Convention, the parties to the dispute
shall proceed expeditiously to an exchange of views regarding its settlement by negotiation or other peaceful means.
"2. The parties shall also proceed expeditiously to an exchange of
views where a procedure for the settlement of such a dispute has been
terminated without a settlement or where a settlement has been reached
and the circumstances require consultation regarding the manner of implementing the settlement."
2. Initialphase
27. Normally, the negotiating process starts as the result of one State
perceiving the existence of a dispute and inviting another State to enter into

negotiations for its settlement. The start of the negotiating process is
conditional upon the acceptance by the other State of such an invitation.
It may occur that a State invited to enter into negotiations has valid reasons
to believe that there is no dispute to negotiate and that there is, therefore,
no basis for the opening of negotiations. It may also occur that a State,
while agreeing to enter into negotiations, subjects the opening of negotiations to conditions unacceptable to the first State. The discretion of States
with respect to the initiation of the negotiating process is, however, subject
to certain limitations.
28. A number of treaties place on the States Parties thereto an obligation to carry out "negotiations", "consultations", or "exchanges of
views" whenever a controversy arises in connection with the treaty concerned. Examples of such treaties are the 1979 Agreement Governing the
Activities of States on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (General
Assembly resolution 34/68, annex, art. 15, para. 1), the 1975 Vienna Convention on the Representation of States in their Relations with International Organizations of a Universal Character (art. 84), the 1982 United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (art. 283, para. 1) and the 1959
Antarctic Treaty (art. VIII, para. 2). Under some of those treaties, parties
to a dispute arising from the interpretation or application of the treaty are
under an obligation to start the consultation or negotiation process without
delay (see art. 283, para. 1, of the United Nations Convention on the Law
of the Sea; art. 15, para. 2, of the Agreement Governing the Activities of
States on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies; and art. VIII, para. 2, of
the Antarctic Treaty).
29. Furthermore, many treaties providing for peaceful settlement procedures make resort to the third party means of settlement envisaged in the
treaty conditional upon failure of negotiations. This approach is to be found
in some treaties specifically concluded for the settlement of all disputes
which may arise among the States parties thereto, such as for example,
the 1949 Revised General Act for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes (art. I).
30. This approach is also to be found in the dispute settlement clause
of many multilateral treaties, such as article 4 of the 1948 Convention on the
International Maritime Organization, and article VIII of the 1969 International Convention relating to Intervention on the High Seas in Cases of Oil
Pollution Casualties.
31. It should furthermore be pointed out that the setting in motion of the
negotiating process can be encouraged by international organizations.
Aside from the fact that such organizations provide a meeting place where
representatives of States parties to a dispute can get together and conduct
formal or informal discussions with a view to settling the dispute, organs
of an international organization may contribute to the opening of negotiations by addressing to the parties recommendations to that effect.
32. In the case of the United Nations, the General Assembly may, as is
recalled in section II, paragraph 3 (a), of the Manila Declaration, "discuss any
situation, regardless of origin, which it deems likely to impair the general

welfare or friendly relations among nations and, subject to Article 12 of the
Charter, recommend measures for its peaceful settlement". The means of
settlement which the General Assembly has most frequently recommended to
the parties to a dispute is negotiation. Reference is made in this respect to
resolution 40/9 of 8 November 1985, in which the Assembly addressed a
solemn appeal to States in conflict to proceed to the settlement of their
disputes by negotiations and other peaceful means.
33. In addressing such recommendations to the parties, the General
Assembly has often asked them to take account in their negotiations of specific elements such as the purposes and principles of the Charter; the objectives of resolution 1514 (XV) of 14 December 1960 (Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples); the interests
of the people concerned; the right to self-determination and independence;
and the principle of national unity and territorial integrity.
34. In accordance with its responsibilities under the Charter of the
United Nations in the area of peaceful settlement of disputes or of any
situation the continuance of which is likely to endanger the maintenance
of international peace and security, the Security Council has on a number
of occasions adopted resolutions calling upon States to enter into negotiations.
35. The furtherance of negotiations between the parties to a dispute is
but a limited aspect of the role which the United Nations and other international organizations play in the peaceful settlement of disputes. This role is
dealt with comprehensively in chapter III of the present handbook, as far as
the United Nations is concerned, and in chapter IV, as regards other international organizations.
36. It should finally be noted that the parties may be directed to negotiate by a judicial decision binding upon them. Reference is made in this
connection to the Fisheries Jurisdiction cases, in which the International
Court of Justice stated the following:
"75. The obligation to negotiate thus flows from the very nature
of the respective rights of the Parties; to direct them to negotiate is
therefore a proper exercise of the judicial function in this case. This also
corresponds to the Principles and provisions of the Charter of the United
Nations concerning peaceful settlement of disputes. As the Court stated
in the North Sea Continental Shelf cases:
'... this obligation merely constitutes a special application of a
principle which underlies all international relations, and which is
moreover recognized in Article 33 of the Charter of the United
Nations as one of the methods for the peaceful settlement of international disputes' " (LC.J Reports 1969, p. 47, para. 86).6
6

.C.J Reports 1974, p. 32.

3.
(a)

Conduct of the negotiating process

Framework of the negotiating process

(i) Bilateral negotiations
37. Bilateral negotiations are traditionally conducted directly between
duly appointed representatives or delegations or through written correspondence and have been greatly facilitated in modern times by the development
of telecommunications and means of transportation. While the negotiators are
often ministers of foreign affairs-or officials of the foreign ministries-of
the parties, practice offers many instances of disputes settled by specialized
negotiators. There are instances where Heads of State or Government are
involved either at the initial stage of the negotiations-with the process being
subsequently conducted at a lower level-or, conversely, at the concluding
stage, after negotiations have been concluded at the expert level. The question
of the respective ranks of the negotiators may be relevant to the extent that
one side insists that the other side should be represented at the same level.
38. There are many examples of bilateral negotiations conducted in the
framework of diplomatic joint commissions, particularly for the settlement of
territorial or waterway disputes. It should be noted that disputes relating to
international waterways are often dealt with in the framework of standing
joint commissions established by treaties.'
39. Permanent diplomatic missions often play an important role in
presenting the position of their respective Governments in negotiations with
the foreign ministry of the State to which they are accredited. Furthermore,
States parties to a dispute which do not maintain diplomatic relations may
find it convenient to carry on negotiations for the settlement of the dispute
through their respective diplomatic missions to a third country or their permanent missions to the United Nations. The eventuality of absence of diplomatic relations between States parties to a dispute is envisaged in article 15
of the 1979 Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and
Other Celestial Bodies, paragraph 3 of which reads in part:
"A State Party which does not maintain diplomatic relations with
another State Party concerned shall participate in such consultations, at
its choice, either itself or through another State Party or the SecretaryGeneral as intermediary."
40. Individuals having no governmental position such as former ministers, university rectors, etc., may, in certain cases, be entrusted with the
7

For an analysis of the many waterway treaties providing for the establishment of standing
joint commissions, see Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1974, vol. II (Part I)
(United Nations publications, Sales No. E.75.V7 (Part I1)), document A/5409, "Legal problems
relating to the utilization and use of international rivers: report of the Secretary-General", and
document A/CN.41274, "Legal problems relating to the non-navigational uses of international
watercourses: supplementary report of the Secretary-General". Those standing joint commis-

sions in which each side is represented by an equal number of government-appointed representatives and which seek to settle disputes within their competence through negotiations-failing
which the matter is referred to the States concerned for decision-are very similar to ad hoc
diplomatic commissions.

conduct of bilateral negotiations or with laying the ground for negotiations proper.
(ii)

Plurilateralor multilateralnegotiations
41. When several States are parties to a dispute, an international conference may provide the framework for the negotiating process. There are
examples of conferences convened at the invitation of one of the parties and
in which one or several of the other parties refrained from taking part. States
having an interest in the settlement of a dispute but not parties to it may hold
a conference without the participation of the parties to study the dispute and
make proposals for its settlement. In the absence of one or several of the
parties, no negotiation is possible but such conferences may, if their recommendations commend themselves to the parties, bring to the settlement of the
dispute a contribution akin to good offices or mediation.
(iii) "Collective negotiations"
42. The framework of the negotiating process can also be an international organization. Reference is made in this connection to the judgment of the International Court of Justice in the South West Africa cases
(Preliminary Objections) in which the Court stated the following in response to the contention, by the respondent, that collective negotiations in
the United Nations were one thing and direct negotiations between it and
the appellants were another:
.. . diplomacy by conference or parliamentary diplomacy has
come to be recognized in the past four or five decades as one of the
established modes of international negotiation. In cases where the disputed questions are of common interest to a group of States on one side
or the other in an organized body, parliamentary or conference diplomacy has often been found to be the most practical form of negotiation.
The number of parties to one side or the other of a dispute is of no
importance; it depends upon the nature of the question at issue. If it is
one of mutual interest to many States, whether in an organized body or
not, there is no reason why each of them should go through the formality
and pretence of direct negotiations with the common adversary State
after they have already fully participated in collective negotiations with
the same State in opposition." 8
43. Examples of "organized bodies" in the framework of which such
"collective negotiations" can be carried out for the peaceful settlement of
disputes will be found in chapters III and IV below.
(b)

Place of negotiations
44. Bilateral or plurilateral negotiations usually take place in the capital city of one of the parties. They may also be held alternately in each of the
capitals. In the case of neighbouring States, a locality close to the common
border may be selected.
8
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45. A city, or a series of cities, outside the respective territories of the
parties may provide the forum for negotiations, particularly if there are no
diplomatic relations between the parties or if, as a result of the dispute, there
is a state of tension between them.
46. While collective negotiations within an international organization
usually take place at the seat of the organization, a specific organ having
competence in the area of peaceful settlement of disputes may choose to meet
at a venue away from the seat of the organization. Reference is made in this
connection to Article 28, paragraph 3, of the Charter of the United Nations
which reads as follows: "The Security Council may hold meetings at such
places other than the seat of the Organization as in its judgement will best
facilitate its work."
(c)

Degree ofpublicity of the proceedings
47. In the case of bilateral negotiations it is for the parties to determine
jointly the degree of publicity they wish to give to their negotiations. They
may opt for confidentiality, at least in the initial phase.
48. On occasion, as has been seen above, bilateral negotiations have
been encouraged by international organizations. They may in such cases
receive a certain degree of publicity. The General Assembly, for example, has
sometimes recorded the fact that negotiations Were taking place between the
two parties concerned, further to an invitation which it had addressed to them
to that effect. It has also, in more frequent cases, coupled its invitation to the
parties to negotiate with an invitation to report to it on the course of the
negotiations. There is an instance where a similar invitation contained in a
General Assembly resolution resulted in the issuance by the two parties of a
joint statement in the form of an exchange of notes recording the conclusions
of the negotiating delegations as to measures to be adopted on the understanding that they might contribute to the process of a definitive solution to
the dispute between the two Governments.
49. Negotiations within an organ of an international organization are,
at least partly, carried on in public and recorded in official documents. But
a growing amount of such "collective negotiations" is conducted privately
and informally.
(d)

Durationof the negotiation process
50. The time-frame for the negotiation process varies according to the
circumstances. The process may be concluded in a few days or may extend
over several decades. Practice offers many examples of intermittently conducted negotiations.
51. Under certain treaties a time-limit is set for the completion of the
negotiation process, beyond which resort may be had to another means of
peaceful settlement. Thus, article 14 of the 1981 Treaty establishing the
Organization of Eastern Caribbean States reads in part as follows:
"1. Any dispute that may arise between two or more of the Member
States regarding the interpretation and application of this Treaty shall, upon
the request of any of them, be amicably resolved by direct agreement.

"2. If the dispute is not resolved within three months of the date
on which the request referred to in the preceding paragraph has been
made, any party to the dispute may submit it to the conciliation procedure provided for in Annex A..." (emphasis added).
Articles 84 and 85, paragraph 1, of the 1975 Vienna Convention on the
Representation of States in their Relations with International Organizations
of a Universal Character read in part as follows:
"Article 84
"Consultations
"If a dispute between two or more States Parties arises out of the
application or interpretation of the present Convention, consultations
between them shall be held upon the request of any of them..
"Article 85
"Conciliation
"1. If the dispute is not disposed of as a result of the consultations
referred to in article 84 within one month from the date of their inception,
any State participating in the consultations may bring the dispute before
a conciliation commission..." (emphasis added)
Articles 41 and 42 of the 1978 Vienna Convention on Succession of States in
respect of Treaties read as follows:
"Article 41. Consultation and negotiation
regarding the interpretation or application of the prea
dispute
"If
sent Convention arises between two or more Parties to the Convention,
they shall, upon the request of any of them, seek to resolve it by a process
of consultation and negotiation.
"Article 42. Conciliation
"If the dispute is not resolved within six months of the date on
which the request referred to in article 41 has been made, any party to
the dispute may submit it to the conciliation procedure specified in the
Annex to the present Convention..." (emphasis added)
Article 16, paragraph 1 of the 1965 Convention on the Transit Trade of
Land-locked States reads in part as follows:
"1. Any dispute which may arise with respect to the interpretation
or application of the provisions of this Convention which is not settled
by negotiation or by other peaceful means of settlement within a period
of nine months shall, at the request of either party, be settled by arbitration." (emphasis added)
Attitude of the parties
52. Under some treaties, States are under an explicit obligation to take
a positive attitude in conducting consultations aimed at settling disputes
(e)

arising from the interpretation or application of the treaty. Thus under article
XXII of the 1947 General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade:
"Each contracting party shall accord sympathetic consideration to,
and shall afford adequate opportunity for consultation regarding, such
representations as may be made by any other contracting party with
respect to all matters affecting the operation of this Agreement."
Article 57 of the 1983 International Coffee Agreement contains a similar
provision.
53. Mention should further be made in this context of the treaty
provisions referred to in paragraph 51 above, which place on parties an
obligation of diligence in the initiation and conduct of the negotiation or
consultation process.
54. The concerns reflected in the two preceding paragraphs have also
found expression in the Manila Declaration, which provides in its section I,
paragraph 10, that when States choose to resort to direct negotiations, they
should "negotiate meaningfully, in order to arrive at an early settlement
acceptable to the parties". This provision reiterates in the specific context of
negotiation the general idea enunciated in section I, paragraph 5, of the
Declaration, under which "States shall seek in good faith and in a spirit of
cooperation an early and equitable settlement of their international disputes
by the following means..."
55. Resolutions of organs of international organizations calling upon
States parties to a dispute to enter into negotiations have, on occasion,
stressed the need for a positive attitude on the part of all concerned. Thus, in
one resolution the General Assembly expressed confidence in the good faith
and willingness of the two Governments to pursue vigorously direct negotiations for an early delineation of the frontier. The Security Council in one
resolution requested the Secretary-General to enter into immediate consultations with the parties concerned and interested and appealed to them to
exercise restraint and moderation and to enable the mission of the SecretaryGeneral to be undertaken in satisfactory conditions. In another resolution, the
Security Council regretted a unilateral decision as, inter alia, tending to
compromise the continuation of negotiations and called upon all the parties
concerned to refrain from any action which might jeopardize the negotiations,
and to take steps which would facilitate the creation of the climate necessary
for the success of those negotiations. In other resolutions, the Council urged
that negotiations be resumed as soon as possible meaningfully and constructively, on the basis of comprehensive and concrete proposals, and that talks
be pursued in a continuing, sustained and result-oriented manner, avoiding
any delay.
56. Also relevant in this context is the following extract from the judgment of ICJ in the South West Africa Cases (PreliminaryObjections):
"... it is not so much the form of negotiation that matters as the
attitude and views of the Parties on the substantive issues of the question
involved. So long as both sides remain adamant.., there is no reason to

think that the dispute can be settled by further negotiations between
the Parties." 9
57. Similarly, the Court in its judgment in the North Sea Continental
Shelf case stated:
"The Parties are under an obligation to enter into negotiations with
a view to arriving at an agreement, and not merely to go through a formal
process of negotiation of a sort of prior condition for the automatic
application of a certain method of delimitation in the absence of agreement; they are under an obligation so to conduct themselves that the
negotiationsare meaningful, which will not be the case when either of
them insists upon its own position without contemplating any modification of it".10
(emphasis added)
58. Mention should also be made in this context of the judgment of the
Court in the FisheriesJurisdiction case,1 in which the Court directed the
parties "to conduct their negotiations on the basis that each must in good faith
pay reasonable regard to the legal rights of the other", and of the award of 16
November 1957 in the Lake Lanoux case, in which the arbitral tribunal mentions as examples of "infringement of the rules of good faith" in the conduct
of negotiations, "unjustified breaking off of conversations, unusual delays,
disregard of established procedures, systematic refusal to give consideration
to proposals or adverse interests" .t"
Steps aimed atfacilitating the negotiatingprocess through the involvement of a thirdparty 3
59. The dividing line between, on the one hand, steps aimed at facilitating the negotiating process through third party involvement and, on the
other hand, mediation or good offices may be difficult to draw. However,
since such steps are intrinsically linked to the negotiating process itself, it is
appropriate to deal with them briefly in the context of the present section of
the handbook.
60. Some treaties contain certain provisions aimed at facilitating the
opening of consultations or the conduct of the process. Thus, under article 15,
paragraph 3, of the 1979 Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the
Moon and Other Celestial Bodies:
"If difficulties arise in connection with the opening of consultations or if consultations do not lead to a mutually acceptable settlement,
any State Party may seek the assistance of the Secretary-General without
seeking the consent of any other State Party concerned, in order to
resolve the controversy."
(f)

9

1.C.J.Reports 1962, p. 346.
101.C.J. Reports 1969, p. 47, para. 85 (a).
IILC.J Reports 1974, p. 33, para. 78.
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See Yearbook. of the InternationalLaw Commission, 1974, vol. 11(Part Two) (United
Nations3 publication, Sales No. E.75.V.7 (Part 1i)), document A/5409, para. 1065.
1 Steps aimed at facilitating the negotiating process may be taken jointly by the parties
without any third party being involved. One such step is the establishment of standing joint
commissions with negotiating powers, which is dealt with under subsection 3 (a) above.

The 1983 International Coffee Agreement provides in its article 57 that in the
course of the consultation process, on request by either party and with the
consent of the other, an independent panel shall be established which shall
use its good offices with a view to conciliating the parties.
61. Within international organizations, a decision or a recommendation of a competent organ that parties to a dispute should undertake negotiations with a view to the settlement of their dispute may seek to facilitate the
negotiating process by various means.
62. Within the United Nations, the General Assembly has, in one instance, recommended that the negotiating process be assisted, on the request
of either party, by a third party to be selected by the parties or, failing their
agreement, to be appointed by the Secretary-General. In another instance, the
Assembly suggested that the parties concerned should designate a Government agency or person to facilitate contacts between them and assist them
in settling the dispute and further decided that if, within six months, the
parties had not reached agreement on the designation of such a Government agency or person, the Secretary-General would designate a person
for this purpose.14 In still another case, the Assembly requested the Secretary-General to undertake a mission of good offices in order to assist the
parties to resume negotiations in order to find as soon as possible a peaceful solution of their dispute.
63. The Security Council has also, in some of the cases where it called
upon States to carry on negotiations, sought to facilitate the negotiation
process by placing the services of a third party at the disposal of the parties.
Thus, in one instance, the Council called upon the parties to seek such agreement forthwith by negotiations conducted either directly or through a Mediator. In another case, it urged the Governments concerned to enter into
immediate negotiations under the auspices of a United Nations representative. In still another case, it invited the Secretary-General to lend whatever assistance might be requested by both countries in connection with, inter
alia, an early resumption of conversations with a view to a comprehensive
settlement of all bilateral issues. On yet another occasion the Council requested the Secretary-General to enter into immediate consultations with the
parties concerned and interested. In a further case the Council, considering
that new efforts should be undertaken to assist the resumption of negotiations,
requested the Secretary-General to undertake a new mission of good offices
and to that end to place himself personally at their disposal, so that the
resumption, the intensification and the progress of comprehensive negotiations, carried out in a reciprocal spirit of understanding and of moderation
14At a prior stage of the same dispute, the General Assembly, having first recommended

the establishment of a three-member commission for the purpose of assisting the parties in
carrying through appropriate negotiations, established a United Nations Good Offices Commission, consisting of three members to be nominated by the President of the Assembly, with
a view to arranging and assisting the negotiations, and requested the Secretary-General, in the
event that the members of the Commission were not nominated, to lend his assistance to the
Governments concerned.

under his personal auspices and with his direction as appropriate, might
thereby be facilitated.
64. The steps which the organs of the United Nations or other international organizations may take with a view to facilitating the negotiating process are dealt with in detail in the relevant sections of the present chapter (in
particular those relating to mediation and good offices) and are recapitulated,
as far as the United Nations is concerned, in chapter III and, as regards other
international organizations, in chapter IV
(g)

Question whether the existence of an ongoing negotiationprocess precludes resort to another peaceful settlement procedure

65. This question has been dealt with, as far as judicial settlement is
concerned, by the International Court of Justice in a case which involved the
alleged violation by one of the parties to the dispute of its international legal
obligations to the other party as provided by, inter alia, the 1961 Vienna
Convention on Diplomatic Relations." As has been seen above, disputes
arising from the interpretation or application of this Convention lie, under the
relevant Optional Protocol to the Convention, within the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice. Both parties to the dispute had
acceded to the Protocol and were therefore bound by it. The Court examined
the question whether efforts aimed at easing the situation of crisis existing
between the two countries, which had been undertaken by the SecretaryGeneral at the request of the Security Council, could be considered as incompatible with the continuance of parallel proceedings before the Court. The
Court came to a negative conclusion and further stated the following:
"Negotiation, enquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration and judicial settlement are enumerated together in Article 33 of the Charter as
means for the peaceful settlement of disputes. As was pointed out in the
Aegean Sea Continental Shelf case, 6 the jurisprudence of the Court
provides various examples of cases in which negotiations and recourse
to judicial settlement by the Court have been pursued paripassu."t1
66.

In another case, the International Court of Justice has stated:

5

1 United States Diplomatic and Consular Staff in Tehran, Judgment, L C.J.Reports 1980,
p. 3.

161n
this case, the Court declared itself unable to share the view that it ought not to proceed

with the case while the parties continued to negotiate and that the existence of active negotiations in progress constituted an impediment to the Court's exercise of jurisdiction. The Court
further stated:

"Negotiation and judicial settlement are enumerated together with Article 33 of the
Charter of the United Nations as means for the peaceful settlement of disputes. The jurisprudence of the Court provides various examples of cases in which negotiations and recourse to
judicial settlement have been pursued pari passu. Several cases, the most recent one being
that concerning the Trial of Pakistani Prisoners of War (LC.J Reports 1973, p. 347), show

that judicial proceedings may be discontinued when such negotiations result in the settlement
of the dispute. Consequently, the fact that negotiations are being actively pursued during the

present proceedings is not, legally, any obstacle to the exercise by the Court of its judicial
function." /C.J Reports 1978, p. 12, para. 29.
171.C.J
Reports 1980, p. 24, para. 43.

"... the Court considers that even the existence of active negotiations in which both parties might be involved should not prevent both the
Security Council and the Court from exercising their separate functions
under the Charter and the Statute of the Court." 18
67. In connection with the reference to the Security Council in the
above statement of the Court, it should be recalled that the Council is empowered, under Article 36 of the Charter of the United Nations, to recommend
appropriate procedures or methods of adjustment "at any stage of a dispute
of the nature referred to in Article 33 or of a situation of like nature", i.e., any
dispute or situation the continuance of which is likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and security. Under paragraph 2 of the same
provision, however, "the Security Council should take into consideration any
procedures for the settlement of the dispute which have already been adopted
by the parties". In the latter connection, reference is made to a resolution of
the Security Council in which the Council specified that it was acting without
prejudice to negotiations that the parties concerned and interested might
undertake under Article 33 of the Charter.
4.

Outcome of the negotiations and possible subsequentsteps

68. When negotiations are successful, they normally lead to the
issuance by the parties of an instrument reflecting the terms of the agreement arrived at. This document may be a comprehensive agreement. It may
be a joint statement or communiqu6. A memorandum or declaration def ining broad points of agreement may precede the issuance of a more detailed
agreement.
69. If the negotiations are unsuccessful, the parties may choose to
adjourn the negotiation process sine die or to issue a communiqu6 recording
the failure of the negotiations. If the dispute relates to the interpretation or
application of a treaty, the failure of the negotiations may result in denunciation of the treaty by one of the parties.
70. As has been seen above, the dispute settlement clauses of many
multilateral treaties provide that disputes which cannot be settled by negotiation shall be submitted to another peaceful settlement procedure. Various
patterns of successive steps can be found in practice, as further discussed in
detail in the handbook, including the following:
(a) Consultation; conciliation (arts. 84 and 85 of the 1975 Convention
on the Representation of States in Their Relations with International Organizations of a Universal Character);
(b) Consultation; other peaceful means of the parties' choice (art. 15 of
the 1979 Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and
Other Celestial Bodies);
I8 Military and ParamilitaryActivities in andAgainst Nicaragua (Nicaragua
IC.J. Reports 1984, p. 440, para. 106.

v United States),

(c) Negotiation; other peaceful means of the parties' choice; conciliation; arbitration (art. VIII of the 1969 International Convention relating to
Intervention on the High Seas in Cases of Oil Pollution Casualties);
(d) Exchanges of views; peaceful means of the parties' choice; conciliation; judicial or arbitral settlement (arts. 280, 283, 284, 286 and 287 of the
1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. Under article 287 of
the Convention, a State is free to choose, by means of a written declaration,
one or more of four compulsory procedures entailing binding decisions);
(e) Negotiation; procedures provided by the treaty; resort to ICJ (art.
22 of the 1965 International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Racial Discrimination);
(1) Consultation and negotiation; conciliation; arbitration or resort
to ICJ (arts. 41, 42 and 43 of the 1978 Vienna Convention on Succession
of States in Respect of Treaties and arts. 42, 43 and 44 of the 1983 Vienna
Convention on Succession of States in respect of State property, archives
and debts);
(g) Consultation; negotiation; resort to an organ of an international
organization (art. 58 of the 1983 International Coffee Agreement);
(h) Negotiation; arbitration, failing agreement on another form of settlement (art. 10 of the 1973 International Convention for the Prevention of
Pollution from Ships and Protocol II to the Convention and art. 16 of the 1965
Convention on the Transit Trade of Land-locked States);
(i) Negotiation; arbitration; resort to ICJ (art. 24 of the 1963 Convention on Offences and Certain Other Acts Committed On Board Aircraft; art.
29 of the 1979 Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
against Women; art. 30 of the 1984 Convention against Torture and Other
Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment; art. 13 of the 1973 Convention on
the Prevention and Punishment of Crimes against Internationally Protected
Persons, including Diplomatic Agents; art. 16 of the 1979 International Convention against the Taking of Hostages; art. 12 of the 1970 Hague Convention
for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft; and art. 14 of the 1971
Montreal Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety
of Civil Aviation);
(') Negotiation; procedures provided by the treaty; resort to ICJ (arts.
28 to 44 of the 1966 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights);
(k) Negotiation; resort to ICJ, failing agreement on another form of
settlement (art. XV of the 1971 Universal Copyright Convention; art. 8 of the
1962 Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for Marriage, and
Registration of Marriages; art. XII of the 1973 International Convention on
the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid; art. I of the 1957
Convention on the Nationality of Married Women; art. V of the 1953 Convention on the International Right of Correction; art. 10 of the 1956 Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade and Institutions
and Practices Similar to Slavery; art. IX of the 1953 Convention on the
Political Rights of Women; sect. 30 of the 1946 Convention on the Privileges
and Immunities of the United Nations; sect. 32 of the 1947 Convention on the

Privileges and Immunities of the Specialized Agencies; and art. 34 of the
1959 Agreement on the Privileges and Immunities of the International Atomic
Energy Agency).
71. Underlying these clauses is the general principle reflected in section I, paragraph 7, of the Manila Declaration, which reads in part as follows:
"In the event of failure of the parties to a dispute to reach an early
solution by any of the above means of settlement, they shall continue to
seek a peaceful solution and shall consult forthwith on mutually agreed
means to settle the dispute peacefully."
72. The same principle underlies several resolutions of the General
Assembly which envisage possible alternative courses of action in case negotiations do not lead to the settlement of the dispute. Thus, in one instance, the
General Assembly has recommended a three-step procedure: namely, negotiations, followed by resort, in order to resolve differences arising in the
course of negotiations, to a procedure of mediation by a United Nations
mediator to be appointed by the Secretary-General and, finally, resort to
arbitration in the event of the inability of the parties to accept the recommendations of the mediator. In another instance, the Assembly has recommended
that, in the event that negotiations do not lead to satisfactory results within a
reasonable period of time, both parties should give favourable consideration
to the possibility of seeking a solution of their differences by any of the means
provided in the Charter, including recourse to ICJ or any other peaceful means
of their own choice.
73. The concept of failure of negotiations has been touched upon
both by the Permanent Court of International Justice and by the International Court of Justice. In its judgment in the Mavrommatis case, the
Permanent Court stated:
"... the question of the importance and chances of success of
diplomatic negotiations is essentially a relative one. Negotiations do not
of necessity always presuppose a more or less lengthy series of notes and
dispatches; it may suffice that a discussion should have been commenced, and this discussion may have been very short; this will be the
case if a deadlock is reached, or if finally a point is reached at which one
of the Parties definitely declares himself unable, or refuses, to give way,
and there can therefore be no doubt that the dispute cannot be settled by
diplomatic negotiation." 19
In its judgment in the South West Africa Cases (PreliminaryObjections), the
International Court of Justice dealt with the matter in the following words:
"Now in the present cases, it is evident that a deadlock on the issues
of the dispute was reached and has remained since, and that no modification of the respective contentions has taken place since the discussions
and negotiations in the United Nations. It is equally evident that 'there
can be no doubt', in the words of the Permanent Court, 'that the dispute
19
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cannot be settled by diplomatic negotiation', and that it would be 'super.fluous' to undertake renewed discussions.
"... So long as both sides remain adamant, and this is obvious even
from their oral presentations before the Court, there is no reason to think
20
that the dispute can be settled by further negotiations between the Parties."
B.

Inquiry

1. Functions and relation to otherpeaceful means
under the Charterof the United Nations
74. In an international dispute involving in particular a difference of
opinion on points of fact, the States concerned may agree to initiate an inquiry
to investigate a disputed issue of fact, as well as other aspects of the dispute,
to determine any violations of relevant treaties or other international commitments alleged by the parties and to suggest appropriate remedies and adjustments. Inquiry may also be resorted to when parties to a dispute agree on
some other means of settlement (arbitration, conciliation, regional arrangements, etc.) and there arises a need for collecting all necessary information in
order to ascertain or elucidate the facts giving rise to the dispute.
75. The function of inquiry-investigation or elucidation of a disputed
issue of fact-was comprehensively dealt with in the 1899 and 1907 Hague
Conventions 2 for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes. Article 9
of the 1907 Convention reads as follows:
"In disputes of an international nature involving neither honour
nor essential interests, and arising from a difference of opinion on
points of fact, the Contracting Powers deem it expedient and desirable
that the parties who have not been able to come to an agreement by
means of diplomacy should, as far as circumstances allow, institute an
international commission of inquiry, to facilitate a solution of these
disputes by elucidating the facts by means of an impartial and conscientious investigation."
76. Inquiry as a means of settlement of disputes has been provided for
in a number of bilateral and multilateral treaties, including the Covenant of
the League of Nations, the Charter of the United Nations and the constituent
instruments of certain specialized agencies and other international organizations within the United Nations system, and in various instruments by the
regional bodies.
77. Inquiry, as an impartial third-party procedure for fact-finding and
investigation, may indeed contribute to a reduction of tension and the prevention of an international dispute, as distinct from facilitating the settlement of
such a dispute. The possibility of fact-finding (inquiry) contributing to the
20

.C.J. Reports 1962, p. 346.
Carnegie Endowmentfor InternationalPeace, The Proceedingsof the Hague Peace Conferences; Translationof the Official Texts, James Brown Scott, ed. The Conference of 1899 (New
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York, Oxford University Press, 1920), p. 237; and ibid., The Conference of 1907, vol. I. Plenary
Meetings of the Conference (New York, Oxford University Press, 1920), p.599.

prevention of an international dispute was recognized, for example, by the
General Assembly in its resolution 1967 (XVIII) of 16 December 1963 on the
"Question of methods of fact-finding." 2 2 In the resolution, the Assembly
stated its belief "that an important contribution to the peaceful settlement of
disputes and to the prevention of such disputes could be made by providing
for impartial fact-finding within the framework of international organizations
and in bilateral and multinational conventions".
78. On 18 December 1967, the General Assembly adopted resolution
2329 (XXII), in which it requested the Secretary-General to prepare a register
of experts in legal and other fields, whose services the States parties to a
dispute might, by agreement, use for fact-finding in relation to a dispute. It
also requested Member States to nominate up to five of their nationals to be
included in such a register.23 As mentioned in paragraph 144 of the first report
of the Secretary-General (A/5094), the role of such fact-finding bodies "as a
stabilizing factor in themselves, in situations potentially endangering the
maintenance of international peace and security, should not be overlooked,
nor the part which they have on occasions played in providing a means of
liaison and communication between conflicting parties".
79. To a great extent the task of such fact-finding bodies established in
accordance with the above-mentioned resolution "in relation to a dispute"
may be regarded as seeking the prevention of a dispute or the prevention of
the aggravation of a dispute and the adjustment of situations the continuance
of which is likely to give rise to a dispute.
80. Recognition that fuller use and further improvement of the means
for fact-finding of the United Nations could contribute to the strengthening
of the role of the Organization in the maintenance of international peace and
security and promote the peaceful settlement of disputes as well as the prevention and removal of threats to the peace has developed slowly together
with a new willingness on the part of Member States to enhance the role of
the United Nations. The 1988 Declaration on the Prevention and Removal of
Disputes and Situations Which May Threaten International Peace and Security and on the Role of the United Nations in this Field called for full use of
the fact-finding capabilities of the Security Council, the General Assembly
and the Secretary-General in strengthening further the role and effectiveness
of the United Nations in maintaining international peace and security for all
States. The Special Committee on the Charter of the United Nations and on
the Strengthening of the Role of the Organization had developed further on
22

Under this item, the Secretary-General of the United Nations prepared two studies, the first
dated I May 1964, and the second, 22 April 1966 (see, respectively, Official Records ofthe General
Assembly, Twentieth Session, Annexes, vol. 111,agenda items 90 and 94, document A/5694, and
ibid., Twenty-first Session, Annexes, vol. III, agenda item 87, document A/6228. These studies
describe the practice of States and some international organizations, principally the League of
Nations and the United Nations, specialized agencies and other international organizations of
universal
or regional character, indicating the evolution of the procedure.
23
The Secretary-General issued the Register on 24 September 1968 (document A/7240);
subsequent revisions appeared on 7 November 1969 (A/7751) and on 18 November 1970
(A/8108). The Register contained 189 nominations received from 42 Member States. There have
been no further changes in the Register since that time.

fact-finding by the United Nations. The Committee elaborated a Declaration
on Fact-finding by the United Nations in the Field of the Maintenance of
International Peace and Security, which was adopted by the General Assembly at its forty-sixth session.2 4 The Declaration aims at enhancing the use of
and improving the fact-finding means available to the Security Council, the
General Assembly and the Secretary-General in the fulfilment of their functions relating to the maintenance of international peace and security.
81. From the evidence in the above-mentioned treaties and other international instruments, it may be observed that the terms "inquiry" (" enquiry"), "factfinding" and "investigation" have all been used (sometimes interchangeably) for
this type of procedure under which parties to an international dispute may call for
the establishment of an international commission of inquiry z an international
27
fact-finding commission," or an international investigation commission, with
varying degrees of competence. The competence conferred upon a commission of
inquiry may vary depending on the subject-matter of the inquiry and also whether
the machinery is instituted to serve the interest of States directly, as illustrated by a
number of cases,28 both prior to and since the Hague Conventions. It may also
depend on whether an inquiry is set in motion to assist an international organization, such as the United Nations, to fulfil its various obligations under the Charter
in the area of the maintenance of international peace and security 9 or whether
an inquiry commission is instituted by any of the specialized agencies and the
24
General Assembly resolution 46/59, annex.
25
See, e.g., article 9 of both the 1899 and 1907
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Hague Conventions (supra, note 21).
See, e.g., article 90 of Additional Protocol I of 1977 to the 1949 Geneva Conventions for
the Protection
of War Victims, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1125, p. 3.
27
See, e.g., the United Nations commission of investigation described in the two studies of
the Secretary-General
(supra, note 22).
28
See, e.g., the inquiry commissions in: the Maine case, Annual Register (1898), p. 362;
The North Sea or Dogger Bank Case (Great Britain vs. Russia), Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, The Hague Court Reports, James Brown Scott, ed., First Series (New
York, Oxford University Press, 1916), p. 403; the Tavignano case, ibid., p. 413; the Tiger case,
N. Bar-Yaacov, The Handling of InternationalDisputes by Means of Inquiry (London and New
York, Oxford University Press, 1974), p. 156 (documents concerning the case were never
published; they are held in the Library of the Permanent Court of Arbitration at The Hague);
the Tubantia case (Netherlands vs. Germany), Carnegie Endowment for International Peace,
The Hague Court Reports, James Brown Scott, ed. (New York, Oxford University Press, 1932),
p. 135; the Red Crusadercase (United Kingdom and Denmark: Exchange of notes constituting
an agreement establishing a Commission of Enquiry .. ., London, 15 November 1961), United
Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 420, p. 67; and E. Lauterpacht, The Contemporary Practiceof the
United Kingdom in the Fieldof InternationalLaw (London, British Institute of International
and Comparative
Law, 1962), p. 50.
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By its resolution 496 (1981) of 15 December 1981, the Security Council decided to send a
commission of inquiry composed of three of its members in order to investigate the origin,
background and financing of the mercenary aggression of 25 November 1981 against the Republic
of Seychelles, as well as assess and evaluate economic damages, and to report to the Council with
recommendations; and by its resolution 598 (1987) of 20 July 1987 requested the Secretary-General "to explore, in consultation with Iran and Iraq", the question of entrusting an impartial body
with inquiring into responsibility for the conflict and to report to the Security Council as soon as
possible. In one recent instance, the General Assembly requested the Secretary-General to carry
out promptly investigations in response to reports that might be brought to his attention by any
Member State concerning the possible use of chemical and bacteriological (biological) or toxin
weapons in order to ascertain the facts of the matter and to report promptly the result of any such
investigation to all Member States (resolution 44/115 B of 15 December 1989).

International Atomic Energy Agency to deal with an issue under their respective constitutions and statutes.3 0
82. By virtue of its mandate to investigate the facts and to clarify the
questions in dispute under the functions outlined above, inquiry may thus
involve the hearing of the parties, the examination of witnesses or visits on
the spot.3 Although inquiry may thus employ the techniques of gathering
evidence which are normally used in the arbitral or judicial process, this does
not change its basic status and functions as outlined above. But it does
underscore the fact that inquiry is thus capable of combining the benefits of
diplomacy and legal techniques to obtain for the parties an impartial report
on the issues in dispute, or of suggesting a solution of the problem. Because
of this possibility of being given the mandate of recommending a solution, a
commission of inquiry may thus tend to acquire a status which sometimes
makes it difficult to distinguish its function from that of conciliation. This has
resulted in the establishment of a machinery designated
as a panel for inquiry
32
and conciliation in the context of the United Nations.
2. Initiation and methods of work
83. Inquiry may be set in motion by mutual consent of the States
concerned on an ad hoc basis, relying upon a treaty in force between them,
creating a general obligation to settle disputes by peaceful means. It may also
be initiated in accordance with the terms of an applicable treaty, specifically
establishing inquiry as the mode of handling a category of disputes and
33
indicating how the process may be initiated, including its method of work.
84. Some treaties have thus provided for the establishment of a permanent commission of inquiry, fact-finding or investigation, whose jurisdiction
34
is to be accepted in advance by the States parties to the treaty in question.
The jurisdiction of such institutionalized commission of inquiry either may
be invoked without further agreement between States parties to a dispute, or
3

°1n the incidents of the shooting down of civilian aircraft the Council of the International

Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), by its resolution of 16 September 1983 in one case, directed
the Secretary-General of ICAO "to institute an investigation to determine the facts and technical

aspects relating to the flight and destruction of the aircraft". Similarly, in another case, in the
statement by the President of the Council of the International Civil Aviation Organization, approved by the Council on 14 July 1988, the Council directed the Secretary-General of ICAO "to

institute an immediate fact-finding investigation to determine all relevant facts and technical
aspects
3 of the chain of events relating to the flight and destruction of the aircraft".
'See, e.g., articles 9 to 36 of the 1907 Hague Convention, which contain a more elaborate
description
of investigation procedure than those of the 1899 Convention.
3

1The creation of a Panel for Inquiry and Conciliation was provided for in General Assembly
resolution 268 D (Ill) of 28 April 1949. The list of persons designated by 15 Member States is
contained in a note by the Secretary-General dated 20 January 1961 (A/4686-S/4632). The Panel

has never
33 been used.
See, e.g., article 9 of both the Hague Conventions.
34See, e.g., the so-called Bryan treaties which the United States entered into with a number
of European and Central and South American States commencing in 1913. As to details concerning these treaties see the report of the Secretary-General on methods of fact-finding, A/5694,

paras. 62-78; the Treaty to Avoid or Prevent Conflicts between the American States ("Gondra
Treaty"), signed at Santiago on 3 May 1923, the League of Nations Treaty Series, vol. XXXIII,
p. 25, and American Treaty on Pacific Settlement (Pact of Bogota), signed at Bogoti on 30 April
1948, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 30, p. 55.

may be made subject to a special agreement between the parties to a dispute.
of the
A treaty may also indicate the conditions under which the jurisdiction
35
established commission may be invoked by one party unilaterally and those
36
under which the jurisdiction may only be invoked by mutual consent. A
provision may also be made in a treaty requiring that parties, invoking the
jurisdiction of the commission, draw up a protocol in which they state the
question or questions which they desire the commission to elucidate. Alternatively, in another treaty, the commission of inquiry may itself define the
facts to be examined.
85. The methods of work of a commission of inquiry are those aimed
at enabling the commission, in accordance with the competence conferred
upon it, to acquire all necessary facts in order to become fully informed of the
issues giving rise to a dispute. Thus, as mentioned in paragraph 82 above, a
commission of inquiry may hear the parties to a dispute, examine witnesses
and experts, carry out investigations on the spot with consent of the parties
and receive and review documentary evidence. The parties are, both in practice and under the relevant treaties, entitled to be represented during the
proceedings by agents and counsel. Such is the case, for example, within
commissions of inquiry instituted under article 26 of the Constitution of the
International Labour Organisation (ILO). Similarly, under article 14 of the
1907 Hague Convention, the parties are entitled to appoint special agents to
attend the commission of inquiry, whose duty is to represent them and to act
as intermediaries between them and the commission. They are further authorized to engage counsel or advocates, appointed by themselves, to state their
case and uphold their interests before the commission. Under article 21 of the
Convention, "every investigation, and every examination of a locality, must
be made in the presence of the agents and counsel of the parties or after they
have been duly summoned". Whether or not the commission is to hold such
hearings in public is also another question. In this connection, it may be noted
that article 31 of the 1907 Hague Convention stipulated that "the sittings of
the commission [of inquiry] are not public, nor the minutes and documents
connected with the inquiry published, except in virtue of a decision of the
commission taken with the consent of the parties".
86. The extent to which these techniques of acquiring evidence may be
used by a commission of inquiry will depend upon the function assigned to
it: whether merely to elucidate the facts in dispute and to submit a written
report thereon for further use of the parties to a dispute, or to prepare a report
in which it also recommends a solution to the dispute. In both instances, a
written report is to be prepared and submitted by the commission either to the
States parties to the dispute or to the organ of the international organization
which initiated it.
35See, e.g., the Pact of Bogota, note 34, supra.
36

0ne of the so-called Bryan treaties, i.e., the Treaty between the United States of America
and the United Kingdom of Great Britain of 15 September 1914 (see A/5694) (supra, note 22),
para. 62, note 26.

3. Composition and other institutionalaspects
87. Although reference has been made in the preceding paragraphs to
inquiry mainly in the form of various commissions to be composed of a
spec.fied number of individuals, thus constituting a third-party procedure,
there are certain important exceptions to that view which may now be pointed
out in connection with the institutional aspects of the procedure.
88. First, it should be noted that an inquiry must not necessarily be
conducted by a group of people constituting a commission or a panel. An
inquiry may indeed be undertaken by one person alone. Thus the States
concerned may agree to approach, for example, the Secretary-General of
the United Nations or the chief administrative officer of any of the specialized agencies or of bodies within the United Nations system to appoint a
special representative or a mission to carry out an inquiry on the difficulties which have arisen between such States or to investigate the events
giving rise to a complaint by one State against another, with the view to
bringing about an amicable solution." Both the General Assembly and the
Security Council are equally free to ask the Secretary-General of the
United Nations to appoint a special representative to undertake an inquiry
in connection with issues falling under their responsibilities and competence and have done so on several occasions.3"
89. Secondly, it should be observed that an inquiry need not always be
in the nature of a third-party procedure (the appointment of either a commission or an individual to undertake an independent investigation on behalf of
the parties to the dispute). In some cases, especially those involving frontier
disputes, provisions have been made for an inquiry to be conducted directly
between the local frontier officials of the States parties to such a dispute
without involving a third party. This practice of eliminating the third-party
element in an inquiry procedure exists in a number of bilateral treaties.3 9
90. As for the third-party inquiry procedures, there are a number of
questions concerning their institutional aspects, which are similar to those to
be discussed in relation to the other ad hoc procedures such as conciliation
commissions or arbitral tribunals. The questions include: the size of the
inquiry commission; whether the commissioners are to be selected from a
pre-constituted list, such as a register of experts; 40 whether to specify a particular qualification (professional competence) for the individuals to be appointed to the inquiry commission; the procedures for appointment and for
filling the vacancies that may occur in the commission; the rules of procedure
37The Secretary-General announced on 21 July 1988 that he was sending a mission to Iran
and Iraq to investigate the situation of prisoners of war at the request of these States (see
document
S/20147).
38

See, e.g., Security Council resolution 384 (1975) of 22 December 1975 on the situation in
Timor and the statement of the President of the Security Council of 28 February 1974 in connection with
39 the complaint by Iraq.
For such agreements, see, e.g., United Nations, A Survey of Treaty Provisionsfor the Pacific
Settlement
of Disputes 1949-1962 (1966), pp. 788-866.
40
See, e.g., the register of a Panel for Inquiry and Conciliation called for in General Assembly
resolution 268 D (III), supra, note 32.

to be applied by the commission taking into account its method of work
discussed in the preceding paragraphs; the secretariat or seat of an inquiry
commission; and the financial arrangements for covering the expenses relating to the procedure.
91. Without going into the details concerning each of the institutional
questions raised above, the following examples may be noted with respect to
the question of composition. The 1907 Hague Convention, for example, provides that, failing the direct agreement of the parties on the composition of
the commission of inquiry in the manner established under the treaty, each
party to the dispute appoints two members and the four members thus designated-or, failing agreement, a third State jointly agreed upon-select the
fifth. Under Additional Protocol I to the 1949 Geneva Conventions, the States
parties to the Protocol elect, from a list of persons to which each of them may
nominate one person, the 15 members of the International Fact-Finding Commission; as to the seven-member Chamber to be set up-unless otherwise
agreed by the Parties concerned-in case an inquiry is requested, it consists
of five members appointed by the President of the Commission after consultations with the Parties and of two ad hoc members to be appointed by each
side. Under the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, there
is a special third-party procedure constituted in accordance with article 3 of
annex VIII thereto, which may be requested to carry out an inquiry and
establish the facts giving rise to the dispute, and which consists of five
members of which each party selects two, the fifth member being appointed
by agreement by the parties to the dispute, preferably from a pre-constituted
list of experts established under the Convention. While various such models
exist, account should also be taken of the inquiry commissions appointed by
a single authority, such as the Secretary-General of the United Nations, 4' or
by the various organs of the United Nations, 42 as well as the commission of
inquiry under article 26 of the ILO Constitution, which is to be appointed by
the Governing Council on the proposal of the Director General.
92. As to the question of rules of procedure, it may be observed generally that commissions have enjoyed varying degrees of freedom in settling the
details of such procedures. In one instance, the commission was instructed to
"determine its own procedure and all questions affecting the conduct of the
subject to the provisions of the agreement which instituted
investigation",
it. 43 In another instance, the provisions of the Hague Conventions were made
applicable to the commissions with respect to all points not specifically
covered by the agreement on the setting up of the inquiry commission. 44 In
still another instance, an agreement on the inquiry regulated in detail the
4

'See, e.g., Security Council resolution 568 (1985) of 21 June 1985, in connection with the

complaint
by Botswana.
42
See, e.g., Security Council resolutions 404 (1977) of 8 February 1977, in connection with
the complaint by Benin, and 571 (1985) of 20 September 1985, in connection with the complaint
by Angola
against South Africa.
4
'See subparagraph c (i) of the Exchange of notes constituting an Agreement in the Red
Crusader case (supra, note 28).
44See, e.g., article 8 of the Agreement for inquiry in the Tavignano case, supra, note 28.

procedures to be applied by the commission and provided that the rules
contained in the 1907 Hague Convention would be applicable in so far as they
were not at variance with the provisions of the inquiry convention.45 A mission of inquiry dispatched by the Secretary-General of the United Nations
would determine its procedures and methods of work.
93. With respect to the seat of inquiry, the following may be noted.
Under the 1907 Hague Convention, it is for the parties to determine where
the commission is to sit and whether it may be free to sit at another place.
If the agreement to establish an inquiry pursuant to the Convention is
silent on the matter, the inquiry commission would automatically sit at The
Hague. The place of meeting, once fixed, cannot be altered by the commission except with the assent of the parties. According to other agreements
for inquiry, the capital city of a third State as the place of the meeting of
the commission was provided for46 or it was left open for the commission
to determine the country wherein it would sit, taking into consideration
the greater facilities for the investigation.47
94. When the inquiry, investigation or fact-finding process is conducted under the auspices of an international organization, the competent
body will usually assemble at the headquarters or at one of the regional
offices of the organization concerned, unless an on-the-spot investigation is
necessary with the consent of the parties.
95. The 1907 Hague Convention provides in its article 15 that "the
International Bureau of the Permanent Court of Arbitration acts as registry
for the commissions which sit at The Hague, and shall place its offices and
staff at the disposal of the contracting Powers for the use of the commission
of inquiry". It furthermore provides in its article 16 that if the commission
meets elsewhere than at The Hague, it appoints a secretary general, whose
office serves as registry. Under Additional Protocol I to the 1949 Geneva
Conventions, the depositary (i.e., the Swiss Government) "shall make available to the Commission the necessary administrative facilities for the performance of its functions" (art. 90, para. 1 (f)).
96. As to groups appointed by the chief administrative officer of an
international organization (such as the Secretary-General of the United Nations) or an organ of an international organization (such as the Governing
Body of ILO), they will normally receive the required secretariat support
from the organization itself.
97. As to the question of qualification, it is generally understood that
the individuals to be appointed to a commission of inquiry should be specialists in the matters likely to come up in the investigation in question. Whether
or not the investigation of a legal question has specifically been referred to
the commission, it has proved useful to include legal experts apart from those
45See, e.g., article 8 of the Agreement for inquiry in the Tubantia case, supra, note 28.
46See,
e.g., article 5 of the Agreement for inquiry in the Dogger Bank case, supra, note 28.
47
See, e.g., subparagraph f (i) of the Exchange of notes constituting an Agreement in the Red
Crusader case, supra, note 28.

knowledgeable in the specific subject of inquiry. It is very much up to the
possessing the qualificaparties, in the final analysis, to appoint individuals
48
tions necessary and relevant for each case.
98. With regard to financial arrangements, it may be noted that, under
the relevant treaties and in practice, equal sharing of the expenses is usually
the rule. Thus under the 1907 Hague Convention, each party pays its own
expenses and an equal share of the expenses incurred by the commission.
Provisions along the same lines are to be found in the 1982 United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea and in bilateral agreements providing for
the establishment of ad hoc commissions of inquiry. In the case of fact-f inding or inquiry proceedings conducted under the aegis of an international
organization, the costs of secretariat services are usually borne by the organization concerned.
4. Outcome of the process
99. The outcome of an inquiry is a report which is prepared and submitted to the parties or bodies that instituted it. The value of the report would
however vary in accordance with the function and competence given to the
particular inquiry. Thus, under article 35 of the 1907 Hague Convention
establishing an inquiry only for elucidating the facts, the report of the inquiry
limits itself to the statement of facts as established and the parties to the
dispute retain their complete freedom of action with respect to the dispute.
The report is thus non-binding. In contrast, paragraph 27, article 5, of annex
VIII to the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea recognizes
an inquiry procedure whose results (findings of fact), unless the parties
otherwise agree, are to be considered conclusive by the parties to the dispute,
subject to the special procedure under the article.
100. With respect to the commissions given the competence to make
recommendations on the settlement of the dispute, there are also variations of
the value of the commission's report. Thus in one of the cases the parties to
the dispute agreed in advance to accept the recommendations of the commission as binding. 49 In another case, the acceptance by the parties of the legal
conclusions reached in the commission's report also enabled the inquiry
process to play a significant role in the settlement of that dispute.5" The
Montevideo Agreement of 1915 between Chile and Uruguay, for example,
provides in its article IV that "after receiving the report of the Commission
the two Governments shall allow a period of six months in order to endeavour
to obtain a new settlement of the dispute based on the conclusions of the
Commission; and if during this fresh extension the two Governments shall not
be able to arrive at a friendly solution, the dispute shall be referred to the
4

8Because of the naval character of disputes investigated so far by commissions of inquiry
established under the Hague Conventions, they were composed mainly of naval officers of high
rank as well as jurists. In the Tubantia case the third State was explicitly requested to designate a

jurist as chairman of the commission. There were also two jurists, including the Chairman,
designated in the Red Crusader case.
49
The Tiger case, see note 28, supra.
5
°The Red Crusader case, see note 28, supra.

Permanent Court of Arbitration at The Hague.5 Under article 29 of the
ILO Constitution, each party has three months to inform the Director
General of ILO whether it accepts the recommendations contained in the
report of the commission.
C.

Good offices

1. Main characteristics,legalframework and relation to other
peaceful means under the Charterof the United Nations
101. When States parties to a dispute are unable to settle it directly
between themselves, a third party may offer his good offices as a means of
preventing further deterioration of the dispute and as a method of facilitating
efforts towards a peaceful settlement of the dispute. Such an offer of good
offices, whether upon the initiative of the third party in question or upon the
request of one or more parties to the dispute, is subject to acceptance by all
the parties to the dispute. In other words, the third party offering good offices,
be it a single State or a group of States, an individual or an organ of a universal
or regional international organization, must be found acceptable to all the
parties to the dispute.
102. The third party exercising good offices normally seeks to encourage the parties to the dispute to resume negotiations, thus providing them with
a channel of communication. However, there are cases in which the third
party exercising good offices is authorized to do more than merely act as a gobetween and is allowed to take active part in the dispute settlement process,
by making proposals for its solution and holding meetings with the parties to
the dispute to discuss such proposals. In such situations, the third party in
question may be considered as not only contributing his good offices but also
as undertaking mediation. Accordingly, good offices may be said to share a
common characterization with mediation as a method of facilitating a dialogue between parties to an international dispute, aimed, as the case may be,
at scaling down hostilities and tensions and designed to bring about an amicable solution of the dispute.
103. In the 1899 and 1907 Hague Conventions for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes, containing specific provisions establishing
good offices as one of the peaceful methods of settlement of disputes, good
offices is indeed treated as if it were interchangeable with mediation," suggesting that the two methods, although explicitly treated as distinct in at least
one regional treaty, 53 are usually seen as performing functions which may
sometimes not be distinguishable in practical terms. Good offices was construed in this manner because in a given dispute the role of the third party
5
'Treaty between the Republic of Chile and the Republic of Uruguay for the Settlement of
Disputes by an International Commission, Montevideo, 27 February 1915, British and Foreign
State Papers, vol. CIX (1915), p. 885.
52See, e.g., arts. 2-8 on good offices and mediation of the 1899 and 1907 Hague Conventions
(supra,note 21).
53See, e.g., arts. IX to XIV of the American Treaty on Pacific Settlement (Pact of Bogoti),
supra, note 34.

exercising good offices may change in accordance with the developments of
the events relating to the dispute. Such developments, in turn, determine the
nature and degree of involvement of such third party in the process of facilitating the efforts towards a peaceful settlement of the dispute, thus making it
difficult to say when good offices ended and mediation began.
104. Although Article 33, paragraph 1, of the Charter of the United
Nations does not specifically mention good offices among the peaceful
means for the settlement of disputes between States, it has been mentioned in
recent international instruments. Thus, the 1982 Manila Declaration on the
Peaceful Settlement of International Disputes 4 places good offices on an
equal footing with the other peaceful methods enumerated in Article 33,
paragraph 1, of the Charter by providing, in its paragraph 5, as follows:
"States shall seek in good faith and in a spirit of cooperation an early
and equitable settlement of their international disputes by any of the
following means: negotiation, inquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement, resort to regional arrangements or agencies or
other peaceful means of their own choice, including good offices. In
seeking such a settlement, the parties shall agree on such peaceful means
as may be appropriate to the circumstances and the nature of their dispute."
Moreover, the 1988 Declaration on the Prevention and Removal of Disputes
and Situations Which May Threaten International Peace and Security and on
the Role of the United Nations in this Field" also provides, in its paragraph
12, that "the Security Council should consider sending, at an early stage,
fact-finding or good offices missions or establishing appropriate forms of
United Nations presence, including observers and peace-keeping operations,
as a means of preventing the further deterioration of the dispute or situation
in the areas concerned".
2. Functions
105. According to the 1899 and 1907 Hague Conventions for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes, in which good offices and mediation were treated interchangeably, the methods were assigned the following
functions: "In case of serious disagreement or dispute, before an appeal to
arms, the contracting [signatory] Powers agree to have recourse, as far as
circumstances allow, to the good offices or mediation of one or more friendly
Powers" .56
The friendly Powers allowed to intervene in the dispute, as further
provided in the conventions, "have the right to offer good offices or mediation even during the course of hostilities.""
106. Under the Pact of Bogota, where an attempt was made to distinguish good offices from mediation, the following specific provision was
made: "The procedure of good offices consists in the attempt by one or more
5

See chap. I,para. 2, above.

5General Assembly resolution 43/51 of 5 December 1988, annex.
56

Article 2 of both the 1899 and the 1907 Hague Conventions (emphasis added), supra,
note 21.
57Article 3 of both the 1899 and the 1907 Hague Conventions (emphasis added), ibid.

American Governments not parties to the controversy, or by one or more
eminent citizens of any American State which is not a party to the controversy
to bring the parties together, so as to make it possible for them to reach an
adequate solution between themselves." 58 The Pact further provided that
"once the parties have been brought together and have resumed direct negotiations, no further action is to be taken by the State or citizens that have
offered their good offices or accepted an invitation to offer them; they may,
however, by agreement between the parties, be present at the negotiations.59
107. In a statement describing his responsibilities under the Charter,
the Secretary-General made the following cogent explanation of the functions
of good offices:
"Furthermore, the Security Council and other organs of the United Nations have entrusted the Secretary-General with various tasks which
broadly entail the exercise of good offices. This is a very flexible term
as it may mean very little or very much. But, in an age in which negotiations have to replace confrontation, I feel that the Secretary-General's
good offices can significantly help in encouraging Member States to
bring their disputes to the negotiating table. Negotiations today have a
character quite different from what they had in the past. Talleyrand
called negotiations '1 'artde laisser les autressuivre votre propre voie'.
That, however, was true of a world which no longer exists. Today,
negotiations need to take account of the great political and economic
changes in our world. In order to succeed, and if the vital interests of all
concerned are taken sufficiently into consideration, no party will consider it a sign of weakness to listen to a cogent argument, and accept a
demonstrably reasonable outcome. The parties may retain their different
outlooks, but wherever they confront one another, life imposes upon
them the obligation to seek all possible points of rapprochementand try
to reduce the elements of contention and conflict. The task of the United
Nations and the purpose of the good offices of the Secretary-General is
to make the discharge of this obligation easier. In view of the complexity
of the issues which arise in our dynamic world, traditional diplomacy
can no longer suffice. New methods and devices have become important.
"The process involved contributes to the growth of international
law, for every resolution of a dispute, every new agreement, adds a new
building-stone to the edifice of law. More immediately, it answers the
needs of peace-making. It is a very complex task, requiring great discretion. One of my predecessors rightly remarked that, 'while the SecretaryGeneral is working privately with the parties in an attempt to resolve a
delicate situation, he is criticized publicly for his inaction or even lack
of interest'. In situations of confrontation, the parties to a dispute are
extremely sensitive and this makes it important that they should have
confidence in the impartiality or the objectivity of the United Nations
and its Secretary-General. The only instrument I can use is persuasion.
When successful, it is a more powerful weapon than constraint, for it
8
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makes the persuaded party an ally of the solution. But to be able to
persuade, you must prove the virtues of a solution, demonstrate the need
to compromise and convince the party concerned that an agreement
today is much more advantageous for it than a doubtful victory tomorrow. It is here that inventiveness is essential. We have to stretch our
imagination to discern points of potential agreement even where at first
sight they look non-existent. Even more important is patience, the refusal to give up in the face of apparently hopeless odds. Patience is
greatly helped by the realization that in so many areas some of the great
problems of today reflect the accumulation of violations, mistakes and
passivity stretching over long periods. Hence, the difficulty of reconciling different positions, and hence also, its acute urgency.
"As Secretary-General of the United Nations, I am encouraged
when States respond positively to the offer of my services. If two parties
are unable or unwilling to sit down at the same table, action from some
third quarter-such as the United Nations-is indispensable. But, in
such a situation, each party must feel that it will not incur a disadvantage
making my good offices
by responding to my good offices. And, in
60
available, timing is of critical importance.
108. The above statement underscores the fact that the third party
offering its good offices must earn and maintain the confidence of the parties
to the dispute and that good offices is a method which should be invoked in
a timely manner so as to enhance its chances of performing the function of
preventing further deterioration of disputes, while at the same time encouraging the parties to the dispute to reach an amicable settlement.
109. Good offices may be offered and undertaken: by a single State or
a group of States; within the framework of an international organization such
as the United Nations, its specialized agencies or other international organizations, both global or regional; or by an individual acting alone, with the
advice of an established committee or with the assistance of a special or
personal representative.
110. In recent practice, good offices has been undertaken as a joint
effort between the United Nations and regional organizations. Apart from the
Secretaries General of the Organization of African Unity (OAU) and the
Organization of American States (OAS), who have contributed their good
offices individually or jointly with the Secretary-General of the United Nations, other prominent individuals such as heads of State in the respective
regions have also tendered their good offices to bring about the peaceful
settlement of regional disputes.
3.

Application of the method

111. In certain cases States have offered their good offices directly in
an effort to bring about a settlement of disputes between States before such
disputes were referred to international or regional organizations. The few
60
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examples include: the United States, which in 1946 exercised its good offices
in connection with the territorial dispute between France and Thailand;
Switzerland, which tendered its good offices in connection with the FrancoAlgerian conflict in 1960-1962;62 the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
which in 1965 used its good offices in order to assist in the peaceful settle63
ment of the India-Pakistan question connected with the Kashmir problem;
and France, which in the
early 1970s exercised its good offices in relation to
64
the Viet Nam conflict.
112. Good offices has been more widely used recently by the United
Nations, and has continued to gain prominence as one of the methods by
which the prevention and removal of disputes and situations which may
threaten international peace and security could be achieved through the Organization. Some of the early occasions in which good offices was used by
the United Nations may therefore be mentioned briefly. They include the
Indonesia question, 65 in which the Security Council, in 1947, resolved to
tender its good offices to the parties in order to assist in the pacific settlement
of their dispute involving hostilities between the armed forces of the Netherlands and Indonesia. In 1956, the good offices of the United Nations (the
Secretary-General on behalf of the Security Council) were also used in the
Palestine question 66 to secure compliance with the armistice agreement. In
1958, a good offices mission, constituted by the Security Council and composed of two Member States (the United States and the United Kingdom),
assisted in the Tunisian question67 towards the settlement of several incidents
between France and Tunisia.
113. The question of Cyprus,68 of which the Security Council has been
seized since 1964 and with respect to which the Secretary-General has been
conducting good offices missions, provides a recent example. Other recent
examples of United Nations activities involving the use of good offices performed by the Secretary-General or by his special or personal representative
include, for example, the good offices offered to deal with the situation in
Kampuchea, 69 and to deal with complaints such as that between the Libyan
Arab Jamahiriya and Malta arising from their dispute relating to the delimitation of the continental shelf between them.70 The good offices of the Secre61See Official Records of the Security Council, First Year: Second Series, No. 23, 81st
meeting,
6 2 pp. 505-507.
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tary-General have also been tendered to deal with disputes relating to Nonthe
Self-Governing Territories or decolonization, such as those concerning
72
7
questions of East Timor, 1 the Falkland Islands (Malvinas), Western Sa74
hara," the Comorian Island of Mayotte, and also in the efforts to bring about
the decolonization of Namibia by attempting to secure the implementation of
Security Council resolutions 385 (1976) of 30 January 1976 and 435 (1978)
of 29 September 1978 embodying the United Nations plan for the independence of Namibia. 7" The good offices of the Secretary-General were also
called for in the context of the long-standing efforts to achieve the settlement
of the Arab-Israeli conflict 76 and to deal with the situation of armed conflict
in Central America. 77 The Secretary-General has also contributed his good
offices in the course of the settlement of a dispute relating to aerial hijacking,
i.e., the incident involving Pakistan and Syria, 78' 79 and in attempting to secure
the release of the American diplomatic and consular personnel held hostage
in Tehran.80
114. The good offices of the Secretary-General were also used in the
context of the situation relating to Afghanistan; and were provided for in
the agreements regarding the settlement of that question concluded in
Geneva on 14 April 1988. Thus, the Agreement on the Interrelationships
for the Settlement of the Situation Relating to Afghanistan provides in its
paragraph 7 as follows:
"A representative of the Secretary-General of the United Nations
shall lend his good offices to the Parties and in that context he will assist
in the organization of the meetings and participate in them. He may
submit to the Parties for their consideration and approval suggestions
and recommendations for prompt, faithful and complete observance of
the provisions of the instruments." 8'
It may also be mentioned that, in its resolution 622 (1988) of 31 October
1988, the Security Council confirmed its agreement to the arrangement for
the temporary dispatch to Afghanistan and Pakistan of military officers from
7
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existing United Nations operations to assist in the mission of good offices of
the Secretary-General, the scope of which is further elaborated in the
Memorandum of Understanding annexed to the above-mentioned Interrelationships Agreement.
115. Good offices has also been undertaken as a joint effort between
the Secretary-General of the United Nations and the current Chairman of the
Organization of African Unity to bring about the settlement of the questions
of Western Sahara82 and of the Comorian Island of Mayotte. 3 There have also
been similar joint good offices efforts by the Secretary-General of the United
Nations and the Secretary-General of OAS to find a peaceful solution of the
conflict in Central America. 4
4.

Institutionaland related aspects

(a)

Initiation of the procedure
116. Good offices may be set in motion, as described in paragraph 101
above, either upon the initiative of a third party, whose offer has been accepted by the parties to the dispute, or by an invitation by all the parties to the
dispute. Thus, the third party tendering good offices cannot impose himself
upon the parties to the dispute.
117. It may be resorted to in accordance with the provisions of an
applicable treaty between the parties to the dispute, specifically establishing
the procedure, as is the case in the 1899 and 1907 Hague Conventions and in
the Pact of Bogota, or may be applied in a purely ad hoc manner, on the basis
of a general obligation recognized by the parties to settle their disputes by
peaceful means.
(b)

Methods of work and venue
118. The third party exercising good offices normally establishes contact with the parties to the dispute through a number of informal meetings
with each party, during which he ascertains the positions of both sides, and
then transmits to the parties each other's positions with respect to the dispute.
119. Where direct contact between the parties to the dispute has broken
down and the third party offering the good offices thus provides the only
channel of communication, such a function may be performed by the third
party in question by visiting the capitals of the parties to the dispute, or by the
third party (e.g., the Secretary-General of the United Nations) requesting the
parties to the dispute to send representatives to a meeting with him together
with representatives of the other party to the dispute, or alone, at United
Nations Headquarters in New York or at any other location.
120. In performing the functions assigned by the parties to the dispute,
the third party contributing good offices towards the peaceful settlement of
the dispute may, depending upon the nature of the dispute, and with consent
t2
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of the parties, undertake field missions that would enable him to be fully
acquainted with the issues involved. Thus, in the question of the Western
Sahara, a number of technical missions were undertaken on behalf of the
Secretary-General for that purpose.
5. Termination and outcome of the process
121. Good offices is a peaceful method which, having been resorted to,
may give way to other peaceful procedures accepted by the parties to the
dispute. There are types of disputes with respect to which resort to good
offices, in the manner determined by the parties, may constitute a clear and
definite phase in which the procedure itself brings about the desired result.
That, for example, is the situation envisaged in article X of the Pact of Bogota,
which reads as follows:
"Once the parties [to the dispute] have been brought together and
have resumed direct negotiations, no further action is to be taken by the
States or citizens that have offered their good offices or have accepted
an invitation to offer them; they may, however, by agreement between the
parties, be present at the negotiations."
However, there are also types of disputes the peaceful settlement of which
continues to elude the parties for a long time, thereby allowing the good
offices method to remain one of the options for the possible achievement of
peaceful settlement. In such situations, there is no time-limit which can be set
for the termination of the good offices methods.
122. The outcome of the process depends entirely upon the attitude of
the parties to the dispute. The third party exercising good offices cannot
impose his will on them. Thus, in article 6 of the 1899 and 1907 Hague
Conventions for the Pacific Settlement of Disputes, it was provided that the
results of good offices "have exclusively the character of advice and never
have binding force."
D.

Mediation

1. Main characteristicsand legalframework
123. Mediation is a method of peaceful settlement of an international
dispute where a third party intervenes to reconcile the claims of the contending parties and to advance his own proposals aimed at a mutually acceptable
compromise solution.
124. Mediation as a means of settlement of international disputes has
been provided for in a variety of multilateral instruments such as the 1899 and
1907 Hague Conventions for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes,
the Inter-American Treaty on Good Offices and Mediation of 1936,85 the
Charter of the United Nations, the Pact of the League of Arab States, the
Charter of the Organization of American States and the American Treaty on
Pacific Settlement (Pact of Bogoti) of 1948, the Charter of the Organization
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of African Unity and Protocol of the Commission of Mediation, Conciliation
and Arbitration of 1964,86 the Antarctic Treaty of 1959, as well as the 1970
Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations
and Cooperation among States in accordance with the Charter of the United
Nations (General Assembly resolution 2625 (XXV), annex), the Final Act of
the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe of 1975 and the 1982
Manila Declaration on the Peaceful Settlement of International Disputes
(General Assembly resolution 37/10, annex).
125. Of the international instruments mentioned above, only a few
contain specific provisions on mediation procedures. The most elaborate
provisions are found in part II of both the 1899 and 1907 Hague Conventions
for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes, in which mediation and
good offices are treated largely as interchangeable procedures. In contrast, the
1936 Inter-American Treaty, the 1948 Pact of BogotA and ihe 1964 OAU
Protocol contain provisions which deal with mediation as a distinctive
method, establishing its functions and its institutional aspects, without associating it with good offices.
126. Thus, mediation as a method of peaceful settlement is more than
an adjunct to negotiations. As can be seen, for example, in the practice of the
United Nations, it has emerged to become a distinctive method for facilitating
a dialogue between parties to an international dispute, aimed at scaling down
hostilities and tensions and for achieving, through a political process controlled by the parties, an amicable solution of an international dispute. A very
important, perhaps crucial feature of mediation is that it facilitates for the
disputing parties recourse to a peaceful approach to the dispute.
2. Functions
127. Mediation can be resorted to for the purposes of reducing the
tension which may have developed in the course of an international dispute,
thereby performing a preventive function the importance of which should not
be overlooked. Thus, as provided in article 8 of the two 1899 and 1907 Hague
Conventions, mediation may be initiated "with the object of preventing the
rupture of pacific relations". The procedure is also resorted to as a method of
bringing about a settlement where a dispute has occurred. In such a situation,
emphasis is placed on its function of reconciling the opposing claims of the
parties and promoting a solution, which could command a measure of satisfaction for the parties. Accordingly, article 4 of the two Hague Conventions
provides that "[t]he part of the mediator consists in reconciling the opposing
claims and appeasing the feelings of resentment which may have arisen between the States at variance". This aspect of reconciling the views of the
parties is also the main function of mediation as specified in article XX of the
OAU Protocol. The informality with which a mediator is to perform his
6
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function was, however, emphasized in article XII of the Pact of Bogoti which
provided, in part, as follows: "The functions of the mediator or mediators
shall be to assist the parties in the settlement of controversies in the
simplest and most direct manner, avoiding formalities and seeking an
acceptable solution."
128. The function of mediation under these circumstances may be
aimed at achieving a provisional solution, such as bringing about a cease-fire
when fighting has begun or to arrange a permanent solution, thus addressing
the basic dispute. All this depends, however, on whether or not the dispute
itself is one which is perceived by the parties as amenable to a political
settlement, or one which involves legal claims and counter-claims, which can
only be unravelled and solved through other peaceful means of settlement.
3. Proceduraland institutionalaspects
129. Mediation is a procedure which may be set in motion either upon
the initiative of a third party whose offer to mediate is accepted by the parties
to the dispute, or initiated by the parties to the dispute themselves agreeing to
mediation. An offer of mediation may be accepted by a written agreement, for
example. In an agreement signed at Montevideo on 8 January 1979, Chile and
Argentina accepted the proposal to settle the dispute concerning the implementation of the 1977 Beagle ChannelAwardthrough the mediation of Cardinal Antonio Samor6. Mediation cannot be imposed upon the parties to an
international dispute without their consent or their acceptance of the particular mediator. As stipulated in article III of the 1936 Inter-American Treaty on
Good Offices and Mediation, article XII of the 1948 Pact of Bogota and
article XX of the 1964 OAU Protocol, the mediator or mediators are to be
chosen by mutual consent of the parties.
130. Mediation is usually resorted to purely on an ad hoc basis, although it may be carried out in accordance with the provisions of an applicable treaty between the parties to the dispute. Components of the mediation
technique, depending on the nature of the dispute, include the communication
function, clarification of issues, drafting of proposals, search for areas of
agreement between parties, elaboration of provisional arrangements to circumvent or minimize issues on which the parties remain divided as well as
alternate solutions, etc., with the primary goal of an early and fundamental
resolution of a dispute. It is important to demonstrate to the parties to a
dispute that the prospective mediator understands their respective positions,
is not biased against any of them and has the necessary skills to perform the
function of mediator in the particular dispute.
131. The primary requirements of the procedure are informality and
confidentiality (art. XII of the Pact of Bogoti, for example). It should be
noted that the political sensitivity of the mediation as a process largely explains the fact that even post factum the parties to a dispute as well as the
mediator are often reluctant to place on record except in fairly general terms
all the details and nuances of the procedure they went through.
132. The role of a mediator can develop during the settlement process.
In the transfer of West New Guinea case of 1962, the original role of the

Imoderator", as requested by the then Secretary-General, Mr. U Thant, was
that of facilitating and expediting "secret informal talks for the purpose
of simply drafting an agenda for formal negotiations". As time went on,
however, the "moderator" realized that, in order to be effective, "it would
have been necessary to hammer out the agreement itself at these secret,
informal talks" .7
133. With respect to composition, the procedure depends upon the type
of mediator accepted by the parties to the dispute. Thus, mediation may be
undertaken by a single State, by a group of States or within the framework of
an international organization such as the United Nations, its specialized agencies, other international organizations, both global or regional, or national
organizations and associations or by a prominent individual acting alone or
with the advice of an established committee. Within the United Nations, for
example, the Security Council (resolution 61 (1948) of 4 November 1948)
appointed a committee of the Council to give such advice as the mediator
might require with respect to his responsibilities under the resolution. In
another instance (resolution 186 (1964) of 4 March 1964) the Security Council recommended that the Secretary-General designate an appropriate mediator to represent him, whereas in a different situation (resolution 123 (1957)
of 21 February 1957) the Council requested its own president to examine,
with the consent of the parties, any proposals which were likely to contribute
towards the settlement of the dispute.
134. On various occasions, the United Nations has thus been involved
in mediation efforts, namely: through the Secretary-General, undertaking
mediation for the resolution of certain conflicts; or the General Assembly in
certain cases recommending to the Security Council to continue the United
Nations mediation work (General Assembly resolution 2077 (XX) of 18
December 1965); or the Security Council itself offering a mediation procedure. In one instance, the Security Council urged the parties concerned to
accept any appropriate offer of "mediation or conciliation" (resolution 479
(1980) of 28 September 1980), then later urged that the mediation effort be
continued in a coordinated manner through the Secretary-General with a view
to achieving a comprehensive, just and honourable settlement, acceptable to
both sides, of all the outstanding issues, on the basis of the principles of the
Charter of the United Nations, including respect for sovereignty, independence, territorial integrity and non-interference in the internal affairs of
States (resolution 514 (1982) of 12 July 1982) and further called upon the
parties to cooperate with the Secretary-General in the mediation efforts with
a view to achieving such settlement (resolution 598 (1987) of 20 July 1987).
135. With respect to duration and termination, it is important to note
that mediation is considered as a mode of settlement which, having been tried
unsuccessfully, should give way to other peaceful procedures accepted by the
parties to an international dispute. In case of necessity, all procedural ques87Bunker, "West
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tions, including such steps as transition from mediation to direct negotiations
or a switch from mediation to any other of the peaceful settlement means, can
be agreed upon in an informal, simplified way.
136. A time-limit has in some cases been established for the work of
mediation. In this connection, article IV of the 1936 Inter-American Treaty
provided the following:
"The mediator shall determine a period of time, not to exceed six
nor be less than three months for the parties to arrive at some peaceful
settlement. Should this period expire before the parties have reached
some solution, the controversy shall be submitted to the procedure of
conciliation provided for in existing inter-American agreements."
Another time-limit for mediation was stipulated in article XIII of the 1948
Pact of Bogoti, which reads as follows:
"In the event that the High Contracting Parties have agreed to the
procedure of mediation but are unable to reach an agreement within
two months on the selection of the mediator or mediators, or no
solution to the controversy has been reached within five months after
mediation has begun, the parties shall have recourse without delay to
any one of the other procedures of peaceful settlement established in
the present Treaty."
137. Apart from establishing the time-limit during which mediation
may be undertaken, there are other provisions dealing with the determination
as to when the process may be considered terminated. Thus, according to
article 5 of the 1899 and 1907 Hague Conventions, "[t]he functions of the
mediator are at an end when once it is declared, either by one of the parties to
the dispute or by the mediator himself, that the means of reconciliation
proposed by him are not accepted."
4. Outcome of the process
138. It is generally understood that the proposals made by the mediator
for a peaceful solution of a dispute are not binding upon the parties. As
stipulated in article 6 of the two Hague Conventions, they "have exclusively
the character of advice and never have binding force". Final results of mediation may be embodied in such instruments as an agreement, a protocol, a
declaration, a communique, an exchange of letters or a "gentleman's agreement" signed or certified by a mediator or mediators. In the Chaco boundary
dispute between Bolivia and Paraguay, for example, the first protocol of
agreement of 1935 was witnessed by the mediatory group of Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Peru, Uruguay and the United States, under whose "auspices
and moral guaranty" the treaty of peace, friendship and boundaries was
signed in 1938.88 The acceptance by the parties of the "moral guaranty" given
by the mediators may result in a further incentive to continue negotiations. As
provided in article XXI, paragraph 3, of the OAU Protocol, "[i]f the means of
"t The Chaco Peace Conference: Report of the Delegation of the United States of America to
the Peace Conference Heldat Buenos Aires, July 1, 1935-January23, 1939, Department of State,
Publication 1466, Conference Series 46, 1940, pp. 49-52 and 148-151.

reconciliation proposed by the mediator are accepted, they shall become the
basis of a protocol of arrangement between the parties." Thus the outcome of
mediation, though non-binding as such, may be used by the parties to arrive
successfully at the settlement of the dispute. Unless otherwise agreed upon,
generally no legal obligations arise for the mediator from the solution arrived
at by way of mediation. However, there are instances when mediators take on
themselves the rendering of further assistance, including that of a financial
character, for the implementation of the findings of the mediation, or the
guaranteeing of such implementation.
139. In the Indus Basin dispute case between India and Pakistan, for
instance, it was first agreed in 1952, through the mediation of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, that particular engineering
measures should be worked out to increase the water supply in the region. In
1960, then, after intensive negotiations undertaken by the Bank, a treaty was
signed by the parties which specifically provided for such a plan, while
another agreement concerning the financing of the project was signed by a
group of countries and the Bank.89
E.

Conciliation

1. Main characteristics, legalframework and relation to other
peaceful means under the Charter of the United Nations
140. Parties to an international dispute may agree to submit it to a
peaceful settlement procedure which would, on the one hand, provide them
with a better understanding of each other's case by undertaking objective
investigation and evaluation of all aspects of the dispute and, on the other
hand, provide them with an informal third-party machinery for the negotiation and non-judicial appraisal of each other's legal and other claims, including the opportunity for defining the terms for a solution susceptible of being
accepted by them. They would thus submit the dispute to conciliation, the
peaceful settlement procedure which combines the elements of both inquiry
and mediation.
141. As a method of peaceful settlement of international dispute between States, conciliation evolved from a series of bilateral treaties concluded
in the first decades of the twentieth century. Of considerable importance was
the adoption in 1922 by the League of Nations of a resolution encouraging
States to submit their disputes to conciliation commissions. Subsequently, a
number of multilateral treaties established conciliation as one of the thirdparty procedures for the settlement of disputes under the treaty, the earliest of
which was the 1928 Geneva General Act for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes (later revised in 1949). On the other hand, in the light of the
increasing and successful resort to conciliation after the Second World War,
the Institute of International Law recommended that States "wishing either
to conclude a bilateral conciliation convention or to submit a dispute which
89
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has already arisen to conciliation procedures before an ad hoc Commission"
should adopt the rules for the solution of the questions entrusted to the
conciliation commissions to be created and to that end, adopted on 11 Sep90
tember 1961 the Regulations on the Procedure of International Conciliation.
142. The Charter of the United Nations, in its Article 33, paragraph 1,
mentions conciliation among the peaceful means for the settlement of disputes to which Member States shall resort. It should also be noted that both
the 1970 Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly
Relations and Cooperation among States in accordance with the Charter of
the United Nations and the 1982 Manila Declaration on the Peaceful Settlement of International Disputes refer to conciliation as one of the means that
States should use when seeking an early and equitable settlement of their
international disputes.
143. Other international instruments which have contributed to the
evolution and development of conciliation as an independent method of
peaceful settlement of international disputes distinguishable from fact-f inding or inquiry include the four instruments of a regional character: the 1948
American Treaty of Pacific Settlement (the Pact of Bogota), the 1957 European Convention for the Peaceful Settlement of Disputes, the 1964 Protocol
to the OAU Charter on the Commission of Mediation, Conciliation and Arbitration (as amended in 1970) and the 1981 Treaty Establishing the Organization of Eastern Caribbean States. The global multilateral treaties whose
dispute settlement clauses provide for detailed conciliation procedures include the following: the 1928 Geneva General Act for the Pacific Settlement
of International Disputes as revised in 1949, the 1962 Protocol Instituting a
Conciliation and Good Offices Commission to be Responsible for Seeking
the Settlement of Any Disputes which May Arise between States Parties to the
Convention against Discrimination in Education, the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, the 1969 International Convention relating to
Intervention on the High Seas in Cases of Oil Pollution Casualties, the 1975
Vienna Convention on the Representation of States in their Relations with
International Organizations of a Universal Character, the 1978 Vienna Convention on Succession of States in respect of Treaties, the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, the 1983 Vienna Convention on
Succession of States in Respect of State Property, Archives and Debts, the
1985 Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer and the 1986
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties between States and International
Organizations or between International Organizations.
2. Functions
144. Reflecting the trend started by the bilateral treaties and demonstrated in the 1922 resolution of the League of Nations, the 1949 Revised
Geneva General Act for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes
included a specific provision on the functions of the conciliation, reading
as follows:
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"The task of the Conciliation Commission shall be to elucidate the
questions in dispute, to collect with that object all necessary information
by means of enquiry or otherwise, and to endeavour to bring the parties
to an agreement. It may, after the case has been examined, inform the
parties of the terms of settlement which seem suitable to it, and lay down
the period within which they are to make their decision." (art. 15, para. 1)
145. A provision dealing specifically with the functions of a conciliation commission in the same terms as above is contained in article 15 of the
1957 European Convention for the Peaceful Settlement of Disputes. Variations of the provision are found in article XXII of the 1948 Pact of Bogoti,
in article XXIV of the 1964 OAU Protocol, in paragraphs 4 and 5 of the 1969
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties which became a model for subsequent multilateral treaties as reflected in articles 5 and 6 of annex V of the
1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. In sum, these
treaties give conciliation two basic functions: to investigate and clarify the
facts in dispute and to endeavour to bring together the parties to the
dispute in order to reach an agreement by suggesting mutually acceptable
solutions to the problem.
146. The conciliation procedure, as envisaged under some of the above
treaties, is also linked to negotiations by provisions specifically requiring
failure of negotiations or consultations to be a precondition for initiating
conciliation.9 There is also a series of treaties which specifically provide that,
before a dispute may be submitted to any of the adjudicatory procedures
(arbitration or judicial settlement by pre-established international courts), the
parties to the dispute may first submit it to conciliation.9" In this context,
conciliation is stipulated as a condition precedent to the judicial procedures,
thus establishing the link between conciliation on the one hand and arbitration
and judicial procedures on the other. An exception to such a link may, however, be noted in a treaty where it was equally specified that the parties to a
dispute "may agree to submit it to an arbitration without prior recourse to the
procedure of conciliation" .9'
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See, e.g., the Geneva General Acts of 1928 and 1949, article 1,both referring to "diplo-

macy", the Pact of Bogoti, article 11,referring to "negotiation", the 1975 Vienna Convention on
the Representation of States in their relations with International Organizations of a Universal
Character, article 85, mentioning "consultations", the 1978 Vienna Convention on Succession of
States in respect of Treaties, articles 41 and 42, mentioning both "consultation and negotiation".
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The provisions making submission of an international dispute to a conciliation a precondition
to its submission to the International Court of Justice include: article IV of the Optional
Protocol of Signature Concerning the Compulsory Settlement of Disputes, Done at Geneva on 29
April 1958, article II of Optional Protocol Concerning the Compulsory Settlement of Disputes,
Done at Vienna, on 18 April 1961, article III of Optional Protocol Concerning the Compulsory

Settlement of Disputes, Done at Vienna, on 24 April 1963, and article III of Optional Protocol
Concerning the Compulsory Settlement of Disputes, General Assembly resolution 2530 (XXIV),
annex;
93 United Nations registration No. A-23431.
See the 1957 European Convention for the Peaceful Settlement of Disputes, article 4,
paragraph 2, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 320, p. 102, at p. 246.

3. Application of the method
147. A number of conciliation commissions were established to deal
with certain cases pursuant to the bilateral treaties since 1922 and also under
the 1928 Geneva General Act. Among these are, for example, the 1929 Chaco
Commission, set up under the Inter-American General Convention of Conciliation; the 1947 Franco-Siamese Commission, set up in accordance with
the 1928 Geneva General Act; the 1952 Belgian-Danish Commission established under the 1927 bilateral treaty between the parties; the 1955 FrancoSwiss Commission established under the 1925 bilateral treaty between the
parties; and the 1956 Italo-Swiss Commission pursuant to the 1924 bilateral
treaty between them. Other conciliation commissions established on an ad
hoc basis by parties to a dispute include, for example, the 1958 Franco-Moroccan Commission and, more recently, the 1981 conciliation commission
between Norway and Iceland in the Jan Mayen dispute.
148. The use of conciliation has also been encouraged in the United
Nations. Thus, outside the framework of the multilateral treaties concluded
under its auspices, by its resolution 194 (III) of 11 December 1948, the
General Assembly established a Conciliation Commission for Palestine. On
28 April 1949 the General Assembly adopted resolution 268 D (III), by which
it provided for the creation of a panel for inquiry and conciliation as an
instrument to facilitate the compliance by Member States with the obligation
under Article 33 of the Charter of the United Nations. It should also be
mentioned that, within the framework of the United Nations operation in the
Congo, the General Assembly, in its resolution 1474 (ES-IV) of 20 September
1960, requested the Advisory Committee on the Congo to appoint, in consultation with the Secretary-General, a conciliation commission for the Congo.
The commission, which was composed of representatives of some African
and Asian countries," carried out its mission from 1960 to 1961. Again in
1961, the General Assembly, by its resolution 1600 (XV) of 15 April 1961,
decided to establish a Commission of Conciliation for the Congo, and therefore the President of the General Assembly appointed the members of the
commission.95 However, the Government of the Congo never called on the
commission to perform the function for which it was created. The Assembly
also recommended in its resolution 35/52 of 4 December 1980 the use of the
Conciliation Rules of the United Nations Commission on International Trade
Law in cases where a dispute arose in the context of international commercial
relations and the parties sought an amicable settlement of that dispute by
recourse to conciliation.
149. As is shown in the above-mentioned international instruments and
as follows from practice and as a result of recent improvements on aspects of
its institutional arrangements, it may be observed that conciliation has
evolved into a method which now has two distinctive characters. There is first
of all the traditional conciliation procedure, reflected in the earlier treaties,
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Argentina, Austria, Burma, Pakistan and Tunisia.

which leaves conciliation as an optional, third-party procedure, and then there
is the newer conciliation procedure which emerged in the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties and was further refined in the 1982 United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea; both Conventions seek to make
the resort to the conciliation procedure itself compulsory.
4.
(a)

Institutionaland related aspects

Composition

150. In the various multilateral treaties establishing a conciliation
commission, provisions are made for the appointment generally of an odd
number of conciliators: usually a five-member commission but sometimes a
three-member commission. Each party to the dispute has then the right to
appoint either one of the three conciliators or two of the five conciliators, as
the case may be. The third orthe fifth conciliator, who is also often designated
chairman, is normally appointed by a joint decision of the two parties to the
dispute and, in some cases, by a joint decision of either the two or the four
conciliators already appointed by the parties. Where difficulties arise in the
appointment of either the third or the fifth member, thus preventing the
completion of the composition of a commission, the parties may assign the
right of making the necessary appointment in such a case to a third party,
usually a prominent individual.9 6 All these provisions take into account the
requirement that the parties to the dispute may not have more than one, or a
designated number, of their respective nationals appointed to the commission.
151. There are also certain variations in the actual composition and
procedure for the appointment of a conciliation commission on the basis of a
list of conciliators established and maintained, pursuant to a treaty provision
creating permanent conciliation commissions. As mentioned in paragraph
148 above, the usefulness of such a list was endorsed by the General Assembly in its resolution 268 D (III) of 28 April 1949. Both the 1948 Pact of Bogoti
and the 1964 OAU Protocol established such a list. The process of establishing and maintaining a permanent list would then ensure that only individuals possessing the necessary qualifications for dealing with the types of
disputes likely to arise under a particular treaty are included.
152. Of the multilateral treaties, the 1969 Vienna Convention on the
Law of Treaties included an annex on conciliation whose paragraphs 1 and 2
are relevant to the question of the composition of a conciliation commission
on the basis of a pre-constituted list of specified types of experts. The two
paragraphs read as follows: 97
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But see article 7 of the European Convention which provides that, in such a case, appointment should be tried first by a third State, failing which it should be made by the President of the
International Court of Justice.
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Compare in this connection a more elaborate provision on conciliation in section 2 of annex
V of the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, articles 1-3, based on the above
model. (The Convention is not yet in force; reference to it throughout the present handbook
recognizes its current status.)

"1. A list of conciliators consisting of qualified jurists shall be
drawn up and maintained by the Secretary-General of the United
Nations. To this end, every State which is a Member of the United
Nations or a party to the present Convention shall be invited to nominate two conciliators, and the names of the persons so nominated
shall constitute the list. The term of a conciliator, including that of
any conciliator nominated to fill a casual vacancy, shall be five years
and may be renewed. A conciliator whose term expires shall continue
to fulfil any function for which he shall have been chosen under the
following paragraph.
"2. When a request has been made to the Secretary-General under
article 66, the Secretary-General shall bring the dispute before a conciliation commission constituted as follows:
"(a) one conciliator of the nationality of that State or of one of
those States, who may or may not be chosen from the list referred to in
paragraph 1; and
"(b) one conciliator not of the nationality of that State or of any
of those States, who shall be chosen from the list.
"The State or States constituting the other party to the dispute shall
appoint two conciliators in the same way. The four conciliators chosen
by the parties shall be appointed within sixty days following the date on
which the Secretary-General receives the request.
"The four conciliators shall, within sixty days following the date of the
last of their own appointments, appoint a fifth conciliator chosen from
the list, who shall be chairman.
"If the appointment of the chairman or of any of the other conciliators
has not been made within the period prescribed above for such appointment, it shall be made by the Secretary-General within sixty days following the expiry of that period. The appointment of the chairman may
be made by the Secretary-General either from the list or from the membership of the International Law Commission. Any of the periods within
which appointments must be made may be extended by agreement between the parties to that dispute.
"Any vacancy shall be filled in the manner prescribed for the initial
appointment."
153. The above text established the trend in which attempts are made
to avoid the institutional problems of the traditional conciliation whose composition is largely left in the hands of the parties to the dispute through direct
appointment of the conciliators. The traditional conciliation thus remains a
process which may be brought to an end or prevented from being set in
motion, for example, simply by one of the parties to the dispute declining to
respond to the invitation of the other party to constitute a conciliation commission. In contrast, the trend contained in the above text permits the constitution of the commission to be undertaken by a third party, namely, the
Secretary-General of the United Nations using the list of conciliators he is
required to maintain.

(b)

Initiation of the process
154. A conciliation procedure may be set in motion in two ways: either
by mutual consent of the States parties to an international dispute, on an ad
hoc basis, relying upon a treaty in force between them and creating an obligation to settle such dispute by peaceful means; or in accordance with the
terms of an applicable treaty which either specifies the details of how an ad
hoc conciliation may be constituted thereunder or establishes a permanent
conciliation commission within the treaty itself.
155. The treaties addressing the details of the conciliation procedure
will invariably make the important choice as to whether the initiation of the
process and the establishment of a conciliation commission should only be by
mutual consent of the parties to the dispute or whether the procedures of the
conciliation commission may be invoked by an action of only one of the
parties to the dispute. The first choice is reflected in the traditional mode of
conciliation, which is completely optional. The second choice, which is aimed
at setting in motion a conciliation procedure through an independent compulsory process relying upon the request of only one party, reflects the newer
trend started in the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. The trend
was refined in the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, in
which the traditional conciliation in article 284 and section 1 of annex V to
the Convention is clearly distinguished from section 2 of the annex, specifically providing that any party to a dispute invited to submit to the conciliation
procedure, as established under the relevant part of the Convention, "shall be
obliged to submit to such proceedings" and that "failure of a party or parties
to the dispute to reply to notification of institution of proceedings or to submit
to such proceedings shall not constitute a bar to the proceedings". Attention
must however be drawn to the fact that, under this approach, it is the resort to
the procedure which is compulsory. The outcome of the conciliation itself
remains non-binding, as in the traditional approach. The Law of the Sea
Convention accordingly provides the parties with option to use the traditional
conciliation or the new "compulsory" conciliation.
(c)

Rules of procedureand methods of work
156. With respect to the question of rules of procedure, most of the
treaties simply provide that the commission "shall decide its own procedure"
or that the commission shall, "unless the parties otherwise agree, determine
its own procedure". While the treaties do not thus include detailed rules of
procedure for the commission, most of them address the question of decisionmaking. They provide that the decision of the commission on procedural
matters and on other matters such as its report and recommendations shall be
made by a majority vote of its members.
157. The Regulations on the Procedure of International Conciliation,98
referred to in paragraph 141 above, provide that the Commission will name
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article 4.

its Secretary at its first meeting and will determine the rules of procedure, in
particular the question of the submission by the parties of written pleadings
as well as the question of the time and the place where the agents and counsel
of the parties, as the case might be, should be heard.
158. As to the method of work, it should be recalled that conciliation
combines elements of fact-finding and that it would accordingly rely upon
certain techniques for gathering and evaluating the facts giving rise to the
dispute. Thus in all treaties establishing conciliation as a third-party procedure there are provisions giving the commission the right to hear the parties,
to examine their claims and objections and make proposals for an amicable
solution or to draw the attention of the parties to the dispute to any measures
which might facilitate an amicable settlement. In carrying out its functions,
the commission may also summon and hear witnesses and experts and visit,
with the consent of the parties, the localities in question. Other provisions
provide also the right of the parties to the dispute to be represented before the
commission by agents, counsel and experts appointed by them, while also
being required to supply the commission with the necessary documents and
information which would facilitate its work. Some treaties provide that, unless the parties otherwise agree, the work of the commission is not to be
conducted in public.99 If a commission is able to conclude its work, it would
prepare and submit a formal report containing its recommendations. Where it
has not been able to reach a settlement, the commission is still expected under
certain treaties to prepare the minutes of its proceedings or proc~s-verbaux in
which no mention shall be made as to whether the commission's decisions
were taken unanimously or by a majority vote."° In certain treaties, there are
provisions allowing conciliators to submit separate opinions if necessary.
Duration and termination
159. Consistent with its function as a method capable of bringing about
an amicable settlement of the dispute referred to it or with its function of
providing the necessary link between the non-judicial and the judicial procedures where so required, conciliation should be expected to reach its desired
result within a reasonable time. Thus, as to duration, various time-limits
within which a conciliation commission is expected to conclude its work have
been stipulated. A six-month duration is common in earlier multilateral treaties; 12 months is now the duration of conciliation found in recent multilateral
treaties influenced by the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties,
annex, paragraph 6.
(d)

160. Since a conciliation commission may indeed conclude its work
before the fixed time-limit or may, with the consent of the parties, extend its
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1°°Geneva General Acts of 1928 and 1949, article 15, paragraph 2; and the 1957 European
Convention, article 15, paragraph 2. See also the 1948 Pact of Bogoti, article XXVII, calling for
the preparation of a summary of the work of the commission in case it receives no settlement.

work beyond the fixed time -limit, it is important to establish when the process
may be said to have been terminated, thus opening the way, if a settlement has
not been reached, for the other means for the settlement of the dispute under
a treaty. While the earlier multilateral treaties and those modelled after the
annex to the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties do not address
the question of termination of conciliation, the issue was taken up in the 1982
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, which contains in its annex
V, article 8, the following provision:
"The conciliation proceedings are terminated when a settlement
has been reached, when the parties have accepted or one party has
rejected the recommendations of the report by written notification
addressed to the Secretary-General of the United Nations, or when a
period of three months has expired from the date of transmission of
the report to the parties."
(e)

Expenses and other financialarrangements

161. Taking into account the administrative expenses that may be provided free by virtue of using existing secretariats, all the other expenses
connected with the functioning of conciliation commissions are to be borne
by the parties to the dispute. In most of the treaties, it is stipulated that such
expenses shall be divided equally, while in others the manner in which the
expenses are to be borne by the parties is left open. Since the 1969 Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties is silent on this point, it is important to
note that the Secretary-General of the United Nations has since addressed the
question in connection with conciliation under the treaty. He has indicated
that no honorariums could be paid by the United Nations to members of
commissions unless the General Assembly specifically so decided and that he
interpreted the expression "expenses of the Commission" to mean "the expenses involved in the functioning of the conciliation commission as a body",
which would include travel and subsistence costs of members, the provision
of a meeting place and of the necessary secretariat services for the meetings,
but would not include expenses before a commission is constituted or after it
has finished its work, or the individual expenses of the parties (travel,
subsistence and honorariums of their agents and counsel and of witnesses
called by them, cost of preparation of written pleadings in the language of
submission, etc.).1"'
(f)

Venue and secretariatof the commission

162. Unless a conciliation commission is permanently created under a
treaty in which its seat or secretariat is also established, an ad hoc commission
may meet at the place selected by the parties to the dispute or by its chairman,
as may be agreed. In such cases, the venue of the commission could be the
alternate capitals of the parties to the dispute or other places within their
respective territories, or perhaps in some neutral place in a third State. All
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these possibilities would take into account, among other things, the need to
have available the necessary facilities which would enable the commission to
perform its task with minimum difficulties.
163. While the permanent commissions may normally use their designated seats, they are also free, for reasons of practicality, to decide to meet at
another place in connection with a given case. In making their choices, account should be taken of the fact that the lack of an efficient administrative
secretariat, i.e., an administrative machinery on which a commission could
rely, may hamper its work. The question of a secretariat may thus loom large
in the case of ad hoc commissions. However, those created under the auspices
of global or regional international organizations would normally avail themselves of secretariat arrangements which the organization may provide.
5. Termination and outcome of the process
164. It is well established that the results of a conciliation process are
normally in the form of non-binding recommendations to the parties to the
dispute. Thus the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties codified the
practice in paragraph 6 of its annex establishing conciliation which reads, in
part, as follows:
"The report of the Commission, including any conclusions stated
therein regarding the facts or questions of law, shall not be binding upon
the parties and it shall have no other character than that of recommendations submitted for the consideration of the parties in order to facilitate
an amicable settlement of the dispute."
165. Certain treaties have, however, subsequently departed from the
above practice by either introducing variations to it or by giving the outcome
of conciliation a binding character. Thus, the 1975 Vienna Convention on the
Representation of States in their Relations with International Organizations
of a Universal Character has the following provision in its article 85, paragraph 7, on the outcome of the conciliation procedure:
"The recommendations in the report of the Commission shall not
be binding on the parties to the dispute unless all the parties to the
dispute have accepted them. Nevertheless, any party to the dispute may
declare unilaterally that it will abide by the recommendations in the
reportso far as it is concerned." (emphasis added)
166. Another variation is found in the 1985 Vienna Convention for the
Protection of the Ozone Layer, providing that: "The Commission shall render
a final and recommendatory award, which the parties shall consider in good
faith" (emphasis added). Thus, the results of the commission may be seen as
having some legal effects since they are in the form of recommendations
which the parties are required to consider in good faith.
167. A complete departure from the model provided for in the Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties is, however, found in the 1981 Treaty
establishing the Organization of Eastern Caribbean States, which created a
conciliation procedure whose recommendations are compulsory and binding.
Thus, paragraph 3 of article 14 of the Treaty provides that "Member States
undertake to accept the conciliation procedure referred to in the preceding

paragraph as compulsory. Any decisions or recommendations of the Conciliation Commission in resolution of the dispute shall be final and binding on the Member States". Moreover, in the annex establishing
conciliation as the procedure for settlement of dispute under the treaty,
paragraph 6 reads, in part, that "[t]he report of the Commission, including
any conclusions stated therein regarding the facts or questions of law, shall
be binding upon the parties".
F. Arbitration
1. Main characteristicsand legalframework
168. The 1899 and 1907 Hague Conventions for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes described the object of international arbitration as the settlement of disputes between States by judges chosen by
the parties themselves and on the basis of respect for law. 0 2 They further
provided that recourse to the procedure implied submission in good faith
to the award of the tribunal. Accordingly, one of the basic characteristics
of arbitration is that it is a procedure which results in binding decisions
upon the parties to the dispute.
169. The power to render binding decisions is, therefore, a characteristic which arbitration shares with the method of judicial settlement by
international courts whose judgements are not only binding but also, as in
the case of the International Court of Justice, final and without appeal, as
indicated in article 60 of the I.C.J. Statute. For this reason, arbitration and
judicial settlement are both usually referred to as compulsory means of
settlement of disputes.
170. However, while both arbitration and judicial settlement are
similar in that respect, the two methods of settlement are nevertheless
structurally different from each other. Arbitration, in general, is constituted by mutual consent of the States parties to a specific dispute where
such parties retain considerable control over the process through the power
of appointing arbitrators of their own choice.1" 3 By contrast, judicial settlement relies upon pre-constituted international courts or tribunals, the
composition of which is not to the same extent subject to control by the
parties to the dispute.
171. For the purposes of the present handbook, the study of arbitration
has been limited to the study of such institutions established between States,
1°2See articles 15 and 37 respectively of the 1899 and 1907 Hague Conventions for the
Pacific
103 Settlement of International Disputes (supra, note 21).
Sometimes the parties may agree in advance to appoint the arbitrators from among a
pre-existing list. For example, the 1907 Hague Convention provides such a list. Similarly, the 1982
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea provides for a list of arbitrators in accordance
with article 2 of annex VII on "Arbitration" and article 2 of annex VIII on "Special arbitration".

in which States plead directly; and between States and international
organizations. 104
172. Apart from the 1899 and 1907 Hague Conventions, arbitration, as
a means of peaceful settlement of disputes between States, is provided in a
number of multilateral treaties of global or regional character and also in a
number of bilateral treaties. 05 Arbitration has thus emerged as one of the

third-party procedures most frequently chosen for settling, for example, territorial and boundary disputes, t °6 disputes concerning interpretation of bilateral or multilateral treaties, 0 7 and those relating to claims of violation of
international law.' 08 It may be observed in this connection that both the 1899

t
1 4There are other types of arbitration tribunals to which States as well as their nationals have
access and to which they are allowed to submit claims. These tribunals were in general referred to
as Mixed Arbitration Tribunals. An early and perhaps the most important example of this type of
tribunal is the Mixed Arbitral Tribunals set up after the First World War by the Treaty of Versailles,
Article 304, see Recueil des dicisions des Tribunaux arbitraux mixtes 1922-1930, 10 vols.
The most contemporary practice of Mixed Arbitral Tribunals is the Iran-United States Claims
Tribunal set up by the Algiers Declaration in 1981. See Article II of the Declaration of the
Government of the Democratic and Popular Republic of Algeria Concerning the Settlement of
Claims by the Government of the United States of America and the Government of the Islamic
Republic of Iran, International Legal Materials, vol. 20, p. 230. For the collection of the
decisions of the Tribunal, see Iran-US. Claims Tribunal Reports, (1981- ), 21 volumes of
whicht are so far printed.
05See generally provisions of treaties summarized in United Nations, Systematic Survey of
Treaties for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes, 1928-1948 (United Nations publication, Sales No. 49.V.3) and A Survey of Treaty Provisions for the Settlement of International
Disputes, 1949-1962 (United Nations publication, Sales No. 66.V5) (1966). Other provisions on
arbitration are found in, for example, the series of treaties contained in The Work of the International Law Commission, 4th ed., (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.88.V. 1).
1°6se, e.g., the Rann of Kutch arbitration (India v. Pakistan) in Reports of International
Arbitral Awards, vol. XVII (United Nations publication, Sales No. EIF.80.V.2) (hereinafter referred to as UNIRAA), Argentina-Chile frontier case, UNIRAA, vol. XVI, pp. 109-181; the case
concerning the delimitation of the continental shelf between the United Kingdom and France,
ibid., vol. XVIII, pp. 3-129; the Beagle Channel arbitration between Chile and Argentina, in
International Law Reports, vol. 52, p. 93; Lake Lanoux arbitration (France v. Spain), ibid., vol.
24, p. 101. Venezuela-British Guiana BoundaryArbitration (Venezuela v. Great Britain), in British
and Foreign State Papers, vol. 92, 1899-1900, p. 16; the Alaska Boundary case (Great Britain v.
United States), ibid., vol. XV, pp. 481-540; the Walfish Bay Boundary case (Germany v. Great
Britain), ibid., vol. XI, pp. 263-308; the Boundary case between Costa Rica and Panama, ibid.,
pp. 519-547; Andes Boundary case (Argentina v. Chile), ibid., vol. IX, pp. 29-49.
'twSee, for example, the case concerning the Air Transport Agreement of 27 March 1946
(United States v. France), 1963, ibid., vol. XVI, pp. 5-71; Air Transport Agreement of 6 February
1964 (United States v. Italy), ibid., pp. 81-105; Air Service Agreement of 27 March 1946 (United
States v. France), ibid., vol. XVIII, pp. 417-453. See also the Agreement between the United
Nations and the United States of America regarding the Headquarters of the United Nations of
June 1947, United Nations, 7reaty Series, vol. 11, p. 10, article VIII, section 21, at p. 30, the
Interim Agreement on Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations concluded between the
Secretary-General of the United Nations and the Swiss Federal Council of June 1946, ibid., vol.
1, p. 164, article VIII, section 27, at p. 179; and the Agreement regarding the Headquarters of the
United Nations Industrial Development Organization (with exchange of notes and aide-m~moire),
of 13 April 1967, ibid., vol. 600, p. 93, article XIV, section 35, at p. 124.
iCSSee, for example, TheAlabama claims (United States v. United Kingdom), Moore, History
and Digest of the International Arbitration to which the United States has been a party (1898),
vol. 1, p. 653; the Trail Smelter arbitration (United States v. Canada), UNIRAA, vol. III, pp.
1907-1982; Lake Lanoux arbitration (France v. Spain), ibid., vol. XII, pp. 281-317. See also,
generally, the cases contained in UNIRAA, vols. I-IX.

and the 1907 Hague Conventions established the Permanent Court of Arbitration to facilitate the settlement of disputes which diplomacy had failed to
settle, 109 while the American Treaty on Pacific Settlement (Pact of BogotA) of
30 April 1948 provided that States parties might, if they so agree, submit to
arbitration "differences of any kind, whether judicial or not". 10
173. There are, however, types of disputes which States have excluded
from arbitration constituted under a particular treaty, such as disputes arising
from facts or events which occurred prior to the treaty establishing the arbitral
procedure in question,"II disputes relating to questions which are within the
exclusive jurisdiction of a State," 2 disputes which concern the territorial
integrity of a State, 1 3 disputes concerning military activities, including military activities by government vessels and aircraft engaged in non-commercial
service, ""and disputes in respect of which the Security Council of the United
Nations is exercising the functions assigned to it in the Charter of the United
Nations, unless the Security Council decides to remove the matter from its
agenda or calls upon the parties to settle it by another peaceful procedure." 3
2.
(a)

Institutionaland relatedaspects

Types of arbitrationagreements

174. Consent of the parties to arbitration may be expressed prior to or
after the occurrence of a dispute. Parties may agree to submit all or special
categories of future disputes to arbitration. Such commitment may be made
in multilateral or bilateral treaties entirely devoted to the peaceful settlement
of disputes." 6 A more common method is by inclusion of a compromissory
t 9

0 Article 38 of the 1907 Hague Convention. The 1899 and the 1907 Conventions established
the Permanent Court of Arbitration, which still exists and has its seat at The Hague. It has an
International Bureau serving as a Registry
for the Court. As provided in articles 21 and 42 of the
"
two Hague Conventions, respectively, The Permanent Court is competent for all arbitration cases,
unless the parties agree to institute a special tribunal". Membership of the Court is constituted by
a general list to which each Contracting Party to the Conventions has the right to nominate four
individuals as arbitrators.
0
11 See article XXXVIII of the Pact of Bogota, supra, note 34, at p. 96
1"See, e.g., the relevant provisions of the treaties in Systematic Survey.. ., supra, note 105,
pp. 23 and 24.
"'ZIbid., pp. 32-34.
..lbid., p. 34.
114See, e.g., article 298 (b) of the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
(United Nations publication, Sales No. E.83.V.5), p. 103.
"lSSee, e.g., article 298 (c) of the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea,
ibid. 6
11One of the well-known multilateral general dispute settlement agreements is the Hague
Convention for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes of 18 October 1907. It was one
of the more successful first attempts to design a multilateral convention aimed specifically at
proposing a variety of means and procedures for the peaceful settlement of disputes. The
Convention establishes a system of arbitration for which new agencies were created. The
most important part of the Convention was devoted to the organization and the operation
of the Permanent Court of Arbitration. The Permanent Court was created with the object of
facilitating an immediate recourse to arbitration of international disputes which could not be
settled by diplomacy.
The Revised General Act for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes of 1949 is
another important multilateral general dispute settlement agreement. Chapter III is devoted to

clause in a treaty, by which parties agree to submit all or part of their future
disputes regarding that treaty to arbitration. Parties may also agree to go to arbitration by a special agreement or a compromis after the occurrence of a dispute.
175. A compromissory clause is a provision in a treaty which provides
for the settlement by arbitration of all or part of the disputes which may arise
in regard to the interpretation or application of that treaty. Many compromissory clauses are drafted in general terms." 7 The compromissory clauses,
while expressing the consent of the parties to submit all or certain types of
disputes to arbitration, generally lack specificity as to the rules of establishment and operation of the tribunal. To submit a dispute to arbitration
under a compromissory clause, the parties usually need to conclude a special
agreement (compromis).
176. The special agreements (compromis) are however more comprehensive because they deal with the constitutional aspects of the arbitral tribunal being set up. Thus in a compromis the parties to the dispute may deal with
the following issues: 18 the composition of the tribunal, including the size and
the manner of appointments and the filling of vacancies; the appointment of
agents of the parties to the dispute; the questions to be decided by the tribunal;
the rules of procedure and method of work of the tribunal including, where
applicable, the languages to be used; the applicable law; the seat and administrative aspects of the tribunal, the financial arrangements for the expenses
of the tribunal and the binding nature of the award of the tribunal and obligations and rights of the parties relating thereto.
177. While the above is only illustrative of the issues to be covered by
a compromis as a minimum, the degree of their incorporation in a compromis
differs in each case as decided by the parties to a dispute. Thus, some compromis are silent on the question of applicable law," 9 while others include
provisions concerning privileges and immunities of the members of the arbitral tribunal, 2' and yet others address the question of interim arrangements
arbitration. The chapter provides a system for the establishment of the tribunal, including the mode
of appointment and number of arbitrators, the cases of vacancies and so forth. Under article 21 of
the Revised General Act the parties may agree to a different mode of establishing the tribunal. See
United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 71, p. 101.
An example of a bilateral treaty wholly devoted to the peaceful settlement of disputes is the
Treaty for Conciliation, Judicial Settlement and Arbitration (with annexes) between the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and Switzerland, signed at London on 7 July 1965.

Chapter IV of the Treaty is devoted to arbitration. It sets out the number of arbitrators, their
nationality and their appointment. It also deals with the question of vacancy and the scope of the
competence of the arbitration tribunal. The annex to this Treaty contains recommended rules of
procedure for the arbitration tribunal that the parties may wish to choose. Under article 15 of the
Treaty the parties may agree to a different mode of establishment of the arbitral tribunal. See ibid.,
p. 205.
vol. 605,
7
11 For some examples of compromissory clauses, see Systematic Survey. . ., supra, note 105.
t
'' Compare in this connection the Model Rules on Arbitration Procedure, prepared by the
International Law Commission. See The Work of InternationalLaw Commission, supra, note 105,
p. 146, article 2, at pp. 147 and 148.
" 9 See also paragraphs 178-195 below.
12°See, e.g., the 30 July 1954 Compromis between the United Kingdom (acting on behalf of
the Ruler of Abu Dhabi) and the Sultan of Saudi Arabia, in United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 201,
p. 317, article 16.

for preserving the respective rights of the parties to the dispute, pending the
conclusion of the work of the arbitral tribunal in question.' 2 1 Some compromis
are brief and contain only essential elements without dealing with administrative and financial aspects of the tribunal, its method of work or rules of
procedure. 22 However, there are recent examples of more elaborate ones,
such as the Compromis of 10 July 1975 between France and the United
Kingdom concerning the delimitation of the continental shelf 23 and the Compromis of arbitration of 11 July 1978 between
the United States and France
24
concerning an Air Service Agreement.
(b)

Composition
178. Arbitration as a third-party procedure may be performed by one
individual, appointed by the parties to the dispute, as a sole arbitrator or
umpire, 2 ' or by a group of individuals appointed to form an arbitral tribunal.'2 6 In most treaties establishing an arbitration tribunal, an odd number of
arbitrators is usually provided: some require five arbitrators'27 while the most
common practice has been arbitral tribunal of three members. 28 Each party
to the dispute has then the right to appoint either one of the three arbitrators,
121See, e.g., the Compromis of 16 July 1930 regarding the boundary dispute between Guatemala and Honduras, article 16, in UNIRAA, vol. 1I, p. 1312; the Compromis of I I July 1978
between the United States and France in the case concerning the air service agreement, paragraph
3, in ibid., vol. XVIII, p. 421. at p. 422.
'2See, e.g., the Compromis of 20 March 1899 relating to the arbitration between Guatemala
and Mexico, UNIRAA, vol. XV, p. 27. Others were designated as protocol. See, e.g., ibid., pp. 51
and 52.
123See ibid., vol. XVIII, p. 3, at pp. 5-7.
24
1 Ibid., p. 417, at pp. 421-423.
25
l See, e.g., the appointment of the King of Italy as the sole arbitrator under the treaty of
6 November 1901 between the United Kingdom and Brazil regarding the boundary dispute
between British Guiana and Brazil, in ibid., vol. XII, p. 17; and The Island of Palmas in ibid.,
vol. II, p. 830. Some multilateral conventions have also provided for a single arbitrator, e.g., the
Convention on the International Hydrographic Organization of 3 May 1967, article XVII, in
United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 751, p. 41; the European Agreement concerning an Aeronautical Satellite Programme of 9 December 1971, article 13, in ibid., vol. 906, p. 3 and the Agreement
for the establishment of the Caribbean Meteorological Organization of 19 October 1973, article
23, in 26
ibid., vol. 946, p. 543.
1 There is no limit on the number of arbitrators. The parties may agree on as many arbitrators
as they7 wish.
' See, e.g., Geneva General Act for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes,
article 22, League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 93, p. 345. See also, e.g., the agreement
between the United Kingdom and France of 10 July 1975 regarding the establishment of an
arbitration tribunal for the resolution of the Continental Shelf boundary disputes in the English
Channel providing for a court of arbitration consisting of five members: one member appointed
each by France and by the United Kingdom, and three neutral members, UNIRAA, vol. XVIII,
p. 5, article I of the compromis. The compromis of II September 1986 between Egypt and
Israel regarding their boundary dispute in the Taba beachfront established a five-member
tribunal. Each party appointed one member and the three other members, one of which was the
president, were appointed by the parties jointly. See article 1 of the compromis, International
Legal Materials, vol. 26, p. 1. See also Agreement on Safeguards under the Non-Proliferation
Treaty on 5 April of 1973, article 22, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1008, p. 3; the 1982
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, annex VII, article 3, and annex VIII, article
3, supra, note 114, pp. 150 and 153 respectively.
12See, e.g., International Convention for the Protection of new Varieties of Plants of
2 December 1961, article 36, ibid., vol. 815, p. 89; Protocol on Privileges and Immunities of
the European Space Research Organization of 31 October 1963, article 27, ibid., vol. 805, p. 279;

or two of the five arbitrators as the case may be. The third or the fifth
arbitrator, who is also often designated chairman, is normally appointed by a
joint decision of parties to the dispute and, in some cases, by a joint decision
of the respective arbitrators already appointed by the parties. Where difficulties arise in the appointment of either the third or the fifth member, thus
preventing the completion of the composition of the tribunal, the parties to
the dispute may assign the right of making the necessary appointment in such
a case to a third State, or a prominent individual. 12 9 The provisions on the
composition of the tribunal that stipulate the period within which the individuals assigned the duty to make such necessary appointments have to
discharge the duty (e.g., within 60 days from the date of the reference of the
dispute to arbitration) 30 and also the time period within which the parties to
the dispute are required to make their respective initial appointments to the
tribunal (e.g., 30 days from the same date of reference of the dispute to
arbitration)' in accordance with terms of the applicable treaty. The provisions also address the questions of filling any vacancy which may occur in
the tribunal and usually stipulate that such
vacancies are to be filled in the
32
same manner as the initial appointment.
179. Some arbitral tribunals are composed of individuals appointed by the
parties relying upon a pre-constituted list of arbitrators such as that of the Permanent
33
Court of Arbitration established under the 1899 and 1907 Hague Conventions,
while other arbitral tribunals are composed without the benefit of a pre-conInternational Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships of 2 November 1973, Protocol
2, article 3, International Legal Materials, vol. 12, p. 1441; and the first two Lom6 Conventions
between the European Economic Community and the African, Caribbean and Pacific Countries,
article 81 of the first Lome Convention of 28 February 1971, ibid., vol. 14, p. 604, and article 176
of the second Lome Convention of 1 October 1979, ibid., vol. 19, p. 376.
129See, e.g., article 45 of the 1907 Hague Convention for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes, in which the task is assigned to a third State, and article 23 of the 1949 Revised
General Act for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes, in which that appointment task
is first assigned to a third State and then to the President of the International Court of Justice. The
President of ICJ is alone provided in article 21 of the 1957 European Convention for the Peaceful
Settlement of Disputes. Under the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, annex
VIII, article 3 (e), the appointment is to be made by a third State first and then by the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations.
There may be cases where one party to a dispute refuses to appoint its arbitrator and therefore
prevents the composition of the tribunal. See the analysis of such a situation and the opinion of
the International Court of Justice in the second phase of the InterpretationofPeace Treaties,I.C.J
Reports 1950, pp. 228 and 229; and the advisory opinion of the International Court of Justice in
the Applicability of the Obligationto Arbitrate under section 21 of the United Nations HeadquartersAgreement of26June 1947(LC.J Reports 1988, p. 12). To remedy this impasse, an alternative
appointing authority may be chosen. This would allow the appointment to be made by the appointing authority if one party fails to appoint its member within a specified period of time.
13°United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, annex VII, article 3, and annex VIII,
article 3.
13'1bid.
132Ibid.
133See articles 15 and 37 respectively of the 1899 and 1907 Hague Conventions for the
Pacific Settlement of International Disputes. See also the 1982 United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea, annex VII, article 2, and annex VIII, article 2. The list referred to in annex VII is
for the arbitration tribunal composed of judges or prominent international lawyers, while that in
annex VIII is for a special arbitration tribunal composed of.individuals who are not necessarily
lawyers but experts in the subject-matter of the law of the sea dispute.

stituted list. 34 In both types of arbitrations, however, the question of nationality and the qualifications of arbitrators are usually addressed. In some cases,
the parties stipulate in the arbitration agreement specific qualifications of the
individuals appointed as arbitrators.' 35

(c)

Rules ofprocedure

180. Some compromis, after specifying certain rules of procedure, leave
the determination of the remaining procedural questions entirely to the arbitration tribunal. For example, one compromis provided that "the Tribunal shall,
subject to the provisions of this compromis, determine its own procedure and
all questions affecting the conduct of the arbitration." 31 6 Another compromis
granted a broad competence to the arbitrator in the determination of its own
rules of procedure. It provided that "the arbitrator shall decide any questions
of procedure which may arise during the course of the arbitration." 37 Similarly, a broad competence was provided for another tribunal. The compromis
of that tribunal stated that "the Court shall, subject to the provisions of this
Agreement, determine its own rules of procedure and all questions affecting
the conduct of the arbitration".'I Another formulation of a broad language is
found in a compromis which read: "The arbitrator shall have the necessary
jurisdiction to establish procedure and to dictate without any restriction whatsoever other resolutions which may arise as a consequence of the question
formulated, and which, in conformity with his judgement, may be necessary to
expedite to fulfil in a just and honourable manner the purposes of this Convention"."' Some compromis, on the other hand, have used a more restrictive
language in granting full competence to the tribunal to set rules of procedure.
For example, one compromis, after specifying rules of procedure for the arbitration tribunal, provided that: "In determining upon such further procedure
and arranging subsequent meetings, the tribunal will consider the individual
or joint requests of the agents of the two governments".14" Another agreement
instructs the tribunal to ascertain the views of the parties before determining a particular rule of procedure.' 4 '
'4See, e.g., article 22 of the 1928 Geneva General Act for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes.
' 35Compare article 2 (1) of annex VII and article 2 (3) of Annex VIII of the 1982 United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea and articles 23 and 44 of the 1899 and 1907 Hague
Conventions respectively.
1
3Article V of the Compromis of 22 January 1963 between France and the United States
regarding
the interpretation of the Air Transport Services Agreement, UNIRAA, vol. XVI, p. 9.
137Article 5 of the Compromis of 23 January 1925 between the United States and the
Netherlands regarding the Island of Palmas case, ibid., vol. II, p. 829.
13See article 3 of the Compromis of 10 July 1975 between France and the United Kingdom
regarding the delimitation of their continental shelf, ibid., vol. XVIII, p. 5.
139See article I of the Compromis of 12 January 1922 between the United Kingdom and Costa
Rica regarding certain claims against Costa Rica (Tinoco case), League of Nations, Treaty Series,
vol. XVII, p. 151.
"0 The Convention of 3 August 1935 between the United States and Canada concerning the
settlement
of difficulties arising from operation of a smelter at trail, UNIRAA, vol. III, p. 1907.
41
1 The Treaty for Conciliation, Judicial Settlement and Arbitration (with annexes) of 7 July
1965 between the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and Switzerland, United
Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 605, p. 205.

Applicable law
181. Parties to an arbitration may agree on the law that the tribunal
should apply to their disputes. Some arbitration agreements require that spe142
and some only make a general reference to the
cific rules be applied
applicable law. Many arbitration agreements specifically stipulate interna43
tional law as the applicable law,' and some call for the application of the
principles of international law.""' Some arbitration agreements have remained
silent on this issue. In such cases a solution has been recommended in article
28 of the 1949 Revised General Act. Accordingly, if nothing is laid down in
the arbitration agreement on the law applicable to the merits of the dispute,
the tribunal should apply the substantive rules enumerated in article 38 of the
45
Statute of the International Court of Justice.'
182. Still other arbitration agreements have chosen principles of equity,
justice, equitable solution, etc., as applicable to the dispute."'6 The application of
these principles is recommended by article 28 of the 1949 Revised General Act
as the last resort, where there is no applicable law as enumerated in Article 38 of
the Statute of the Court. Article 28 of the Revised General Act reads:
"If nothing is laid down in the special agreement or no special
agreement has been made, the Tribunal shall apply the rules in regard to
the substance of the dispute enumerated in Article 38 of the Statute of
the International Court of Justice. In so far as there exists no such rule
47
applicable to the dispute, the Tribunal shall decide ex aequo et bono."
(d)

Methods of work and proceedings before the tribunal
183. Parties to a dispute submitted to an arbitral tribunal are represented
4 s
by agents whose appointment and powers may be stipulated in the compromis
14 9
Such
be
appointed.
are
to
which
they
within
time-period
indicating the
(e)

1

42

See the Treaty of Washington of 6 May 1871, which constituted the basis for establishing

the Alabama claims tribunal between the United States and the United Kingdom, in Moore,
International Arbitrations, vol. 1, p. 547. See also the Treaty between the United Kingdom and
Venezuela regarding the determination of the boundary line between the Colony of British Guiana
in Parry, Consolidated Treaty Series, vol. 184, p. 188.
and Venezuela,
143See, e.g., those mentioned in Systematic Survey.. ., supra, note 105, p. 117.

l44
45Ibid.
1 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 71, p. 101. A similar provision has appeared in numerous arbitration agreements. See Systematic Survey .. .. supra, note 105, pp. 117 and 118.
146See, e.g., the "equitable solution" principle applied by the 1872 arbitral tribunal in the
Delagoa Bay case (Great Britain v. Portugal); the 1907 Boundary arbitration between Colombia
and Ecuador; and the 1893 Bering Sea case (Great Britain v. United States); and the NorthAtlantic
Coast47Fisheriescases (Great Britain v. United States).
1 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 71, p. 101.

148While some compromis do not address specifically the question of agents as such, parties

to the dispute proceed to be presented by their agents in the tribunal. See, e.g., the 30 June 1964
Compromis of arbitration between Italy and the United States concerning their mutual air transport
agreement, ibid., vol. 529, p. 314.

149While some compromis do not address the question of time-limits for the appointment of
the agents, see the 22 January 1963 Compromis of arbitration between France and the United

States, ibid., vol. 473, p. 3; others have stipulated a time-limit. See, e.g., the 14-day period
stipulated in the France-United Kingdom compromis of 10 July 1975, UNIRAA, vol. XVIII, p. 5,

article 4, and also in the 24 February 1955 Compromis between Greece and the United Kingdom
in the Ambatielos arbitration, ibid., vol. XII, p. 88, article 4.

agents are usually entitled to nominate an assistant agent as occasion may
require, and may be further assisted by such advisers, counsel and staff as the
agent deems necessary.
184. The agents of the parties to the dispute file written pleadings
which may be limited to memorials and counter-memorials 5 ' and which may
be submitted in the order and within the time-limits determined by the Tribunal. Such determination may also be made by the tribunal with respect to the
oral proceedings' 5' and relevant documentary evidence. Thus, in the compromis relating to the arbitration of a boundary dispute, the following was
stipulated:
"The Court of arbitration shall, subject to the provisions of the
present Agreement (Compromiso), after consultation with the Parties,
determine the order and dates of the delivery of written pleadings and
maps and all other questions of procedure, written and oral, that may
arise. The fixing of the order in which these documents shall be delivered
shall be without prejudice to any question or of burden of proof." 52
185. With respect to the question of documentary evidence, article 75
of the 1907 Hague Convention provided that "the parties undertake to supply
the tribunal, as fully as they consider possible, with all the information required for deciding the dispute." "I
186. As appropriate, arbitral tribunals have also heard witnesses on
behalf of parties to the dispute and have also made use of expert witnesses
providing expert opinion to the tribunal in a given issue, as may be explicitly
stated in a compromis.154 The arbitrators as well as the parties to the dispute
have the right to cross-examine such witnesses in the manner stipulated in a
compromis.15 5 These methods of work are usually employed in boundary
disputes with respect to which arbitral tribunals also exercise the right to
conduct their own investigations and, with the consent of the parties, visit
the localities of the dispute.
(f)

Seat and administrativeaspects of an arbitraltribunal
187. The seat of the arbitral tribunal is usually specified in the
compromis. Where there is no such specification, the Tribunal itself may,
I°See,
e.g., article 5 in the Ambatielos arbitration, ibid.
51

. Some compromis do not provide for oral proceedings, while others leave it to the determination of the tribunal as appropriate.
152
Ibid., vol. XVI, p.119 A similar provision was stipulated in the 22 July 1971 compromise
between Argentina and Chile concerning the Beagle Channel arbitration. See Cmd. 4781.
153As to the question of burden of proof, it was for example agreed in one case that the matter

rests squarely upon the party claiming the existence of an obligation which is allegedly breached.
See the arbitration between Greece and the United Kingdom in the Diverted Cargoes case,
UNIRAA, vol. XII, p. 53, at p. 70; English text in International Law Reports (Lauterpacht, ed.,
1955), p.825.

1 See, e.g., the 30 July 1954 Compromis between the United Kingdom and Saudi Arabia,
United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 201, p. 317, articles 7 and 10.

155See, e.g., the 30 June 1965 Compromis between India and Paldstan regarding boundary
arbitration, UNIRAA, vol. XVII, p. 9,and the 16 July 1930 compromis between Guatemala and
Honduras, ibid., vol. II, p. 1312.

56
as recommended by its president," determine where to conduct its business.

188. The arbitration agreement can also specify the place where the
tribunal shall hold its first meeting and leave the choice of the place for
subsequent meetings to the tribunal. The choice of the seat of the tribunal is
made on the basis of administrative convenience and financial considerations.
For example, when the tribunal is required to work in two languages, it would
be easier to hold its meetings in a place where there was easy access to
interpreters and translators as well as clerks who could work in both languages. There are other administrative and technical considerations which
would come into consideration in choosing the place of the tribunal.
189. Arbitral tribunals are usually assisted by a secretariat or a registry.
The function of the registry is to act as a channel for communication between
the parties and the tribunal, to arrange for the custody of papers and documents submitted to the tribunal, to provide interpreters and translators and to
conduct all administrative matters of the tribunal. Standing tribunals, which
deal with a number of disputes over a long period of time, normally have an
organized secretariat established in accordance with the compromis. For ad
hoc tribunals, the parties may agree to empower the tribunal or its president
to appoint a secretary or a registrar and such supporting staff as may be
necessary. The parties may also agree to appoint jointly a secretary or a
registrar, and each appoints supporting staff in equal numbers.
(g)

Expenses of an arbitraltribunal

190. Two kinds of expenses are involved in an arbitration proceeding.
One relates to the preparation of each party's case and its presentation to the
arbitral tribunal. Such expenses include, for example, counsel's fees, experts'
fees, expenses for gathering of evidence, translation of documents, travel and
so forth which are borne by the parties themselves. Other expenses include
the common expense of the arbitral tribunal, such as the arbitrators' fees, the
salary of the registrar and the staff of the arbitral tribunal, interpreters, clerical facilities and so forth.
191. Parties to the disputes bear their own expenses and share the
administrative costs of the tribunal. In common practice the arbitrators' fees
are borne equally by both parties. Occasionally, however, some compromis
provide that each party pay the fees of their appointed arbitrator. 57 If the
parties provide technical assistance to the arbitral tribunal, each party is
responsible for the remuneration of its own expert.
156See, e.g., article 5 of the 10 July 1975 Compromis between France and the United Kingdom in

the case
157 concerning the delimitation of the continental shelf, ibid., vol. XVIII, pp. 5 and 6.
See, for example, the Convention for arbitration of questions regarding the Jurisdictional
Rights in Bering Sea of 29 February 1892, in Moore, InternationalArbitrations,vol. 5, p. 4762,

article 12; the Compromis of 16 June 1930 between Honduras and Guatemala, UNIRAA, vol. II,
p. 1313, article XIX; and the Compromis of 22 January 1963 between the United States and France,
ibid., vol. XVI, p.9, article VIII.

3. Outcome of arbitrationand related issues
192. The outcome of an arbitration is an award which is binding upon
the parties to the dispute. Invariably, in all the compromis, parties to the
dispute further stipulate that they undertake to abide by the decision of the
arbitral tribunal in question.
193. The arbitral awards are usually in writing, signed and dated. Depending upon the rules of procedure adopted by a particular tribunal, certain
compromis specifically provide that the decision of the tribunal would be
adopted by a majority vote of its members,' while others also give arbitrators the right to file a separate or dissenting opinion. 5 9
194. After an award has been rendered, it may be subject to correction
or revision in connection with obvious errors such as clerical, typographical
or arithmetical errors especially as suggested in the ILC Model Rules."6 An
award may also be subject to interpretation. Article 82 of the 1907 Hague
Convention provides for a general competence for the arbitral tribunal which
rendered the award to interpret it.' 6' Some arbitration agreements have contemplated the possibility of the interpretation of the award.' 62 The compromis
may also indicate that the 6award
as rendered should be made public on the
3
date agreed by the parties.

195. The last stage of arbitration is the execution of the arbitral award.
Depending upon the nature of the dispute in question, parties may include in
the compromis the necessary steps to be taken towards the execution of the
award. For example, in a boundary dispute, the parties may agree to establish
another commission or appoint experts to designate the boundary once the
award is rendered. According to the 1907 Hague Convention, any dispute that
may arise between the parties concerning the interpretation or execution of
the award shall, in the absence of an agreement to the contrary, be submitted
to the arbitral tribunal which pronounced it. 64

158

See, e.g., article VI of the 22 January 1963 Compromis between the United States and
France in the case concerning the Interpretation of their mutual Air Transport Services Agreement,

ibid., vol. XVI, p. 9.
59

1 See, e.g., article 9 of the 10 July 1975 Compromis between the United Kingdom and
France in the case concerning the delimitation of the continental shelf, supra, note 156, p. 5,
at p. 6.
16'See article 31 of the Model Rules, in The Work of International Law Commission, supra,
note 105, p. 154.

16'This competence is limited only to an agreement contrary to such review procedure
between the parties.
162 See, for example, the Treaty for Conciliation, Judicial Settlement and Arbitration (with
annexes) between the United Kingdom and Switzerland, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 605,
p. 205, article 34. See also the compromis of 1963 and 1977 between France and the United States,
UNIRAA, vol. XVI, p. 7, and vol. XVIII, p. 3, respectively.

163See, e.g., article VI (b) of the France-United States compromis cited supra, note 158.

."See article 82 of the 1907 Hague Convention for the Pacific Settlement of International
Disputes, supra, note 21.

G. Judicial settlement
1. Main characteristics,legalframework andfunctions
196. States parties to a dispute may seek a solution by submitting the
dispute to a pre-constituted international court or tribunal composed of independent judges whose tasks are to settle claims on the basis of international
law and render decisions which are binding upon the parties. This method is
generally referred to as judicial settlement, which constitutes one of the
means of the peaceful settlement of international disputes set out in Article
33 of the Charter of the United Nations.
197. The first international court of a world-wide scale was the Permanent Court of International Justice, which was created by the Covenant of the
League of Nations in 1922. It was succeeded by the International Court of
Justice, established in 1946 as a principal organ of the United Nations. Under
Article 36 of its Statute, the International Court of Justice has general jurisdiction in "all cases which the parties refer to it and all matters specially
provided for in the Charter of the United Nations or in treaties and conventions in force." Another international institution for judicial settlement is the
International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea, provided for under the 1982
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, 65 with jurisdiction over
law of the sea disputes.
198. Both judicial settlement and arbitration make recourse to an independent judicial body to obtain binding decisions, as pointed out in the
previous section. Arbitral tribunals, however, are essentially of an ad hoc
nature, and are composed of judges selected on the basis of parity by the
parties to a dispute who also determine the procedural rules and the law
applicable to the case concerned. International courts and tribunals, by contrast, are pre-constituted inasmuch as they are permanent judicial organs
whose composition, jurisdictional competence and procedural rules are predetermined by their constitutive treaties. Furthermore, judicial settlement
may be distinguished from arbitration in that the decisions of international
courts and tribunals are, as a rule, not appealable. The Statute of the International Court of Justice provides in its Article 60 that "the judgment [of the
Court] is final and without appeal" .166 The only exceptions to the rule concern
questions of scope or execution of the judgment, which may be subject to
further decisions, though of the same court. Thus, Article 60 of the ICJ Statute
provides further that "in the event of dispute as to the meaning or scope of
the
165Article 287 (1) (a)and annex VI, article 1 (1). The Tribunal, as well as its Sea-Bed Disputes
Chamber, having jurisdiction in disputes with respect to activities in the Area, is to be established
upon entry into force of the Convention.
66Similar provisions are found in article 52 of the 1950 European Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights (United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 213, p. 221), article 67 of the
1969 American Convention on Human Rights (International Legal Materials, vol. IX, p. 673) and
article 296 of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (United Nations publication,
Sales No. E.83.V5), p.101.

judgment, the Court shall construe it upon the request of any party" 167 The
degree of finality of decisions of arbitral tribunals, on the other hand,
depends on what is specifically agreed upon in a compromis, which may
provide for the possibility
of decisions being subject to an appeal before
68
international courts.
199. It may also be pointed out that because international courts or
tribunals are pre-constituted institutions, they are ipsofacto better suited
than ad hoc arbitral tribunals-which take longer to constitute-to deal
with urgent matters such as requests for interim (provisional) measures of
protection. 69 Moreover, owing to the same characteristic as permanent
institution, an international court such as the International Court of Justice

appears to be better suited for developing uniform jurisprudence of international law than ad hoc arbitral tribunals. Such jurisprudence is developed by the courts while exercising jurisdiction on contentious cases
between States,' or advisory jurisdiction on legal questions referred to it
by an international organization and relating to disputes between States,
between States and international organizations and those between international organizations.'
As the principal judicial organ of the United
Nations, the International Court of Justice has also a quasi-appellate jurisdiction for the decisions of administrative tribunals established within the
167See, e.g., the Chorzow Factory Case (Germany v. Poland), PC.LI. SeriesA, No. 13, p. 4;
Application for revision and interpretation of the judgment of 24 February 1982 in the case
concerning the Continental Shelf (Tunisia v. Libya), LC.J.Reports 1985, p. 192; Request for
interpretation of the Judgment on the Asylum case of 20 November 1950 (Colombia v. Peru), .C.J
Reports 1950, p. 395 (request declared not admissible); Haya de laTorre (Colombia v. Peru),. C.J.
Reports 1951, p. 71.
'"See, e.g., Appeal from a judgment of the Hungaro-Czechoslovak Mixed Arbitral
Tribunal (Hungary v. Czechoslovakia), PC.I.J Series A/B, No. 61, p. 208; Societi Commerciale de Belgique (Belgium v. Greece), P.C.LJ. Series A/B, No. 78, p. 160; Arbitral
Award Made by the King of Spain on 23 December 1906 (Honduras v.Nicaragua), I.C.J
Reports 1960, p. 191.
169See, e.g., Article 41 of the ICJ Statute and paragraph 5 of article 290 of the Law of the Sea
Convention. A substantial number of cases involving interim measures of protection exist. In the
case of the International Court of Justice, such cases include: Nuclear Tests (Australia v.France),
Order re Interim Measures, I.C.i Reports 1973, p. 135; Fisheries Jurisdiction (United Kingdom v. Iceland), Order re Interim Measures, LC.i Reports 1972, p. 12; Fisheries Jurisdiction
(Federal Republic of Germany v.Iceland), Order re Interim Measures, LfC.J Reports 1972, p. 30.
17°See para. 200 below.
t71See, e.g., ICJ advisory opinions on the International Status of South West Africa (LC.J
Reports 1950, p. 128) (dispute between the Union of South Africa and certain members of the
United Nations relating to the application of the mandate to South West Africa); Effect of Awards
of Compensation made by the United Nations Administrative Tribunal (. C.J Reports 1954, p. 47);
Voting Procedure on Questions relating to Reports and Petitions concerning the Territory of South
West Africa (L.C.J Reports 1955, p. 67); Admissibility of Hearings of Petitioners by the Committee on South West Africa (1.C.i Reports 1956, p. 23); Constitution of the Maritime Safety
Committee of the Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization (L.C.J. Reports 1960, p.
150); Certain Expenses of the United Nations (.C..! Reports 1962, p. 151); Legal Consequences
for States of the Continued Presence of South Africa in Namibia (L.C.J Reports 1971, p. 16);
Western Sahara (I.CJ Reports 1975, p. 12); Interpretation of the Agreement of 25 March 1951
between WHO and Egypt (. C.J Reports 1980, p.730); Applicability of the Obligation to Arbitrate
under Section 21 of the United Nations Headquarters Agreement of 26 June 1947 (LC.i. Reports
1988, p. 12).

United Nations system.' These pre-constituted forums, whether of a regional or world-wide scale, appear also better suited than arbitral tribunals to
rule on questions of international law raised in cases before domestic courts,
thereby exercising secondary jurisdiction, where such jurisdiction is conferred.'73
2. Resort to judicial settlement
200. A brief analysis of both the Permanent Court of International
Justice and the International Court of Justice indicates that, of the cases

referred to those courts for judicial settlement, many involve questions of
interpretation or application of treaties, 174 or concern specific problems such as
(a) those relating to sovereignty over certain territories and frontier disputes;' 75 (b) those concerning maritime delimitations and other law of the

172See, e.g., ICJ Advisory Opinions on Judgments of the Administrative Tribunal of the
International Labour Organisation (ILO) upon complaints made against the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) (I.C.J Reports 1956, p. 77); Application for Review of Judgment No. 158 of the United Nations Administrative Tribunal (/.C.J.Reports
1973, p. 166); Application for Review of Judgment No. 273 of the United Nations Administrative
Tribunal (L C.J. Reports 1982, p. 325); Application for Review of Judgment No. 333 of the United
Nations Administrative Tribunal (LC.J. Reports 1987, p. 18).
173See, e.g., the functions of the Court of Justice of the European Communities under article
177 of the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community of 25 March 1957, infra, note
181. Under this provision, the Court may be concerned with questions of interpretation (of the
Treaty, of acts of Community institutions and of the statutes of bodies set up by the Council) or
with questions of the validity (of acts of Community institutions). See also the functions of the
Court of Justice of the Benelux Union under article 6 of the Treaty concerning the Creation and
the Statute of a Benelux Court of Justice of 31 March 1965, infra, note 182.
174S.S. Wimbledon (France, United Kingdom, Italy, Japan v. Germany), PC..!J SeriesA, No.
1, p. 15); Treaty of Neuilly (Bulgaria v. Greece), PC..J. Series A, No. 3, p. 4; Mavrommatis
Jerusalem Concessions (Greece v. United Kingdom), PC..J.SeriesA, No. 5, p. 6; Certain German
interests in Polish Upper Silesia (Germany v. Poland), PC.LJ. Series A, No. 7, p. 4; Rights of
Minorities in Upper Silesia (Germany v. Poland), PC... Series A, No. 15, p. 4; Chorzow Factory
(Germany v. Poland), PC.LJ Series A, No. 17, p. 4; Territorial Jurisdiction of the International
Commission of the River Oder (United Kingdom, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France, Germany,
Sweden v. Poland), PC.LJ.Series A, No. 23, p. 5; Free Zones of Upper Savoy and the District of
Gex (France v. Switzerland), PC..J. Series A/B, No. 46, p. 96; Interpretation of the Statute of the
Memel Territory (United Kingdom, France, Italy, Japan v. Lithuania), PC.LJ. Series A/B, No. 49,
p. 294; Pajzs, Csaky, Esterhizy Case (Hungary v. Yugoslavia), PC.LJ. SeriesA/B, No. 68, p. 30;
Diversion of Water from the Meuse (Netherlands v. Belgium), PC.LJ. Series A/B, No. 70, p. 4;
Asylum Case (Colombia v. Peru), .C.. Reports 1950, p. 266; Rights of Nationals of the USA in
Morocco (France v. USA), LC.J Reports 1952, p. 176; Ambatielos (Greece v. United Kingdom),
IC.J. Reports 1953, p. 10; Application of the Convention of 1902 governing the Guardianship of
Infants (Netherlands v. Sweden), LC.J.Reports 1958, p. 55; US Diplomatic and Consular Staff in
Tehran (USA v. Iran), .C.J. Reports 1980, p. 4. Cases which were not decided upon on the merits
because the Court declared itself incompetent, but where one of the parties wanted the Court to
judge upon the interpretation or application of treaties: Phosphates in Morocco (Italy v. France),
PC.LJ. SeriesAiB, No. 74, p. 10; Anglo-Iranian Oil Co. (United Kingdom v. Iran), LC.J. Reports
1952, p. 93; Monetary Gold Case (Italy v. France, United Kingdom, USA), LC.J. Reports 1954,
p. 19; Certain Norwegian Loans (France v. Norway), 1.C.J.Reports 1957, p. 9; Northern Cameroon
(Cameroon v. United Kingdom), .C.J. Reports 1963, p. 15; South West Africa (Ethiopia v. South
Africa), IC.J. Reports 1966, p. 6.
175Status of Eastern Greenland (Denmark v. Norway), PC.LJ. Series A/B, No. 53, p. 22; The
Minquiers and Ecrehos (France v. United Kingdom), LC... Reports 1953, p. 47; Sovereignty over
certain frontier land (Belgium v. Netherlands), LC.J Reports 1959, p. 209; Temple of Preah Vihear
(Cambodia v. Thailand), L C... Reports 1961, p. 17; Frontier dispute (Burkina Faso v. Mali),. .C.J
Reports 1986, p. 554; Land, Island and Maritime Frontier Dispute (El Salvador v. Honduras),
pending case (Chamber).

sea disputes;' 76 (c) those arising from the law of diplomatic protection of nationals abroad;' 77 (d) those arising from circumstances relating to the use of force; 78
and (e) cases involving enforcement of contracts
and violation of certain
179
principles of customary international law.
201. Further examples of the type of cases for which resort to judicial
settlement is envisaged are also found in a number of regional treaties which
established courts for the settlement of certain disputes. Thus, the European
Court of Human Rights and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights,
created respectively by the European Convention on Human Rights of 4
November 1950, and the American Convention on Human Rights of 22 November 1969, have jurisdiction in matters relating to human rights violations
in connection with the provisions of these agreements.' 0 In the area of regional economic integration, the Convention of 25 March 1957 relating to
Certain Institutions Common to the European Communities'' created the
176Fisheries (United Kingdom v. Norway), LC.J. Reports 1951, p. 116; North Sea Continental Shelf (Federal Republic of Germany v. Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany v.
Netherlands), LC.J. Reports 1969, p. 4; Fisheries Jurisdiction (United Kingdom v. Iceland,
Federal Republic of Germany v. Iceland), LC.J Reports 1974, pp. 3 and 175; Continental Shelf
(Tunisia v. Libya), LC.J. Reports 1982, p. 18; Delimitation of the Maritime Boundary in the
Gulf of Maine Area (Canada v. United States of America), I.C.J. Reports 1984, p. 246 (Chamber); Continental Shelf (Libya v. Malta), LC.J. Reports 1985, p. 13; Aegean Sea Continental
Shelf (Greece v. Turkey), LC.J. Reports 1978, p. 4 (case not decided upon on the merits
because the Court found itself incompetent); Maritime Delimitation in the Area between
Greenland and Jan Mayen (pending case).
Q77Oscar
Chinn (United Kingdom v. Belgium), PC.I.J. Series A/B, No. 63, p. 65; Nottebohm
(Liechtenstein v. Guatemala), IC.J. Reports 1955, p. 4; Barcelona Traction Light and Power Co.
(Belgium v. Spain), LC.J Reports 1970, p. 4, and Elettronica Sicula S.p.A. (ELSI) (United States
v. Italy) (Chamber), IC.I. Reports 1989, p. 15. In addition, there were also cases declared
inadmissible because of the non-exhaustion of local remedies: Panevezy-Saldutiskis Railway
(Estonia v. Lithuania), PC.LJ Series A/B, No. 76, p. 4; Interhandel (Switzerland v. United States
of America), l.C.J Reports 1959, p. 6.
178Corfu Channel Case (United Kingdom v.Albania), IC.J. Reports 1949, p. 4; Military and
Paramilitary Activities in and against Nicaragua (Nicaragua v. United States of America), LC.J.
Reports 1986, p. 14; Border and Transborder Armed Actions (Nicaragua v. Honduras), LC.£
Reports 1988, p. 69.
179S.S. Lotus (France v. Turkey), PC.LJ.Series A, No. 10, p. 4-dispute on the question of
jurisdiction over an incident aboard a ship on the high seas; Payment of various Serbian loans
issued in France (France v. United Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes), PC.IJ.SeriesA, No.
20/21, p. 5; Payment in gold of Brazilian Federal loans contracted in France (France v. Brazil),
PC.LJ. Series A, No. 20/21, p. 92-disputes over form of repayment; Lighthouse Case between
France and Greece (France v. Greece), PC.LJ. Series A/B, No. 71 -succession to a contract
concession; Corfu Channel Case (Albania v. United Kingdom), LC.J Reports 1949, p. 244-assessment of compensation; Right of Passage over Indian Territory (Portugal v. India), LC.J
Reports 1960, p. 6-establishment of the existence of a customary law; Appeal relating to the
jurisdiction of the ICAO Council (India v. Pakistan), LC.J Reports 1972, p. 46-appeal of an
ICAO decision.
18°Cases dealt with by the European Court of Human Rights have been concerned, for
example, with (a) physical integrity; (b) prohibition of forced labour; (c) right to liberty and
security of person; (d) right to a fair trial; (e) right to respect for private and family life, home and
correspondence; (6)freedom of expression; (g) right of peaceful assembly; (h) trade union freedom; (i) right of property; (1)right of education; and (k) right to free elections. Cases dealt with
by the Inter-American Court of Human Rights included those referring to: (a) violation of the right
to life; (b) violation of personal security through the practice of torture; (c) lack of due process;
and (d) arbitrary detention.
181TreatiesEstablishingthe European Communities (1973).

Court of Justice of the European Communities to exercise jurisdiction in
matters concerning the European Coal and Steel Community, the European
Economic Community and the European Atomic Energy Community. The
Treaty concerning the Creation and the Statute of a Benelux Court of
Justice of 31 March 1965182 confers upon the Court jurisdiction over
questions of interpretation regarding rules of law common to the Benelux
countries (e.g., treaty provisions or decisions of the Committee of Ministers) for the purpose of ensuring uniform application of these rules by
their national courts or by the Benelux Arbitral College. The Treaty Creating the Court of Justice of the Cartagena Agreement of 28 May 1976183
confers upon the Court jurisdiction in matters relating to the interpretation
and application of the Agreement of Sub-regional Integration of the Andean Group of 21 May 1969184 concluded by five members of the Latin
American Free Trade Association (LAFTA). As regards the matter concerning the peaceful use of nuclear energy, the Convention on the Establishment of a Security Control in the Field of Nuclear Energy of 20
December 1957185 established the European Nuclear Energy Tribunal before which decisions of the European Nuclear Energy Agency concerning
the scope of security controls can be appealed by States parties to the
Convention or by affected enterprises. On the question of State immunities, the Additional Protocol to the European Convention on State Immunity of 16 May 1972116 created the European Tribunal for the purpose of
determining cases concerning alleged breach of the rules of State immunity contained in the Convention.
3.
(a)

Institutionalandproceduralaspects

Jurisdiction,competence and initiationof the process

202. Settlement of international disputes by international courts
is subject to the recognition by the States concerned of the jurisdiction
of the courts over such disputes.1 " 7 The recognition may be expressed by
way of a special agreement between the States parties to a dispute (compromis) conferring jurisdiction upon a court in a particular dispute, or by
a compromissory clause providing for agreed or unilateral reference of a
dispute to a court, or by other means. In the event of a dispute as to
whether a court has jurisdiction, the matter is settled by the decision of the
court.1 88 For example, the court may rule on questions of competence or
other substantive preliminary objections that can be raised by a respondent
182

Memorial du Grand-Duche de Luxembourg, Recueil de LUgislation 1973, 11, A, p. 984.
InternationalLegal Materials, vol. XVIII, p. 1203.
14Ibid., vol. VIII, p. 910.
' Karin Oellers and others, Disputes Settlement in Public InternationalLaw, p. 620.
186Explanatory Reports on the European Convention on State Immunity and the Additional
Protocol, Council of Europe (1972), pp. 49-65, 67-72.
7
18 For cases in which the International Court of Justice found that it could not accept
183
1

jurisdiction because the opposing party did not recognize its jurisdiction, see IC.J. Yearbook
1987-1988,
p. 51, note 1.
88
' ICI Statute, Article 36, paragraph 6.

State,"8 9 and also those relating to procedural
preliminary objections under
90
the rule of exhaustion of local remedies.
(i) Special agreement
203. Article 36, paragraph 1, of the Statute of the International Court
of Justice provides that the "jurisdiction of the Court comprises all cases
which the parties refer to it", which is done normally by way of notification
to the Registry of a special agreement (compromis) concluded by the parties
for that purpose. The Special Agreement of 23 May 1976 concerning the
Delimitation of the Continental Shelf (Libya/Malta), for example, provides:
"The Government of the Republic of Malta and the Government of
the Libyan Arab Republic agree to recourse to the International Court of
Justice as follows:
"Article I,
"The Court is requested to decide the following questions:
"What principles and rules of international law are applicable to the
delimitation of the area of the continental shelf which appertains to the
Republic of Malta and the area of continental shelf which appertains to
the Libyan Arab Republic and how in practice such principles and rules
can be applied by the two parties in this particular case in order that they
may without difficulty delimit such areas by an agreement..."
204. By asking the Court to indicate also how, in practice, such principles and rules can be applied in the case, the Libya/Malta compromis went
further than what had been requested in a special agreement on another
delimitation case referred to the Court. In the North Sea Continental Shelf
cases the special agreement of 2 February 1967 between Denmark and the
Federal Republic of Germany, like the special agreement of the same date
between the Netherlands and the Federal Republic of Germany, contained the
provision set out below, requesting the Court to do no more than to rule on
the principles applicable to the delimitation as between the Parties:
"(1)
The International Court of Justice is requested to decide the following question: What principles and rules of international law are
applicable to the delimitation as between the Parties of the areas of the
continental shelf in the North Sea which appertain to each of them
beyond the partial boundary determined by the above-mentioned Convention of 9 June 1965.
189Objections to jurisdiction have been taken in the International Court of Justice on several
grounds, such as: (a) that the instrument conferring jurisdiction is no longer in force; see, e.g.,
Temple of Preah Vihear (Cambodia v.Thailand), LC.J Reports 1961, p. 17; or not applicable (e.g.,
Aerial Incident of 10 March 1953 (United States v. Czechoslovakia), I.C.J. Reports 1956, p. 6); or
the dispute is excluded by virtue of a reservation to the instrument (Military and Paramilitary
Activities in and against Nicaragua (Nicaragua v. United States), .CJ Reports 1984, p. 392); or
(b) that the dispute is not admissible for reasons ofjus standi (e.g., South West Africa (Ethiopia v.

South Africa, Liberia v- South Africa), LC.J Reports 1962, p. 319); or non-exhaustion of local
remedies (e.g., Interhandel (Switzerland v. United States), LC.J Reports 1957, p. 105); or nonexistence of dispute (e.g., Rights of Passage over Indian territory (Portugal v. India), LCJ Reports
1957,
lk°See cte125).
cases cited in the

second sentence of note 177 supra.

"(2) The Governments of the Kingdom of Denmark and of the Federal
Republic of Germany shall delimit the continental shelf in the North Sea
as between their countries by agreement in pursuance of the decision
requested from the International Court of Justice."
(ii) Compromissory clause in treaties
205. Article 36, paragraph 1, of the Statute of the Court provides also
that the jurisdiction of the Court comprises "all matters specially provided for
... in treaties and conventions in force". There are numerous treaties containing such a compromissory clause,19i some of which provide for unilateral
reference of all or certain categories of disputes to the International Court of
Justice. At the global level, for example, under the General Act for the Pacific
Settlement of International Disputes of 26 September 1928 and 28 April 1949192
all legal disputes are subject to compulsory adjudication by the Court, unless
the parties agree to submit them to arbitration or conciliation.'93 The Optional
Protocol of Signature concerning the Compulsory Settlement of Disputes
94
adopted by the 1958 United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea
provides that disputes arising from the interpretation or application of any
1958 Convention on the Law of the Sea shall lie within the compulsory
jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice. The Optional Protocol to the
Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations concerning the Compulsory
Settlement of Disputes of 18 April 19 6 1 91 also provides for the jurisdiction
of the Court over disputes arising from the interpretation or application of the
Convention, unless the parties within a specified period of time agree to
submit them to arbitration. Similarly, the Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties of 23 May 1969196 confers jurisdiction upon the Court for disputes
concerning the application or interpretation of articles 53 and 64 relating to
conflicts of treaties withjus cogens, unless they are submitted to an ad hoc
arbitration by common agreement of the parties.
206. At the regional level, of special interest is the European Convention for the Peaceful Settlement of Disputes of 29 April 1957, which provides
for the submission of all international legal disputes to the International Court
of Justice. 97 Similar provisions are found also in the American Treaty on
Pacific Settlement (Pact of Bogoti) of 30 April 19 4 8 .i98
(iii) Other means of conferringjurisdiction
207. With respect to the International Court of Justice, States parties to
the Statute of the Court have the option of making a declaration under Article
36, paragraph 2, of the Statute by which they accept in advance the jurisdic91

1 A list of such treaties is found inI. C.

Yearbook 1987-1988, pp. 98-114.

192The revised General Act was adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations by
its resolution 268 A (III) of 28 April 1949 in order to adapt its provisions to the new international
situation.
193League of Nations, Treaty Series, vol. XCIII, p. 343, articles 1 and 17.
94United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 450, p. 170, article 1.
1951bid., vol. 500, p. 95, articles I and 2.
19Ibid.,
vol. 1155, p. 331, articles 53 and 64.
197Ibid., vol. 320, p. 243, article 1.
9
' Ibid, vol. 30, p. 55, article XXXI.

tion of the Court "in all legal disputes concerning (a) the interpretation of a
treaty; (b) any question of international law; (c) the existence of any fact
which, if established, would constitute a breach of an international obligation;
d) the nature or extent of the reparation to be made for the breach of an
international obligation". States are bound by this declaration only with
respect to States which have also made such a declaration. The declaration
may be made unconditionally or on condition of reciprocity on the part of
several or certain States, or for a certain time. Optional clauses of compulsory
jurisdiction also exist with respect to the European
Court of Human Rights' 99
2°°
Rights.
Human
of
Court
and the Inter-American
208. By contrast, other treaties establishing an international court
automatically confer jurisdiction to that court with respect to its scope of
activities. The States parties do not need and do not have the option to
make a declaration of acceptance of the compulsory jurisdiction of that
court. Thus, by becoming a party to the Treaties establishing the European
Communities, member States automatically subject themselves to the jurisdiction of the Court of Justice of the European Communities for disputes connected with the application and interpretation of the Treaties."'1
States parties to the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the
Sea ipsofacto accept the compulsory jurisdiction of various forums for the
settlement of law of the sea disputes. 02 However, under the Convention,
States parties have to make a declaration on the choice of the forum for
judicial settlement established thereunder. 03
(iv)

Initiation ofprocess

209. Contentious proceedings before international courts are instituted
either unilaterally by one of the parties to a dispute or jointly by the parties,
0 4
depending upon the terms of the relevant agreement in force between them.
Thus, if under the agreement the parties have accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice in respect of the dispute, then proceedings may be instituted unilaterally by the applicant State. In the absence of such
2199European

Convention on Human Rights of 4 November 1950, article 46.
°°American Convention on Human Rights of 22 November 1969, article 62.
Treaty Establishing the European Coal and Steel Community of 25 March 1957 (supra,
note 181), article 33; Treaty Establishing the European Atomic Energy Community of 25 March
1957, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 298, p. 169, article 142; Treaty Establishing the European
Economic
Community of 25 March 1957 (supra, note 181), article 170.
202
20

These forums are: (a) the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea; (b) the International Court of Justice; (c)an arbitral tribunal constituted under the relevant provisions (annex VII)
of the 1982 Convention; (d) a special arbitral tribunal constituted under the relevant provisions
(annex
203VIII) of the 1982 Convention.
Articles 286 and 287.
2
041n some regional courts, cases may be brought to them by entities other than States (e.g.,
the European Commission of Human Rights with respect to the European Court of Human Rights;
the Council or the Commission with respect to the Court of Justice of the European Communities;
the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights with respect to the Inter-American Court of
Human Rights) or even by individuals (e.g., the Court of Justice of the European Communities).
However, as far as disputes between States are concerned, access to the court is generally confined
to the States concerned.

a prior acceptance, however, proceedings can only be brought before international courts on the basis of the mutual consent of the parties.
210. The procedure for instituting contentious proceedings is defined in the basic statute of the respective international courts. The
Statute of the International Court of Justice provides under Article 40
as follows:
" 1. Cases are brought before the Court, as the case may be, either by
the notification of the special agreement or by a written application
addressed to the Registrar. In either case the subject of the dispute and
the parties shall be indicated.
"2. The Registrar shall forthwith communicate the application to all
concerned.
"3. He shall also notify the Members of the United Nations through the
Secretary-General, and also any other States entitled to appear before
the Court."
211. A special agreement may be concluded ad hoc, after the dispute
has arisen, or it may be reached in accordance with provisions relating to the
settlement of disputes in existing international treaties in force between the
parties. 2 5 In filing an application the parties may request, in accordance with
the terms of the relevant agreement, that the case be brought to a special or ad
hoc chamber consisting of a limited number of the members of the court
concerned.2 016 Examples of these include the chamber of summary procedure 207 and ad hoc chambers 0 8 of the International Court of Justice and the
Sea-Bed Disputes Chamber20 9 and special chambers210 of the International
Tribunal for the Law of the Sea. Resort to an ad hoc chamber of the International Court of Justice is a fairly recent phenomenon, as the provisions of
Article 26, paragraph 2, of the Statute of the Court were not invoked until
1981.211 Since then, however, three out of eight contentious cases have been
referred to ad hoc chambers."'
205

An example of special agreements concluded on the basis of a compromissory clause in
existing international treaties is the Special Agreement concerning the North Sea Continental Shelf
cases, the preamble of which reads, inter alia:
"Bearing in mind the obligation assumed by [the parties] under Articles I and 28 of the
European Convention for the Peaceful Settlement of Disputes of 29 April 1957 to submit to
the judgment of the International Court all international controversies to the extent that no

special
arrangement has been or will be made..
2
°6See para. 217 below.
2 7
° 1Cj Statute, Article 29.
2
°11bid., Article 26, paragraph 2.
2091982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, article 187.
21
°Ibid.,
article 188.
21
The delimitation of the Maritime Boundary in the Gulf of Maine Area (Canada/United
States) was referred to an ad hoc chamber in November 1981 and an ad hoc chamber was

established
in January 1982, [C.J Reports 1984, p. 246.
2 12
Frontier Dispute (Burkina Faso/Republic of Mali), [C.. Reports 1986, p. 554; Land,

Island and Maritime Frontier Dispute (El Salvador/Honduras), LC.J.Reports 1987, p. 10; Elettronica Sicula S.p.A. (ELSI) (United States of America v. Italy), LC.J Reports 1987, p. 3.

(v)

Advisory opinions

212. International courts may be empowered to give an advisory opinion on a legal question relating to an existing international dispute between
States referred to them by an international entity." 3 The opinion does not bind
the requesting entity, or any other body, or any State. Nevertheless, procedure
in advisory cases, as in contentious cases, involves elaborate written and oral
proceedings in accordance with the predetermined rules of the court in question, and as such advisory opinions could assume the character of judicial
pronouncements which, while not binding, might entail practical consequences for the bodies concerned.
(b) Access and third-party intervention
213. A State not party to a legal instrument establishing an international court is normally denied access to it. In the case of the International
Court of Justice, however, States not party to the Charter of the United
Nations may, by virtue of Article 93, paragraph 2, of the Charter, become
party to the Statute of the Court on conditions to be determined by the General
Assembly upon the recommendation of the Security Council. The Statute of the
Court further provides under its Article 35, paragraph 2, that other States may have
access to the Court in compliance with the conditions laid down by the Security
Council and subject to the special provisions contained in treaties in force.214
214. A third State may submit a request to be permitted to intervene
in the proceedings if it considers that it has an interest of a legal nature which
may be affected by the decision in the case."t 5 Provisions for such proceedings are found in the respective statutes and rules of international courts
or tribunals, such as the International Court of Justice, 16 the International
3

21 E.g., Permanent Court of International Justice (Covenant of the League of Nations,
Article 14); International Court of Justice (Charter of the United Nations, Article 96; Statute
of the Court, Article 65); European Court of Human Rights (Protocol No. 2 to the European
Convention on Human Rights). In the case of the International Court of Justice, the General
Assembly has requested 13 advisory opinions of the Court, some of which were related to
existing disputes between States, for example: International Status of South West Africa (1949)
(a dispute between the Union of South Africa and certain members of the United Nations
relating to its application of the mandate to South West Africa); Western Sahara (1975). The
Security Council also requested an advisory opinion of the Court concerning the legal conse-

quences for States of the continuing presence of South Africa in Namibia notwithstanding
Security Council resolution 276 (1970) of 30 January 1970. The Economic and Social Council
also requested an advisory opinion of the Court concerning the question of the applicability of

article VI, section 22, of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the United
Nations in the case of Dumitru Mazilu as Special Rapporteur of the Sub-Commission on
Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities. ICJ gave its advisory opinion on
the question on 15 December 1989 (see E/1990/15/Add.I and I.C.J Reports 1989, p. 177).
.For the list of the States entitled to appear before the Court, see LCJ Yearbook 1987-1988,
pp. 44-51.
215

Permission to intervene was requested, for example, by Malta in ContinentalShelf(Tunisia/Libyan Arab Jamahiriya)and by Italy in Continental Shelf (Malto/Libyan Arab Jamahiriya).

In both cases, the requests were not accepted by the Court: . C.J Reports 1981, p. 3; L C. Reports
1984, p. 3.

2'6Statute of the International Court of Justice, Article 63, Rules of the International Court
of Justice, Articles 81-86.

Tribunal for the Law of the Sea2" 7 and the Court of Justice of the European
Communities."'
(c)

Composition

215. In the various multilateral treaties establishing international
courts, provisions are made for the composition of the court in question and
the selection of judges. The size of the actual body varies in accordance with
the terms of each instrument-for example, from 21 members constituting
the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea, to 15 members in the case
of the International Court of Justice, to 9 members in respect of the Benelux
Court of Justice. 1 9 In the case of the Court of Justice of the European Communities, each Member State of the European Communities is attributed a
seat on the bench, whereas both the International Court of Justice and the
International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea are composed of "independent
judges, elected regardless of their nationality", which as a whole should
represent "the main forms of civilization and of the principal legal systems
of the world" .22'The composition of all other international courts is based on
either of these two basic alternatives.
216. The selection procedure is generally provided in the statute of the
court concerned. The judges may be appointed by common agreement of member
States, as provided for the Court of Justice of the European Communities,22 or
elected by one or more political organs, e.g., the General Assembly and the
Security Council of the United Nations in the case of the International Court of
Justice,222 or the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe for the European Court of Human Rights.223 In addition, a party to a dispute may appoint an
ad hoc judge of its nationality if the court concerned does not include upon the
bench a judge of that nationality. 2 1 The judges are selected in their individual
capacities strictly on the basis of legal qualifications. The terms of the judges are,
for example, nine years as regards the International Court of Justice, with one
years. 211 No more than one national of any
third of the bench elected every three226
Court.
the
of
member
a
be
State may
2171982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, annex VI, articles 31 and 32.
218Rules of Procedure of the Court of Justice of 1982, Official Journal C39/2, 15.2, 1982,
article2 993.
1 Statute of the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (Convention, annex VI),
article 2; ICJ Statute, Article 3; Treaty concerning the Creation and the Statute of a Benelux
of Justice of 31 March 1965, article 3.
Court220
ICJ Statute, Articles 2 and 9; Statute of the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea,
article2221 (2).
Treaty establishing the European Economic Community (with annexes and Protocols),
done 222
at Rome on 25 March 1957, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 298, p. 2, article 167.
ICJ Statute, Article 4.
223
European Convention on Human Rights of 4 November 1950, article 39 (1).
2
24See, e.g., the ICJ Statute, Article 31; the Statute of the International Tribunal for the Law
of the Sea (Convention, annex VI), article 17; the 1950 European Convention on Human Rights,
article22543; and the Statute of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, article 10.
1CJ Statute, Article 13, paragraph 1.
226
1bid., Article 3.

217. The composition of an international court and the selection of its
judges thus are not, except for ad hoc judges, dependent upon the wishes of
the parties to a dispute. Possibilities exist, however, for the views of the
litigant States to be reflected in this matter with respect to the disputes
concerning sea-bed activities in the Area. The 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea provides in its annex VI, article 15, paragraph 2,
that such disputes may be submitted to a special chamber of the International
Tribunal for the Law of the Sea to be established at the request of the parties,
the composition of which is to be determined by the Tribunal with the approval of the parties. In the case of an ad hoc chamber of the International
Court of Justice constituted under Article 26, paragraph 2, of the Statute of
the Court, while the number of the judges of the chamber is determined with
the approval of the parties, the selection itself is left to the decision of the
Court. 27 However, the parties to a dispute, by way of special agreement, may
request to be consulted on the selection. Furthermore, judges of the nationality of each of the parties may, under Article 31 of the Statute, retain their right
to sit in the case before the Court or the chamber. 228 Article I of the Special
Agreement of 29 March 1979229 concerning the Delimitation of the Maritime
Boundary in the Gulf of Maine Area thus stipulated as follows:
" 1. The Parties shall submit the question posed in Article II to a Chamber of the International Court of Justice constituted pursuant to Article
26 (2) and Article 31 of the Statute of the Court and in accordance with
this Special Agreement.
"2. The Chamber shall be composed of five persons, three of whom
shall be elected by and from the Members of the Court, after consultation
with the Parties, and two of whom shall be judges ad23 hoc,
who shall not
°
be nationals of either Party, chosen by the Parties."
(d) Rules of procedure
218. Rules of procedure governing the proceedings for the judicial
settlement of international disputes are found in the basic statute of the
international court or tribunal concerned, and by the supplementary rules
adopted by it, which determine such technical requirements as the official
languages, the structure and phases of the proceedings and the contents and
delivery of the decision. The official languages of the International Court of
Justice are English and French.23 All communications and documents relating to cases submitted to the Court are channelled through the Registrar.232
219. In contentious cases, the party at the time of filing a document
instituting proceedings informs the competent court of the name of the agent
22

71J Rules, Article 17, paragraph 3.
2See also the 1950 European Convention on Human Rights, article 43.
229Special Agreement of 29 March 1979, Delimitation of the Maritime Boundary in the Gulf
2

of Maine Area (Canada/United States), Exec. Doe. U. 96th Cong., 1st Session (1979). Cf. the
amended version of the Special Agreement, l.C.J Reports 1984, p. 253.
2301n the Gulf of Maine case, a Canadian judge ad hoc was appointed, since Canada did not
have 231
a national on the bench of the International Court of Justice.
1CJ Statute, Article 39.
232

1CJ Rules, Article 26, paragraph I (a).

who will be its representative in the proceedings; the other party then appoints
its agent as soon as possible. 233 The proceedings in contentious cases are
usually divided into a written and an oral phase. The written phase normally
comprises the filing of pleadings with a time-limit fixed by the court, the
pleadings are generally confined to a statement of the case (memorial) and a
34
defence (counter-memorial) and, if necessary, a reply and a rejoinder, to2 35
gether with papers and documents in support. Depending upon the procedure agreed upon by the parties or regulated by the rules of the court; these
pleadings may be filed simultaneously by both parties or, alternatively, each
party replying to the other.23 6 The number and the order of filing of the
pleadings are determined in the orders of the court237 or on the basis of a
special agreement. Written pleadings should contain a full statement of the
facts considered relevant by the party and of its arguments as to the law.23
220. The oral phase begins at the closure of the written proceedings. In
principle, oral proceedings are held in public, unless it is otherwise decided
under specific circumstances. 23 9 The parties may address the court only
through their agents, counsel or advocates. In the course of the oral proceedings, witnesses and experts may be called upon by the parties or by the court
to give evidence or clarify any aspects of the matters in issue. If a party fails
to appear before the court in the oral proceedings or fails to defend its case,
the opposing party may request a decision in favour of its final claims.2 40 In
the Statute of the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea, the opposing
party may request the Tribunal only to continue the proceedings and to make
its decision.24 '
221. Subsequent to the closure of the oral proceedings, the court examines the factual and legal foundations of the claim. Specific instructions as to
the applicable law are contained in its statute or in a special agreement for the
claim. Because of the nature of international disputes, the primary source of
law is to be found in international law. Article 38, paragraph 1,of the Statute
of the International Court of Justice provides:
"The Court, whose function is to decide in accordance with international law such disputes as are submitted to it, shall apply:
2331Cj
Statute, Article 42; ICJ Rules, Article 40.
234
ICJ Rules, Article 45.
235
Ibid., Article 50.
2361nthe recent practice of special agreements, simultaneous submission is a preferred

method as it alleviates the question of which party should bear the burden of proof or of which
party should be given the last word.
237ICJ Rules, Article 44, paragraph 1.
23
Ibid., Article 49.
239
ICj Statute, Article 46; Revised Rules of Court of the European Court of Human Rights
of 24 November 1982, article 18; Rules of Procedure of the Inter-American Court of Human
Rights
2 40of 1980, article 14 (1).
ICj Statute, Article 53. In practice, however, a number of judgments and orders were
delivered in the absence of one of the parties: Corfu Channel; Anglo-Iranian Oil Co.; Nottebohm;
Fisheries Jurisdiction (United Kingdom v. Iceland) (Federal Republic of Germany v. Iceland);
Nuclear Tests (Australia v.France) (New Zealand v. France); United States Diplomatic and
Consular Staff in Tehran; and Military and Paramilitary Activities in and against Nicaragua.
241
1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, annex VI, article 28.

a.
lishing
b.
cepted
c.

international conventions, whether general or particular, estabrules expressly recognized by the contesting States;
international custom, as evidence of a general practice acas law;
the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations;
d. . . . judicial decisions and the teachings of the most highly
qualified publicists of the various nations, as subsidiary means for the
determination of rules of law."
However, the deciding of the case according to other legal norms or on the
basis of ex aequo et bono is not precluded, if the parties agree to such a
solution. " ' The deliberations of the court are kept private and secret. 43
222. The rules governing the procedure for reaching a decision are
fixed by the court. Its decision is made by a majority of the votes of the judges
present, with a casting vote to be given by the president or by the judge acting
in his place, in the event of equality of votes for and against.244 The decision
should state the reasons on which it is based and should be framed within the
scope of the claims made by the parties. A judge whose views on the matter
differ either in whole or in part may deliver an individual opinion along with
the judgement, which could be expressed in the form of a "separate opinion",
if disagreement of the judge is concerned with the reasons on which a judgement is based, or in the form of a "dissenting opinion", if disagreement is
with the holding in the judgement itself.
223. As regards advisory proceedings, the rules governing the procedure of contentious proceedings generally apply, 45 subject to special rules
provided for them.246
224. The basic statutes and procedural rules of international courts or
tribunals do not provide for any specific duration within which a case should
be decided, though certain dates and time-limits are determined as orders by
the court seized with the case with regard to the filing of pleadings, the
submission by the parties of memorials, counter-memorials and, as the case
may be, replies as well as the papers and documents in support, and the time
in which each party must conclude its arguments.
(e)

Seat and administrative aspects
225. The seat of international courts and tribunals is established in
accordance with their basic statutes and procedural rules. In the case of the
International Court of Justice, its seat is established at The Hague. This,
its functions
however, does not prevent the Court from acting and exercising
2 47
elsewhere whenever the Court considers it desirable to do so.
242
ICj Statute, Article 38, paragraph
24 3
1Ibid., Article 54, paragraph 3.
244
1bid., Article 55.
245
1bid., Article 68.
246

2.

1bid., Articles 65-67; ICJ Rules, Articles 102-109. Rules of theCourt of Justice of the

European
47 Communities, articles 107-109.
2

1CJ Statute, Article 22, paragraph 1; ICJ Rules, Article 55.

226. The judges comprising international courts or tribunals elect 50from
59
248
their members a president, a vice-president and presidents of chambers" for
a specified term of office. The president directs the judicial business and the
administration of the court and presides at all meetings of the court."'
227. The administrative functions of international courts are carried
out by a secretariat established for this purpose generally known as the registry."2 The executive head of the registry, the registrar, is appointed by the
competent court for a specified term of office, e.g., seven years in the case of
53
the International Court of Justice. The functions of the registrar are defined
by the rules of court ,234 which include, as its main function relating to cases
before the court, the execution of all communications, notifications and transmission of documents to the court and to the disputants.
Expenses and otherfinancialarrangements
228. The basic statutes and procedural rules of international courts or
tribunals determine the means for covering the expenses involved in the
settling of claims. In principle, the expenses of the functioning of these courts
or tribunals are borne by their member States on a regular basis. It is thus
provided that the expenses of the International Court of Justice, including
amounts payable to witnesses or experts appearing at the insistence of the
255
Court, are borne out of the United Nations budget. If a party to a case does
itself fixes the amount
Court
the
budget,
Nations
United
the
not contribute to
payable by that party as a contribution towards the expenses of the Court for
the case. Each party bears its own costs of the preparation and presentation of
256
its claims, such as counsel's fees, printing costs and travel expenses, unless
costs by
of
the
the
payment
for
the Court makes an order in favour of a party
the other party257 or unless a party qualifies to receive financial assistance
from the Trust Fund established by the Secretary-General of the United Nations in 1989 to assist States in the settlement of disputes through the International Court of Justice.
(f)

4. Outcome ofjudicial settlement
229. The outcomes of contentious proceedings involving international disputes are decisions which are final and binding on the parties. In
2
481Cj Statute, Article 21, paragraph 1, 1950 European Convention on Human Rights, article
41; 1982 Rules of Procedure of the Court of Justice of the European Communities, article 7.
2491Cj Statute, Article 21, paragraph 1; 1950 European Convention on Human Rights, article 41.
2501982 Rules of Procedure of the Court of Justice of the European Communities, article 10.
251
1CJ Rules, Article 12; 1982 Rules of Procedure of the Court of Justice of the European

article 8.
Communities,
252
1CJ Rules, Articles 22-24; 1982 Revised Rules of Procedure of the European Court of
Human Rights, rules 11-14; 1982 Rules of the Court of Justice of the European Communities,
articles
253 12-23.
1CJ Statute, Article 22.
4
25 1CJ Rules, Article 26; 1982 Revised Rules of Procedure of the European Court of Human
Rights,
255rule 14; 1982 Rules of the Court of Justice of the European Communities, articles 17-19.
1CJ Statute, Article 33.
256
1bid., Article 64.
257
1CJ Rules, Article 97.

a majority of cases, the judgements are those requiring performance, but as
has been done in some of the judgments of the International Court of Justice,
a court may be requested to render declaratory judgements in which the court
determines the guiding legal principles to be followed in dealing with a
particular dispute, without giving a definitive decision on the dispute,25 or
establishes that the violation of the principle of international law in question has no practical remedy. 29 The judgements pertaining to interim proceedings, such as those for provisional measures of protection, preliminary
rulings or objections, and intervention by a third-party State, are also binding
upon the parties.
H.

Resort to regional agencies or arrangements

1. Main characteristics,legal framework and relation to other means of
peaceful settlement provided for by Article 33 of the Charter of the
United Nations
230. Article 33 of the Charter of the United Nations mentions "resort
to regional agencies or arrangements" among the peaceful means by which
States parties to a dispute, the continuance of which is likely to endanger
the maintenance of international peace and security, shall seek a solution
to the dispute.
231. Further to their being mentioned in Article 33 of the Charter of
the United Nations, regional agencies or arrangements are dealt with in Chapter VIII of the Charter, and, more specifically, as regards peaceful settlement
of disputes, in Article 52 thereof.
232. Article 52 refers to both "regional arrangements" and "regional
agencies". The term "regional arrangements" denotes agreements (regional
multilateral treaties) under which States of a region undertake to regulate
their relations with respect to the question of the settlement of disputes,
without creating thereunder a permanent institution or a regional international organization with international legal personality. 6 ' The term "regional
agencies", by contrast, refers to regional international organizations created
by regional multilateral treaties under a permanent institution with international legal personality to perform broader functions in the field of the
maintenance of peace and security, including the settlement of disputes.26
2 8

3 See paragraph 204 above.
259See, e.g., Corfu Channel Case, supra, note 178.
26°See, e.g., the 1957 European Convention for the Peaceful Settlement of Disputes, United
Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 320, p. 243, and the 1948 American Treaty on Pacific Settlement
(the Pact
of Bogot), ibid., vol. 30, p. 55, at p. 84.
26
1See, e.g., the League of Arab States created under the Pact, signed at Cairo on 22 March 1945,
United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 70, p. 237; the Organization of American States (OAS) established
under the Charter, signed at Bogota on 30 April 1948 (the Bogota Charter), ibid., vol. 119, p. 3, as
amended by the Protocol of Buenos Aires, signed on 27 February 1967, ibid., vol. 721, p. 264, at p.
324, and by the Protocol of Cartagena de Indias signed on 5 December 1985, OA.S. Treaty Series,
No. 66; the Organization of African Unity (OAU), established under the Charter, signed at Addis
Ababa on 25 May 1963, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 479, p. 39; and the Council of Europe,

established under the treaty, signed at London on 5 May 1949, ibid., vol. 87, p. 103.

233. The words "regional agencies or arrangements" may also be
applied, in an extensive manner, to agreements of a more specific subjectmatter, namely, systems created by some regions of the world for the development of some very specific areas of international law such as the
protection of human rights, 2 62 economic integration 263 and shared resources

management.2 6' These regional agreements may provide for specific means

of peaceful settlement of disputes arising between States parties to those
agreements, disputes which concern the interpretation and/or application
of, or compliance with, their provisions.
234. Regional agencies or arrangements deal with most of the means of
peaceful settlement of disputes under Article 33 of the Charter of the United
Nations and provide for the technical aspects of the resort to such means.
235. Those regional agencies aimed at performing wide functions in the
field of the maintenance of international peace and security26 have their own
mechanisms for the peaceful settlement of disputes, either by reference to negotiation, inquiry, mediation, conciliation, judicial settlement and arbitration
or by
2 66
endowing permanent organs with specific functions for this purpose.
236. As far as regional agencies devoted to performing functions in
specific areas are concerned,2 61 it should be mentioned that their constituent
instruments also include provisions concerning the peaceful settlement of
disputes arising in connection with the interpretation or application of their
provisions. Moreover, some of these regional agencies, particularly those
created for the protection of human rights26t and those intended to achieve
economic integration,2 69 have set up bodies of third-party settlement, such as
judicial tribunals.
262

See, e.g., the 1950 European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, ibid., vol. 213, p. 221; the 1969 American Convention on Human Rights (Pact
of San Jose), ibid., vol. 1144, p. 123; and the 1981 African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights,
OAU 263
document CAB/LEG/67/3/Rev.5.
See, e.g., the European Coal and Steel Community, created under the treaty, signed at
Paris on 18 April 1951, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 261, p. 140; the European Atomic
Energy Community (EURATOM), created under the treaty, signed at Rome on 25 March 1957,
ibid., vol. 294, p. 261; the European Economic Community, created under the treaty, signed at
Rome on 25 March 1957, ibid., vol. 294, p. 3; and the Economic Community of West African
States (ECOWAS), created under the treaty, signed at Lagos on 28 May 1975, ibid., vol. 1010,
p. 17.264
See, e.g., the 1963 Act regarding Navigation and Economic Co-operation between the
States of the Niger Basin, ibid., vol. 587, p. 9; the Protocol concerning the Establishment of an
International Commission to Protect the Moselle against Pollution, signed at Paris on 20 December 1961, ibid., vol. 940, p. 211; and the 1959 Agreement concerning the regulation of Lake Inari,
ibid., 265
vol. 346, p. 167.
See supra, note 261.
266See article 5 of the Pact of the League of Arab States, article 23 of the OAS Charter and
article267XIX of the OAU Charter, all referred to in note 261 supra.
See supra, notes 262, 263 and 264.
2
6See article 19 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms and article 33 of the American Convention on Human Rights (Pact of San Jos6), both
referred to in note 262.
269See, e.g., article 3 of the 1957 Convention relating to certain institutions common to
the European Communities, signed at Rome on 25 March 1957, United Nations, Treaty Series,
vol. 294, p. 411.

237. The inclusion of resort to regional agencies or arrangements
among the means of peaceful settlement of disputes under Article 33 of
the Charter of the United Nations was to give the Member States the
option to apply any of the enumerated peaceful means in a regional setting
or forum. Thus, the settlement of disputes through regional agencies or
arrangements relies upon the free choice of those specific means (negotiation, inquiry, good offices, mediation, conciliation, arbitration and judicial
settlement) by the parties to a local dispute, invoking first the settlement
procedures as established under the regional instrument in question, as envisaged in Article 52 of the Charter.
2.

Institutionalarrangements,competence andprocedure

238. Paragraphs 239-271, below, provide examples and a brief description of procedures involved in the peaceful settlement of disputes in various
regional arrangements or agencies, particularly as regards the competence of
the organs concerned and the initiation of process. Section 3 which follows,
on the other hand, concentrates on some examples of dispute settlement in
which various regional arrangements or agencies have been involved. To the
extent that some institutional aspects contained in the present section may be
illustrated by means of the examples of dispute settlement described in section 3, the appropriate cross-references are also made.
League ofArab States
239. Article 5 of the League Pact provides for an arbitral role for the
Council of the League, which is composed of representatives of all member
States. z7 0 If a dispute between two contending members of the League does
not involve the independence, sovereignty or territorial integrity of a State and
those members apply to the League Council for the settlement of their dispute,
the decisions of the League Council shall be effective and obligatory.27 The
exercise of the Council's functions as an organ of arbitration is therefore
subject to two conditions: (a) party submission and (b) subject-matter limitations. When the Council acts in its arbitral capacity, the States among which
the dispute has arisen shall not participate in the deliberations and decisions
of the Council. 272 The League Pact also provides that the Council shall mediate, in a dispute which may lead to war between two member States or
between a member State and another State, in order to conciliate them. 273 The
exercise of these functions of good offices, mediation and conciliation does
not depend upon the submission of the dispute by the parties.
(a)

240. In practice, the Council has applied the modes of good offices,
mediation and conciliation to all disputes, whether peace-threatening or not.
27°Pact of the League, article 3; see note 261 supra.
article 5, first paragraph.
second paragraph.
1bid., article 5 (3). It is to be noted that while the English version speaks of "mediate ... in
6
order to conciliate", the French version speaks of "pr ter ses bons offices"; United Nations,
Treaty Series, vol. 70, at p. 255.
27
'Ibid.,
2 72
Ibid.,
2 73

While in some cases it has done so directly,
in other cases it has set up
27 4
subsidiary bodies to carry out these functions.
241. It is also to be noted that while the Pact of the League does not
expressly provide for the participation of its Secretary-General in the process
of the peaceful settlement of disputes, the Council, through internal regulations,
has developed an active role for the Secretary-General in this connection. Often
the Council has included the Secretary-General of the League in the special
bodies it has created for its mediation and fact-finding missions."
(b)

OrganizationofAmerican States

242. Chapter VI (arts. 23 to 26) of the OAS Charter deals specifically
with the peaceful settlement of disputes. Article 23, as amended by the 1985
Protocol of Cartagena de Indias, provides that international disputes which
may arise between American States shall be submitted to the peaceful procedures set forth in the OAS Charter, although that should not be interpreted as
an impairment of the rights and obligations of the member States under
Articles 34 and 35 of the Charter of the United Nations. Specific mention is
made in the Bogoti Charter of direct negotiation, good offices, mediation,
investigation and conciliation, judicial settlement and arbitration as well as
other means of the choice of the parties to the dispute. Article 26 contains an
express reference to a special treaty establishing adequate procedures for the
peaceful settlement of disputes and the means for their application. This is the
American Treaty on Pacific Settlement (" Pact of Bogoti") of 30 April 1948,
which contains a detailed provision of the above-mentioned procedures in
addition to certain general principles
regarding the peaceful settlement of
2 76
disputes between American States.
243. It is also to be noted that, as amended in 1970, and again in 1985,
the OAS Charter endows the Permanent Council of the organization, composed of one representative of each member State, with functions in the field
of peaceful settlement. 77 The exercise of these functions may be initiated by
any party to a dispute in which none of the peaceful procedures provided for
in the OAS Charter is under way. If any or all of the parties to a dispute request
the good offices of the Council the latter shall assist the parties and recommend the procedures it considers suitable for the peaceful settlement of the
dispute. In the exercise of these functions the Council, with the consent of the
Governments concerned, may resort to fact-finding activities in the territory
of one or more parties to the dispute. It also may, with the consent of the
parties to the dispute, establish ad hoc committees with a membership and
27
mandate also to be agreed to by the parties. 1
274

See paragraphs 274-276 below.
paragraphs 275 and 276 below.
See articles 24 and 26 of the OAS Charter as well as notes 34 and 260 above. See also
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parar.ph 277 below on the application of the Pact of Bogota.
Articles 82 to 90 of the OAS Charter. See also paragraph 273 below for an example of
Council
involvement in peaceful settlement.
27
8For an example of such ad hoc committees, see paragraph 273 below.

244. Furthermore, article 87 of the OAS Charter, as amended in 1985,
provides that if the procedure for the peaceful settlement of disputes recommended by the Permanent Council or suggested by the pertinent ad hoc
committee under the terms of its mandate is not accepted by one of the parties,
or one of the parties declares that the procedure has not settled the dispute,
the Permanent Council shall so inform the General Assembly, without prejudice to its taking steps to secure agreement between the parties or to restore
relations between them.
245. As for the role of the OAS Secretary-General himself, the adoption
in 1985 of the Protocol of Amendment to the OAS Charter which gives him
powers similar to those conferred on the Secretary-General of the United Nations
by Article 99 of the Charter of the United Nations279 seems to have paved the way
towards the expansion of his powers in the area of peaceful settlement.2"
(c)

OrganizationofAfrican Unity
246. Article XIX of the OAU Charter lays down the principle of peaceful settlement of disputes and provides for the establishment of a commission
of mediation, conciliation and arbitration, whose composition and conditions
of service shall be defined by a separate protocol to be regarded as an integral
part of the Charter. The said Protocol was signed at Cairo on 21 July 1964 and
contains detailed provisions on the establishment and organization of the
Commission, on general principles and on the procedures
to be followed in
2
cases of mediation, conciliation and arbitration. 1'
247. A dispute may be referred to the Commission jointly by the parties concerned, by a party to the dispute, by the Council of Ministers or by the
Assembly of Heads of State and Government. 212 If a dispute has been referred
to the Commission and one or more of the parties have refused to submit to
the jurisdiction of the Commission, the Bureau refers the matter to the Council of Ministers for consideration. On the other hand, the consent of the party
may be expressed by a prior agreement, by an ad hoc submission of the
dispute or by the acceptance of the other party's or the Council's or Assembly's submission of the dispute to the Commission's jurisdiction. The Commission is endowed with28 powers of investigation or inquiry with regard to
disputes submitted to it. 1
248. In accordance with the Protocol, the parties to a dispute may agree
to resort to any one of the following modes of settlement: mediation, conciliation or arbitration.S2 4 These three modes are alternative-and not necessarily
successive-procedures, and parties are free to use any one or all three in
respect of a dispute.
279

Cf. the Protocol of Cartagena de Indias, article 116; see note 261 supra.
8OSee paragraphs 273-276 below.
8 The Commission consists of 21 members of different nationalities elected by the Assembly
of Heads of State and Government for a period of five years. For text of the 1964 Cairo Protocol,
see International Legal Materials, vol. 111 (1964), p. 1116.
2821964 Protocol, article XIII.
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8 lbid., articles XIV and XVIII.
2
glbid., article XIX.
2
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249. In 1977, the Assembly of Heads of State and-Government of the
Organization of African Unity, with a view to rendering the Commission
more flexible and more apt to respond to the urgencies of intra-African
disputes, decided to suspend the election of the Commission's members and
provisionally appoint an ad hoc Committee composed of nine States plus
three other possible members to be appointed by the OAU Chairman.285
250. While the possibility always exists for OAU to reactivate the
Commission or the ad hoc Committee discussed above, in practice OAU
has had recourse to other procedures in a number of peaceful settlement
of disputes issues in which it has been involved. It has done so through the
Council of Ministers and the Assembly of Heads of State and Government
and through the creation of special or ad hoc committees other than the
one mentioned in paragraph
249 above. It has also used the good offices
28 6
of some African statesmen.
(d)

European Convention for the Peaceful Settlement of Disputes (Council
of Europe)
251. The 1957 European Convention for the Peaceful Settlement of
Disputes287 is based on the distinction between legal disputes, as defined in
Article 36, paragraph 2, of the Statute of the International Court of Justice,
and other (non-legal) disputes. With regard to legal disputes, the parties to the
Convention undertake to accept the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice. 8 This notwithstanding, the parties to a legal dispute
may agree to resort to the procedure of conciliation before submitting the
dispute to the International Court of Justice.28 9
252. With regard to non-legal disputes (i.e., disputes other than those
enumerated in Article 36, paragraph 2, of the ICJ Statute), the following
means of settlement are provided by the European Convention: (a) conciliation, unless the parties to such a dispute agree to submit it to an arbitral
tribunal without prior recourse to conciliation; 290 and (b) arbitration, for all
non-legal disputes which have not been settled by conciliation either because
the parties 29have agreed not to have prior recourse to it or because conciliation
has failed. '
253. While it is not possible, under the terms of the Convention, for
a party thereto not to accept the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice with regard to legal disputes, the Convention permits that on depositing its instrument of ratification a party may declare
that it will not be bound by the provisions concerning arbitration or those
285

See Dispute Settlement in Public International Law: texts and materials, compiled by
Karin Oellers-Frahm and Norbert Wihler (Berlin/Heidelberg/New York, Springer-Verlag, 1984),
pp. 150-151 and 156-157.
286See also paragraphs 278 and 279 below.
287
See note 260, supra.
28

European Convention on Peaceful Settlement of Disputes (supra, note 260), article 1.
1bid., article 2 (2).
29°Ibid.,
article 4.
2
91Ibid.,
article 19.
289

concerning both arbitration and conciliation. 92 Some States have chosen to
submit such reservations.
254. Furthermore, if the parties to a dispute agree to submit a dispute
to another procedure of peaceful settlement, the provisions of the Convention do not apply. The only restriction in this connection is that in respect of
legal disputes the parties shall refrain from invoking, as between themselves,
agreements which do not provide for a procedure entailing binding decisions.2 93
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE)
255. In accordance with provisions contained in the 1975 Helsinki Final
Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE),29' and
subsequent relevant documents, such as the 1990 Charter of Paris for a New
Europe295 and the 1991 Valletta Report of the CSCE Meeting of Experts on
Peaceful Settlement of Disputes, 296 participating States will endeavour to
reach a peaceful, rapid and equitable solution of disputes among them, on the
basis of international law, by means such as negotiation, inquiry, mediation,
conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement or other peaceful means of their
own choice, including any settlement
procedure agreed to in advance of
2 97
disputes to which they are parties.
(e)

256. If the parties are unable, within a reasonable period of time, to
settle the dispute by direct consultation or negotiation, or to agree upon an
appropriate procedure, any party to the dispute may request the establishment
of a CSCE Dispute Settlement Mechanism by notifying the other party or
parties to the dispute. 29 The parties to the dispute have a large measure of
participation in the selection of members of the Mechanism, enjoying the
right to reject several proposed members. However, the relevant provisions
also ensure that individual rejections by parties to the dispute or the failure
by any party to make a pronouncement on the nominations shall not prevent
in the end the establishment of a Mechanism.2 99
257. Once established, the Mechanism will seek such information and
comments from the parties as will enable it to assist the parties in identifying
suitable procedures for the settlement of the dispute. The Mechanism may
offer general or specific comments or advice relating to the inception or
resumption of a process of negotiation among the parties, or to the adoption
of any other dispute settlement procedure in relation to the circumstances of the
dispute or to any aspect of any such procedure. If the parties so agree, they may
2921bid.,
article 34.
293
1bid., article 28; see also paragraph 284 below for examples of application of the Convention.

294

1LM, 1975, p. 1292 and ff.

295A/45/859, annex.
2
%Report of the Meetings of Experts on Peaceful Settlement of Disputes, Valletta, 1991. The
meeting was held in January-February 1991 to fulfil the mandate given by the Vienna (1986) and
Paris (1990) sessions of the CSCE and the report is to be considered at the next meeting of the
Council of CSCE (International Legal Materials, vol. XXX, p. 382).
2971975 Helsinki Final Act, chapter V; 1991 Valletta Report, sections I and

2981991 Valletta Report, section IV
29
91bid., section V, paras. I to 5.

llI.

entrust the Mechanism with fact-finding or expert functions as well as with
3
binding powers regarding the partial or total settlement of the dispute. "
258. In three specific instances, the system set up by the CSCE
contemplates the intervention of another organ, namely, the Committee of
Senior Officials,301 in the settlement of a dispute:
(a) If, after considering in good faith and in a spirit of cooperation the advice and comment of the Mechanism, the parties are unable,
within a reasonable time, to settle the dispute, any party to the dispute
may so notify the Mechanism and the other party, whereupon any party
may bring that circumstance to the attention of the Committee of Senior
Officials.30 2
(b) Notwithstanding a request by a party to the dispute, the Mechanism will not be established or continued if another party considers that
because the dispute raises issues concerning its territorial integrity, or
national defence, title to sovereignty over land-territory, or competing
claims with regard to the jurisdiction over other areas, the Mechanism
should not be established or continued. In that case, any other party to the
dispute may bring30 3that circumstance to the attention of the Committee of
Senior Officials.
(c) In the case of a dispute of importance to peace, security or stability
among the participating States in CSCE, any party to the dispute may bring
the4 right of
it before the Committee of Senior Officials, without prejudice to 30
any participating State to raise an issue within the CSCE process.
(f) European and inter-Americansystemsfor the protectionof human rights
259. As the 1950 Rome Convention has been an important source of
inspiration for the 1969 Pact of San Jos6, 3°5 it may be appropriate to examine both
systems together, indicating their similarities and differences. Both conventions
create a procedural first stage involving organs with functions of mediation and
conciliation (European Commission of Human Rights 30 6 and Inter-American
Commission,3° respectively) and a possible second stage involving judicial organs
(European Court of Human Rights 3°0 and Inter-American Court of Human
3
°°Ibid.,
30

section XIII.

1Composed of representatives of participating States in the Conference and chaired by a

representative of the State whose Minister for Foreign Affairs had been Chairman at the preceding
meeting of the Council of Ministers for Foreign Affairs. See Charter of Paris, A/45/859, annex,
Supplementary Document, I.B. Institutional arrangements: the Committee of Senior Officials.
302199, Valletta Report, section IX.
303
1bid.. section XII.
3
°41bid., section ii.
30

5See note 262, supra.
°6The European Commission consists of a number of members equal to that of States parties

3

to the Convention; they are elected for a period of six years by the Committee of Ministers of the
Council
3 of Europe.
°TThe Inter-American Commission on Human Rights is composed of seven members
elected
3 for a period of four years by the General Assembly of the organization.
°The European Court of Human Rights consists of a number of judges equal to that of
the members of the Council of Europe elected for nine years by the Consultative Assembly of
the Council.

Rights, ° respectively). The European Convention also contemplates the
possible intervention of a political organ, the Committee of Ministers, with
functions partly mediatory and conciliatory and partly judicial. Under both
systems the applications or petitions, whether from States or individuals,
must always be referred in the first place to the Commission.31 0
260. In the practice of both systems so far, the cases of individuals
bringing applications or communications alleging a breach of the Convention
have been far more numerous than cases involving a State alleging the violation of Convention provisions by another State. The latter are the only true
cases in which both regional systems may function as regional means for the
peaceful settlement of disputes between States. In this connection, some
differences between both systems are to be noted. Under the European Convention any State party may bring before the Commission a claim that another
State party has violated the Convention (article 24). Under the Inter-American
Convention, however, a special declaration is required from both the claimant
and the defendant States whereby they recognize the competence of the Commission to receive and examine communications by which a State party
alleges that another State party has committed a violation of a human right
set forth in the Convention (article 45). Conversely, no special declaration is
required under the Inter-American system for individuals to bring cases before the Commission alleging the violation of the Convention by a State
(article 44), whereas under the European system a special declaration by the
defendant State is required to have been made recognizing the Commission's
competence in such cases (article 25).
261. Under the European system, when cases concerning human rights
violations have been brought before the Commission by States rather than
individuals, the procedure has, with one exception, ended up before the Committee of Ministers rather than the Court."' This transpired, 3for
instance, in
12
the various cases concerning South Tyrol, Greece and Turkey.
262. The coming into functioning of the American system is relatively recent and its practice not yet very abundant. Apart from the exercise by the Inter-American Court of its consultative jurisdiction, which
does not fall under the concept of "peaceful settlement of disputes be31

9The Inter-American Court of Human Rights consists of seven judges elected in the General Assembly of OAS by a majority of States Parties to the 1969 Pact of San Jose.

3(01950 European Convention, article 47; 1969 Pact of San Jos6, article 61 (2). The Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe consists of the Ministers for Foreign Affairs of Member
States3tof the Council.
lf the European Commission fails in its conciliation functions and the Court is not in a
position to take cognizance of the case, either because it lacks jurisdiction or because the case was
not referred to it within a three-month deadline or for any other reason, the Committee of
Ministers, after receiving a report submitted to it by the Commission, decides whether there has
been a violation of the Convention. The parties to the Convention undertake to consider the
Committee's
decision as binding (1950 European Convention, article 32).
3t
2Cf. Henry, G. Schermers, International Institutional Law (1980), p. 335, para. 550. See
also Council of Europe, Yearbook of the European Convention on Human Rights, 1984, p. 267.
European Commission Case Law: Interstate applications. However, the exception was the Court's
judgment in Ireland vs. United Kingdom.

tween states",'" only three contentious cases have been brought so far before the Court. They are all cases against the Government of Honduras and
were submitted by the Inter-American Commission.
(g)

African Charter on Human and Peoples'Rights
263. Adopted under the aegis of the Organization of African Unity,
the African Charter adopted at Banjul created the African Commission on
Human and Peoples' Rights which may receive communications from
States parties to the Charter alleging that another State party to the Charter
has violated the Charter's provisions.31 4 These communications may be
made either after the failure of a period of direct negotiations between the
33
States concerned on the possible settlement of the human rights dispute
or directly to the Commission. 3 6 The Commission may seek all relevant
information from the States concerned and also has mediatory and conciliatory functions, trying all appropriate means to reach an amicable solution. " 7 In cases of a series of serious or massive violations of human and
peoples' rights, the Commission may also consider communications from
States other than parties to the Charter.318 In all cases the Commission
draws up a report stating its factual findings and its recommendations, 31which
9
it transmits to the OAU Assembly of Heads of State and Government.
(h)

European Communities
264. As regards the settlement of disputes between members of the
European Communities, the latter have undertaken not to submit a dispute
concerning the interpretation or the implementation of the Treaty establishing
the European Economic Community of 25 March 1957 to any method of
settlement other than those provided in the Treaty.32 °
265. Two organs are involved in the settlement of these disputes:
(a) the Commission of the European Communities and (b) the Court of
Justice.32 '
266. If a member State considers that another member State has failed
to fulfil an obligation under the Treaty establishing the Community, it must
3 13

At the request of various States parties to the Convention, the Court has issued several
advisory opinions on the interpretation or application of the Convention (1969 Pact of San Josi,
article 64).
314 1981 African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights, articles 47 to 49. The African
Commission consists of II members serving in a personal capacity, who are elected by the
Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the Organization of African Unity (Banjul Charter,
articles
3 31-33).
15bid., articles 47 and 48.
3
161bid.,
article 49.
3 7
1 Ibid., articles
51-53.
3
'Ibid., article 58.
3
1lbid., articles 52, 53 and 58.
3201957 EEC Treaty, article 219; see also note 263 above.
32
'The Commission consists of 17 members elected for a four-year term by the Council of
the European Communities. There must be at least one and no more than two nationals of each
member State but commissioners act in a personal capacity and are appointed by common accord
of the Governments of the member States.

first bring the matter before the Commission. 322 The Commission shall deliver a
reasoned opinion within three months but this opinion is not final.323 If the
Commission does not meet its deadline or if the claimant party does not agree
with the Commission's opinion or if the defendant party does not comply with
the opinion, the matter may then be brought before the Court of Justice.124
267. The Court is thus competent to decide on cases in which a State
member of the Community considers that another member State has failed to
fulfil an obligation under the Treaty but it also has jurisdiction on any dispute
between member States relating to the subject-matter of the Treaty if the
dispute is submitted to it under a special agreement between the parties.325 If
the Court finds that a member State has failed to fulfil an obligation under
the Treaty, the State shall 326
be required to take the necessary measures to
comply with the judgement.
(i) Economic Community of West Africa
268. As to disputes arising between members of the Economic Community of West Africa (ECOWAS), regarding the interpretation or application
of the Treaty under which it was created, a" the latter provides that such
disputes shall be amicably settled by direct agreement.328 Whenever such an
amicable settlement is not possible, any party to the dispute may refer the
matter to a Tribunal of the Community whose function will be to settle the
dispute, through final decisions, ensuring the observance of law and justice
in the interpretation of the provisions of the treaty.329
(j) Agreements on sharedmanagement of resources
269. Provisions on the peaceful settlement of disputes may also be
found in some regional agreements of a multilateral nature concerning the
shared management of resources.330 Thus, the 1963 Agreement on navigation
and economic cooperation between the States of the Niger Basin provides that
any dispute arising between the riparian States regarding the interpretation or
application of the Agreement shall be amicably settled by direct agreement
between them or through the intergovernmental organization contemplated in
the Agreement. Failing such settlement, the dispute shall be decided by arbitration, in particular by the Commission of Mediation, Conciliation and Arbitration of the Organization of African Unity, or by judicial settlement by the
International Court of Justice. 3 '
270. The 1956 Convention on the Canalization of the Moselle and the
1961 Protocol on prevention of the pollution of the Moselle provide for direct
3221957 EEC Treaty, article 170.
3
231bid.
324
Ibid.
32Ibid., article 182.
32flbid., article 171.

"'Supra, note 263.

3281975 ECOWAS Treaty, ibid., article 56.

3291bid., articles 56 and 11.
33°Supra, note 264.
3311963 Niger Basin Agreement, ibid., article 7.

negotiation. 332 Failing this, the Convention contemplates arbitration, with a
series of provisions regulating
333 this procedure, including a special procedure
for cases involving urgency.
271. The 1959 Lake Inari Agreement provides that any dispute regarding the application of the agreement shall be settled by a mixed commission
composed of two members appointed by each party to the agreement. If this
procedure fails, the agreement
contemplates the settlement of dispute through
34
the diplomatic channel.
3. Actual resortto regionalagencies or arrangements
in dispute settlement
272. International practice shows that regional agencies or arrangements have dealt with a number of disputes, applying the relevant provisions
on peaceful settlement contained in their constituent instruments as well as
principles derived from subsequent practice. Further to the previous section
of the present chapter, which examined in some detail the institutional arrangements involved in the regional procedures, the following paragraphs
will outline a brief account of actual disputes submitted by States to some of
these regional procedures of peaceful settlement.
(a)

League ofArab States
273. An example of intervention of the League Council as an arbitration organ is a 1949 dispute between Syria and Lebanon concerning
extradition matters. After the Council intervention, the parties agreed
to submit their 335
dispute to the Governments of Saudi Arabia and Egypt
for arbitration.

274. As to the Council's functions of good offices, mediation and
conciliation, the Council has considered that they also imply fact-finding
activities and has appointed committees to that effect. Such was the case, for
instance, in the 1958 Lebanon crisis, in which Lebanon complained to the
League Council about acts of intervention of the United Arab Republic in the
internal affairs of Lebanon, as well as in the 1962 Yemen situation of internal
civil strife and, similarly, in the 1963 boundary dispute between Algeria and
Morocco and in the 1972 border dispute between33the Democratic People's
Republic of Yemen and the Yemen Arab Republic. 1
275. Often the League Council has included the Secretary-General in
the special bodies it has created for its mediation and fact-finding missions.
Examples of the latter are the 1948 and 1962 Yemen situations of internal civil
strife and the 1963 boundary dispute between Algeria and Morocco. In some
Convention, article 57 (for the 1961 Protocol, see note 264, supra).
1bid., articles 59 and 60.
3341959 Lake Inari
Agreement (supra, note 264), article 7.
33
5Hussein A. Hassouna, "The League of Arab States and the United Nations: relations in
the peaceful settlement of disputes", Regionalism and the United Nations (United Nations Institute for Training and Research, 1979), p. 299. Also, by the same author: The League ofArab States
and regional
disputes (New York and Leiden, 1975),
3
lbid., p. 312.
3321956
333

cases the Council has vested in the Secretary-General alone the functions of
offering good offices, as in the 1961 situation involving the secession of Syria
from the United Arab Republic. 3"
276. As far as ad hoc mechanisms are concerned, it may be mentioned that, with regard to the recent Lebanese crisis, the Special Arab
Summit of the League, held at Casablanca from 23 to 26 May 1989,
decided to constitute a High Committee composed of the heads of State of
Algeria, Morocco and Saudi Arabia. The High Committee was entrusted
with the mission of promoting the convening of a meeting of the members
of the Lebanese Parliament in order to discuss the adoption of political
reforms, to proceed to the election of the President
of the Republic and to
338
constitute a Government of national unity.
(b)

OrganizationofAmerican States
277. The Permanent Council may exercise a variety of functions, including good offices, inquiry and fact-finding at the request of one party to a
dispute. The border conflict between Costa Rica and Nicaragua may be mentioned as an example of their application. As a result of serious incidents
having taken place on the border between Costa Rica and Nicaragua, the
Government of Costa Rica had recourse to the OAS Permanent Council,
which by means of a resolution adopted on 7 June 1985119 requested the
Governments of Colombia, Mexico, Panama and Venezuela to form a factfinding committee, with the participation of the Secretary-General of OAS,
to ascertain the events described by Costa Rica. After carrying out an on-site
investigation, the committee reported to the Permanent Council. After considering the report,34 on 11 July 1985 the Permanent Council adopted a resolution in which it recommended to the Governments of Nicaragua and Costa
Rica that they proceed to start talks within the framework of the Contadora
countries' negotiating process.34 By the same resolution, the Permanent
Council decided to consider that the committee's mandate was accomplished.
278. As for the role of the OAS Secretary-General, his functions further to that of participation in the above-mentioned fact-finding Committee
may be noted. Thus, as regards the global situation in Central America, he has
taken the initiative of submitting on 18 November 1986 an aide-mimoire to
the Governments of the five Central American States (Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua) and the eight Governments making
up the Contadora and Support Groups (Colombia, Mexico, Panama and Vene337

Ibid., pp. 312-316.

338See the final communique of the Special Arab Summit, held at Casablanca from 23 to 26
May 1989, in: Actualiti arabe (Centre arabe de documentation et d'information), vol. IX (203),
p. 66 Ouin 1989) (in French); see also S/20789.
339See OAS Permanent Council resolution CP/Res. 427 (618/85).
34°See the report of the Fact-Finding Committee established by the Permanent Council to
investigate the complaint filed by the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Costa Rica, OAS document
CP/doc. 1592/85.
341See the resolution adopted by the Permanent Council of the Organization of American

States at its special meeting held on 11 July 1985 (A/40/737-S/17549, annex IV). The Contadora
countries are Colombia, Mexico, Panama and Venezuela.

zuela, and Argentina, Brazil, Peru and Uruguay, respectively), in which he
explained the assistance that both organizations, singly or jointly, could provide for the purpose of promoting the peace efforts of the two Groups. As a
result of said initiative, the Contadora and Support Group States requested the
participation of the two Secretaries-General (United Nations and OAS) in a
visit to the capitals of the five Central American countries,342 which took
place in January 1987.
279. On 7 August 1987, the Presidents of the five Central American
countries signed an agreement entitled "Procedure for the Establishment of a
Firm and Lasting Peace in Central America", better known as the Esquipulas
II Agreement,3 43 which established an International Verification and Followup Commission to be composed of the Foreign Ministers of the five Central
American States and of the Contadora and Support Group States as well as
the two Secretaries-General. Therefore, the OAS General Assembly, by a
resolution adopted on 14 November 1987,' 44 authorized the SecretaryGeneral of OAS to continue carrying out the functions he had been performing, namely, participation in the International Verification and Follow-up
Commission, and also requested him to provide every assistance to the Central American Governments in their efforts to achieve peace. The International Verification and Follow-up Commission met several times from August
1987 to January 1988 and reported
to the signatories of the Esquipulas II
45
Agreement on 14 January 1988.1
280. As part of the agreements reached at Tela, Honduras, on 7 August
1989, the five Central American States agreed on a Joint Plan for the Demobilization, Repatriation and Relocation of the Nicaraguan Resistance and Their
Families, the execution of which will be placed under the supervision of an
International Support and Verification Commission (CIAV) whose membership
includes the Secretary-General of OAS.3 6 Furthermore, the Secretary-General of
OAS, together with the Secretary-General of the United Nations, was requested
by the indicated Plan to certify that it had been fully implemented.
281. As the Pact of Bogot 347 is envisaged by the OAS Charter (article
26) as the special treaty which will establish the adequate means for the
settlement of disputes, contemplated in the OAS Charter, it is appropriate to
mention here an example of the application of this treaty. It concerns the
recent judgment by the International Court of Justice of 30 December 1988
on the case concerning Border and TransborderArmed Actions (Nicaraguav.
Honduras).The Court concluded, as invoked by Nicaragua, that it had juris34t
diction over the case under article XXXI of the Pact of Bogoti.
342

See the report of the OAS Secretary-General to the Permanent Council on 29 January
1987,343
sect. G., CP/ACTA: 685/87 (1987).
For the text of the agreement, see A/42/521-S/19085, annex.
344See OAS General Assembly resolution 870 (VII-0/87).
345
See AI43/729-S/20234.
346
See A/44/451, annex.
347
Supra, note 260.
34
8Border and TransborderArmedActions (Nicaragua v. Honduras), Jurisdiction and Admissibility, Judgment, L C.J Reports 1988, p. 69.

(c)

OrganizationofAfrican Unity

282. Several examples may be given of ad hoc organs created either by
the Council of Ministers or by the Assembly of Heads of State and Government in their efforts towards the peaceful settlement of disputes among African States. Thus, after armed incidents took place in October 1963 between
Algeria and Morocco in connection with a disputed area of the Sahara, and
following the personal intervention of some heads of State, an extraordinary
meeting of the Council of Ministers was convened at which an ad hoc commission was established to examine the questions connected with the frontier
dispute and make recommendations for its peaceful settlement. 49 Other cases
of mediation by heads of State include the following: in 1966, President
Mobutu of Zaire, at the request of the OAU Assembly, mediated in an ethnic
conflict between Rwanda and Burundi;35 in 1972, the President of Somalia
and the Administrative Secretary-General of OAU successfully mediated in
serious troop clashes and border incidents between the United Republic of
Tanzania and Uganda.35
283. Furthermore, an ad hoc committee was created by the Assembly in 1971 to attempt to mediate in a conflict involving Guinea and
Senegal on the extradition of Guinean exiles alleged to have committed
acts of government destabilization in Guinea.3" 2 More recently, the Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the Organization of African
Unity created an Ad Hoc Committee of Heads of State on Western Sahara
in order to find a peaceful solution to the ongoing conflict between Morocco and the Popular Front for the Liberation of Saguia el-Hamra and Rio
de Oro (POLISARIO Front). That Ad Hoc Committee set up the Implementation Committee of Heads of State on Western Sahara to ensure the
observance of a cease-fire that had to be agreed upon between the parties
to the dispute. Also, the Implementation Committee had to organize and
conduct a referendum, under the auspices of OAU and the United Nations, to
enable the people of that territory to exercise their right to self-determination. 3
(d)

European Convention for the Peaceful Settlement of Disputes (Council
of Europe)

284. Two specific instances may be cited, as regards juridical settlement, in which the Convention's provisions were invoked. First, they were
invoked as a basis of the International Court of Justice's jurisdiction in the
1969 North Sea Continental Shelf cases. The Convention also was at the
basis of an agreement dated 17 July 1971 between Austria and Italy accepting the jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice in connection
349

Cf. David Meyers, -Intraregional conflict management by the Organization of African
Unity". International organization, vol. 28 (1974), p. 354.
35°Ibid., p. 359351Ibid.
35 2
1bid.
353
Cf. OAU resolution ARG/res. 104 (XIX).

with any dispute concerning the status of the German-speaking minority in
the southern "lrol.3'
Relations between regionalagencies or arrangementsand the United
Nations in the field of the peaceful settlement of local disputes
285. An important question concerns the harmonization of various
provisions of the Charter of the United Nations dealing with the respective
competence of regional agencies or arrangements under Article 52 of the
Charter on the one hand and of the United Nations organs, on the other, in the
area of the peaceful settlement of local disputes. These provisions are, mainly,
Articles 34, 35, paragraph 1, and 52 of the Charter of the United Nations.
While the States members of some regional bodies have consistently observed the principle of "try first" the machinery of the regional body
concerned and have acquiesced in resolutions of their regional body reaffirming this principle,3 55 some States members of other regional bodies
to which they are parties be handled directly by
have insisted that disputes
35 6
the Security Council.
4.

286. A practice has evolved which tends to reconcile in a balanced
manner the "regional" and the "universal" approaches represented by the
positions described in the preceding paragraph. Certainly, if the parties to a
dispute agree ab initio to resort to a regional agency or agreement for the
peaceful resolution of a local dispute and both parties maintain this initial
disposition throughout the various stages of the regional procedure, then the
regional attempts to solve the local dispute may prove effective and fruitful,
to the exclusion of the universal forum.
287. The question really arises whenever one of the parties to a local
dispute has reservations about the regional forum and is interested in
having direct access to the universal forum of the United Nations and
brings the dispute to the attention of the Security Council. Under such
circumstances, the Security Council has evolved a practice whereby it
inscribes the matter in its agenda. After consultations with the parties to
the dispute and if the dispute has not yet become sufficiently acute as
actually to endanger international peace and security, the Council may
decide, in accordance with Article 52, paragraphs 2 and 3, of the Charter,
to refer the dispute to the regional forum but keep the matter in its agenda,
under review. The advantage of maintaining the dispute in the agenda of
the Security Council while the dispute is being handled in the regional
forum and the Council awaits the latter's report lies in the fact that if the
dispute evolves into one actually endangering international peace and
security, or if one of the parties to the dispute deems the regional procedure
4

35 Cf. Encyclopedia of Public International Law, vol. 1, Settlement of disputes, p. 58; K.
Sinther,
355 "European Convention for the peaceful settlement of disputes".

See ECM, resolutions 1 (1) of 18 November 1963 and 5 (11)of 3 September 1964 of the
Council
356 of Ministers of OAU.
See the 1954 Guatemala situation, Repertory of Practice of United Nations Organs,
vol. I1, 1955, article 52, para. 38, and 1961 Complaint by Cuba, ibid., Supplement No. 3, 1971,
article 52, paras. 29 and 30.

to have failed in its attempts to settle the controversy, the Security Council
may resume immediately its consideration of the dispute without a prior
discussion of the advisability of incorporating the matter into its
agenda.357

357

See, inter alia, the 1960 complaint by Cuba, Repertory of Practice of United Nations
Organs, vol. 11, Supplement No. 3, 1971, article 52, paras. 32-36, Security Council resolution 144
(1960) of 19 July 1960, and 1964 complaint by Panama, ibid., paras. 49-64, as well as Security
Council resolution 199 (1964) of 30 December 1964. Cf. also chapter II, "Agenda", of the
provisional rules of procedure of the Security Council (United Nations publication, Sales No.
E.83.1.4), in particular rules 9 and 10, which read as follows: "Rule 9. The first item of the
provisional agenda for each meeting of the Security Council shall be the adoption of the agenda.
Rule 10. Any item of the agenda of a meeting of the Security Council, consideration of which has
not been completed at that meeting, shall, unless the Security Council otherwise decides, automatically be included in the agenda of the next meeting."

I.

Other peaceful means

1. Main characteristicsand legalframework
288. The list of means for the peaceful settlement of disputes contained
in Article 33, paragraph 1, of the Charter of the United Nations is completed
by the phrase "other peaceful means" .35These words indicate that the list
found in that Article is not exhaustive, but is illustrative only. The obligation
imposed on States by Article 33, paragraph 1, of the Charter-and by a
number of treaties in which the terms of that provision are incorporated 359-is
that they must endeavour to settle their disputes by the use of peaceful procedures. To this end, they may use any procedure they wish and on the use of
which they can agree, provided that it is peaceful in nature. States are therefore free to use that particular means which they consider most apt for the
settlement of the particular dispute with which they are faced, 36° provided that
it falls within the framework of Article 33, paragraph 1, of the Charter, even
if it is not specifically listed therein.
2.

Resort to other peaceful means

289. Examples may be found of cases in which States have endeavoured to settle, or have provided for the settlement of, their disputes by the
use of means which constitute "other peaceful means" within the meaning of
Article 33, paragraph 1, of the Charter. Analysis of the practice adopted up to
now by States reveals that while in certain of these cases the means which
States have used, or for which they have provided, are completely novel in
character, in a majority of cases the means which States have used or provided
for represent adaptations or combinations of familiar means of settlement.
The means which come within the scope of the present section of the handbook may therefore be considered to fall into three broad categories: (a) those
constituting entirely novel means which are not adaptations or combinations
of the familiar means of settlement described in the preceding sections of the
present chapter; (b) those constituting adaptations of one of the familiar
means of settlement; and (c) those constituting combinations, in the work of
a single organ charged with resolving the dispute, of two or more of the
familiar means of settlement.
358See also thesecond paragraph of the second principle proclaimed in the preamble to the
Friendly Relations Declaration (supra, chap. 1,para. 2), as well as section 1, paragraph 5, of the
Manila9Declaration (ibid.).

35See, for example, article XI (1)of the Antarctic Treaty, signed at Washington on
1 December 1959, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 402, p. 71; and article 32 (1)of the United
Nations Convention against Illegal Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances, done
at Vienna on 20 December 1988 (E/CONF.82/15 and Corr.2).
3601n
this connection, it may be recalled that under section I, paragraph 5, of the Manila

Declaration the parties to a dispute are enjoined to "agree on such peaceful means as may be
appropriate to the circumstances and nature of the dispute" in hand. A similar injunction can
be found in article 15 (2)of the Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and

Other Celestial Bodies (General Assembly resolution 34/68 of 5 December 1979, annex).

(a) Novel means which do not consist in the adaptation or combination of
familiar means
290. States often make provision for or use of means of peaceful settlement which do not appear in the list of specific means contained in Article
33, paragraph 1, of the Charter and whose originality does not reside in the
manner in which those means are adapted or combined. Certain of these
means-namely, consultations, international conferences and good officesare described elsewhere in the present handbook and do not call for further
discussion here; 36 ' but there do exist others.
291. A novel procedure not listed in Article 33, paragraph 1, of the
Charter which States may choose to employ consists in the referral of their
dispute for a ruling to a political or non-judicial organ of an international
organization. They may agree that the ruling of that body is to be binding
upon them or they may agree that it is to be advisory in nature only, but in
either case the procedure merits consideration as a means of settlement which
is distinct both from the familiar means described in the other sections of this
chapter and from the less familiar means described elsewhere in this section,
at least where the dispute to be settled is predominantly legal in nature.
292. The constituent instruments of many international organizations
provide that disputes relating to their interpretation and application are to be
referred for a ruling to the political or non-judicial organs of those organizations. The relevant provisions of these instruments are reviewed elsewhere in
the present handbook and do not call for further analysis here. 62 However,
States often choose to employ a similar procedure to settle disputes arising
out of treaties which are not the constituent instruments of international
organizations. In such cases, they typically designate as the body to which
their disputes are to be referred an organ of that international organization
whose responsibilities include the matter which is the subject of the treaty
between them.
293. For example, many treaties dealing with aviation matters provide that
disputes relating to their interpretation or application are to be referred for a
ruling to the Council of the International Civil Aviation Organization." Sometimes it is stipulated that the ruling of that body is to have the status of an
advisory report.164 Thus, for example, the Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the Government of the United
36

1For consultations, see chap. II.A.I, para. 24, for international conferences, see chap.
IIA. 31para. 41; for good offices, see chap. II, sect. C.
See chaps. III and IV below.
361Or to its predecessor, the Interim Council of the Provisional International Civil Aviation
Organization.
36
4Occasionally it is further provided that the parties to the dispute are to endeavour,
within certain limits, to secure the implementation of the advice contained in the report. Cf.
the provisions referred to in paragraphs 300 and 301 of the present section. Indeed, a provision
of this type is usual in those bilateral air services agreements which provide for the reference

of disputes to the ICAO Council for an advisory report. See, for example, article VIII of the
Air Transport Agreement between the Government of the United Kingdom and the Government
of the United States of Brazil, signed at Rio de Janeiro on 31 October 1946; United Nations,
Treaty Series, vol. 11, p. 115.

Kingdom relating to Air Services between their respective Territories, signed
at Bermuda on 11 February 1946,36 provided in its article 9 that:
"Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement or in its Annex,
any dispute between the Contracting Parties relating to the interpretation
or application of this Agreement or its Annex which cannot be settled
through consultations shall be referred for an advisory report to the
Interim Council of the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organisation ...or its successof."
Likewise, the North Atlantic Weather Stations Agreement, signed at London
on 12 May 1949,366 provides in its article XIV that:
"Any dispute relating to the interpretation or application of this
Agreement or Annex II, which is not settled by negotiation, shall, upon
the request of any Contracting Government party to the dispute, be
referred to the Council [of the International Civil Aviation Organisation]
for its recommendation."
On other occasions, the treaty stipulates that the ruling of the Council is to be
binding upon the parties to the dispute. Thus, for example, the Agreement
between the Government of the Kingdom of Thailand and the Government of
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland for Air Services
between and beyond their respective Territories, signed at Bangkok on 10
November 1950,367 provides in its article 9 that:
"2 ....
either Contracting Party may submit the dispute for decision to any tribunal competent to decide it which may hereafter be
established within the International Civil Aviation Organisation or, if
there is not such tribunal, to the Council of the said Organisation.
"3. The Contracting Parties undertake to comply with any decision given under paragraph 2 of this article."
294. A procedure closely analagous to the one described above consists in the submission of a dispute for an advisory report to a panel of experts
which, while it is not an organ of an international organization, is nevertheless
a non-judicial body operating within its framework. An example of a treaty
which envisages the use of such a procedure is the International Plant Protection Convention, done at Rome on 6 December 1951,368 which provides in its
article IX:
"1. If there is any dispute regarding the interpretation or application of this Convention, or if a contracting Government considers that
any action by another contracting Government is in conflict with the
3651bid., vol. 3, p. 253.
3
6lbid., vol. 101, p. 91.
367

1bid., vol. 96, p. 77.
361Ibid., vol. 150, p.67 . For other similar provisions, see, for example, the Constitution of the
European Commission for the Control of Foot-and-Mouth Disease, approved by the Conference
of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations at its seventh session in Rome on
11 December 1953, ibid., vol. 191, p. 285, article XVII; Convention on the Prohibition of Military
or any other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniques, General Assembly resolution
31/72 of 10 December 1976, annex; and ibid., vol. 1108, p. 151, article V and annex, para. I.

obligations of the latter under articles V and VI of this Convention ... the
Government or Governments concerned may request the Director-General of FAO to appoint a committee to consider the question in dispute.
"2. The Director-General of FAO shall thereupon, after consultation with the Governments concerned, appoint a committee of experts
which shall include representatives of those Governments...
"3. The contracting Governments agree that the recommendations of such a committee, while not binding in character, will become
the basis for renewed consideration by the Governments concerned of
the matter out of which the disagreement arose."
295. An unusual method for the settlement of disputes arising under a
treaty is to be found in some of the agreements concluded by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission of the United States. For example, the Agreement on
Research Participation and Technical Exchange between the United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) and the Federal Ministry for
Research and Technology of the Federal Republic of Germany (FRGMRT)
in the USNRC Loss of Fluid Test (LOFT) Research Program covering a
Four-year Period, signed at Washington on 20 June 1975,369 provides in its
article VI (A):
"Any disputes between the USNRC and FRGMRT concerning the
application or interpretation of this Agreement that is not settled through
consultation shall be submitted to the jurisdiction of the United States
federal courts. This agreement shall be construed in accordance with the
internal federal law applicable in the appropriate United States courts, to
agreements to which the Government of the United States is a party."
An identically worded provision is to be found in article VI (A) of the Agreement on Research Participation and Technical Exchange between the United
States Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Nordic Group (Forsogsanlaeg
Riso, Denmark; Valtion Teknillinen Tutkimuskeskus, Finland; Institut for
Atomerenergi, Norway; and Ab Atomenergi, Sweden) in the USNRC LOFT
Research Program and the Nordic Norhav Project covering a Four-year Period, concluded on 15 September 1976.370
(b)

Adaptationsoffamiliar means

296. As has been noted in the preceding sections of the present chapter,
States are free to make adaptations to most of the means of settlement listed
in Article 33, paragraph 1, of the Charter. States might exercise this power of
adaptation in such a way as to change the very nature of what might otherwise
be considered a familiar method of settlement and thereby create a distinct,
new process.
3691bid., vol. 1066, p. 2 1 1 .
37°1bid., vol. 1088, p. 53. See also the Agreement on Research Participation and Technical

Exchange between the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Osterreichische
Studiengesellschaft fuir Atomenergie in the USNRC PBF Research Program covering a Four-year
Period, signed on 25 February and on 3 March 1977, ibid., vol. 1087, p. 267, article V.

297. For example, it is an essential feature of conciliation that the
conclusions contained in the report of the conciliator are proposals only, and
it remains within the unfettered discretion of the parties whether or not to
accept them: the purpose of conciliation is to facilitate, and not to replace the
need for, negotiations between the parties. 71 Consequently, for the parties to
a dispute to agree in advance to accept as binding and to abide by the terms
of the settlement profferred by the conciliator would be to alter the very
nature and outcome of the process. Those cases in which States have assumed
such an obligation should therefore be considered instances of a distinct
adaptation of conciliation.
298. A recent example of an agreement between States to adapt the
method of conciliation so as to make binding the report of the conciliator is
the Treaty Establishing the Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States, done at
Basseterre on 18 June 1981,372 article 14 (3) of which provides:
"Any decisions or recommendations of the Conciliation Commission in resolution of the dispute shall be final and binding on the
Member States."
Similarly, annex A, paragraph 6, of that Treaty provides:
"... The report of the [Conciliation] Commission, including any conclusions stated therein regarding the facts or questions of law, shall be
binding upon the parties."
299. States may also agree that while the report of the conciliator is not
to be binding upon them they are nevertheless to be under an obligation to
consider in good faith the recommendations which it contains or to make
them the basis of their future negotiations. Thus, for example, article 11 (5)
of the Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer, done at Vienna on
22 March 1985,31" provides in its article 11 (5) that:
"The [Conciliation] Commission shall render a final and recommendatory award, which the parties shall consider in good faith."
A provision of this type gives to the report of the conciliator a legal importance greater than that which is typically enjoyed by such a document. Cases
in which States have assumed an obligation of the kind described thus involve
a departure from the traditional practice of conciliation. They should consequently be considered instances of a distinct adaptation of that method.
300. It is an essential feature of mediation that the terms of settlement
presented to the parties by the mediator are proposals only, and it remains within
the unfettered discretion of the parties whether or not to accept them.174 Consequently, for the parties to a dispute to agree in advance to abide by the terms
3
"See
372

chap. 1.E. 1, para. 140.
1nternationalLegal Materials vol XX (1981), p. 1166. Cf. the last sentence of article 85

(7) of the Convention on the Representation of States in their Relations with International Organizations of a Universal Character, done at Vienna on 14 March 1975, United Nations, Juridical
Yearbook
373 1975, p. 87.
InternationalLegal Materials, vol.

XXVI (1987), p. 1529. See also the last paragraph of
article 9 of the Agreement between Iceland and Norway of 28 May 1980 (quoted in ibid., vol. XX
(1981),
374 at p. 799).
See chap. l.D.4, para. 138.

of the settlement placed before them by the mediator would be to alter the
very nature and outcome of the process. Those cases in which States have
agreed to such an obligation should, therefore, be considered instances of a
distinct adaptation of mediation.
301. France and New Zealand made use of a procedure of this type in
order to settle the dispute between them arising out of the sinking of the
Rainbow Warrior. Following the intervention of the Prime Minister of the
Netherlands, who proffered the parties his good offices, the two States approached the Secretary-General of the United Nations in order to ask him "to
act as mediator in the dispute" between them. 375 The Secretary-General indicated his willingness to do so. 376 The two States then proceeded to agree "to
refer all of the problems between them arising out of the Rainbow Warrior
affair to the Secretary-General of the United Nations for a ruling"." They also
"agreed to abide by his ruling" .3" The Secretary-General announced that he was
willing to undertake this task and to make his ruling in the near future.) 9 The
"mandate" which the parties gave the Secretary-General was to find solutions which "both respect[ed] and reconcile[d]" the conflicting positions of
the parties38 and which at the same time were both "equitable and principled" ."1 To this end, once each of the parties had presented its position to him
in a brief written memorandum, 382 the Secretary-General made contact with
the parties through diplomatic channels "in order to satisfy [himself] that [he]
had a full and complete understanding of their respective positions and to be
sure that [he was] able to produce a ruling" of that type.3" 3 He then proceeded
to issue his ruling, one of the terms of which was that "[tihe two Governments
should conclude and bring into force as soon as possible binding agreements
incorporating" the other, substantive terms of his ruling.38 345 The parties did
this three days later by means of three exchanges of letters. 1
302. It is one of the essential features of arbitration that it results in the
handing down of an award which is binding upon the parties to the dispute
and which they are obligated to implement.38 6 However, States are free to alter
even this aspect of the arbitral process if they so wish, and to agree in advance
that the award of the arbitral tribunal shall have the juridical nature of a
recommendation only. Cases in which States have agreed that the award of an
37

5Press statement issued on 17 June 1986 by the Prime Minister of New Zealand.
1bid.
377This agreement was announced in two statements issued simultaneously in Paris and
WellinAton
3 8bid.on 19 June 1986.
376

379SG/SM/3883.
38°See the ruling of 6 July 1986 by the Secretary-General of the United Nations, UNRIAA,
vol. XIX,
381 p. 199, at p. 213.
Supra, notes 377 and 380, p. 212.
3
USupra, note 269, pp. 291 and 207.
3 3
1 1bid., p. 212. The information bulletin issued by the French Government following the

handing down of the Secretary-General's ruling stated that the parties "sont ... demeur6es en
contact 8troit avec le Secr6taire g6n6ral" (Information Bulletin 128/86 dated 8 July 1986).
"'Ibid., p. 215.
3
3 .lbid., pp. 216-221.
8See chap. II.F3, para. 192.

arbitral tribunal is to have this character should be considered instances of a
distinct adaptation of arbitration.
303. Many examples of such provisions can be found in State practice.
In some cases, the dispute-settlement clause or compromis does not, either
explicitly or implicitly, impose on the States parties to the arbitration any
obligation to comply with the conclusions set forth in the award of the arbitral
tribunal, though it may impose on them an obligation to give those findings
sympathetic consideration. Thus, for example, the Convention on International Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects, opened for signature
at London, Moscow and Washington on 29 March 1972,387 provides in its
article XIX (2) that:
"The decision of the [Claims] Commission shall be final and binding if
the parties have so agreed; otherwise the Commission shall render a
final and recommendatory award, which the parties shall consider in
good faith." (emphasis added)
304. In other cases, States, while agreeing that the award of the arbitral
tribunal is to have the status of a recommendation rather than of a binding
decision, also undertake, within certain limits, to endeavour to secure the
implementation of the conclusions contained in the award. Thus, for example,
the Air Transport Agreement between the Government of the United States of
America and the Government of Italy, signed at Rome on 6 February 1948,88
provided in its article 12 that:
"Except as otherwise provided in the present Agreement or its Annex, any dispute between the contracting parties relative to the interpretation or application of the present Agreement or its Annex, which
cannot be settled through consultation, shall be submitted for an
advisory report to a tribunal of three arbitrators . . . The executive
authorities of the contracting parties will use their best efforts under
the powers available to them to put into effect the opinion expressed
in any such advisory report..."
In 1964, the United States and Italy decided to take to arbitration under
that article a dispute which had arisen between them concerning the
interpretation of the 1948 Agreement;3" 9 and in the following year the
arbitral tribunal constituted pursuant to that compromis handed down its
advisory opinion.3 90
305. A further example of such a provision can be found in article X
of the Agreement between the Government of the United States of America
and the Provisional Government of the French Republic relating to Air
Services between their respective Territories, signed at Paris on 27 March
3

87United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 961, p. 187.
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3 1bid.,

vol. 73, p. 113.
89Compromise [sic] of Arbitration between the Government of the United States of Amer-

ica and the Government of the Italian Republic, signed at Rome on 30 June 1964; ibid., vol. 529,
p. 314.
3
9OAdvisory Opinion of the Arbitral Tribunal constituted in virtue of the Compromis signed
at Rome on 30 June 1964 by the Governments of the United States of America and the Italian
Republic, UNRIAA, vol. XVI, p. 81.

1946,391 as amended in 1951.392 That article is almost indistinguishable
from article 12 of the United States-Italy agreement of 1948, in that it provides for an arbitral award which is to have the status of an "advisory report"
but also contains an undertaking by the parties to endeavour, within certain
limits,39 to implement the advice which it contains. However, when in 19621963 the United States and France decided to take to arbitration under article
X a dispute which had arisen between them relating to the 1946 Agreement,394
they agreed in an exchange of letters "to consider the decision of the Arbitral
Tribunal in this dispute, as binding upon [them]" .19 Moreover, when a further
aviation dispute arose between the two States in 1978, they agreed in clause
2 of the agreement by which they submitted the dispute to arbitration under

article X of the 1946 Agreement that, while the award of the arbitral tribunal
on the second of the two questions put to it was to be advisory only, as
envisaged by article X, its award on the first question was to be binding. 96 It
should therefore be realized that, while States may agree to settle their future
disputes by employing a procedure in which the process of arbitration is
modified in such a way as to make the award of the arbitral tribunal recommendatory only, they are nevertheless free, when they use that procedure to
settle a particular dispute, to agree that it 3should
nevertheless result in a
97
decision which is legally binding upon them.

39

1United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 139, p. 114.
392Exchange of Notes Constituting an Agreement Amending article X of the Agreement of
27 March 1946 between the Government of the United States of America and the Provisional
Government of the French Republic relating to Air Services between their respective Territories,
done at Paris on 19 March 1951, ibid., vol. 139, p. 151.
393In the English text, these limits are specified in terms identical to those used in article 12
of the United States-Italy agreement. The French text, which is equally authentic, provides: "les
parties contractantes feront de leur mieux dans les limites de leurs pouvoirs ligaux pour donner
effet a l'avis consultatif". (emphasis added)
394Compromis of Arbitration between the Government of the United States of America
and the Government of the French Republic relating to the Agreement between the Governments of the United States of America and France relating to Air Services between their
respective Territories signed at Paris on 27 March 1946, as amended, signed at Paris on 22
January
1963, ibid., vol. 473, p. 3.
3
9Decision of the Arbitration Tribunal established pursuant to the Arbitration Agreement
signed at Paris on 22 January 1963 between the United States of America and France, given at
Geneva on 22 December 1963, UNRIAA, vol. XVI, p. 11.
396Compromis of Arbitration between the Government of the United States of America and
the Government of the French Republic, signed at Washington on II July 1978; United Nations,
Treaty Series, vol. 1106, p. 195. Clauses 9, 10 and 11 of this agreement accordingly describe the
award of the tribunal as "a decision and advisory report".
397Cases exist of dispute-settlement clauses and compromis which appear to provide for a
departure from one of the essential features of arbitration, in so far as they stipulate that the award
of the arbitral tribunal is to be advisory only, but which do in fact impose on the States parties an
obligation to implement in full the advice which the arbitral award contains. See, for example,
paragraphs I and 5 of the Agreement between the Governments of the French Republic, the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the United States of America for the Submission to an Arbitrator of Certain Claims with respect to Gold Looted by the Germans from Rome
in 1943, signed at Washington on 25 April 1951, ibid., vol. 91, p. 21.

(c)

Combination of two or more familiar means in the work of a single

organ
306. While it is by no means uncommon for a treaty to envisage the
sequential application to a given dispute of several different means of settlement, 39 it is more unusual for a treaty to provide for two-or more-different
methods to be applied sequentially by one and the same organ. The procedures instituted by such treaties merit consideration as autonomous means of
dispute settlement, distinct from the two methods of which they are a combination. It is for this reason that conciliation, which involves the sequential
discharge by one organ of the tasks of inquiry and mediation, 399 is listed in
Article 33, paragraph 1, of the Charter as a discrete means of settlement,
distinct from both of those other two methods.
307. The two methods of conciliation and arbitration may be combined
and administered by a single organ. This may occur where a treaty, in addition
to empowering an arbitral tribunal to hand down a binding decision, also
authorizes that body, before issuing its final award, to try to bring the parties
to an amicable settlement of their dispute by proposing to them the terms of
a satisfactory solution. Thus, for example, the Agreement on Economic and
Technical Cooperation between the Government of the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the Government of the Republic of Senegal, signed at Dakar on
12 June 1965,400 provides in its article 6 (5) that:
".... Before giving its verdict, [the arbitral tribunal] may, at any stage of
the proceedings, propose an amicable settlement of the dispute to be
agreed by the Parties."
Sometimes the exercise of this power of conciliation is made mandatory,
rather than optional, the arbitral tribunal being empowered to proceed to
hand down a binding award only after it has first tried and failed to
persuade the parties to resolve their differences by proposing to them the
terms of a possible settlement. Thus, the Agreement concerning Air Services between France and Kuwait, signed at Kuwait on 5 January 1975,401
provides in its article 14 (4) that:
"If the arbitral tribunal cannot arrive at an amicable settlement of the
dispute, it shall take a decision by majority vote..."
308. A recent example of an agreement between States thus to combine
in the work of a single organ the methods of conciliation and arbitration, it
being incumbent upon the arbitral tribunal to explore the possibilities of
conciliation before proceeding to hand down an award, is the Arbitration
Compromis between Israel and Egypt, done at Giza on 11 September 1986.40
398
5ee, for example, the instruments cited in chapter II,section E of the handbook, notes 91
and 92; article 286 of the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea; articles 65 (3)
and 66 of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties; and article 21 of the 1928 General
Act for the Pacific Settlement of Disputes.
399See chap. lI.D. 1,para. 123.
400 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 602, p. 231.
401 Ibid., vol. 1072, p. 353.
40
21nternationalLegal Materials,vol. XXVI (1987), p. 2.

By article II of that agreement, Israel and Egypt submitted a dispute concerning the demarcation of a portion of their land boundary for decision by a
five-member arbitral tribunal. At the same time, they also agreed, in article
IX, that:
"1. A three-member chamber of the [arbitration] Tribunal shall explore the possibilities of a settlement of the dispute. The three members
shall be the two national arbitrators and, as selected by the President of
the Tribunal. . . , one of the two non-national arbitrators.
"2 .... [T]his chamber shall give thorough consideration to the suggestions made by any member of the chamber for a proposed recommendation concerning a settlement of the dispute . .. Any proposed
recommendation concerning a settlement of the dispute which obtains
the approval of the three members of the chamber will be reported as a
recommendation to the parties not later than the completion of the exchange of written pleadings...
"3. The arbitration process shall terminate in the event the parties
jointly inform the Tribunal in writing that they have decided to accept a
recommendation of the chamber and that they have decided that the
arbitration process should cease. Otherwise, the arbitration process shall
continue in accordance with this Compromis.
"4. All work pursuant to the above paragraphs absolutely shall not
delay the arbitration process..."
A three-member chamber of the arbitral tribunal was constituted pursuant to
paragraph (1) of the article, but in spite of the efforts of the chamber to find
a proposal which might prove acceptable to both of the States parties to the
arbitration, it was unable to place before them any recommendation for a
settlement of the dispute. 40 3 The arbitration tribunal, consequently, proceeded,
in accordance with
paragraph (3), to hear the parties' oral arguments to hand
44
down an award. 0
309. The methods of conciliation and arbitration may also be combined
in the work of a single organ in a manner rather different from that described
in the two preceding paragraphs. In addition to empowering an arbitral tribunal to hand down a binding award, States may also direct that body, at the
same time as it issues its award, to recommend to them the manner in which
they should agree to implement the conclusions which it contains. A wellknown instance of a treaty in which States did this is the Special Agreement
for the Submission of Questions relating to Fisheries on the North Atlantic
Coast under the General Treaty of Arbitration concluded between the United
States and Great Britain on 4 April 1908, signed at Washington on 27 January
1909.40 Under article 1 of that agreement, the United States and Great Britain
submitted a series of seven questions for binding decision to a tribunal of
arbitration. At the same time, they also agreed, in article 4, that:
403

Award of 29 September 1988 of the Egypt-Israel Arbitration Tribunal Established in
Accordance with the Compromis Signed I I September 1986, ibid., vol. XXVII (1988), p. 1427,
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405Scott, The Hague Court Reports (supra, note 28), p. 147.

"The tribunal shall recommend for the consideration... of the Parties
rules and a method of procedure under which all questions which may
arise in future regarding the exercise of the liberties above referred to
[which were the subject of the seven questions submitted to the tribunal
for its decision] may be determined in accordance with the principles
laid down in the award..."
6
The tribunal made several such recommendations," some of which were
modifications. 40 7
certain
with
albeit
parties,
by
the
subsequently accepted
310. States may choose to combine in the work of a single organ the
method of conciliation and that distinct means of settlement, described
above, 4 8 in which the process of conciliation is adapted so as to yield a
binding final report. Thus, in addition to empowering a conciliation commission to hand down a binding final report, States may also authorize that body,
before it issues such a report, to try to induce them to settle their dispute
amicably by proposing to them the terms of a possible solution. Indeed,
practice reveals that, if States choose to give the former power to a conciliation commission, they will usually choose also to give it the latter. Thus, for
example, the Treaty Establishing the Organisation of Eastern Caribbean
States,"0 9 in addition to providing that the report of the Conciliation Commission is to be binding, also stipulates, in its annex A, paragraph 4, that:
"The Commission may draw the attention of the parties to the dispute to
any measures which might facilitate an amicable settlement."

311. States may also agree to combine the two methods of negotiation
and arbitration in the work of what is effectively a single organ. Usually, when
States employ the two methods sequentially, such a combination does not
occur, things being so arranged that those persons who are responsible for the
conduct of the negotiations do not subsequently sit as arbitrators in respect of
the same dispute. However, States may decide that this shall happen, thereby,
in effect, entrusting the tasks of negotiation and arbitration to a single organ.
In such cases, States usually charge the negotiations to a joint commission,
composed of an equal number of their representatives or of persons appointed
by them.4" 0 Such a commission may be empowered to agree upon a solution
to the dispute which is binding upon the parties, or it may be authorized
simply to formulate the terms of a draft settlement which has to be placed
before the parties for their approval. If the negotiations within the commission should fail, however, the commissioners are to proceed to serve as
arbitrators, together with a newly appointed, neutral member, creating the
situation of an odd number of arbitrators overall. Thus, for example, the
4
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ibid., 4p. 221.
4°Paras. 297 and 298.
°gSupra, note 372.
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For joint commissions, see chap. ILA, para. 38 and note 7.

Agreement between Canada and France on their Mutual Fishing Relations,
signed at Ottawa on 27 March 1972," provides in its article 10 that:
" 1. The Contracting Parties shall establish a Commission to consider
all disputes concerning the application of this Agreement.
"2. The Commission shall consist of one national expert nominated
by each of the Parties for ten years. In addition, the two Governments
shall designate by mutual agreement a third expert who shall not be
a national of either Party.
-'3. If, in connection with any dispute referred to the Commission
by either of the Contracting Parties, the Commission has not within
one month reached a decision acceptable to the Contracting Parties,
reference shall be made to the third expert. The Commission shall
then sit as an arbitral tribunal under the chairmanship of the third
expert.
"4. Decisions of the Commission sitting as an arbitral tribunal shall
be taken by a majority, and shall be binding on the Contracting Parties."
However, when a dispute arose in 1985 between Canada and France concerning the application of the 1972 Agreement, the two States agreed 2 that,
notwithstanding the terms of paragraph (1), the matter should not be considered by the joint commission provided for in paragraph (2), but should, rather,
be submitted directly to the three-member arbitral tribunal provided for in
paragraph (3).413
312. The procedure described in the preceding paragraph should be
distinguished from those cases in which a dispute is referred, first, to a joint
commission, and, if the commissioners cannot agree upon the terms of a
settlement, is then brought before either an umpire or an arbitral tribunal
whose membership does not include the commissioners who were responsible
for the conduct of the failed negotiations. 4 4 In cases of the latter type, the
tasks of negotiation and arbitration are entrusted not to one, but to two
separate organs.

41'United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 862, p. 209.
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1 Compromis of Arbitration, signed at Paris on 23 October 1985, UNRIAA, vol. XIX, p.
226. For the award of the tribunal, see Decision of the Arbitral Tribunal of 17 July 1986 in the Case
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I.

PROCEDURES ENVISAGED IN THE CHARTER OF THE
UNITED NATIONS
A.

Introduction

313. The principal organs of the United Nations established under
Chapter III (Article 7, paragraph 1) of the Charter of the United Nations,
namely, "a General Assembly, a Security Council, an Economic and Social
Council, a Trusteeship Council, an International Court of Justice, and a Secretariat", constitute the most important part of the machinery necessary for
the implementation of the main purposes and principles of the United Nations, in particular, to maintain international peace and security, and to that
end to bring about by peaceful means, and in conformity with the principles
of justice and international law, the adjustment or settlement of international
disputes or situations which might lead to a breach of the peace.
314. In exercising the powers conferred upon them by the Charter, the
Security Council and the General Assembly 45 may call upon States parties to
a dispute to use any of the peaceful means of settlement of disputes listed in
Article 33, paragraph 1, of the Charter. As shown by the examples given in
the present chapter, the organs themselves also rely upon the application
of these peaceful means when they put in motion the process of settlement
of a dispute.
315. This chapter is therefore aimed to illustrate the way in which the
principal organs of the United Nations perform their functions in the area of
the settlement of disputes between States.
B.

The Security Council

1. Role of the Security Council in the peaceful
settlement of disputes
316. Under Article 24 of the Charter, the Security Council has the
primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security
and in that context plays an important role in the settlement of disputes
between States.
317. The Security Council, in performing its functions in the field of
settlement of disputes, acts under various Chapters of the Charter and does
not always indicate the Chapter under which it is proceeding. Primarily, the
Council exercises the powers contained in Chapter VI of the Charter, using
415

The Economic and Social Council and the Trusteeship Council are not directly involved
in the pacific settlement of disputes and situations, though they can indirectly contribute to their
prevention or adjustment in performing their basic functions. These organs, as well as the International Court of Justice, already discussed in chapter 11,
section F,of the handbook, are therefore
not considered in the present chapter.

also other functions and powers under Chapter VII (under which the Council
is empowered to take preventive or enforcement measures to maintain or
restore international peace and security) and Chapter VIII, relating to procedures under regional agencies or arrangements. The main basis of its activities in the field of the peaceful settlement of disputes, however, is Chapter VI
of the Charter, empowering the Security Council, inter alia: to investigate any
dispute or any situation which might lead to international friction or give rise
to a dispute in order to determine whether the continuance of the dispute or
situation is likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and
security; 41 6 to recommend, at any stage of a dispute or situation, appropriate
procedures or methods of adjustment; 417 to establish whether the continuance
of a dispute is in fact likely to endanger the maintenance of international
peace and security for the purpose of deciding whether to act under article 36
or of making recommendations for appropriate terms of settlement; 41 and to
call upon the parties to settle their disputes by the peaceful means listed in
Article 33, paragraph 1, or to make recommendations to them with a view to
a pacific settlement of the dispute. 19 Thus, only the functions of the Security
Council under Chapter VI, directly relating to the settlement of disputes, and
some functions in this field under Chapter VIII, relating to procedures under
regional agencies or arrangements, are discussed in the present section.
318. Some examples of actions taken by the Security Council under
the various Articles of Chapter VI on various questions referred to it for
settlement are presented below to illustrate the functions of the Council in
this field.
(a)

Investigation of disputes and determinationas to whether a situation is
in fact likely to endanger internationalpeace and security
319. With regard to its agenda item entitled "Complaint of armed
invasion of Taiwan (Formosa)", the Security Council, relying on Article
34 of the Charter, affirmed that it was "its duty to investigate any situation
likely to lead to international friction or to give rise to a dispute, in order
to determine whether the continuance of such dispute or situation may
endanger international peace and security, and likewise to determine the
existence of any threat to peace" .420
320. The task of investigating disputes or situations has been performed by the Security Council by various means. Thus, dealing with the
situation concerning Western Sahara, the Council, at its 1850th meeting, 42 ' on
22 October 1975, by its resolution 377 (1975), acting "in accordance with
Article 34 of the Charter", requested the Secretary-General to enter into
immediate consultations with the parties concerned and to report to the Coun4 16

Charter of the United Nations, Article 34.
Ibid., Article 36, paragraph 1.
Article 37, paragraph 2.
Articles 33, paragraph 2, and 38.
°Security Council resolution 87 (1950) of 29 September 1950.
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See Official Records of the Security Council, Thirtieth Year Supplement for October,

November and December 1975, 1850th meeting.

cil on the results of his consultations "in order to enable the Council to adopt
the appropriate measures" to deal with the situation. With regard to the
Spanish question, the Council, at its 39th meeting, on 29 April 1946, established a sub-committee and instructed it to examine the evidence and to report
to the Council in order to enable the Council itself to determine the nature of
the dispute, as envisaged in Article 34, although express reference to the
Article was not made in the relevant Security Council resolution.12 In the
India-Pakistan question, by contrast, the Security Council, by its resolution
of 20 January 1948,423 established an independent Commission for India and
Pakistan to, inter alia, "investigate the facts pursuant to Article 34 of the
Charter". The Commission was composed of representatives of three Members of the United Nations: one member selected by each of the two parties,
and the third designated by the two members so selected. Such a commission
was also established in the Greek question. 42 4 In that case, the Commission,
pursuant to the Council's decision of 19 December 1946, was composed of a
representative of each member of the Council. In connection with the complaint by Benin (1977), the Security Council, at its 1987th meeting, on 8
February 1977, by its resolution 404 (1977), decided to send a Special Mission composed of three members of the Council to the People's Republic of
Benin in order to investigate the events of 16 January 1977 in Cotona and to
report on them.42 5 In connection with the situation in the occupied Arab
territories, the Council, at its 2134th meeting, on 22 March 1979, by its
resolution 446 (1979), established "a commission consisting of three members of the Security Council, to be appointed by the President of the Council
after consultation with the members of the Council, to examine the situation
relating to settlements in the Arab territories occupied since 1967, including
Jerusalem" and requested the Commission "to submit its report to the Security Council by 1 July 1979" .426
321. The determination of the nature of disputes or situations under
Article 34 is relevant also to the application of Article 37, according to which
the Security Council is to decide whether to take appropriate steps if it deems
that the continuance of the dispute "is in fact likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and security". In this connection it should be
emphasized that, where the Council has established a subsidiary organ to
carry out an investigation, it reserves the right of making the final determination as to the nature of the dispute or situation as envisaged in Article 34. This
was illustrated by the actions it took in the above-mentioned Spanish question,427 which also brought to light the difficulties concerning the estab42See Security Council resolution 4 (1946) of 29 April 1946.
4
23Official Records of the Security Council, Third Year, Supplement for November 1948, pp.
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lishment of criteria for deciding whether a situation "is likely to endanger the
maintenance of international peace and security" .428
Recommendation to States partiesto a disputeto settle their disputes by
peaceful means
322. The functions of the Security Council under this heading are
described in Articles 36, 37 and 38 of the Charter. Thus, under Article 36,
paragraph 1, the Council has the power to "recommend appropriate procedures or methods of adjustment"; under Article 37, paragraph 2, it has the
power to "recommend such terms of settlement as it may consider appropriate"; and under Article 38, the power to "make recommendations to the
parties with a view to a pacific settlement of the dispute". A review of the
practice of the Security Council429 indicates, however, that evidence of the
relation of the decisions by the Security Council to provisions of Articles 36
to 38, i.e., the application of those Articles in the work of the Council, has
"continued to be scant" .430 Thus the assessment of the application of Articles
36 to 38 by the Security Council should be done primarily by taking into
consideration their broad bearing on the work of the Council, especially the
latest trends and developments in this field. The increasing importance of
application of Articles 36 to 38 of the Charter for the realization of the role
of the Security Council in pacific settlement can be clearly shown, for example, by the provisions of later instruments reflecting new important trends and
developments in this field, such as the 1982 Manila Declaration on the Peaceful Settlement of International Disputes (see para. 2 above) (especially those
contained in para. 7) and the 1988 Declaration on the Prevention and Removal
of Disputes and Situations Which May Threaten International Peace and
Security and on the Role of the United Nations in this Field (see above, para.
2) (especially those contained in paras. 6-15).
(b)

(i) Recommendation ofspecific settlement terms
323. The application of Article 36 of the Charter by the Security Council is reviewed in the present section, not only in the light of the relevant
decisions of the Council under the Article, according to which the Council
may recommend procedures or methods of adjustment, but also in the light of
the specific proceedings which constituted methods of adjustment or means
for the settlement of the questions brought before the Council.
324. On the basis of a general review of the functions of the Security
Council under Article 36, some examples of such specific procedures or
methods of adjustment recommended or employed by the Council may be
briefly summarized below:
(a) After consideration of the United Kingdom complaint against Albania arising out of an incident on 22 October 1946 in the Corfu Channel, the
428
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Council, at its 127th meeting, on 9 April 1947, recommended 43 ' that the
parties refer the dispute to the International Court of Justice;
(b) In the course of the debate in connection with the Palestine question, in 1948, the Council identified the particular procedures and methods
aimed at halting the hostilities. Procedures of pacific settlement under Chapter VI of the Charter were expressly asserted, 432 and the Council supplemented
its earlier call 433 for the cessation of acts of violence. As regards the procedures aimed at achieving the political settlement, the Security Council requested the convocation of a special session of the General Assembly in
accordance with Article

20.

4 4
1

The Council, in its resolutions, enjoined all

concerned to take specific measures with a view to the cessation of violence
and established a truce commission to supervise the implementation of these
measures. 411 It further instructed the United Nations Mediator in Palestine,
appointed by the General Assembly, to promote a peaceful adjustment of the
situation and to supervise the implementation of the cease-fire measures"36
and reinforced them by the decision43 to consider possible action under Chapter
VII in the case of the failure of the parties to implement the cease-fire resolution;
(c) In the course of the Council's efforts to assist the Governments of
Malta and the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya in settling their differences regarding
the delimitation of the continental shelf area between the two countries and
in connection with the complaint by Malta against the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya (1980), the use of judicial procedures to obtain a peaceful resolution of
the conflict was envisaged by the Council.43
325. As indicated in paragraph 310 above, the Security Council, in
performing its functions in the pacific settlement of disputes, may rely upon
the application of some of the specific means of peaceful settlement enumerated in Article 33 of the Charter. In a number of instances involving armed
hostilities-for example, in the Indonesian question (1947), 419 the Palestine
question (1948)440 and the India-Pakistan question (1948-1950) 41-the Secu1

43 See Security Council resolution 22 (1947) of 9 April 1947.
432See Repertory of Practice of United Nations Organs, vol. 11,Articles 23-54 of the Charter,
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rity Council adopted decisions under Article 36 involving recourse to procedures of good offices, mediation, conciliation and arbitration or other peaceful means. With respect to the India-Pakistan question, it may be further noted
that the Security Council used a combination of such procedures as investi42
gation, mediation, conciliation, good offices and arbitration. In two questions not involving hostilities, the Iranian question (1946) and the Corfu
Channel incidents, the Security Council, in the former instance, at its 5th
meeting, on 30 January 1946, 443 took note of the proposed recourse to direct
negotiations and, in the latter, at its 127th meeting, on 9 April 1947," 44 recommended settlement by judicial means. 445 A call for negotiations was made, for
example, in paragraph 5 of the Council's resolution 353 (1974) of 20 July
1974, adopted in connection with the situation in Cyprus, while in paragraph
2 of Security Council resolution 479 (1980), of 28 September 1980, adopted
with regard to the situation between Iran and Iraq, the parties were urged to
accept any appropriate offer of mediation or conciliation or resort to regional
agencies or arrangements or other peaceful means. Other instances in which
the Security Council has endorsed the efforts of the parties to settle their
disputes by peaceful means include paragraph 6 of Council resolution 473
(1980) of 13 June 1980, adopted in connection with the question of South
Africa, and paragraph 2 of Council resolution 395 (1976) of 25 August 1976,
adopted with regard to the complaint by Greece against Turkey.
326. The Council has recognized that when using its power to make
recommendations under Article 36, paragraph 2, it "should take into consideration any procedures for the settlement of the dispute which have already
been adopted by the parties". This was illustrated at its meeting of 27 May
1958 in connection with the complaint by Lebanon. After its consideration of
a proposal by the representative of Iraq that the Council postpone its consideration of the question pending its consideration at an upcoming meeting of
the League of Arab States, when reference was made to Article 36, paragraph
2, the Council adopted 446 the proposal to adjourn the meeting until 3 June
1958 (by which time it would be known whether the question could be
resolved outside the Council), on the understanding that the Council would
meet at short notice at the request of the representative of Lebanon.
327. The Charter provides that the Security Council, when exercising
its power to recommend appropriate procedures or methods of adjustment,
should take into consideration the distribution of competence between the
Council in the field of peaceful settlement of disputes and the International
Court of Justice as the principal judicial organ of the United Nations.447 This
distribution of competence is referred to in Article 36, paragraph 3, of the
442
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Charter, which provides that "in making recommendations under this Article
the Security Council should also take into consideration that legal disputes
should as a general rule be referred by the partics to the International Court
of Justice in accordance with the provisions of the Statute of the Court" .448
One instance of the application of Article 36, paragraph 3, was the Corfu
Channel incidents (1947), in connection with which the Council recommended, at its 127th meeting, on 9 April 1947, 449 "that the United Kingdom
and Albanian Governments should immediately refer the dispute to the International Court of Justice in accordance with the provisions of the Statute of
the Court" ." Another example is the question of the detention of United
States diplomatic personnel in Tehran, in which the Council, in its resolution
461 (1979), of 31 December 1979, took into account the Order of the International Court of Justice of 15 December 1979 (S/13697). Il However, in its
resolution 395 (1976) of 25 August 1976, concerning the complaint by
Greece against Turkey, the Council invited both Governments to continue to
take into account the contribution that appropriate judicial means, in particular the International Court of Justice, would make within the purpose of the
pacific settlement of remaining differences in connection with the dispute.
Thus the question was being considered by both the Security Council and the
International Court of Justice.
328. The practice indicates, however, that the distinction between the
"appropriate procedures or methods of adjustment" which can be recommended
by the Council under Article 36, paragraph 1, and "terms of settlement" which
can be recommended by the Council under Article 37, paragraph 2 (in addition
to its right to call upon the parties to settle the dispute by the peaceful means
under Article 33), is not always clear. As an example appears the recommendation
by the Council in its resolution 47 (1948) adopted at its 286th meeting, on 21
April 1948,452 for a plebiscite concerning the State of Jammu and Kashmir in
order to settle the India-Pakistan question. The role played by the Security Council under Article 36 is closely connected with its role under Article 37,453 which
provides that "if the Security Council deems that the continuance of the dispute
is in fact likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and security,
it shall decide whether to take action under Article 36 or to recommend such
terms of settlement as it may consider appropriate".
448Another important issue of the "distribution of competence" of the principal organs in this
field-the correlation between the Security Council and the General Assembly-will be considered in section C dealing with the role of the General Assembly, in particular under Articles 11,
12 and 935, paragraph 3.
44 See Security Council resolution 22 (1947) of 9 April 1947.
45°See also LCJ Yearbook 1947-1948, pp. 55-60; The Corfu Channel Case, (Preliminary
Objection)
I.C.J. Reports 1948, p. 15, at pp. 31 and 32.
451
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329. It is necessary, however, to point out in respect of the application
of Article 37, paragraph 2, that the Security Council takes into account the
positions of the parties to the dispute. 4 4 This issue is illustrated, for example,
in the Council's consideration of the India-Pakistan and the Suez Canal questions. During the proceeding on the India-Pakistan question, in 1957, the
Council adopted a resolution which omitted the terms that were regarded as
unacceptable by one of the parties in the dispute and adopted a draft resolution which took into account the position of both parties. 4"1In dealing with
the Suez Canal question, at its 743rd meeting, on 13 October 1956, the
Council failed to adopt a second
4 6 part of the draft resolution which had not
been accepted by both parties.
(ii)

General recommendation to the parties to resortto peaceful means
of settlement of the dispute
330. With respect to Article 38, which provides that, "without prejudice to the provisions of Articles 33 to 37, the Security Council may, if all the
parties to any dispute so request, make recommendations to the parties with
a view to a pacific settlement of the dispute", it should be noted that the
Council is empowered to make recommendations which are not necessarily
limited to disputes the continuance of which is likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and security.
331. Articles 33 to 37 deal with disputes the continuance of which is
likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and security, while
Article 38 gives the Security Council the power to make recommendations
with respect to "any dispute" if "all the parties" so request. However, the
practice shows that States have tended not to make such a request under
Article 38.4"
332. Nevertheless, in future, the possibility of more frequent recourse
by States to Article 38 cannot be excluded in view of the new demands facing
the international community and the United Nations in the field of the prevention and pacific settlement of disputes. This can be expected, for example,
in connection with the application of the provisions of the Manila Declaration
on the Peaceful Settlement of International Disputes, which, inter alia, reaffirms the need to exert utmost efforts in order to settle any conflicts and
disputes between States exclusively by peaceful means. The same can be
expected in the application of the Declaration on the Prevention and Removal
of Disputes and Situations Which May Threaten International Peace and
4
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Security and on the Role of the United Nations in this Field, which provides
in its paragraph 1 (5) that "States concerned should consider approaching the
relevant organs of the United Nations in order to obtain advice or recommendations on preventive means for dealing with a dispute or situation".
(c) Relation to procedures under regional agencies or arrangements
333. In addition to Chapter VI of the Charter, which deals directly with
the pacific settlement of disputes, provisions relevant to the role of the Security Council in the field of peaceful settlement are found also in Chapter VIII,
concerning "Regional arrangements" .45
334. According to Article 52, paragraph 3, of the Charter, the Security
Council "shall encourage the development of pacific settlement of local
disputes" through "regional arrangements" or by "regional agencies" either
"on the initiative of the States concerned" or "by reference from the Security
Council". Under paragraph 2 of the same Article it is provided that the
Members of the United Nations entering into such arrangements or constituting such agencies shall make every effort to achieve pacific settlement of
local disputes through such regional arrangements or by such regional agencies before referring them to the Security Council. Thus, as analysed in
chapter II, section H, above, some States members of certain regional agencies have taken the position that local disputes should first be tried through
the mechanism of the relevant regional agency, while others have maintained
the view that local disputes to which they are parties should be handled
directly by the Security Council.
335. The practice of application of Chapter VIII, under its Article
54, is that the Security Council is kept informed of activities undertaken
or in contemplation by regional organizations through communications
addressed to the United Nations Secretary-General, from the Secretaryorganizations459 and from States parties
General of the respective4 6regional
0
to a dispute or situation.
2. Recent trends
336. Some of the international instruments recently adopted by the
Organization reflect the ongoing process of positive changes in international
relations and the growing awareness of the interdependence of States, indicating the trend to add new significance to the efforts of the United Nations
in the area of prevention and peaceful settlement of international disputes and
to enhance the effectiveness of the role of the Security Council in this field.
337. Thus, in the 1982 Manila Declaration on the Peaceful Settlement
of International Disputes, the General Assembly called upon Member States
to strengthen "the primary role of the Security Council so that it may fully
and effectively discharge its responsibilities, in accordance with the Charter
45
SResort to regional agencies or arrangements for the purpose of pacific settlement of
disputes is considered in detail in Chapter II, section H, of the present handbook
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of communications, sects. A and B, p. 416.
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46 Ibid., sect. C, pp. 416 and 417.

of the United Nations, in the area of the settlement of disputes or of any
situation the continuance of which is likely to endanger the maintenance of
international peace and security" (sect. II, para. 4). The Declaration stressed
the need to consider "making greater use of the fact-finding capacity of the
Security Council in accordance with the Charter" (sect. II, para. 4 (d));
encouraged the Council "to make wider use, as a means to promote peaceful settlement of disputes, of the subsidiary organs established by it in the
performance of its functions under the Charter" (sect. II, para. 4 (e)) and
"to act without delay, in accordance with its functions and powers, particularly in cases where international disputes develop into armed conflicts" (sect. II, para. 4 (g)).
338. Some of the principles in the 1982 Manila Declaration have been
further specified in the 1988 Declaration on the Prevention and Removal of
Disputes and Situations Which May Threaten International Peace and Security and on the Role of the United Nations in this Field, which addressed both
States and the United Nations organs, as well as in the 1991 Declaration on
Fact-finding by the United Nations in the Field of the Maintenance of International Peace and Security.
339. Thus, the General Assembly in the 1988 Declaration called upon
States parties to a dispute or directly concerned with a situation, particularly
if they intended to request a meeting of the Security Council, to approach the
Council, "directly or indirectly, at an early stage and, if appropriate, on a
confidential basis" (para. 1 (6)). An emphasis on the necessity to approach
the Council at an early stage and on a confidential basis (if appropriate)
reflects the need to develop the preventive abilities and potentials of the
Council and enhances its effectiveness through informal, confidential contacts with the States concerned.
340. A need for the improvement of monitoring capacities of the Security Council, for the purposes of prevention, on the basis of regular interaction
with high-level governmental structures of the States in respect of international situations is formulated by the Declaration in its call addressed to the
Security Council to "consider holding from time to time meetings, including
at a high level with the participation, in particular, of Ministers of Foreign
Affairs, or consultations to review the international situation and search for
effective ways of improving it" (para. 1 (7)).
341. Special attention is given to preparations for the prevention or
removal of particular disputes or situations. For this purpose, the Security
Council is urged to "consider making use of the various means at its disposal,
including the appointment of the Secretary-General as rapporteur for a specified question" (para. 1 (8)).
342. The Declaration also outlines procedures and actions of the Security Council in cases when disputes or situations are brought to its attention
"without a meeting being requested". Such procedures include "holding
consultations with a view to examining the facts of the dispute or situation
and keeping it under review, with the assistance of the Secretary-General
when needed" and granting the States concerned "the opportunity of making
their views known" (para. 1 (9)). In respect of such consultations, the Decla-

ration again stresses the necessity of wider use of informal, confidential
procedures, stating that "consideration should be given to employing such
informal methods as the Security Council deems appropriate, including confidential contacts by its President" (para. 1 (10)).
343. Furthermore, the Declaration suggests to the Security Council, in
connection with particular disputes or situations, to "consider, inter alia:
"(a) Reminding the States concerned to respect their obligations
under the Charter;
"(b) Making an appeal to the States concerned to refrain from any
action which might give rise to a dispute or lead to the deterioration of
the dispute or situation;
"(c) Making an appeal to the States concerned to take action
which might help to remove, or to prevent the continuation or deterioration of, the dispute or situation" (para. 1 (11)).
344. Stressing again the preventive functions of the United Nations
activities in this field, the Declaration formulates "means of preventing" the
further "deterioration of the dispute or situation in the areas concerned"
which the Security Council should consider, namely "sending, at an early
stage, fact-finding or good offices missions or establishing appropriate forms
of United Nations presence" (para. 1 (12)). The 1991 Declaration on Factfinding also calls for the use of fact-finding by the Security Council.
345. The Security Council's responsibility for promoting resort to regional agencies or arrangements also was not omitted by the Declaration,
which indicated the Council's obligation to consider "encouraging and, where
appropriate, endorsing efforts at the regional level by the States concerned or
by regional arrangements or agencies to prevent or remove a dispute or
situation in the region concerned" (para. 1 (13)).
346. Once again the balance between the right of States to settle their
disputes on the basis of the principle of free choice of means of settlement
and the Security Council's responsibility in the field of pacific settlement was
reaffirmed: "Taking into consideration any procedures that have already been
adopted by the States directly concerned, the Security Council should consider recommending to them appropriate procedures or methods of settlement
of disputes or adjustment of situations, and such terms of settlement as it
deems appropriate" (para. 1 (14)).
347. The Declaration emphasized once more the existing distribution
of competence between the Security Council and the International Court of
Justice in this area, drawing attention to the role played by the Council in the
promotion of settlement on the basis of judicial procedures: "The Security
Council, if it is appropriate for promoting the prevention and removal of
disputes or situations, should, at an early stage, consider making use of the
provisions of the Charter concerning the possibility of requesting the International Court of Justice to give an advisory opinion on any legal question"
(para. 1 (15)). It should be noted in this respect that the necessity of appropriate actions "at an early stage" was stressed once again, clearly indicating the
growing emphasis on preventive functions of the United Nations in this field.

348. New trends in the practice of the Security Council are also reflected in the 1989 and 1990 reports of the Secretary-General on the work of
the Organization. 461 The reports contain a review of the latest multilateral
efforts of the Council in this field, emphasizing the strong support given by
the Council's resolutions to the peace process in various regions of the world.
They point out the regular interaction between the Security Council and the
Secretary-General and the fact that the latter has frequently been encouraged
to continue to lend his good offices on the basis of the mandate entrusted to
him by the Council. They also mention attempts to pave the way to an effective negotiating process, which included repeated contacts and consultations
by the Secretary-General at the highest level with the parties directly concerned and with the permanent members of the Council, and urgent meetings
of the Council at the request of the Secretary-General.
349. As stated in the 1989 report:
"Efforts to prevent possible conflicts, reduce the risk of war and
achieve definitive settlements of disputes, whether long-standing or new,
are part and parcel of a credible strategy for peace.
"The United Nations needs to demonstrate its capacity to function
as guardian of the world's security. Neither any alterations in the structure of the Organization nor in the distribution of competence among its
respective organs are needed for that purpose. What is needed is an
improvement of existing mechanisms and capabilities in the light of the
demands of the unfolding international situation."
In this connection, the Secretary-General stresses the necessity of prevention
of international disputes, indicates the priorities for the United Nations and
formulates concrete proposals aimed at enhancing its effectiveness in the
modern world.
350. The 1989 report contains a number of proposals concerning the
procedure of the Security Council, as well as the improvement of its mechanism of work, in dealing with matters of prevention and pacific settlement of
disputes and situations. Among the proposals are those suggesting that the
Security Council could meet periodically to consider the state of international
peace and security in different regions at the level of ministers for foreign
affairs and, when appropriate, in closed session, and that "where international
friction appears likely", the Council "could act on its own or request the
Secretary-General to exercise his good offices directly or through a special
representative", enlisting, when appropriate, "the cooperation of the concerned regional organization in averting a crisis".
351. Evaluating the recent positive development of positions of Member States and permanent members of the Council, especially in respect of the
role of the United Nations and the Security Council, the Secretary-General
mentioned, in particular in his 1989 report, that "the decision-making process
on political matters has vastly improved with the emergence of a collegial
46 1
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spirit among the permanent members of the Security Council and with the
daily cooperation between the Council as a whole and the Secretary-General". He also noted the special significance of the cooperation between "the
two militarily most powerful States" for the purposes of the maintenance of
international peace and security for the effectiveness of the efforts of the
United Nations in this field. At the same time, the Secretary-General reaffirmed in his 1990 report that "agreement among the major Powers must
carry with it the support of a majority of Member States if it is to make the
desired impact on the world situation". That is fully applicable to the field of
peaceful settlement of disputes between States.
C. The General Assembly
1. Role of the GeneralAssembly in the peaceful
settlement of disputes
352. The functions and powers of the General Assembly in the field of
prevention and settlement of disputes and situations are specified mainly in
Chapter IV of the Charter. Under the various Articles of the Chapter, the
Assembly is empowered, inter alia: to discuss any questions or matters within
the scope of the Charter or relating to the powers and functions of any organs
provided for in the Charter, including those relating to the maintenance of
international peace and security which have been brought before it by Member States or by the Security Council, and may make recommendations on
such questions or matters; 462 to call the attention of the Council to situations
which are likely to endanger international peace and security; 63 to consider
the general principles of cooperation in the maintenance of international
peace and security and make recommendations with regard to such principles; 464 to initiate studies and make recommendations for the purpose of
encouraging the progressive development of international law and its codification; 465 and to recommend measures for the peaceful adjustment of any
situation which it deems likely to impair the general welfare or friendly
relations among nations. 466 Some instances in which the General Assembly
has exercised these powers and functions in the field of the prevention and
peaceful settlement of disputes and situations are outlined below.
(a) Discussionof questions and making recommendationson matters relating to the peaceful settlement of disputes
353. The General Assembly, under Article 10 of the Charter, may discuss any questions or any matters within the scope of the Charter, or relating
to the powers and functions of any organs provided for in the Charter, and may
make recommendations "to the Members of the United Nations or to the
462See the Charter of the United Nations, Articles 10 and 11, paragraph 2; see also the

limitation imposed on the power of the General Assembly to make recommendations by Article
12, paragraph 1.
46Ibid., Article 11, paragraph 3.
4

6Ibid., paragraph 1.
46Ibid., Article 13.
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6Ibid., Article 14.

Security Council or to both" on any such questions or matters, "except as
provided in Article 12" .467 The powers of the Assembly as thus stated in
Article 10 include the power to discuss and make recommendations on questions relating to the settlement of disputes. The Charter authorizes the Assembly not only to address directly the States parties involved in a dispute or
situation, but also to play an important role in the coordination of the activities of the principal organs of the United Nations in the field of the prevention
and peaceful settlement of disputes and situations, but within the limits established by the Charter in Article 12.
354. While the general powers and functions of the Assembly are thus
contained in Article 10, they are specified further under Articles 11, 13 and
14, as indicated below.
355. Article 11, paragraph 2, enables the General Assembly to discuss
any questions relating to the maintenance of international peace and security
brought before it4 68 and to make recommendations with regard to them "to
the State or States concerned or to the Security Council or to both". According to Article 11, paragraph 3, the Assembly may call the attention of the
Council to situations "which are likely to endanger international peace and
security". The Assembly has widely exercised these specific powers, adopting a number of resolutions 469 in which it has made recommendations in the
field of the maintenance of international peace and security or drawn the
attention of the Security Council to situations considered as endangering, or
likely to endanger, international peace and security, and referring to the
Council, either before or after discussion, any such question on which action
is necessary.
356. This mechanism of distribution of competence between the Security Council and the General Assembly and interaction of the two organs, as
envisaged in Article 11, paragraphs 1 to 3, of the Charter, is to be viewed in
the light of the broad powers of the General Assembly, under article 10, to
perform functions in the field of the maintenance of international peace and
467

Article 12 of the Charter reads as follows:
"1. While the Security Council is exercising in respect of any dispute or situation the
functions assigned to it in the present Charter, the General Assembly shall not make any
recommendation with regard to that dispute or situation unless the Security Council so requests.
"2. The Secretary-General, with the consent of the Security Council, shall notify the
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468 According to the provisions of Article 11, paragraph 2, any question related to the maintenance of international peace and security may be brought before the General Assembly not only
by any Member of the United Nations, or by the Security Council, but also by a State which is
not a Member of the United Nations, if it accepts in advance, for the purposes of the dispute,
the obligations of pacific settlement provided in the Charter, as stated in Article 35, paragraph 2.
469See, for instance, General Assembly resolutions 2151 (XXI), para. 6; 2202 A (XXI), para.
7; 2262 (XXII), para. 17; 2270 (XXII), para. 10; 2307 (XXII), para. 4; 2324 (XXII), para. 4; 2383
(XXIII), para. 9; 2395 (XXIII), para. 4; 2396 (XXIII), para. 4; 2403 (XXIII), para. 3; 2498
(XXIV), para. 3; 2506 B (XXIV), para. 9; 2508 (XXIV), paras. 12 and 14; and 2517 (XXIV), para.
4. For more recent examples, see resolutions 43/14, 43/19, 43/24, 43/25, 43/33, 44/10, 44/15,
44/22, 44/88, etc.

security and prevention and pacific settlement of disputes and situations. It is
therefore essential to keep in mind Article 11, paragraph 4, which provides
that the powers of the General Assembly set forth in the Article "shall not
limit the general scope of Article 10" .40 Besides, any such limitation would
have to be lifted by the Security Council itself if it adopted a resolution
requesting the General Assembly to make recommendations with respect to a
particular dispute or situation.
357. With respect to the distribution of competence between the two
organs, it is important to note the procedure under which the General Assembly is to be informed of the matters being dealt with by the Security Council
or with which the Council has ceased to deal. This procedure, as provided in
Article 12, establishes a system of notification of the activities of the Security
Council and the General Assembly in this field in order to avoid unnecessary
overlapping of their functions.
358. With respect to the question of the correlation between the primary
responsibility of the Security Council in the maintenance of international peace
and security and the powers of the General Assembly to discuss any questions
relating to the maintenance of international peace and security and to make
recommendations with regard to any such questions, it is necessary to mention, as an example, the establishment by the Assembly, in 1947,1" of the
Interim Committee and the adoption of the "Uniting for peace" resolution.
359. The mandate of the Interim Committee was to assist the General Assembly between its sessions in handling disputes and situations
brought to the Assembly, in case the Security Council was unable to take
action because of the use of the veto. The Committee was to assist the
Assembly in preparing studies and making recommendations for international political cooperation according to Article 11, paragraph 1, and Article 13, paragraph 1 (a), and dealing with disputes or situations. ' 2 The
General Assembly, for example, took some actions on the basis of the
report of the Interim Committee, and in one case addressed a recommendation to the Security Council concerning the possible use of the rapporteur system,473 and decided to revise the 1928 Geneva General Act
for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes and to establish a
panel for inquiry and conciliation 47 4 (which has never been used).
360. Another step in the same direction was the adoption of the "Uniting for peace" resolution, in 1950, which gave rise to one of the most extensive debates on the Charter of the United Nations.1 5 In that resolution
(resolution 377 (V) of 3 November 1950), the Assembly:
4l'0The same interpretation appears relevant also to the exceptions contained in Article 14 and
in Article
35, paragraph 3.
47
1See Official Records of the General Assembly, Second Session, First Committee, 97th

meetin, p.335.

4rsee General Assembly resolution 111(11) of 13 November 1947.
473See General Assembly resolution 268 (II1) B of 28 April 1949.
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"Resolve[d] that if the Security Council, because of lack of unanimity of the permanent members, fails to exercise its primary responsibility
for the maintenance of international peace and security in any case where
there appears to be a threat to the peace, breach of the peace or act of
aggression, the General Assembly shall consider the matter immediately
with a view to making appropriate recommendations to Members for
collective measures, including in the case of a breach of the peace or act
of aggression the use of armed force when necessary, to maintain or
restore international peace and security."
The resolution also "establishes a Peace Observation Commission... which
could observe and report on the situation in any area where there exists
international tension the continuance of which is likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and security" and "recommends to the States
Members of the United Nations that each member maintain within its national
armed forces elements so trained, organized and equipped that they could
promptly be made available, in accordance with its constitutional processes,
for service as a United Nations unit or units, upon recommendation by the
Security Council or the General Assembly". The resolution further establishes a Collective Measures Committee "to study and make a report to the
Security Council and the General Assembly ...on methods ...which might
be used to maintain and strengthen international peace and security". There
are cases in which the Security Council, in exceptional circumstances,
when it has been prevented from exercising its primary responsibility for
the maintenance of international peace and security owing to the lack of
unanimity of its permanent members, has decided to call emergency special sessions of the General Assembly to consider the matter. In one case,
the Security Council specifically invoked the "Uniting for peace" resolution," 6 while in another it did not invoke the resolution as such but applied
the same procedure of convening an emergency special session of the
477
General Assembly.
(b)

Recommendation of measures for the peaceful adjustment of situations

361. The specific functions of the General Assembly under this heading are described in Article 14 of the Charter. Under that Article, the Assembly has the power to recommend measures for the peaceful adjustment, not
only in respect of matters relating to the maintenance of international peace
and security, but also in respect of other matters, and any situations, regardless of origin, "which it deems likely to impair the general welfare or friendly
relations among nations, including situations resulting from a violation of the
provisions of the present Charter setting forth the Purposes and Principles of
the United Nations". The Article was intended to enable the General Assem476
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Assembly resolution 997 (ES-I) of 2 November 1956.
477See, e.g., Security Council resolution 500 (1982) of 28 January 1982. See also General
Assembly resolution ES-9/1, 28 January 1982.

bly to make recommendations for the peaceful adjustment of situations in
various areas, such as the self-determination of peoples and human rights.478
362. One of the early examples of the application of Article 14 occurred in connection with the question of the treatment of Indians in the
Union of South Africa, which was included in the agenda of the first session
of the General Assembly on the request of the delegation of India."79 This
resulted in the adoption by the General Assembly of its resolution 44 (I) of 8
December 1946, entitled "Treatment of Indians in the Union of South Africa", in which the Assembly observed that because of that treatment friendly
relations between the two Member States had been impaired and that unless
a satisfactory settlement was reached the480relations between the States concerned were likely to be further impaired.
2. Recent trends
363. The trends in the practice of the General Assembly, reflected in its
recent declarations, 48' clearly indicate an emphasis not only upon removal of
disputes and situations likely to endanger international peace and security, but
primarily upon their prevention.
364. Like the 1982 Manila Declaration, the 1988 Declaration stresses
the importance of the timely prevention of disputes and situations and urges
States to consider approaching the relevant organs of the United Nations
(including the General Assembly) "in order to obtain advice or recommendations on preventive means for dealing with a dispute or situation" (para. 1
(5)), stressing the need to consider, where appropriate, supporting efforts
undertaken at the regional level by the States concerned or by regional arrangements or agencies, to prevent or remove a dispute or situation in the
region concerned. This clearly indicates the important role of the General
Assembly in providing the interaction between universal and regional systems in the prevention and removal of disputes and situations.
365. Furthermore, the 1988 Declaration attaches special attention also
to the promotion of the use of fact-finding, urging the General Assembly in
the case when a dispute or situation has been brought before it to consider
"including in its recommendations making more use of fact-finding capabilities, in accordance with Article 11 and subject to Article 12 of the Charter"
(para. 1 (18)), and calls upon the Assembly to "consider making use of the
provisions of the Charter concerning the possibility of requesting the Inter47
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479Official Records ofthe General Assembly, First Session, Second Part,Joint Committee of
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Peace and Security and on the Role of the United Nations in this Field and Declaration on
Fact-finding by the United Nations in the Field of the Maintenance of International Peace and
Security (ibid.). It should be noted also that in the effort to encourage States to settle their disputes

by peaceful means, the General Assembly adopted a decision on resort to a commission of good
offices, mediation or conciliation within the United Nations (decision 44/415).

national Court of Justice to give an advisory opinion on any legal question"
(para. 1 (19)), and thus to contribute to the enhancement of the role of the
Court. The 1991 Declaration on Fact-finding also aims at promoting the use
of fact-finding by the General Assembly.
366. The important role of the General Assembly as a principal organ
of the United Nations in the field of the prevention and pacific settlement of
international disputes and situations is further indicated in the 1989 and 1990
reports of the Secretary-General on the work of the Organization. 42 Noting
the valuable efforts of the General Assembly in various areas of international
relations, including those concerning the promotion of pacific settlement of
disputes, as well as his own activities in the field, in pursuance of the mandate
entrusted to him by the Assembly, the Secretary-General has underlined the
growing demand for the effective conduct of multilateral diplomacy on the
basis of political and moral persuasion, combined with a judicious use of
leverage aimed at the settlement of disputes. In this respect, it should be noted
that the General Assembly, as the organ in which all Member States are
represented, is capable of performing this task on the basis of the multilateral
efforts of all the Member States in directing their combined political will,
inseparable from their moral responsibility, to undertake the timely prevention and peaceful settlement of international disputes.
D.

The Secretariat

1. Role of the Secretary-General
367. The contribution of the Secretariat of the United Nations to the
efforts of the Organization in the area of the peaceful settlement of disputes
is made primarily through the role of the Secretary-General. Article 97 of the
Charter of the United Nations provides that "the Secretariat shall comprise a Secretary-General and such staff as the Organization may require"
and describes the Secretary-General as "the chief administrative officer of the
Organization". Article 98, however, establishes the duty of the Secretary-General not only to act in that capacity, but also to perform such other functions
as are entrusted to him by the other principal organs, which may include those
in the field of the prevention and peaceful settlement of disputes. Article 99
gives the Secretary-General more specific powers in connection with the
prevention and peaceful settlement of disputes by providing that "the Secretary-General may bring to the attention of the Security Council any matter
which in his opinion may threaten the maintenance of international peace and
security".
(a)

Functions of the Secretary-Generalin the implementationof the resolutions of other principalorgans in the field of the prevention or settlement of disputes
368. The Secretary-General, within the framework of the Charter of
the United Nations and the means at his disposal, renders assistance and
482
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provides facilities not only for the other principal organs of the Organization
but also for all institutions of the United Nations acting in this field. 483 In that
connection, and pursuant to Article 98, he performs technical and any other
functions as may be requested by the other principal organs directly involved
in the prevention and peaceful settlement of disputes.
369. A review of the functions of the Secretary-General in the field of
the maintenance of international peace and security and the prevention and
settlement of international disputes shows that he has performed manifold
44
actions to implement a vast number of resolutions of other principal organs.
These include, for example, his activities with regard to the situation in the

Middle East, 4 5 the situation in Cyprus, 4 6 the situation between Iran and
Iraq, 417 the situation in Kampuchea,'4 s the situation in Afghanistan, 4 9 Western

Sahara, 490 and Central America, 491 and his role in the efforts to settle the
Falkland Islands
(Malvinas) question 492 and in the settlement of the question
493

of Namibia.

370. In performing this function in the course of the prevention or
peaceful settlement of disputes, the Secretary-General has either taken certain
actions himself, appointed special representatives or requested the assistance
of a third State. For example, in April 1965, when fighting broke out in the
Dominican Republic, he requested the United States Government to use its
good offices to urge the opposing forces to heed the call of the Security
Council for a strict cease-fire. 494 In connection with the complaint by Malta
against the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya (1980), the Secretary-General held con483
1n this connection see, for example, the coordination of the work of the United Nations
Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) in various situations
of conflict where assistance to the civilian population is needed.
4S4These functions were discussed in chapter 11of the handbook. See, for example, section
C, on4- Good offices".
M5See the 1989 and 1990 reports of the Secretary-General on the work of the Organization
(supra note 482).
4i6See Official Records of the Security Council, Nineteenth Year, Supplement for January,
Februaryand March 1964, document S/5516, paras. 4-6; see also, e.g., Security Council resolutions 186 (1964) of 4 March 1964 and 649 (1990) of 12 March 1990, both on the Cyprus question;
as well
4 as documents S/20310 and Add. I and S/20330.
87See, e.g., Security Council resolutions 540 (1983) of 31 October 1983 and 598 (1987) of
20 Jul 1987.
4 See General Assembly resolutions 43/19 of 3 November 1988 and 44/22 of 16 November
1989.
4S9See document S/19835, as well as General Assembly resolution 44/15 of 1 November
1989.
49°See General Assembly resolutions 43/33 of 22 November 1988 and 44/88 of 11 December
1989, 9as well as Security Council resolution 621 (1988) of 20 September 1988.
4 1See General Assembly resolution 43/24 of 15 November 1988 and document A/44/140, as
well as Assembly resolution 44/10 of 23 October 1989 and Security Council resolution 650 (1990)
of 27 March 1990.
49See General Assembly resolution 43/25 of 17 November 1988.
493
See General Assembly resolutions 42/14 B of 6 November 1987 and 43/26 A of 17
November 1988, as well as Security Council resolution 643 (1989) of 31 October 1989.
494See Official Records of the Security Council, Twentieth Year Supplement for April, May
and June 1965, documents S/6365 and annex, and S/6369.

sultations with the parties and sent his Special Representative to the countries
concerned in order to assist in the search for a mutually acceptable solution. 95
(b)

Diplomaticfunctions
371. Since the Secretary-General is the chief administrative officer of
the Organization, which gives wide-ranging powers to the Charter in the field
of peaceful settlement of disputes, it follows naturally that he plays an important role in this process. Such functions include: communications containing
ddmarches and appeals; discussions and consultations with the parties; factfinding activities; participation in, or assistance to, negotiations aimed at the
settlement of a dispute or the implementation of an agreed settlement. All
such functions are performed either
496 by him directly or by personal or special
representatives appointed by him.
(c)

Functions of the Secretary-Generalbased on the powers expressly conferred upon him by the Charter
372. According to Article 98 of the Charter, the Secretary-General
"shall make an annual report to the General Assembly on the work of the
Organization" .49" The most recent such annual report of the Secretary-General is that submitted to the General Assembly at its forty-fifth session. 498 In
that document, in addition to presenting a comprehensive review of various
activities of the Organization and an evaluation of its work in the field of the
maintenance of international peace and security, the Secretary-General also
suggests ways and means by which the functions of the Organization may be
improved, for example, in the area of the prevention and peaceful settlement
of international disputes. Such a reporting system enables the Secretary-General to contribute to the process of achieving the peaceful solution of conflicts
or situations in various regions of the world 499 in the course of implementing
the various resolutions of the other principal organs.
373. The competence given to the Secretary-General under Article 99
has been used by him mainly in the sphere of the maintenance of peace and
security, rather than in the peaceful settlement of disputes. His functions in
the field of the prevention and peaceful settlement of disputes are provided in
this Article, under which the Secretary-General "may bring to the attention
of the Security Council any matter which in his opinion may threaten the
maintenance of international peace and security". However, such competence
of the Secretary-General has also been used effectively for purposes of the
495
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peaceful settlement of disputes. The importance of this competence is underlined by further mention that was given to Article 99 in the 1982 Manila
Declaration and in the 1983 annual report of the Secretary-General on the
work of the Organization, 5" in which he stressed the need "to carry out
effectively the preventive role foreseen for the Secretary-General under Article 99", in order to "inhibit the deterioration of conflict situations" and to
assist the parties "in resolving incipient disputes by peaceful means".
374. The Secretary-General's activities performed under Article 99
can be illustrated by his actions with regard to the situation between the
United States and Iran in 1979 and the situation between Iran and Iraq in
1980.501 Among the more recent examples is his action in connection with
the situation in Lebanon. On 15 August 1989, after an alarming escalation
in the military confrontation in and around Beirut, and with the danger of
even further involvement of outside parties, the Secretary-General
requested the President of the Security Council to convene an urgent
meeting of the Council, in view of the serious threat to international peace
and security.102
2. Recent trends
375. The instruments in the field of the peaceful settlement of disputes
adopted by the international community recently, reflecting the realities of
modern international life, clearly indicate the trend towards enlarging the role
of the Secretary-General in the area of the prevention and peaceful settlement
of international disputes.
376. As stated, for example, in the 1982 Manila Declaration on the
Peaceful Settlement of International Disputes: "The Secretary-General
should make full use of the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations
concerning the responsibilities entrusted to him" (sect. II, para. 6).
377. The functions of the Secretary-General in this field are also stated
in the 1988 Declaration on the Prevention and Removal of Disputes and
Situations:
"20. The Secretary-General, if approached by a State or States
directly concerned with a dispute or situation, should respond swiftly by
urging the States to seek a solution or adjustment by peaceful means of
their own choice under the Charter and by offering his good offices or
other means at his disposal, as he deems appropriate;
"21. The Secretary-General should consider approaching the
States directly concerned with a dispute or situation in an effort to
prevent it from becoming a threat to the maintenance of international
peace and security."
s°°See Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-seventh Session, Supplement No. 1
(A/37 1), p. 3.
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These provisions emphasize the role of the Secretary-General in taking preventive actions in the field of pacific settlement.
378. Both the 1988 and 1991 Declarations encourage the SecretaryGeneral to consider making full use of fact-finding capabilities, including
sending, with the consent of the State, a representative or a fact-finding
mission to areas where a dispute or a situation exists. The former further
encourages him to consider using, at as early a stage as he deems appropriate,
the right conferred upon him under Article 99 of the Charter, thus calling the
attention of the Security Council to any matter which in his opinion may
threaten the maintenance of international peace and security. Moreover, under
the 1988 Declaration the Secretary-General is also encouraged to make efforts towards the prevention and removal of disputes or situations at the
regional level and to establish an effective mechanism for collaboration between regional agencies and the United Nations in dealing with local disputes
or situations.
379. New trends and proposals in connection with the role of the Secretary-General in the area of pacific settlement as well as an evaluation of past
and present activities in the field are also reflected in the report submitted by
the Secretary-General to the General Assembly at its forty-fourth session, in
1989. In particular, the Secretary-General pointed out that the deployment of
the United Nations military observers throughout the Central American region could provide a new opportunity to render assistance in the field of
pacific settlement and reconciliation; set forth proposals that the Organization receive information from space-based and other technical surveillance
systems, thereby enabling the Secretariat to monitor conflict situations impartially; and recommended that the Security Council meet periodically to consider the state of international peace and security in different regions at the
level of foreign ministers. He also noted the important role of "fact-finding
teams" which might be dispatched to establish "timely, accurate and unbiased information" concerning a situation likely to lead to international friction.
380. Reaffirming the evaluation of recent trends and proposals in the
field of peaceful settlement contained in his 1989 report on the work of the
Organization, the Secretary-General in his 1990 report specially emphasized
the role of the peace-keeping efforts of the United Nations in the context of
the peaceful settlement of disputes and situations. In that connection, he
pointed out as examples of recent trends both the expansion of the role of
the United Nations and the widening United Nations practice of combining peace-keeping and peace-making, noting that recent United Nations
operations
"...have so combined elements of peace-keeping and peace-making as
to have radically altered traditional concepts of the arrangement between
the two. Formerly, peace-keeping was understood to mean essentially to
control or contain conflicts while peace-making was meant to resolve
them. A deeper and more active involvement of the United Nations has
over time, however, increasingly shown that peace-making itself determines, as it should, the size, scope and duration of peace-keeping as

conventionally understood and that it is often by a fusion of the two in
an integral undertaking that peace can genuinely be brought to troubled areas".
The report also pointed out that:
"From 1948 onwards, the United Nations has launched 18 operations, five of them during 1988 and 1989. Indeed, in recent years, the
Organization's role in combinations of peace-keeping and peace-making
has expanded impressively. The composite nature of these recent operations means that the tasks assigned to them have multiplied. The United
Nations Transition Assistance Group in Namibia provides a standing
example of important civilian and police components working together
with military elements to secure the implementation of a complex peace
plan under its supervision and control. The delicate mission accomplished in Nicaragua also illustrated the versatile forms that undertakings assigned to the Secretariat by the competent organs of the United
Nations can take."
381. The Secretary-General also indicated that as the consent of the
parties concerned is crucial to the mandate of the United Nations, peacekeeping operations conducted "in order to stop or avert fighting and help
facilitate or implement a settlement" are "to be distinguished from measures under Chapter VII of the Charter". While recognizing the unique and
important role of the Secretary-General in the prevention and peaceful
settlement of international disputes and situations, it is necessary to emphasize once again that its potential can be used effectively only on the
basis of interaction with other principal organs of the United Nations,
especially the Security Council and the General Assembly, and under the
condition of full support by States.

IV.

PROCEDURES ENVISAGED IN OTHER INTERNATIONAL
INSTRUMENTS
A.

Introduction

382. The international instruments whose procedures for the settlement of disputes are the subject of the present chapter may be divided into
two broad categories, as briefly described below.
383. One category consists of the constituent instruments of international organizations of a universal character, such as the specialized agencies
of the United Nations and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),
with competence in specific areas of activities. Disputes between any of the
States members of such organizations are settled in accordance with the
procedures established under the relevant constituent instruments. As further
discussed in section B below, certain instruments provide more elaborate
procedures for dispute settlement consistent with the degree of interaction of
the Member States inter se, as determined by the nature of the activities of the
organization. Other constituent instruments do not, by contrast, establish
elaborate procedures and mechanisms for dispute settlement apart from the
general requirement that disputes which are not settled by direct negotiations
or by other diplomatic means should be referred to one of the organs of the
organization in question for settlement, and that if no settlement is reached
the dispute may be referred to a particular forum for a judicial settlement.
384. The second category consists of the numerous multilateral treaties
which regulate the relations between States parties thereto and establish appropriate procedures for the settlement of disputes arising from their interpretation or application.* Depending upon the subject-matter of each
multilateral treaty, and as further discussed in section C of the present chapter,
the dispute settlement procedures established under such instruments also
rely upon the application of the various means of peaceful settlement discussed in chapter II of the handbook.
385. In presenting the materials under the two broad categories of the
types of instruments described above, the present chapter aims at providing
an analysis of dispute settlement procedures envisaged under the instruments,
taking into account those already discussed in the preceding chapters and,
where possible, giving examples of cases handled through the procedures
in question.
"While for the purposes of the present handbook only multilateral treaties are discussed
in
the present chapter, a study of the equally large number of bilateral treaties indicates that the types
of dispute settlement procedures they contain are fully reflected in those presented here or
elsewhere in the handbook.

B. Procedures envisaged in the constituent instruments of international
organizations of a universal character other than the United Nations
386. The procedures for the settlement of disputes envisaged under
the instruments falling under this category reflect the distinction between
the instruments which created economic or financial organizations and
those which established organizations with other specific areas of activities and competence.
1. Proceduresenvisaged in economic andfinancial
organizations
387. The disputes settlement procedures under the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and under commodity agreements provide examples
of the ways in which some of the specific peaceful means of dispute settlement
discussed in chapter I above are adapted to deal with the types of disputes arising
within the scope of the activities of the institutions in question.
388. The GATT dispute settlement procedure 503 consists of several
steps, the first of which is consultations, which are mainly bilateral, although article XXII, paragraph 2, of the General Agreement provides for
joint consultations with contracting parties if bilateral consultations do
not produce a satisfactory result. Under this system, consultations are
undertaken as means of settlement of disputes in itself and are considered
a precondition for conciliation as the next0 4procedure established under
such international economic organizations.
389. The second step is the referral of the dispute, on the basis of
article XXIII, paragraph 2, of the Agreement, to the Contracting Parties 5 5 for
conciliation. A party to a dispute may request the setting up of a panel or
working party. In practice, recourse to panels has become the usual procedure
(see paras. 392-395).
390. Recourse to this conciliation procedure is limited to cases where
a contracting party considers "that any benefit accruing to it directly or
indirectly under th[e] Agreement is being nullified or impaired" .506 Nullifi503

This procedure is essentially based on articles XXII and XXIII of the Agreement (Basic
Instruments and Selected Documents, vol. IV, March 1969) as well as in the following subsequent
documents, which formalized the dispute settlement procedures that had evolved through GATT

customary practice: "Understanding regarding notification, consultation, dispute settlement and
surveillance", adopted on 28 November 1979 (hereinafter " 1979 Understanding"), to which is
annexed an "Agreed description of the customary practice of the GATT in the field of dispute
settlement"; GATT, BISD, 26th Supp. (1980), pp. 210-218; "Special rigime for disputes in which

the plaintiff is a developing country", adopted on 5 April 1966 (GATr, BISD, Doe., 14th Suppl.
(1966), pp. 18-20, which provides for the expedited treatment of complaints brought by developing

countries; Special regimes provided for in some of the non-tariff agreements or Codes concluded
during the Tokyo Round of multilateral trade negotiations of 1973-1979 which differ slightly from
the 1979 Understanding: under the Codes, parties have an explicit right to panel procedures and
certain Codes establish stricter deadlines; finally, the 1982 GATT Ministerial Declaration (GATT,
BISD, 29th Suppl., 9, pp. 13-16) provides for certain ways of expediting the process.
5041979 Understanding (supra, note 492), para. 8, and annex thereto, para. 1.
5
°5The use of initial capitals in "Contracting Parties" indicates collective action by the
Parties
5 to GATT, performed by the GAIT Council.
°6Article XXIII of the Agreement.

cation or impairment of benefits is presumed in cases where there is a breach
of obligations under the General Agreement. In the absence of such a breach,
of benefit is called upon to
the party claiming nullification or impairment
50 7
provide detailed justification of such a claim.
391. The 1982 Ministerial Declaration provides that before the matter
is referred to the Contracting Parties and without prejudice of the right of the
parties to do so, the latter can seek the good offices of the Director-General
of GATT to facilitate a confidential conciliation.0 8
392. Although the establishment of a panel is not an automatic right of
the requesting party,50 9 it has never been refused. Panels are composed of
three to five members, preferably governmental representatives, but serving
in their individual capacity. As opposed to traditional conciliation commissions in the political field, all panelists are chosen by a third party-in this
case the Director-General of GATT. They may not be nationals of a party to
the dispute.5"'
393. Paragraph 16 of the 1979 Understanding describes the functions
of panels as follows:
"[T]o assist the Contracting Parties in discharging their responsibilities
under Article XXIII; accordingly, a panel should make an objective
assessment of the matters before it, including an objective assessment of
the facts of the case and the applicability of and conformity with the
General Agreement. . . panels should consult regularly with the parties
to the dispute and give them adequate opportunity to develop a mutually
satisfactory solution."
394. As is the case with traditional conciliation, the function of the
panel thus emphasizes the elements of inquiry, in order to establish the facts
giving rise to a dispute and to seek a settlement. The main concern of the
whole dispute settlement procedure of GATT, including the panels, as has
been repeatedly pointed out, is to reach a settlement agreed by the parties. The
requirement that the conclusions of the panel be distributed to the parties to
the dispute before circulation to the Contracting Parties is one more evidence
of the effort "to encourage development of mutually satisfactory solutions
between the parties"III to the dispute.
395. The GATT Council usually adopts the panel's report as submitted,
thereby giving the recommendations contained therein an authoritative character, in the form of recommendations or rulings. The following are examples
of recently established panels: a panel established in 1973 on a matter referred
by the European Communities relating to United States tax legislation;" t2 one
established in 1973 on a matter referred by the United States relating to
income tax practices maintained by the Netherlands;"' in 1978, on a matter
5

0TAnnex to the 1979 Understanding, para. 5 infine.

5081982 Declaration (supra, note 492), para. (i).

5°91979 Understanding, para. 10.
510
5 1 1bid., paras. 11-13.
Ibid., para. 18
512
5 13GATT, BISD, 23 S/98.
GATT, BISD, 23 S/137.

referred by Australia relating to sugar practices of the European Communities
(EC); 51 4 in 1985, on a matter referred by EC relating to Canadian discriminative measures against imported alcoholic drinks;"' in 1986, on a matter
referred by Canada, EC and Mexico relating to taxes levied on petroleum and
certain imported substances by the United States;51 6 in 1986, on a matter
referred by the United States regarding restrictions on imports of certain
agricultural products by Japan;"1' in 1986, on a matter referred by EC relating
to the Japanese tax system on imported wine and spirits; 1 8 in 1987, on a
matter referred by the United States relating to export restrictions on fish by
Canada; 5 ' and in 1987, on a matter referred by EC and Canada relating to
United States import processing fees.52 0 The duration of the proceedings has
varied in these cases from a few months to three years.
396. Although article XXIII, paragraph 2, provides for retaliatory
measures if the recommendations are not implemented, 521 there has been in
the entire history of GATT only one case of such sanction, namely, a 1952
dispute between the Netherlands and the United States regarding the latter's
quotas for dairy products.5 2' In practice, any matter in which recommendations have been made or rulings given is kept "under surveillance" by the
Contracting Parties, which periodically review the action taken pursuant to
such recommendations and may be asked to "make suitable efforts with a
view to finding an appropriate solution" .523
397. This conciliation procedure and its sanction (permissible retaliation)
is operative mostly in cases where both parties have similar economic strength,
and therefore similar potential retaliatory powers.52 4 Mindful of conditions of
economic disequilibrium between States, a special regime for disputes in which
the plaintiff is a developing country was adopted in 1966.25 Although the special
regime never functioned as such, the 1979 Understanding reinforces it and elaborates on its principles. The main differences between it and the "regular" procedures are that throughout the phases of the dispute settlement process particular
attention is to be paid to the interests of less developed countries; 52 6 and that
5 14

GATT, BISD, 26 S/290.
L/6304.

515 GATT, document
5 16
GATT,
5 17

document L/6175.
GATT, document L/6253.
BISD, 34 S/83.
GATT, document L/6268.
52°GATT,
document L/6269.
52
'The relevant text reads: "(the Contracting Parties] may authorize a contracting party or
parties to suspend the application toany other contracting party or parties of such concessions or
other obligations under this Agreement as they determine to be appropriate in the circumstances."
522BISD, Supplement No. 1. Retaliation took the form of an authorized discriminatory quota
on imports
of wheat flour from the United States.
3
- 1979 Understanding, para. 22.
524
Up to 1979, only two cases can be cited in which the applicant was a developing
country and the respondent a developed country: a 1949 claim of Chile against Australia and
a 1962 claim by Uruguay against 15 developed States. In the past 10 years, six developing
countries have filed complaints.
525Supra, note 503.
5261979 Understanding, paras. 5, 21 and 23.
51
5 19GATT,

more attention is to be given to enforcement of the recommendations, so that action
may be taken, as appropriate, against the non-complying developed party. 2
398. The dispute settlement clauses of commodity agreements 2 ' are
similar to those of GATT in that they also provide for a step-by-step procedure, beginning with consultations or negotiations between the parties to the
dispute. Upon failure of such mode of settlement, the matter is then referred
to the council of the organization (which is a plenary organ) established by
the respective commodity agreements. The council takes a binding decision
on the matter, in most cases after having sought the opinion of an advisory
panel. Unless the Council decides otherwise, advisory panels usually consist
of five persons acting in their personal capacity as follows: two members
nominated by the exporting members, two by the importing members and a
chairman selected either by the other four members or, if they fail to agree,
by the chairman of the council. For example, in 1965 an advisory panel was
set up by the International Coffee Organization (under the 1962 Coffee
Agreement) to interpret certain provisions of the Agreement.52 9 An advisory
panel was also set up in 1969, under the 1968 Agreement relating to a dispute
between Brazil and the United States on processed coffee. 3 °
399. Enforcement provisions are also contained in the Agreement. The
council, if it establishes that a member has committed a breach of the Agreement, may suspend the rights of that member, including voting rights, or even
under certain conditions may exclude that member from the organization. As
in the case of GATT, however, such sanctions have not been used in practice.
400. The constitutions of the specialized agencies of the United
Nations with financial and economic activities and of certain regional institutions all provide for the same dispute settlement mechanism for any question of interpretation of these treaties arising between any members of the
organization or between a member and the organization. 3 ' Such disputes are
5271bid., para. 23.
528Such agreements include: the Sixth International Tin Agreement of 26 June 1981 (arts. 48
and 49) (United Nations registration No. 21139), the International Coffee Agreement of 16
September 1982 (arts. 57, 58 and 66) (United Nations registration No. 22376), the International
Agreement on Jute and Jute Products of 1 October 1982 (arts. 33 and 44) (United Nations
registration No. 22672), the International Tropical Timber Agreement of 18 November 1983 (arts.
29 and 40) (United Nations registration No. 23317), the International Wheat Agreement of 14
March 1986 (arts. 8 and 30) (registered 1 July 1986), the International Agreement on Olive Oil
and Table Olives of 1 July 1986 (arts. 50 and 58) (registered 1 January 1987), the International
Cocoa Agreement of 25 July 1986 (arts. 62, 63 and 73) (registered with the United Nations on 20
January 1987), the International Rubber Agreement of 20 March 1987 (arts. 54, 55 and 64) (United
Nations publication, Sales No. E.87.1l.D.8), the International Sugar Agreement of 11 September
1987 (arts. 33, 34 and 42) (registered with the United Nations on 24 March 1988).
5
'9ICO document ICC-F-60.
53°1CO document ED-397/69.
53 Article IX of the Articles of Agreement of the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 2, p. 134), article XVIII of the Articles of
Agreement of the International Monetary Fund (ibid., vol. 2, p. 40), article VIII of the Articles of
Agreement of the International Finance Corporation (ibid., vol. 264, p. 118), article X of the
Articles of Agreement of the International Development Association (ibid., vol. 439, p. 249),
article II of the Agreement establishing the International Fund for Agricultural Development
(ibid., vol. 1059, p. 192). See also article 56 of the Convention establishing the Multilateral

submitted to the organ of restricted membership for decision. If one of the
parties is not represented in that organ, it shall be entitled to representation.
In any case where the organ has given such a decision, any member may
require that the question be referred to the plenary organ, whose decision
shall be final.532 It is further provided that disputes between the organization
and a former member shall be submitted to arbitration.
401. As is the case with the above-mentioned trade organizations,
sanctions are also envisaged. A State member of the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (World Bank), the International Development Association (IDA), the International Finance Corporation (IFC) or the
International Fund for Agriculture and Development (IFAD) that does not
fulfil its obligations under any of the respective Agreements may be suspended from membership by the plenary organ.533 A State member of the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) which fails to fulfil its obligations under
the Agreement may be declared ineligible to use the resources of the Fund or
may be required to withdraw from the Fund.53
402. In order to provide an international forum for the settlement of
investment disputes between a State and nationals of another State, apart from
those available through the customary law of diplomatic protection, there was
established in 1966,111 under the auspices of the World Bank, the International
Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID).536 The Centre provides
facilities for the conciliation and arbitration of "any legal dispute arising
directly out of an investment, between a Contracting State [... ] and a national
of another Contracting State". 3 The Centre does not itself act as conciliator
or arbitrator: disputes are referred to conciliation commissions or arbitral
tribunals constituted under ICSID's auspices. To that effect, ICSID maintains
a Panel of Conciliators and a Panel of Arbitrators,53 but conciliators and
Investment Guarantee Agency of 1! October 1985; other disputes between the Agency and a

member, if not settled by negotiation, are submitted to conciliation and/or arbitration (annex II to
the Convention). Similar dispute settlement provisions are incorporated in the Agreement
establishing the African Development Fund of 29 November 1972 (arts. 52 and 53, United
Nations registration No. 19019); the agreement establishing for the purpose of encouraging
private enterprises to supplement activities of the Inter-American Development Bank, the
Inter-American Development Corporation of 19 November 1984 (art. IX, InternationalLegal
Materials
(1985), p. 455).
532
The IMF Agreement provides for the establishment of a Committee on Interpretation

of the Board of Governors which will normally take a final decision in a case instead of the
Board33of Governors itself (art. XVIll, para. (b)).
5 Article VI of the World Bank Agreement; article V of the IFC Agreement; article VIII of
the IDA
534 Agreement; article 9 of the IFAD Agreement.
Article XV of the IMF Agreement.
53
5Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of
Other States (hereinafter ICSID Convention), third preambular paragraph, United Nations, Treaty
Series vol. 575, p. 160.
56Article 27 of the ICSID Convention expressly precludes a contracting State from giving
diplomatic protection or bringing an international claim on behalf of one of its nationals if the
dispute is under the jurisdiction of the Centre unless the other State "shall have failed to abide by
and comply with the award rendered in such dispute". See also article 26 on the requirement of
the exhaustion of local remedies.
537Article 25, paragraph I.

538Articles 12-16.

arbitrators may be appointed from outside the panel. Recourse to ICSID
conciliation or arbitration is voluntary and based on the consent of the parties.
The mere fact that a State is party to the ICSID Convention does not obligate
that State to submit a particular dispute to ICSID. 9
403. Conciliation has been used only twice since the establishment of
ICSID. In one case (SEDITEX v. Madagascar),the proceedings were discontinued before the establishment of a commission; a commission was established in the case Tesoro v. Trinidad and Tobago and its recommendations
accepted by the parties in 1985.540 Recommendations of conciliation commissions are, as usual, not binding.
404. Parties have more frequent recourse to arbitration. Nevertheless,
a high proportion of cases has been settled by the parties directly rather than
through an arbitral award. The most recent arbitrations include: Klockner/Cameroun case 4 ' of 26 January 1988 and Sociitd Ouest Africaine des
Bitons Industriels v. Senegal of 25 February 1988.542 Although awards are
binding, requests for interpretation,
revision and even annulment are consid5 3
ered under certain circumstances. 1
405. Part XI of the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the
Sea14 4 establishes the International Sea-Bed Authority which, with respect to
activities in the Area, is a specialized international organization of economic
scope, albeit different from the other organizations mentioned above. Disputes with respect to activities in the Area under part XI of the Law of the Sea
Convention are settled according to a specific system,5 45 distinguishable from
those established for the settlement of disputes concerning other parts of the

Convention .46
406. Disputes between States Parties arising from the conduct of activities in the international sea-bed area may be submitted either to a special
chamber of the International Tribunal for Law of the Sea by mutual consent
of all parties to the dispute or, at the request of any party to the dispute, to an
ad hoc chamber of the Sea-Bed Disputes Chamber of the Tribunal. Moreover,
certain categories of disputes between a State Party and the Sea-Bed Authority or between the Authority and a State enterprise or a natural or juridical
person sponsored by a State Party in conformity with the Convention may
also be referred to the Sea-Bed Disputes Chamber.54 As for disputes concerning the interpretation or application of a contract under part XI, they shall be
submitted, at the request of any party to the dispute and unless otherwise
agreed, to binding commercial arbitration. In the latter case, if questions of
539Seventh preambular paragraph.
54°Newsfrom ICSID, vol. 4, No. i, winter 1987.
541
1CSID, ARB/81/2.
542
1CSID, ARB/82/1. Thirteen cases are still pending.
543

Articles 50-52 of the ICSID Convention.
Nations publication, Sales No. E.83.V5.
4 This mechanism is described in section 5 of part X1, articles 186-191 and annex VI of the
Convention.
5
"United
5 5
5

4See

547

para. 428 below.

For the categories of disputes, see articles 187 and 189.

interpretation of part XI arise, the arbitral tribunal shall refer such questions
to the Sea-Bed Disputes Chamber for a binding ruling. It is also worth mentioning that the Assembly or the Council of the Authority may request advisory opinions from the Sea-Bed Disputes Chamber on legal questions arising
within the scope of their activities.
2.

Proceduresenvisaged in the constitutions of other international
organizations with specializedactivities

407. The constitutive treaties of other specialized agencies of the
United Nations as well as of the International Atomic Energy Agency contain
provisions on the settlement of disputes relating to the application or interpretation of the respective texts. The general procedure 4" is as follows: if the
matter is not settled by negotiations, it is referred to one of the main organs
of the organization. Failing its settlement by that organ, the dispute is further
referred to the International Court of Justice or to an arbitral tribunal, unless
it is otherwise agreed. 49 The latter part of the procedure has never been used
in practice, given the fact that the scope of activities of these specialized
agencies does not give rise to serious disputes between them and their members or between the members inter se. Thus the bulk of disagreements which
0
have arisen have been mostly settled by negotiation."1
54
8This paragraph does not apply to the cases of the International Civil Aviation Organization
and the
549International Labour Organisation, which will be discussed below (paras. 409-417).
See, e.g., article XVII of the Constitution of the Food and Agriculture Organization ofthe
United Nations (FAO) (arbitration is not expressly mentioned as a mode of settlement, only
referral to ICJ) (FAO, Basic Texts, vol. i); article XIV, para. 2, of the Constitution of the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) (United Nations, Treaty
Series, vol. 4, p. 275); article 22, para. 1, of the Constitution of the United Nations Industrial
Development Organization (UNIDO) (which also provides for referral to a conciliation commission (United Nations registration No. 23432); article 75 of the Constitution of the World
Health Organization (WHO) (arbitration is not expressly mentioned, only referral to ICJ)
(ibid., vol. 14, p. 186); articles 65 and 66 of the Convention on the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) (referral to ICJ is expressly envisaged only in the form of a request for
advisory opinion) (IMCO, Basic Documents, vol. I, 1979, p. 5 and IMCO Assembly Resolution
A.358 (IX) of 14 November 1975); article XVII, para. (A) of the Statute of the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) (ibid., vol. 276, p. 3); article 29 of the Convention of the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) (referral to ICI is not expressly provided for, only arbitration) (ibid., vol. 77, p. 143); articles 50 and 82 of the Convention of the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU) (referral to ICJ is not expressly provided for, only arbitration) (United Nations registration No. 19497).
5Dispute settlement provisions are also incorporated in agreements concluded under the
auspices of these organizations. For example, FAO agreements provide for conciliation, arbitration or referral to ICJ; certain agreements provide for the appointment by the Director
General of FAO of a committee of experts whose recommendations are not binding (no such
provision has been used in practice); the UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in
Education is supplemented by a Protocol instituting a Conciliation and Good Offices Commission to be responsible for seeking the settlement of disputes which may arise between States
Parties to the Convention (Protocol adopted on 10 December 1962); IMO Conventions usually
provide for arbitration or judicial settlement if negotiations fail; dispute settlement provisions
also exist in agreements to which an international organization is a party: for example,
the Agreement on Safeguards under the Non-Proliferation Treaty of 5 April 1973 (United
Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1043, p. 213) between the European Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM), the seven European States and IAEA provides, in the case of disputes,
for consultations, referral to the Board of IAEA and to arbitration.

408. In the majority of these treaties, it is furthermore provided that the
organization may under certain conditions request of the International Court
of Justice an advisory opinion on any legal question arising within the scope
of its activities."'I This procedure has been followed in two instances: regarding the interpretation of a provision of the Convention on the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization (now the International Maritime
Organization)" 2 and regarding the interpretation of an agreement between the
World Health Organization and a member State." 3
409. The International Civil Aviation Organization has a somewhat
different mechanism for the peaceful settlement of disputes relating to the
interpretation or application of the ICAO Convention. 54 Negotiations between the parties to the dispute are the first step of the dispute settlement.
Upon the failure of negotiations, the matter is referred to the ICAO Council
for decision. The procedure before the Council consists of written and oral
parts. The Council may ask the Secretary-General of ICAO to institute an
investigation to determine the facts relating to a dispute.55 5 In contrast to
constitutions of other specialized agencies which provide for direct referral
to the International Court of Justice (ICJ) or arbitration if the dispute is not
settled by the competent organ,556 in the case of ICAO referral to the International Court of Justice or an arbitral tribunal is made in the form of an appeal
of the Council's decision.""7 Sanctions for failure to conform with the Council's decisions are also envisaged. Thus, defaulting airlines are not allowed to
operate through the airspace of contracting States; and the voting powers of
a defaulting State may be suspended by the ICAO Assembly."8
410. In the history of ICAO, three disputes have been explicitly submitted to the Council for resolution under chapter XVIII of the Chicago
Convention relating to the settlement of disputes: a complaint by India against
55 1

See, e.g., article XVII of the FAQ Constitution; article V, para. 11, of the UNESCO
Constitution; article 22, para. 2, of the UNIDO Constitution; article 76 of the WHO Constitution;
article 66 of the IMO Convention; and article XVII, para. (B), of the IAEA statute.
552Advisory opinion of 8 June 1960 of the Constitution of the Maritime Safety Committee of
the IMCO,
IC.
3

Reports 1960, p. 150.

55Advisory opinion of20 December 1980 on the Interpretation of the Agreement of 25 March
1951 between the WHO and Egypt, LCJ Reports 1980, p. 73.
5"Chapter XVIII, articles 84-88, of the Convention on International Civil Aviation ("Chicago Convention") (United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 15, p. 295); and Rules for the Settlement
of Diefrences (ICAO document 778Q2, 1975).
5Article 8 of the Rules for the Settlement of Differences. See also chap. II, sect. B ("Inquiry") above, note 30.
S See para. 407 above.
5
57Article 85 of the ICAO Convention contains details on the establishment of such an arbitral
tribunal.
55gTwo ICAO Conventions, the International Air Services Transit Agreement of 7 December
1944 (United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 84, p. 389) and the International Air Transport Agreement of 7 December 1944 (ibid., vol. 171, p. 387) stipulate that chapter XVIII of the ICAO
Convention is applicable with respect to disputes or the interpretation and application of these
texts. Furthermore, numerous bilateral agreements between States relating to air services provide
for the settlement of disputes or by a decision of the ICAO Council, through arbitration or judicial
settlement. In practice, arbitration has been the procedure to which parties in dispute have resorted.
See chap. II, sect. F ("Arbitration") above, note 107, as well as a 1981 dispute between Belgium
and Ireland (not yet published).

Pakistan in 1952, 559 a complaint by the United Kingdom against Spain in
1969560 and a complaint by Pakistan against India in 1971.561 In those cases,
the Council did not issue a decision on the merits, since the dispute was
settled by the parties while the proceedings before the Council were still
pending. Such an outcome is actually encouraged by the Council itself.5 62 The
procedure of appeal to the International Court of Justice under chapter XVIII
of the Chicago Convention also has been used; e.g., India appealed during the
1971 dispute with Pakistan. 563 There has also been a case of resort to the
International Court of Justice by the Islamic Republic of Iran, which filed an
application instituting proceedings against the United States of America5"
with a view to5 appealing
the decision rendered on 17 March 1989 by the
6
ICAO Council.
411. The scope of activities of the International Labour Organisation
(ILO) also calls for a more elaborate dispute settlement procedure because of
potential disputes arising from the conduct of States towards individuals in
their territories, including their own nationals, in connection with the application of specific ILO Conventions. The ILO Constitution contains a general
provision that disputes relating to its interpretation or to the interpretation of
Conventions concluded under it shall be referred to the International Court of
Justice 566 and does not envisage a non-judicial procedure for that purpose.
412. Under articles 24 and 25 of the ILO Constitution, any organization of either workers or employers may make a representation with the
International Labour Office alleging that a member State has failed to observe any part of the ILO Convention to which it is a party.5 67 The Government
may be invited by the ILO Governing Body to respond to the allegation. If a
response is either not received or, if received, is not deemed to be satisfactory
by the Governing Body, the latter may publish the representation and any
responses relating thereto. The most recent cases include: a 1985 representation by the Japanese Trade Unions alleging non-observance by Japan of
the Fee-charging Employment Agencies Convention;5 6 a 1985 representation
by the National Trade Union Coordinating Council of Chile alleging nonobservance of certain international labour conventions by Chile; 69 a 1986
559
5601CAO
1CAO
561
5

document 7367 (A7-P/I) 74-76 (1953).
document 8903-c/994 27 (1969).
ICAO Council, Seventy-fourth session, 2nd-6th meetings, 22-25 July 1971.

6'Article 14 of the Rules for the Settlement of Differences.

563

India appealed claiming that the Council had no jurisdiction over the dispute. Pending the
outcome of the appeal, proceedings before the Council were held in abeyance. See Appeal relating
to the5jurisdiction of the ICAO Council (India v. Pakistan), I.C.J. Reports 1972, p. 46.

"Application instituting proceedings filed in the Registry of the Court on 17 May 1989:
Aerial5 Incident of 3 July 1988.
6Decision of 17 March 1989, ICAO news release PIO 4/89.
5
"United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 15, p. 35, article 37, para. 1, UNTS, vol. 15, p. 35.
Paragraph 2 of article 37 calls for the establishment of a procedure of appointment of a tribunal
to expedite such a dispute.
567ILO is a tripartite organization, with representatives of Governments, of employers and of
workers.
5

6ILO Official Bulletin, vol. LXXI, 1988, Supplement 1, Series B, p. 26.
569

Ibid., p. 35.

representation by the Spanish State Federation of Associations of Employees
and Workers of the State Administration alleging non-observance by Spain of
the Discrimination and Social Policy Conventions;5 70 and a 1986 representation by the Hellenic Airline Pilots Association alleging non-observance
by Greece of the Forced Labour Convention and the Abolition of Forced

Labour Conventions .571

413. A more developed procedure is established under article 26 of the
ILO Constitution relating to disputes between States. According to paragraph 1
of the article:
"Any of the Members shall have the right to file a complaint with
the International Labour Office if it is not satisfied that any other Member is securing the effective observance of any Convention which both
have ratified in accordance with the foregoing articles."
The procedure, which can also be set in motion by the Governing Body itself,
is as follows. 5 72 The Governing Body may first communicate the complaint
to the Government concerned. If no such communication was made or no
satisfactory response was received from the Government, the Governing
Body may appoint a commission of inquiry to consider the complaint. All
members of ILO undertake to cooperate with such a commission. The latter
adopts a report containing its recommendations; the report is communicated
to the Governing Body and the Governments concerned, and is published.
Governments have a three-month limit within which to inform the DirectorGeneral of ILO of their acceptance or refusal of the commission's recommendations. In the latter case, they may refer the matter to ICJ for a final decision.
If a member fails to carry out the recommendations of the commission or the
decision of the Court, the organization may take "such action as it may deem
wise and expedient to secure compliance therewith".
414. In practice, the complaint procedure has been used on relatively
few occasions. Commissions of inquiry have been established to examine
some of these complaints, the most recent of which include: a 1981 complaint
relating to observance of certain international labour conventions by the
Dominican Republic and Haiti;5 73 a 1982 complaint relating to the observance
by Poland of certain international labour conventions;57 4 and a 1984 complaint relating to the observance
of the Discrimination Convention by the
5 75
Federal Republic of Germany.
415. Apart from the above-mentioned procedure, a special machinery
has been established for the examination of complaints of the violation of
trade union rights.57 6 Such complaints can be examined, regardless of whether
17°Ibid., p. 1.
p. 16.
572Articles 26-33 of the ILO Constitution.
573ILO Official Bulletin, vol. LXVI, 1983, special supplement.
574Ibid., vol. LXVII, 1984, special supplement.
1756Ibid., vol. LXX, 1987, Suppl., Series B.
57 Allegations regarding infringements of trade union rights received by the United Nations
against an ILO member State are forwarded by the Economic and Social Council to the Governing
Body to follow the described procedure.
171bid.,

the State concerned has ratified the Freedom of Association Conventions, by
two specially established bodies: the Governing Body Committee on Freedom of Association and the Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission on
Freedom of Association.
416. The Committee,5 77 a tripartite body of nine independent members
from the ILO Governing Body, examines complaints even without the consent of the State concerned. Since its establishment in 1951 it has considered
over a thousand cases.5 78 The complaint is communicated to the Government
concerned, which may be requested to provide further information. The Committee conducts hearings and undertakes on-site visits. Its task is mainly to
consider whether cases are worthy of examination by the Governing Body and
to make recommendations thereon to the Governing Body. The reports of the
Committee are published.
417. The Committee may recommend the referral of the matter to the
Fact-Finding and Conciliation Commission. The latter, composed of independent persons appointed by the Governing Body, can only consider a
case with the consent of the Government concerned. As opposed to the
Committee, the Commission conducts hearings in the presence of the
parties to the dispute. The Commission also conducts on-site visits. The
report of the Commission, as is usual for conciliation commissions, contains both factual findings and recommendations for the solution of the
problem. It is also published. In practice, only five cases have been referred
to the Commission: concerning
Japan, Greece, Chile, Lesotho and the
5 79
United States (Puerto Rico).
C. Procedures envisaged in multilateral treaties
creating no permanent institutions
418. Multilateral treaties (excluding those of a regional or subregional
scope) may be classified as follows on the basis of the types of procedures
they provide for the settlement of disputes: (1) those establishing optional
procedures; 8 0 (2) those establishing, under the treaty itself, combined noncompulsory and compulsory procedures in which both the International
Court of Justice and an arbitral tribunal are offered as choices for judicial
5 77

The detailed procedure of the preliminary examination of complaints by the Committee is
to be found in International Labour Office, Procedure for the examination of complaints alleging
infringements
of trade union rights, June 1985.
5 8
1n 1988, the Committee considered complaints against Peru, Ecuador, the United
States, Colombia, Portugal, Spain, Venezuela, the Dominican Republic, Denmark, Brazil,
Australia, Chile, Paraguay, Haiti, Uruguay, Zambia, Bahrain, Fiji and Nicaragua. See ILO
Official Bulletin, vol. LXXI, 1988, Series B, No. 1 (254th and 255th reports of the Committee
on Freedom
of Association).
9
57 1LO Official Bulletin, vol. XLIX, 1966, No. 1, Special supplement, ibid., No. 3, Special
Supplement; The Trade Union Situation in Chile: report of the Fact-Finding and Conciliation
Commission on Freedom of Association. ILO document GB 197/3/5 and GB218/7/2. In the case
of Greece, the complaint was withdrawn while the proceedings were still pending.
5S°This is the group of multilateral treaties in which dispute settlement procedures do not
form an integral part of the treaty itself but are contained in separate optional protocols or in which
procedures do form an integral part of the treaty but are subject to an optional declaration of
acceptance by the States concerned, thus constituting a non-compulsory system.

settlement;s' (3) those establishing a combined procedure in which ICJ is
the only compulsory judicial settlement procedure provided; (4) those in
which arbitration is the only compulsory procedure for judicial settlement;
(5) those in which conciliation is the only third-party compulsory procedure; (6) those which combine adjudication and conciliation as third-party
compulsory procedures; and (7) those which rely on panels of experts for
resolving technical disputes.
1. Conventions containing optionalproceduresfor
dispute settlement
419. Certain multilateral conventions establish a dispute settlement
procedure in a separate optional protocol. Thus the procedure is only binding
between parties to the dispute which are also parties to the optional protocol.
Seven conventions"8 2 concluded under the auspices of the United Nations
after consideration by the International Law Commission, envisage the following procedure in an optional protocol: any dispute arising out of the
interpretation or application of any of the conventions may be brought before
ICJ by unilateral request. However, the parties to the dispute may agree before
bringing the dispute to ICJ, and within a period of two months, to resort to
arbitration or to adopt a conciliation procedure. In the latter case, the conciliation commission shall make its recommendations within five months after
its appointment. If they are not accepted by the parties to the dispute within
two months, either party may bring the dispute before ICJ.
420. Another type of optional procedure is contained in several human
rights conventions, which set up a committee to, inter alia, consider claims
by a State Party that another State Party is not fulfilling its obligations under
the Convention." 3 The procedure is optional in that, although it is an integral
part of the treaty in question, it is subject to a declaration of acceptance by
both the respondent and the claimant State Party.8 4 The procedure is as
581

This group, like those classified under (3) to (7), share the common characteristic of being
procedures established as integral parts of the multilateral treaties themselves, in contrast to the
first group described above in note 580.
§82Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone of 29 April 1958; the Convention on the High Seas of 29 April 1958; Convention on Fishing and Conservation of the Living
Resources of the High Seas of 29 April 1958; Convention on the Continental Shelf of 29 April
1958 (the same optional protocol for Compulsory Settlement of Disputes applies to all the above
Conventions, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 450, p. 169); Vienna Convention on Diplomatic
Relations of 18 April 1961 (ibid., vol. 500, p. 241); Vienna Convention on Consular Relations of
24 April 1963 (ibid., vol. 596, p. 487) and Convention on Special Missions of 8 December 1969
(General
Assembly resolution 2530 (XXIV) of 8 December 1969, annex).
5g3
lnternational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of 16 December 1966 (United Nations, Treaty Series,vol. 999, p. 171, arts. 41 and 42); International Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (arts. 11-13); Convention against Torture and Other Cruel,
Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (art. 21). The International Convention against
Apartheid in Sports (art. 13) does not spell out the details of the procedure under which "the
Commission may decide on the appropriate measures to be taken in respect of breaches". A similar
optional procedure is established in the field of humanitarian law, namely, under the Protocol
Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims
of International Armed Conflicts (Protocol I) (art. 90 on the International Fact-Finding Commission) (A/32/144, annex 1).
5
'Except the International Convention on Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination.

follows: the committee first makes its good offices available to the parties
concerned in order to reach an amicable solution. The committee may also

appoint an ad hoc conciliation commission. A report on the matter is then
submitted, which is communicated to the parties to the dispute.

421. Moreover, a procedure for examination by the committee of
claims by individuals subject to the jurisdiction of a State Party is also
provided for in these treaties, on the condition of the acceptance of the

procedure by the State party concerned, 8 5 either by declaration or by becom-

ing party to an optional protocol.
2.

Conventions containing non-compulsory and compulsory procedures in
which both the InternationalCourt of Justice and an arbitral tribunal
are establishedas choicesfor judicialsettlement

422. A number of multilateral treaties provide the parties to a dispute
arising out of the interpretation or application of the respective conventions
with a choice of any of the peaceful means of dispute settlement described in
chapter II above. In this case, parties to the dispute are usually called upon
first to try to resolve their dispute by negotiation, then by use or intervention

of a third party (for good offices mediation, conciliation, inquiry) and then,
failing the resolution of the dispute, by referral to arbitration or to the Inter-

national Court of Justice,58 6 the latter two methods being put on the same
level. A variation of such a type of clause"8 7 envisages unilateral referral of
the dispute to ICJ, if it cannot be settled by other means, including arbitration.
The Court is thus the only means of last resort for the settlement of the
dispute. There is yet another type of dispute settlement clause which provides
for referral to ICJ if arbitration fails, but limits the choice of non-judicial
means to negotiations. It is a standard clause in many treaties 8 and reads as
follows:

"1. Any dispute between two or more States Parties concerning the
interpretation or application of the present Convention which is not
settled by negotiation shall, at the request of one of them, be submitted
585

See, e.g., Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of
16 December 1966 (United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 999, p. 302); International Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (art. 14); Convention Against Torture and
Other5 Cruel,
Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (art. 22).
86 See, e.g., the Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous
Wastes and their Disposal of 22 March 1989 (InternationalLegal Materials (1989), p. 675, art.
20), which also provides for optional declarations of acceptance of compulsory recourse to
arbitration and/or ICJ See also Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident of 26
September 1986 (ibid. (1986), p. 137, art. 11) and the Convention on the Assistance in the Case
of a Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency of 26 September 1986 (ibid. (1986), p. 1384,
art. 13), which provide that recourse will be had to arbitration or ICJ at the request of any party to
the dispute if the latter is not settled within one year from the request for consultation. But States
may declare themselves not bound by the provision concerning referral to arbitration or to IC.
5
8'See, e.g., Convention on Psychotropic Substances of 21 February 1971 (United Nations,
Treaty Series, vol. 1019, p. 175, art. 31); United Nations Convention Against Illicit Traffic in
Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances of 19 December 1988 (art. 32) (E/CONE82/15 and
Corr.2), although States may declare themselves not bound by the provision concerning unilateral
referral
5 88to ICJ.
See, e.g., international conventions dealing with certain aspects of the question of combating international terrorism: Convention on Offences and Certain Other Acts Committed On

to arbitration. If, within six months from the date of the request for
arbitration, the parties are unable to agree on the organization of the
arbitration, any one of those parties may refer the dispute to the
International Court of Justice by request in conformity with the Statute
of the Court.
"2. Each State Party may, at the time of signature or ratification of the
present Convention or accession thereto, declare that it does not consider
itself bound by paragraph 1 of this article. The other States Parties shall
not be bound by paragraph 1 of this article with respect to any State Party
which has made such a reservation.
"3. Any State Party which has made a reservation in accordance with
paragraph 2 of this article may at any time withdraw that reservation by
notification to the Secretary-General of the United Nations."
3.

Conventions in which resort to the InternationalCourt of

Justice is the only compulsory judicialsettlement procedure
423. Several international conventions provide that disputes between
States Parties arising out of the interpretation or application of those treaties
shall be referred to ICJ, at the request of any party to the dispute, unless the
dispute can be settled otherwise. 8 9 However, the application of this procedure
is often subject to reservations by certain States Parties to the conventions
Board Aircraft of 14 September 1963 (art. 24): the only difference with the standard clause is
that withdrawal of the reservation is notified to ICAO (ibid., vol. 704, p. 220); Convention on
the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft of 16 December 1970 (ibid., vol. 860, p. 106,
art. 12); Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Civil Aviation
of 23 September 1971 (ibid., vol. 974, p. 178, art. 14); Convention to Discourage Acts of
Violence Against Civil Aviation of 23 September 1971: the withdrawal of reservations is
notified to depositary Governments (InternationalLegal Materials (1971), p. 1151, art. 14);
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of Crimes against Internationally Protected
Persons including Diplomatic Agents of 14 December 1973 (United Nations, Treaty Series,
vol. 1035, p. 168, art. 13); International Convention against the Taking of Hostages of 17
December 1979 (General Assembly resolution 34/146, annex, art. 16); Convention for the
Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Maritime Navigation (IMO document
SUA/CON/15, art. 16); Convention on the Making of Plastic Explosives for the Purpose of
Detection of 1 March 1991: the withdrawal of reservation is notified to ICAO (S/22393, article
XI). See also certain human rights conventions: Convention on the Elimination of All Forms
of Discrimination against Women of 18 December 1979 (General Assembly resolution 34/180,
annex, art. 29); Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment
or Punishment of 10 December 1984 (General Assembly resolution 39/46, annex, art. 30); and
Convention against the Recruitment, Use, Financing and Training of Mercenaries of 4 December 1989
(General Assembly resolution 44/34, annex, art. 17).
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See, e.g., the following human rights conventions: Convention on the Prevention and
Punishment of the Crime of Genocide of 9 December 1948 (United Nations, Treaty Series, vol.
78, p. 277, art. IX); Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and of the
Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others of 2 December 1949 (ibid., vol. 96, p. 271, art. 22);
Convention relating to the Status of Refugees of 28 July 1951 (ibid., vol. 189, p. 137, art. 38);
Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons of 28 September 1954 (ibid., vol. 360,
p. 117, art. 34); International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination of 21 December 1965 (ibid., vol. 660, p. 195, art. 22). See also the Convention on the
Establishment of the International Institute for the Management of Technology of 6 October
1971 (art. 7, which sets a time limit for the decision to use other means, InternationalLegal
Materials (1971), p. 1159) and the Patent Co-operation Treaty of 19 June 1970 (United
Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 1160, p. 262, art. 59).

insisting that mutual consent of the parties to the dispute is necessary for
referral of the dispute to ICJ.190
424. Other conventions provide that disputes which have not been
settled by negotiation shall be referred to the International Court of Justice
by mutual consent, unless another mode of settlement is agreed to by the
parties.591

4.

Conventions in which arbitrationis the only compulsory
procedure for judicialsettlement

425. A number of multilateral treaties provide for arbitration as the
only judicial means for the peaceful settlement of disputes (if negotiations
are unsuccessful). Thus, certain treaties provide that any dispute concerning the interpretation or application of the respective convention, which
cannot be settled through negotiation, and unless the parties otherwise
agree, shall be submitted to arbitration at the request of one of the parties.5 92 Others provide for the referral of a dispute to arbitration by mutual
consent if no settlement is reached through negotiation or any other peaceful means of the choice of the parties. 93 A variation of the latter envisages,
in addition, a system of unilateral declarations of recognition of compulsory recourse to arbitration by a State vis-d-vis another State which has
made a similar declaration.5 94
5

-9For reservations to certain human rights conventions mentioned in note 578 above, see
Multilateral treaties deposited with the Secretary-General (United Nations publication, Sales No.
E.89.V3), pp. 97-114, 289-291. Moreover, there are treaties which expressly provide for the
possibility of making reservations regarding the unilateral referral of a dispute to the Court, e.g.:
Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works revised on 14 July 1967
(United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 828, p. 275, art. 33); Paris Convention for the Protection of
Industrial
Property revised on 14 July 1967 (ibid., vol. 828, p. 365, art. 28).
59
1See, e.g., International Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of
Apartheid of 30 November 1973 (ibid., vol. 1015, p. 244, art. XI1); International Convention
against Apartheid in Sports of 10 December 1985 (General Assembly resolution 40/64 G,
annex, art. 19); Antarctic Treaty of 1 December 1959 (United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 402,
p. 71,5 art. XI).
92Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships of 2 November 1973 (art. 10, and
Protocol II, which spells out the details of the arbitration procedure, InternationalLegal Materials
(1973), p. 1326); Convention for the Prevention of Marine Pollution from Land-Based Sources of
4 June 1974 (art. 21 and annex, which spells out the details of the procedure; ibid. (1974), p. 364);
the Convention on the International Maritime Satellite Organization (INMARSAT) of 3 September 1976 (art. 31, and annex which spells out the details of the procedures, United Nations, Treaty
Series4 vol. 1173, p. 119).
3See, e.g., Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals of 23
June 1979 (International Legal Materials (1980), p. 26, art XII). It is worth mentioning that
certain regional conventions also contain such a clause; see, e.g., Convention for the Protection of
the Mediterranean Sea against Pollution of 16 February 1976 (ibid. (1976), p. 296, art. 22);
Convention for the Cooperation in the Protection and Development of Marine and Coastal Environment of the West and Central African Regions of 23 March 1981 (International Legal Materials
(1981); p. 754, art. 24); the Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the Wider
Caribbean
Region of 24 March 1983 (ibid. (1984), p. 234, art. 23).
5
9See, e.g., the two conventions of 1976 and 1983 on protection of regional seas mentioned
in note 593 above.

5. Conventions in which conciliation is the only
third-party compulsory procedure
426. There are three conventions concluded under the auspices of the
United Nations after consideration by ILC which fall into this category,
namely, the two conventions on the succession of States595 and the Vienna
Convention on the Representation of States in their Relations with International Organizations of a Universal Character of 14 March 1975.596 They
provide for the following procedure: the parties to a dispute have a certain
time period in which to resolve the dispute by negotiation or consultation;
after this period, any party may submit it to the conciliation procedure specified in the Convention or an annex to it, unless the parties otherwise agree.
6. Conventions combining adjudicationand conciliation
as compulsory procedures
427. There are various types of such combinations. The law-of-treaties
conventions597 provide for the following mechanism: the parties to the dispute
have 12 months to try to settle it by any means of their choice. After that date,
if the dispute involves the relation between a treaty and a peremptory norm
of international law (jus cogens), any State party may unilaterally submit the
dispute to ICJ;5 9' unless the parties agree by common consent to submit it to
arbitration. If the dispute relates to any other matter, any party to it may set
in motion a conciliation procedure, the details of which are spelt out in an
annex to each of these Conventions.
428. The 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea also
provides for such a combination of compulsory procedures.5' In part XV of
the Convention, the following dispute settlement system is established under
section 1 (non-compulsory procedures) and sections 2 and 3 (compulsory
procedures). Parties to a dispute concerning the interpretation or application
of the Convention shall under section 1 of part XV first "proceed expeditiously to an exchange of views regarding its settlement by negotiation or
other peaceful means" .6o If a settlement is not reached, then recourse to the
compulsory sections of part XV shall be had, depending upon the category of
dispute in question, as provided in article 286. Thus for disputes for which
595Vienna Convention on Succession of States in respect of Treaties of 23 August 1978
(United Nations, Juridical Yearbook 1978, p. 87, arts. 41-45) and Vienna Convention on Succession of States in respect of State property, Archives and Debts of 7 April 1983 (United Nations,
Juridical Yearbook 1983, p. 139, arts. 42-46 and annex).
5
9United Nations, Juridical Yearbook 1975, p. 87, arts. 84 and 85.

597Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties of 23 May 1969 (United Nations, Treaty Series,
vol. 1115, p. 331, arts. 65 and 66) and Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties between States
and International Organizations or between International Organizations of 21 March 1986
(A/CONE 129/15, arts. 65 and 66 and annex).

5
91f an international organization is a party to the dispute, any party to the dispute may
request, through the appropriate organs of the United Nations or of an international organization
authorized to do so, an advisory opinion of ICJ. Such an advisory opinion shall be accepted as
decisive by all the parties.
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See note 544 above. For the settlement of disputes concerning Part XI of the Convention,
see paras. 405 and 406.
r6°Article 283.

compulsory judicial procedures are envisaged, i.e., environmental disputes
and disputes arising from the exercise of certain freedoms and rights and
other uses of the sea, parties have four choices of forums for such settlement, 60 1 namely: the International Court of Justice, the International Tribunal
for the Law of the Sea, an arbitral tribunal established under annex VII of the
Convention and a special arbitral tribunal established under annex VIII.6
Parties have to make declarations conferring jurisdiction to one or more of
these forums. 6 3 If a dispute arises between States which have conferred
jurisdiction to the same forum, the dispute is to be submitted to that forum.
If a dispute arises between parties that have conferred jurisdiction to different
forums, the dispute shall be submitted to arbitration under annex VII. Also,
where a dispute is between a State which has made a declaration on the choice
of a forum and another State which has made no declaration, such a dispute
shall be referred to arbitration under annex VII. Further, where a dispute
arises between States with declarations that are found not to be operative at
the time of the dispute, it will be referred for settlement by arbitration under
annex VII. Thus, under this system, arbitration under annex VII is assigned a
special role. 60 4 However, for disputes relating to the exercise by coastal States
of their rights concerning the management of living resources within the
exclusive economic zone and to boundary delimitation, compulsory resort to
conciliation is the established third-party procedure under annex V, section 2,
of the Convention.
429. Another example in this category is the Convention Relating to
Intervention on the High Seas in Cases of Oil Pollution Casualties of 29
November 1969,605 which provides for recourse to conciliation and, if conciliation fails, to arbitration.
7.

Conventions which rely on panels of experts for
resolving technicaldisputes
430. In accordance with the procedure described in paragraph 425
above, parties to a technical dispute concerning the interpretation or application of the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea relating to
four special fields-namely, fisheries, protection and preservation of the
60 1

Article 287.
2See para. 430 below.
603So far, 12 States have made declarations under article 287, 6 upon signature and 6 upon
6

ratification. Four declarations provide for referral to arbitration under Annex VII, to arbitration
under Annex VIII or to the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea, depending upon the
nature of the dispute. One declaration provides for referral to special arbitration under Annex VIII
or to the Tribunal or to ICJ. Two declarations confer jurisdiction upon either the Tribunal or ICJ.
Two declarations confer jurisdiction upon the Tribunal only. One declaration provides for arbitration under
Annex VII only.
604
Such a residual role is also given to arbitration by the Convention on the Regulation of
Antarctic Mineral Resource Activities of 2 June 1988 (InternationalLegal Materials(1988),
p. 894, arts. 56 and 57), which does not however establish conciliation as a predominant procedure.
There is a variation of such a system of residual means of settlement in case of conflicting or
non-existing declarations which assigns this role to conciliation; see, e.g., the Vienna Convention
for the60 Protection of the Ozone Layer of 22 March 1985 (ibid., (1987), p. 1533, art. 11).
Ibid. (1970), p. 30, art. VIII.

marine environment, marine scientific research and navigation-may submit
the dispute to a special arbitral tribunal in accordance with annex VIII. In that
case, the special arbitral tribunal is composed of five experts, preferably
chosen from a list established in each field by the relevant international
organization. In the field of fisheries, the list is drawn up by the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations; in the field of protection and
preservation of the marine environment by the United Nations Environment
Programme; in the field of marine scientific research by the Inter-Governmental Oceanographic Commission; in the field of navigation, including
pollution from vessels and by dumping, by the International Maritime Organization, or in each case by the appropriate subsidiary body concerned to
which such organization, programme or commission has delegated this function." The experts constituting the special arbitral tribunal under this system
to other panels of experts, which deliver
render a binding decision, in contrast
non-binding recommendations.6 0 7

606

6

Annex VIII, article 2, para. 2.

07See chap. Ii, sect. I ("Other peaceful means") above, para. 294.

ANNEX I

Charter of the United Nations
WE THE PEOPLES
OF THE UNITED NATIONS.
DETERMINED
to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war, which twice in our lifetime has
brought untold sorrow to mankind, and
to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person,
in the equal rights of men and women and of nations large and small, and
to establish conditions under which justice and respect for the obligations arising from
treaties and other sources of international law can be maintained, and
to promote social progress and better standards of life in larger freedom,
AND FOR THESE ENDS
to practice tolerance and live together in peace with one another as good neighbours, and
to unite our strength to maintain international peace and security, and
to ensure, by the acceptance of principles and the institution of methods, that armed force
shall not be used, save in the common interest, and
to employ international machinery for the promotion of the economic and social advancement
of all peoples,
HAVE RESOLVED TO
COMBINE OUR EFFORTS
TO ACCOMPLISH THESEAIMS
Accordingly, our respective Governments, through representatives assembled in the city of
San Francisco, who have exhibited their full powers found to be in good and due form, have
agreed to the present Charter of the United Nations and do hereby establish an international
organization to be known as the United Nations.
CHAPTER 1

PURPOSES AND PRINCIPLES
Article I
The Purposes of the United Nations are:
1. To maintain international peace and security, and to that end: to take effective collective
measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace, and for the suppression of acts of
aggression or other breaches of the peace, and to bring about by peaceful means, and in conformity
with the principles of justice and international law, adjustment or settlement of international
disputes or situations which might lead to a breach of the peace;
2. To develop friendly relations among nations based on respect for the principles of equal
rights and self-determination of peoples, and to take other appropriate measures- to strengthen
universal peace;
3. To achieve international co-operation in solving international problems of an economic,
social, cultural, or humanitarian character, and in promoting and encouraging respect for human
rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or
religion; and
4. To be a centre for harmonizing the actions of nations in the attainment of ihese
common ends.

Article 2
The Organization and its Members, in pursuit of the Purposes stated in Article 1, shall act in
accordance with the following Principles.
1. The Organization is based on the principle of the sovereign equality of all its Members.
2. All Members, in order to ensure to all of them the rights and benefits resulting from
membership, shall fulfil in good faith the obligations assumed by them in accordance with the
present Charter.
3. All Members shall settle their international disputes by peaceful means in such a manner
that international peace and security, and justice, are not endangered.
4. All Members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force
against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state, or in any other manner
inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations.
5. All Members shall give the United Nations every assistance in any action it takes in
accordance with the present Charter, and shall refrain from giving assistance to any state against
which the United Nations is taking preventive or enforcement action.
6. The Organization shall ensure that states which are not Members of the United Nations
act in accordance with these Principles so far as may be necessary for the maintenance of peace
and security.
7. Nothing contained in the present Charter shall authorize the United Nations to intervene
in matters which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state or shall require the
Members to submit such matters to settlement under the present Charter; but this principle shall
not prejudice the application of enforcement measures under Chapter VII.
CHAPTER I1

MEMBERSHIP
Article 3
The original Members of the United Nations shall be the states which, having participated in
the United Nations Conference on International Organization at San Francisco, or having previously signed the Declaration by United Nations on 1 January 1942, sign the present Charter and
ratify it in accordance with Article 110.
Article 4
1. Membership in the United Nations is open to all other peace-loving states which accept
the obligations contained in the present Charter and, in the judgment of the Organization, are able
and willing to carry out these obligations.
2. The admission of any such state to membership in the United Nations will be effected by
a decision of the General Assembly upon the recommendation of the Security Council.
Article 5
A Member of the United Nations against which preventive or enforcement action has been
taken by the Security Council may be suspended from the exercise of the rights and privileges of
membership by the General Assembly upon the recommendation of the Security Council. The
exercise of these rights and privileges may be restored by the Security Council.
Article 6
A Member of the United Nations which has persistently violated the Principles contained in
the present Charter may be expelled from the Organization by the General Assembly upon the
recommendation of the Security Council.

CHAPTER III

ORGANS
Article 7
I. There are established as the principal organs of the United Nations: a General Assembly,
a Security Council, an Economic and Social Council, a Trusteeship Council, an International
Court of Justice, and a Secretariat.
2. Such subsidiary organs as may be found necessary may be established in accordance with
the present Charter.
Article 8
The United Nations shall place no restrictions on the eligibility of men and women to
participate in any capacity and under conditions of equality in its principal and subsidiary organs.
CHAPTER IV

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
COMPOSITION

Article 9
1. The General Assembly shall consist of all the Members of the United Nations.
2. Each Member shall have not more than five representatives in the General Assembly.
FUNCTiONS AND POWERS
Article 10
The General Assembly may discuss any questions or any matters within the scope of the
present Charter or relating to the powers and functions of any organs provided for in the present
Charter, and, except as provided in Article 12, may make recommendations to the Members of the
United Nations or to the Security Council or to both on any such questions or matters.
Article 11
1. The General Assembly may consider the general principles of co-operation in the maintenance of international peace and security, including the principles governing disarmament and
the regulation of armaments, and may make recommendations with regard to such principles to
the Members or to the Security Council or to both.
2. The General Assembly may discuss any questions relating to the maintenance of international peace and security brought before it by any Member of the United Nations, or by the
Security Council, or by a state which is not a Member of the United Nations in accordance with
Article 35, paragraph 2, and, except as provided in Article 12, may make recommendations with
regard to any such questions to the state or states concerned or to the Security Council or to both.
Any such question on which action is necessary shall be referred to the Security Council by the
General Assembly either before or after discussion.
3. The General Assembly may call the attention of the Security Council to situations which
are likely to endanger international peace and security.
4. The powers of the General Assembly set forth in this Article shall not limit the general
scope of Article 10.
Article 12
1. While the Security Council is exercising in respect of any dispute or situation the
functions assigned to it in the present Charter, the General Assembly shall not make any recommendation with regard to that dispute or situation unless the Security Council so requests.

2. The Secretary-General, with the consent of the Security Council, shall notify the General
Assembly at each session of any matters relative to the maintenance of international peace and
security which are being dealt with by the Security Council and shall similarly notify the General
Assembly, or the Members of the United Nations if the General Assembly is not in session,
immediately the Security Council ceases to deal with such matters.
Article 13
1. The General Assembly shall initiate studies and make recommendations for the purpose of:
a. promoting international co-operation in the political field and encouraging the progressive development of international law and its codification;
b. promoting international co-operation in the economic, social, cultural, educational, and
health fields, and assisting in the realization of human rights and fundamental freedoms for all
without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion.
2. The further responsibilities, functions and powers of the General Assembly with respect
to matters mentioned in paragraph I (b) above are set forth in Chapters IX and X.
Article 14
Subject to the provisions of Article 12, the General Assembly may recommend measures for
the peaceful adjustment of any situation, regardless of origin, which it deems likely to impair
the general welfare or friendly relations among nations, including situations resulting from the
violation of the provisions of the present Charter setting forth the Purposes and Principles of
the United Nations.
Article 15
1. The General Assembly shall receive and consider annual and special reports from the
Security Council; these reports shall include an account of the measures that the Security Council
has decided upon or taken to maintain international peace and security.
2. The General Assembly shall receive and consider reports from the other organs of the
United Nations.
Article 16
The General Assembly shall perform such functions with respect to the international trusteeship system as are assigned to it under Chapters XI1 and Xi1I, including the approval of the
trusteeship agreements for areas not designated as strategic.
Article 17
1. The General Assembly shall consider and approve the budget of the Organization.
2. The expenses of the Organization shall be borne by the Members as apportioned by the
General Assembly.
3. The General Assembly shall consider and approve any financial and budgetary arrangements with specialized agencies referred to in Article 57 and shall examine the administrative budgets of such specialized agencies with a view to making recommendations to the
agencies concerned.
VOTING
Article 18
1. Each member of the General Assembly shall have one vote.
2. Decisions of the General Assembly on important questions shall be made by a two-thirds
majority of the members present and voting. These questions shall include: recommendations with
respect to the maintenance of international peace and security, the election of the non-permanent
members of the Security Council, the election of the members of the Economic and Social

Council, the election of members of the Trusteeship Council in accordance with paragraph I (c)
of Article 86, the admission of new Members to the United Nations, the suspension of the rights
and privileges of membership, the expulsion of Members, questions relating to the operation of
the trusteeship system, and budgetary questions.
3. Decisions on other questions, including the determination of additional categories of
questions to be decided by a two-thirds majority, shall be made by a majority of the members
present and voting.
Article 19
A Member of the United Nations which is in arrears in the payment of its financial contributions to the Organization shall have no vote in the General Assembly if the amount of its arrears
equals or exceeds the amount of the contributions due from it for the preceding two full years. The
General Assembly may, nevertheless, permit such a Member to vote if it is satisfied that the failure
to pay is due to conditions beyond the control of the Member.
PROCEDURE
Article 20
The General Assembly shall meet in regular annual sessions and in such special sessions as
occasion may require. Special sessions shall be convoked by the Secretary-General at the request
of the Security Council or of a majority of the Members of the United Nations.
Article 21
The General Assembly shall adopt its own rules of procedure. It shall elect its President for
each session.
Article 22
The General Assembly may establish such subsidiary organs as it deems necessary for the
performance of its functions.
CHRATER V
THE SECURITY COUNCIL
COMPOsITON

Article 231
1. The Security Council shall consist of fifteen 2 Members of the United Nations. The
Republic of China, France, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United States of America shall be permanent members of
the Security Council. The General Assembly shall elect ten other Members of the United Nations
to be non-permanent members of the Security Council, due regard being specially paid, in the first
instance to the contribution of Members of the United Nations to the maintenance of international
peace and security and to the other purposes of the Organization, and also to equitable geographical distribution.
2. The non-permanent members of the Security Council shall be elected for a term of two
years. In the first election of the non-permanent members after the increase of the membership of
the Security Council from eleven to fifteen, two of the four additional members shall be chosen
for a term of one year. A retiring member shall not be eligible for immediate re-election.

3. Each member of the Security Council shall have one representative.
2'As amended in 1965.

Formerly eleven.

FUNCTIONS AND POWERS

Article 24
1. In order to ensure prompt and effective action by the United Nations, its Members confer
on the Security Council primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and
security, and agree that in carrying out its duties under this responsibility the Security Council acts
on their behalf.
2. In discharging these duties the Security Council shall act in accordance with the Purposes
and Principles of the United Nations. The specific powers granted to the Security Council for the
discharge of these duties are laid down in Chapters VI, VII, VIII and XII.
3. The Security Council shall submit annual and, when necessary, special reports to the
General Assembly for its consideration.
Article 25
The Members of the United Nations agree to accept and carry out the decisions of the
Security Council in accordance with the present Charter.
Article 26
In order to promote the establishment and maintenance of international peace and security
with the least diversion for armaments of the world's human and economic resources, the Security
Council shall be responsible for formulating, with the assistance of the Military Staff Committee
referred to in Article 47, plans to be submitted to the Members of the United Nations for the
establishment of a system for the regulation of armaments.
VOTING

Article 273
1. Each member of the Security Council shall have one vote.
2. Decisions of the Security Council on procedural matters shall be made by an affirmative
4
vote of nine members.
3. Decisions of the Security Council on all other matters shall be made by an affirmative
4
vote of nine members including the concurring votes of the permanent members; provided that,
in decisions under Chapter VI, and under paragraph 3 of Article 52, a party to a dispute shall
abstain from voting.
PROCEDURE

Article 28
1. The Security Council shall be so organized as to be able to function continuously. Each
member of the Security Council shall for this purpose be represented at all times at the seat of the
Organization.
2. The Security Council shall hold periodical meetings at which each of its members may,
if it so desires, be represented by a member of the government or by some other specially
designated representative.
3. The Security Council may hold meetings at such places other than the seat of the
Organization as in its judgment will best facilitate its work.
Article 29
The Security Council may establish such subsidiary organs as it deems necessary for the
performance of its functions.
3
4

As amended in 1965.
Formerly seven.

Article 30
The Security Council shall adopt its own rules of procedure, including the method of selecting its President.
Article 31
Any Member of the United Nations which is not a member of the Security Council may
participate, without vote, in the discussion of any question brought before the Security Council
whenever the latter considers that the interests of that Member are specially affected.
Article 32
Any Member of the United Nations which is not a member of the Security Council or any
state which is not a Member of the United Nations, if it is a party to a dispute under consideration
by the Security Council, shall be invited to participate, without vote, in the discussion relating to
the dispute. The Security Council shall lay down such conditions as it deems just for the participation of a state which is not a Member of the United Nations.
CHAPTER VI

PACIFIC SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES
Article 33
1. The parties to any dispute, the continuance of which is likely to endanger the maintenance
of international peace and security, shall, first of all, seek a solution by negotiation, enquiry,
mediation, conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement, resort to regional agencies or arrangements, or other peaceful means of their own choice.
2. The Security Council shall, when it deems necessary, call upon the parties to settle their
dispute by such means.
Article 34
The Security Council may investigate any dispute, or any situation which might lead to
international friction or give rise to a dispute, in order to determine whether the continuance of the
dispute or situation is likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and security.
Article 35
1. Any Member of the United Nations may bring any dispute, or any situation of the nature
referred to in Article 34, to the attention of the Security Council or of the General Assembly.
2. A state which is not a Member of the United Nations may bring to the attention of the
Security Council or of the General Assembly any dispute to which it is a party if it accepts in
advance, for the purposes of the dispute, the obligations of pacific settlement provided in the
present Charter.
3. The proceedings of the General Assembly in respect of matters brought to its attention
under this Article will be subject to the provisions of Articles II and 12.
Article 36
1. The Security Council may, at any stage of a dispute of the nature referred to in Article 33
or of a situation of like nature, recommend appropriate procedures or methods of adjustment.
2. The Security Council should take into consideration any procedures for the settlement of
the dispute which have already been adopted by the parties.
3. In making recommendations under this Article the Security Council should also take into
consideration that legal disputes should as a general rule be referred by the parties to the International Court of Justice in accordance with the provisions of the Statute of the Court.

Article 37
1. Should the parties to a dispute of the nature referred to in Article 33 fail to settle it by the
means indicated in that Article, they shall refer it to the Security Council.
2. If the Security Council deems that the continuance of the dispute is in fact likely to
endanger the maintenance of international peace and security, it shall decide whether to take action
under Article 36 or to recommend such terms of settlement as it may consider appropriate.
Article 38
Without prejudice to the provisions of Articles 33 to 37, the Security Council may, if all the
parties to any dispute so request, make recommendations to the parties with a view to a pacific
settlement of the dispute.
CHAPTER VII
ACTION WITH RESPECT TO THREATS TO THE PEACE, BREACHES OF THE PEACE,
AND ACTS OF AGGRESSION
Article 39
The Security Council shall determine the existence of any threat to the peace, breach of
the peace, or act of aggression and shall make recommendations, or decide what measures shall
be taken in accordance with Articles 41 and 42, to maintain or restore international peace and
security.
Article 40
In order to prevent an aggravation of the situation, the Security Council may, before
making the recommendations or deciding upon the measures provided for in Article 39, call
upon the parties concerned to comply with such provisional measures as it deems necessary or
desirable. Such provisional measures shall be without prejudice to the rights, claims, or position of the parties concerned. The Security Council shall duly take account of failure to comply
with such provisional measures.
Article 41
The Security Council may decide what measures not involving the use of armed force are
to be employed to give effect to its decisions, and it may call upon the Members of the United
Nations to apply such measures. These may include complete or partial interruption of economic relations and of rail, sea, air, postal, telegraphic, radio, and other means of communication, and the severance of diplomatic relations.
Article 42
Should the Security Council consider that measures provided for in Article 41 would be
inadequate or have proved to be inadequate, it may take such action by air, sea, or land forces
as may be necessary to maintain or restore international peace or security. Such action may
include demonstrations, blockade, and other operations by air, sea, or land forces of Members
of the United Nations.
Article 43
1. All Members of the United Nations, in order to contribute to the maintenance of
international peace and security, undertake to make available to the Security Council, on its
call and in accordance with a special agreement or agreements, armed forces, assistance, and
facilities, including rights of passage, necessary for the purpose of maintaining international
peace and security.

2. Such agreement or agreements shall govern the numbers and types of forces, their
degree of readiness and general location, and the nature of the facilities and assistance to
be provided.
3. The agreement or agreements shall be negotiated as soon as possible on the initiative of
the Security Council. They shall be concluded between the Security Council and Members or
between the Security Council and groups of Members and shall be subject to ratification by the
signatory states in accordance with their respective constitutional processes.
Article 44
When the Security Council has decided to use force it shall, before calling upon a Member
not represented on it to provide armed forces in fulfilment of the obligations assumed under Article
43, invite that Member, if the Member so desires, to participate in the decisions of the Security
Council concerning the employment of contingents of that Member's armed forces.
Article 45
In order to enable the United Nations to take urgent military measures, Members shall hold
immediately available national airforce contingents for combined international enforcement action. The strength and degree of readiness of these contingents and plans for their combined action
shall be determined, within the limits laid down in the special agreement or agreements referred
to in Article 43, by the Security Council with the assistance of the Military Staff Committee.
Article 46
Plans for the application of armed force shall be made by the Security Council with the
assistance of the Military Staff Committee.
Article 47
1. There shall be established a Military Staff Committee to advise and assist the Security
Council on all questions relating to the Security Council's military requirements for the maintenance of international peace and security, the employment and command of forces placed at its
disposal, the regulation of armaments, and possible disarmament.
2. The Military Staff Committee shall consist of the Chiefs of Staff of the permanent
members of the Security Council or their representatives. Any Member of the United Nations not
permanently represented on the Committee shall be invited by the Committee to be associated with
it when the efficient discharge of the Committee's responsibilities requires the participation of that
Member in its work.
3. The Military Staff Committee shall be responsible under the Security Council for the
strategic direction of any armed forces placed at the disposal of the Security Council. Questions
relating to the command of such forces shall be worked out subsequently.
4. The Military Staff Committee, with the authorization of the Security Council and after
consultation with appropriate regional agencies, may establish regional subcommittees.
Article 48
1. The action required to carry out the decisions of the Security Council for the maintenance
of international peace and security shall be taken by all the Members of the United Nations or by
some of them, as the Security Council may determine.
2. Such decisions shall be carried out by the Members of the United Nations directly and
through their action in the appropriate international agencies of which they are members.
Article 49
The Members of the United Nations shall join in affording mutual assistance in carrying out
the measures decided upon by the Security Council.

Article 50
If preventive or enforcement measures against any state are taken by the Security Council,
any other state, whether a Member of the United Nations or not, which finds itself confronted with
special economic problems arising from the carrying out of those measures shall have the right to
consult the Security Council with regard to a solution of those problems.
Article 51
Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or collective
self-defence if an armed attack occurs against a Member of the United Nations, until the Security
Council has taken measures necessary to maintain international peace and security. Measures
taken by Members in the exercise of this right of self-defence shall be immediately reported to the
Security Council and shall not in any way affect the authority and responsibility of the Security
Council under the present Charter to take at any time such action as it deems necessary in order
to maintain or restore international peace and security.
CHAFER VIII
REGIONAL ARRANGEMENTS
Article 52
1. Nothing in the present Charter precludes the existence of regional arrangements or
agencies for dealing with such matters relating to the maintenance of international peace and
security as are appropriate for regional action, provided that such arrangements or agencies
and their activities are consistent with the Purposes and Principles of the United Nations.
2. The Members of the United Nations entering into such arrangements or constituting
such agencies shall make every effort to achieve pacific settlement of local disputes through
such regional arrangements or by such regional agencies before referring them to the Security
Council.
3. The Security Council shall encourage the development of pacific settlement of local
disputes through such regional arrangements or by such regional agencies either on the initiative
of the states concerned or by reference from the Security Council.
4.

This Article in no way impairs the application of Articles 34 and 35.
Article 53

1. The Security Council shall, where appropriate, utilize such regional arrangements or
agencies for enforcement action under its authority. But no enforcement action shall be taken
under regional arrangements or by regional agencies without the authorization of the Security
Council, with the exception of measures against any enemy state, as defined in paragraph 2 of this
Article, provided for pursuant to Article 107 or in regional arrangements directed against renewal
of aggressive policy on the part of any such state, until such time as the Organization may, on
request of the Governments concerned, be charged with the responsibility for preventing further
aggression by such a state.
2. The term enemy state as used in paragraph 1 of this Article applies to any state
which during the Second World War has been an enemy of any signatory of the present
Charter.
Article 54
The Security Council shall at all times be kept fully informed of activities undertaken or in
contemplation under regional arrangements or by regional agencies for the maintenance of international peace and security.

CHAPTER IX

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL CO-OPERATION
Article 55
With a view to the creation of conditions of stability and well-being which are necessary for
peaceful and friendly relations among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights
and self-determination of peoples, the United Nations shall promote:
a. higher standards of living, full employment, and conditions of economic and social
progress and development;
b. solutions of international economic, social, health, and related problems; and international cultural and educational co-operation; and
c. universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all
without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion.
Article 56
All Members pledge themselves to take joint and separate action in co-operation with the
Organization for the achievement of the purposes set forth in Article 55.
Article 57
1. The various specialized agencies, established by intergovernmental agreement and having wide international responsibilities, as defined in their basic instruments, in economic, social,
cultural, educational, health, and related fields, shall be brought into relationship with the United
Nations in accordance with the provisions of Article 63.
2. Such agencies thus brought into relationship with the United Nations are hereinafter
referred to as specialized agencies.
Article 58
The Organization shall make recommendations for the co-ordination of the policies and
activities of the specialized agencies.
Article 59
The Organization shall, where appropriate, initiate negotiations among the states concerned
for the creation of any new specialized agencies required for the accomplishment of the purposes
set forth in Article 55.
Article 60
Responsibility for the discharge of the functions of the Organization set forth in this Chapter shall
be vested in the General Assembly and, under the authority of the General Assembly, in the Economic
and Social Council, which shall have for this purpose the powers set forth in Chapter X.
CHAPTER X

THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL
COMPOSITION

Article 615
6

I. The Economic and Social Council shall consist of fifty-four Members of the United
Nations elected by the General Assembly.
5

As amended in 1973.
6Originally eighteen.

2. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 3, eighteen 7 members of the Economic and Social
Council shall be elected each year for a term of three years. A retiring member shall be eligible
for immediate re-election.
3. At the first election after the increase in the membership of the Economic and Social
Council from twenty-seven to fifty-four members, in addition to the members elected in place of
7
the nine members whose term of office expires at the end of that year, twenty-seven additional7
members shall be elected. Of these twenty-seven additional members, the term of office of nine
members so elected shall expire at the end of one year, and of nine 7 other members at the end of
two years, in accordance with arrangements made by the General Assembly.
4. Each member of the Economic and Social Council shall have one representative.
FUNC77oNSAND POWERS

Article 62
1. The Economic and Social Council may make or initiate studies and reports with respect
to international economic, social, cultural, educational, health, and related matters and may make
recommendations with respect to any such matters to the General Assembly, to the Members of
the United Nations, and to the specialized agencies concerned.
2. It may make recommendations for the purpose of promoting respect for, and observance
of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all.
3. It may prepare draft conventions for submission to the General Assembly, with respect
to matters falling within its competence.
4. It may call, in accordance with the rules prescribed by the United Nations, international
conferences on matters falling within its competence.
Article 63
1. The Economic and Social Council may enter into agreements with any of the agencies
referred to in Article 57, defining the terms on which the agency concerned shall be brought
into relationship with the United Nations. Such agreements shall be subject to approval by the
General Assembly.
2. It may co-ordinate the activities of the specialized agencies through consultation with and
recommendations to such agencies and through recommendations to the General Assembly and to
the Members of the United Nations.
Article 64
1. The Economic and Social Council may take appropriate steps to obtain regular reports
from the specialized agencies. It may make arrangements with the Members of the United Nations
and with the specialized agencies to obtain reports on the steps taken to give effect to its own
recommendations and to recommendations on matters falling within its competence made by the
General Assembly.
2. It may communicate its observations on these reports to the General Assembly.
Article 65
The Economic and Social Council may furnish information to the Security Council and shall
assist the Security Council upon its request.
Article 66
1. The Economic and Social Council shall perform such functions as fall within its competence in connection with the carrying out of the recommendations of the General Assembly.
7

Originally six.

2. It may, with the approval of the General Assembly, perform services at the request of
Members of the United Nations and at the request of specialized agencies.
3. It shall perform such other functions as are specified elsewhere in the present Charter or
as may be assigned to it by the General Assembly.
VoNG
Article 67
1. Each Member of the Economic and Social Council shall have one vote.
2. Decisions of the Economic and Social Council shall be made by a majority of the
members present and voting.
PROCEDURE
Article 68
The Economic and Social Council shall set up commissions in economic and social fields
and for the promotion of human rights, and such other commissions as may be required for the
performance of its functions.
Article 69
The Economic and Social Council shall invite any Member of the United Nations to participate, without vote, in its deliberations on any matter of particular concern to that Member.
Article 70
The Economic and Social Council may make arrangements for representatives of the
specialized agencies to participate, without vote, in its deliberations and in those of the
commissions established by it, and for its representatives to participate in the deliberations of
the specialized agencies.
Article 71
The Economic and Social Council may make suitable arrangements for consultation with
non-governmental organizations which are concerned with matters within its competence. Such
arrangements may be made with international organizations and, where appropriate, with national
organizations after consultation with the Member of the United Nations concerned.
Article 72
I. The Economic and Social Council shall adopt its own rules of procedure, including the
method of selecting its President.
2. The Economic and Social Council shall meet as required in accordance with its rules,
which shall include provision for the convening of meetings on the request of a majority of its
members.
CHA

ER XI

DECLARATION REGARDING NON-SELF-GOVERNING TERRITORIES
Article 73
Members of the United Nations which have or assume responsibilities for the administration
of territories whose peoples have not yet attained a full measure of self-government recognize the
principle that the interests of the inhabitants of these territories are paramount, and accept as a
sacred trust the obligation to promote to the utmost, within the system of international peace and
security established by the present Charter, the well-being of the inhabitants of these territories,
and, to this end:

a. to ensure, with due respect for the culture of the peoples concerned, their political, economic, social, and educational advancement, theirjust treatment, and their protection against abuses;
b. to develop self-government, to take due account of the political aspirations of the peoples,
and to assist them in the progressive development of their free political institutions, according to
the particular circumstances of each territory and its peoples and their varying stages of advancement;
c. to further international peace and security;
d. to promote constructive measures of development, to encourage research, and to cooperate with one another and, when and where appropriate, with specialized international bodies
with a view to the practical achievement of the social, economic, and scientific purposes set forth
in this Article; and
e. to transmit regularly to the Secretary-General for information purposes, subject to such
limitation as security and constitutional considerations may require, statistical and other information of a technical nature relating to economic, social, and educational conditions in the territories
for which they are respectively responsible other than those territories to which Chapters Xl1 and
XIII apply.
Article 74

Members of the United Nations also agree that their policy in respect of the territories to
which this Chapter applies, no less than in respect of their metropolitan areas, must be based on
the general principle of good-neighbourliness, due account being taken of the interests and
well-being of the rest of the world, in social, economic, and commercial matters.
CHAPTER XlI

INTERNATIONAL TRUSTEESHIP SYSTEM
Article 75

The United Nations shall establish under its authority an international trusteeship system for
the administration and supervision of such territories as may be placed thereunder by subsequent
individual agreements. These territories are hereinafter referred to as trust territories.
Article 76

The basic objectives of the trusteeship system, in accordance with the Purposes of the United
Nations laid down in Article I of the present Charter, shall be:
a. to further international peace and security;
b. to promote the political, economic, social, and educational advancement of the inhabitants of the trust territories, and their progressive development towards self-government or independence as may be appropriate to the particular circumstances of each territory and its peoples
and the freely expressed wishes of the peoples concerned, and as may be provided by the terms of
each trusteeship agreement;
c. to encourage respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without
distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion, and to encourage recognition of the interdependence of the peoples of the world; and
d. to ensure equal treatment in social, economic, and commercial matters for all Members
of the United Nations and their nationals, and also equal treatment for the latter in the administration of justice, without prejudice to the attainment of the foregoing objectives and subject to the
provisions of Article 80.
Article 77

1. The trusteeship system shall apply to such territories in the following categories as may
be placed thereunder by means of trusteeship agreements:

a. territories now held under mandate;
b. territories which may be detached from enemy states as a result of the Second World
War; and
c. territories voluntarily placed under the system by states responsible for their administration.
2. It will be a matter for subsequent agreement as to which territories in the foregoing
categories will be brought under the trusteeship system and upon what terms.
Article 78
The trusteeship system shall not apply to territories which have become Members of the
United Nations, relationship among which shall be based on respect for the principle of
sovereign equality.
Article 79
The terms of trusteeship for each territory to be placed under the trusteeship system, including any alteration or amendment, shall be agreed upon by the states directly concerned, including
the mandatory powers in the case of territories held under mandate by a Member of the United
Nations, and shall be approved as provided for in Articles 83 and 85.
Article 80
1. Except as may be agreed upon in individual trusteeship agreements, made under Articles
77, 79, and 81, placing each territory under the trusteeship system, and until such agreements have
been concluded, nothing in this Chapter shall be construed in or of itself to alter in any manner the
rights whatsoever of any states or any peoples or the terms of existing international instruments
to which Members of the United Nations may respectively be parties.
2. Paragraph I of this Article shall not be interpreted as giving grounds for delay or
postponement of the negotiation and conclusion of agreements for placing mandated and other
territories under the trusteeship system as provided for in Article 77.
Article 81
The trusteeship agreement shall in each case include the terms under which the trust territory
will be administered and designate the authority which will exercise the administration of the trust
territory. Such authority, hereinafter called the administering authority, may be one or more states
or the Organization itself.
Article 82
There may be designated, in any trusteeship agreement, a strategic area or areas which may
include part or all of the trust territory to which the agreement applies, without prejudice to any
special agreement or agreements made under Article 43.
Article 83
1. All functions of the United Nations relating to strategic areas, including the approval of
the terms of the trusteeship agreements and of their alteration or amendment, shall be exercised
by the Security Council.
2. The basic objectives set forth in Article 76 shall be applicable to the people of each
strategic area.
3. The Security Council shall, subject to the provisions of the trusteeship agreements and
without prejudice to security considerations, avail itself of the assistance of the Trusteeship
Council to perform those functions of the United Nations under the trusteeship system relating to
political, economic, social, and educational matters in the strategic areas.

Article 84
It shall be the duty of the administering authority to ensure that the trust territory shall play
its part in the maintenance of international peace and security. To this end the administering
authority may make use of volunteer forces, facilities, and assistance from the trust territory
in carrying out the obligations towards the Security Council undertaken in this regard by the
administering authority, as well as for local defence and the maintenance of law and order
within the trust territory.
Article 85
1. The functions of the United Nations with regard to trusteeship agreements for all areas
not designated as strategic, including the approval of the terms of the trusteeship agreements and
of their alteration or amendment, shall be exercised by the General Assembly.
2. The Trusteeship Council, operating under the authority of the General Assembly, shall
assist the General Assembly in carrying out these functions.
CHAPTER XIII
THE TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL
COMPOSITION

Article 86
1. The Trusteeship Council shall consist of the following Members of the United Nations:
a.

those Members administering trust territories;

b. such of those Members mentioned by name in Article 23 as are not administering trust
territories; and
c. as many other Members elected for three-year terms by the General Assembly as may
be necessary to ensure that the total number of members of the Trusteeship Council is equally
divided between those Members of the United Nations which administer trust territories and
those which do not.
2. Each member of the Trusteeship Council shall designate one specially qualified person
to represent it therein.
FuNCTIoNS AND POWERS
Article 87
The General Assembly and, under its authority, the Trusteeship Council, in carrying out their
functions, may:
a. consider reports submitted by the administering authority;
b. accept petitions and examine them in consultation with the administering authority;
c. provide for periodic visits to the respective trust territories at times agreed upon with the
administering authority; and
d. take these and other actions in conformity with the terms of the trusteeship agreements.
Article 88
The Trusteeship Council shall formulate a questionnaire on the political, economic, social,
and educational advancement of the inhabitants of each trust territory, and the administering
authority for each trust territory within the competence of the General Assembly shall make an
annual report to the General Assembly upon the basis of such questionnaire.

VOTING

Article 89
1. Each member of the Trusteeship Council shall have one vote.
2. Decisions of the Trusteeship Council shall be made by a majority of the members present
and voting.
PROCEDURE
Article 90
I. The Trusteeship Council shall adopt its own rules of procedure, including the method of
selecting its President.
2. The Trusteeship Council shall meet as required in accordance with its rules, which shall
include provision for the convening of meetings on the request of a majority of its members.
Article 91
The Trusteeship Council shall, when appropriate, avail itself of the assistance of the Economic and Social Council and of the specialized agencies in regard to matters with which they are
respectively concerned.
CHAPTER XIV

THE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE
Article 92
The International Court of Justice shall be the principal judicial organ of the United Nations.
It shall function in accordance with the annexed Statute, which is based upon the Statute of the
Permanent Court of International Justice and forms an integral part of the present Charter.
Article 93
I. All Members of the United Nations are ipso facto parties to the Statute of the International Court of Justice.
2. A state which is not a Member of the United Nations may become a party to the Statute
of the International Court of Justice on conditions to be determined in each case by the General
Assembly upon the recommendation of the Security Council.
Article 94
I. Each Member of the United Nations undertakes to comply with the decision of the
International Court of Justice in any case to which it is a party.
2. If any party to a case fails to perform the obligations incumbent upon it under a judgment
rendered by the Court, the other party may have recourse to the Security Council, which may,
if it deems necessary, make recommendations or decide upon measures to be taken to give
effect to the judgment.
Article 95
Nothing in the present Charter shall prevent Members of the United Nations from entrusting
the solution of their differences to other tribunals by virtue of agreements already in existence or
which may be concluded in the future.
Article 96
I. The General Assembly or the Security Council may request the International Court of
Justice to give an advisory opinion on any legal question.

2. Other organs of the United Nations and specialized agencies, which may at any time be
so authorized by the General Assembly, may also request advisory opinions of the Court on legal
questions arising within the scope of their activities.
CHArtER XV

THE SECRETARIAT
Article 97
The Secretariat shall comprise a Secretary-General and such staff as the Organization may
require. The Secretary-General shall be appointed by the General Assembly upon the recommendation of the Security Council. He shall be the chief administrative officer of the Organization.
Article 98
The Secretary-General shall act in that capacity in all meetings of the General Assembly, of
the Security Council, of the Economic and Social Council, and of the Trusteeship Council, and
shall perform such other functions as are entrusted to him by these organs. The Secretary-General
shall make an annual report to the General Assembly on the work of the Organization.
Article 99
The Secretary-General may bring to the attention of the Security Council any matter which
in his opinion may threaten the maintenance of international peace and security.
Article 100
1. In the performance of their duties the Secretary-General and the staff shall not seek or
receive instructions from any government or from any other authority external to the Organization.
They shall refrain from any action which might reflect on their position as international officials
responsible only to the Organization.
2. Each Member of the United Nations undertakes to respect the exclusively international
character of the responsibilities of the Secretary-General and the staff and not to seek to influence
them in the discharge of their responsibilities.
Article 101
I. The staff shall be appointed by the Secretary-General under regulations established by
the General Assembly.
2. Appropriate staffs shall be permanently assigned to the Economic and Social Council,
the Trusteeship Council, and, as required, to other organs of the United Nations. These staffs shall
form a part of the Secretariat.
3. The paramount consideration in the employment of the staff and in the determination of
the conditions of service shall be the necessity of securing the highest standards of efficiency,
competence, and integrity. Due regard shall be paid to the importance of recruiting the staff on as
wide a geographical basis as possible.
CHAPTER XVI
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
Article 102
1. Every treaty and every international agreement entered into by any Member of the United
Nations after the present Charter comes into force shall as soon as possible be registered with the
Secretariat and published by it.

2. No party to any such treaty or international agreement which has not been registered in
accordance with the provisions of paragraph I of this Article may invoke that treaty or agreement
before any organ of the United Nations.
Article 103
In the event of a conflict between the obligations of the Members of the United Nations under
the present Charter and their obligations under any other international agreement, their obligations
under the present Charter shall prevail.
Article 104
The Organization shall enjoy in the territory of each of its Members such legal capacity as
may be necessary for the exercise of its functions and the fulfilment of its purposes.
Article 105
1. The Organization shall enjoy in the territory of each of its Members such privileges and
immunities as are necessary for the fulfilment of its purposes.
2. Representatives of the Members of the United Nations and officials of the Organization
shall similarly enjoy such privileges and immunities as are necessary for the independent exercise
of their functions in connexion with the Organization.
3. The General Assembly may make recommendations with a view to determining the
details of the application of paragraphs I and 2 of this Article or may propose conventions to the
Members of the United Nations for this purpose.
CHAPTER XVII

TRANSITIONAL SECURITY ARRANGEMENTS
Article 106
Pending the coming into force of such special agreements referred to in Article 43 as in the
opinion of the Security Council enable it to begin the exercise of its responsibilities under Article
42, the parties to the Four-Nation Declaration, signed at Moscow, 30 October 1943, and France,
shall, in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 5 of that Declaration, consult with one
another and as occasion requires with other Members of the United Nations with a view to such
joint action on behalf of the Organization as may be necessary for the purpose of maintaining
international peace and security.
Article 107
Nothing in the present Charter shall invalidate or preclude action, in relation to any state which
during the Second World War has been an enemy of any signatory to the present Charter, taken or
authorized as a result of that war by the Governments having responsibility for such action.
CHAPTER XVIII
AMENDMENTS
Article 108
Amendments to the present Charter shall come into force for all Members of the United Nations
when they have been adopted by a vote of two thirds of the members of the General Assembly and
ratified in accordance with their respective constitutional processes by two thirds of the Members of
the United Nations, including all the permanent members of the Security Council.

Article 1O9
1. A General Conference of the Members of the United Nations for the purpose of reviewfixed by a two-thirds vote of the
ing the present Charter may be held at a date and place to be
9
members of the General Assembly and by a vote of any nine members of the Security Council.
Each Member of the United Nations shall have one vote in the conference.
2. Any alteration of the present Charter recommended by a two-thirds vote of the conference shall take effect when ratified in accordance with their respective constitutional processes by
two thirds of the Members of the United Nations including all the permanent members of the
Security Council.
3. If such a conference has not been held before the tenth annual session of the General
Assembly following the coming into force of the present Charter, the proposal to call such a
conference shall be placed on the agenda of that session of the General Assembly, and the
conference shall be held if so decided by a majority vote of the members of the General Assembly
and by a vote of any seven members of the Security Council.
CHAPtER XIX
RATIFICATION AND SIGNATURE
Article 110
1. The present Charter shall be ratified by the signatory states in accordance with their
respective constitutional processes.
2. The ratifications shall be deposited with the Government of the United States of America,
which shall notify all the signatory states of each deposit as well as the Secretary-General of the
Organization when he has been appointed.
3. The present Charter shall come into force upon the deposit of ratifications by the Republic of China, France, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, and the United States of America, and by a majority of the other signatory
states. A protocol of the ratifications deposited shall thereupon be drawn up by the Government
of the United States of America which shall communicate copies thereof to all the signatory states.
4. The states signatory to the present Charter which ratify it after it has come into force will
become original Members of the United Nations on the date of the deposit of their respective
ratifications.
Article 111
The present Charter, of which the Chinese, French, Russian, English, and Spanish texts are
equally authentic, shall remain deposited in the archives of the Government of the United States
of America. Duly certified copies thereof shall be transmitted by that Government to the Governments of the other signatory states.
IN FAITH WHEREOF the representatives of the Governments of the United Nations have
signed the present Charter.
DONE at the city of San Francisco the twenty-sixth day of June, one thousand nine hundred
and forty-five.

8As amended in 1968.
9
Formerly seven.

ANNEX II
Statute of the International Court of Justice
Article I
THE INTERNATIONAL COURTOF JUSTICE established by the Charter of the United Nations as the
principal judicial organ of the United Nations shall be constituted and shall function in accordance
with the provisions of the present Statute.

CHAPTER I
ORGANIZATION OF THE COURT
Article 2
The Court shall be composed of a body of independent judges, elected regardless of their
nationality from among persons of high moral character, who possess the qualifications required
in their respective countries for appointment to the highest judicial offices, or are jurisconsults of
recognized competence in international law.
Article 3
1. The Court shall consist of fifteen members, no two of whom may be nationals of the
same state.
2. A person who for the purposes of membership in the Court could be regarded as a
national of more than one state shall be deemed to be a national of the one in which he ordinarily
exercises civil and political rights.
Article 4
1. The members of the Court shall be elected by the General Assembly and by the Security
Council from a list of persons nominated by the national groups in the Permanent Court of
Arbitration, in accordance with the following provisions.
2. In the case of Members of the United Nations not represented in the Permanent Court of
Arbitration, candidates shall be nominated by national groups appointed for this purpose by their
governments under the same conditions as those prescribed for members of the Permanent Court
of Arbitration by Article 44 of the Convention of The Hague of 1907 for the pacific settlement of
international disputes.
3. The conditions under which a state which is a party to the present Statute but is not a
Member of the United Nations may participate in electing the members of the Court shall, in the
absence of a special agreement, be laid down by the General Assembly upon recommendation of
the Security Council.
Article 5
1. At least three months before the date of the election, the Secretary-General of the United
Nations shall address a written request to the members of the Permanent Court of Arbitration
belonging to the states which are parties to the present Statute, and to the members of the national
groups appointed under Article 4, paragraph 2, inviting them to undertake, within a given time,
by national groups, the nomination of persons in a position to accept the duties of a member
of the Court.
2. No group may nominate more than four persons, not more than two of whom shall be of
their own nationality. In no case may the number of candidates nominated by a group be more than
double the number of seats to be filled.

Article 6
Before making these nominations, each national group is recommended to consult its highest
court of justice, its legal faculties and schools of law, and its national academies and national
sections of international academies devoted to the study of law.
Article 7
I. The Secretary-General shall prepare a list in alphabetical order of all the persons thus
nominated. Save as provided in Article 12, paragraph 2, these shall be the only persons eligible.
2. The Secretary-General shall submit this list to the General Assembly and to the
Security Council.
Article 8
The General Assembly and the Security Council shall proceed independently of one another
to elect the members of the Court.
Article 9
At every election, the electors shall bear in mind not only that the persons to be elected should
individually possess the qualifications required, but also that in the body as a whole the
representation of the main forms of civilization and of the principal legal systems of the world
should be assured.
Article 10
1. Those candidates who obtain an absolute majority of votes in the General Assembly and
in the Security Council shall be considered as elected.
2. Any vote of the Security Council, whether for the election of judges or for the appointment of members of the conference envisaged in Article 12, shall be taken without any distinction
between permanent and non-permanent members of the Security Council.
3. In the event of more than one national of the same state obtaining an absolute majority
of the votes both of the General Assembly and of the Security Council, the eldest of these only
shall be considered as elected.
Article 11
If, after the first meeting held for the purpose of the election, one or more seats remain to be
filled, a second and, if necessary, a third meeting shall take place.
Article 12
1. If, after the third meeting, one or more seats still remain unfilled, a joint conference
consisting of six members, three appointed by the General Assembly and three by the Security
Council, may be formed at any time at the request of either the General Assembly or the
Security Council, for the purpose of choosing by the vote of an absolute majority one name for
each seat still vacant, to submit to the General Assembly and the Security Council for their
respective acceptance.
2. If the joint conference is unanimously agreed upon any person who fulfils the required
conditions, he may be included in its list, even though he was not included in the list of nominations
referred to in Article 7.
3. If the joint conference is satisfied that it will not be successful in procuring an election,
those members of the Court who have already been elected shall, within a period to be fixed by
the Security Council, proceed to fill the vacant seats by selection from among those candidates
who have obtained votes either in the General Assembly or in the Security Council.
4. In the event of an equality of votes among the judges, the eldest judge shall have a
casting vote.

Article 13
1. The members of the Court shall be elected for nine years and may be re-elected;
provided, however, that of the judges elected at the first election, the terms of five judges shall
expire at the end of three years and the terms of five more judges shall expire at the end of
six years.
2. The judges whose terms are to expire at the end of the above-mentioned initial periods
of three and six years shall be chosen by lot to be drawn by the Secretary-General immediately
after the first election has been completed.
3. The members of the Court shall continue to discharge their duties until their places have
been filled. Though replaced, they shall finish any cases which they may have begun.
4. In the case of the resignation of a member of the Court, the resignation shall be addressed
to the President of the Court for transmission to the Secretary-General. This last notification
makes the place vacant.
Article 14
Vacancies shall be filled by the same method as that laid down for the first election, subject
to the following provision: the Secretary-General shall, within one month of the occurrence of the
vacancy, proceed to issue the invitations provided for in Article 5, and the date of the election shall
be fixed by the Security Council.
Article 15
A member of the Court elected to replace a member whose term of office has not expired
shall hold office for the remainder of his predecessor's term.
Article 16
I. No member of the Court may exercise any political or administrative function, or engage
in any other occupation of a professional nature.
2.

Any doubt on this point shall be settled by the decision of the Court.
Article 17

1. No member of the Court may act as agent, counsel, or advocate in any case.
2. No member may participate in the decision of any case in which he has previously taken
part as agent, counsel, or advocate for one of the parties, or as a member of a national or
international court, or of a commission of enquiry, or in any other capacity.
3.

Any doubt on this point shall be settled by the decision of the Court.
Article 18

1. No member of the Court can be dismissed unless, in the unanimous opinion of the other
members, he has ceased to fulfil the required conditions.
2.

Formal notification thereof shall be made to the Secretary-General by the Registrar.

3.

This notification makes the place vacant.
Article 19

The members of the Court, when engaged on the business of the Court, shall enjoy diplomatic
privileges and immunities.
Article 20
Every member of the Court shall, before taking up his duties, make a solemn declaration in
open court that he will exercise his powers impartially and conscientiously.

Article 21
1. The Court shall elect its President and Vice-President for three years; they may
be re-elected.
2. The Court shall appoint its Registrar and may provide for the appointment of such other
officers as may be necessary.
Article 22
1. The seat of the Court shall be established at The Hague. This, however, shall not
prevent the Court from sitting and exercising its functions elsewhere whenever the Court
considers it desirable.
2. The President and the Registrar shall reside at the seat of the Court.
Article 23
1. The Court shall remain permanently in session, except during the judicial vacations, the
dates and duration of which shall be fixed by the Court
2. Members of the Court are entitled to periodic leave, the dates and duration of which
shall be fixed by the Court, having in mind the distance between The Hague and the home of
each judge.
3. Members of the Court shall be bound, unless they are on leave or prevented from
attending by illness or other serious reasons duly explained to the President, to hold themselves
permanently at the disposal of the Court.
Article 24
1. If, for some special reason, a member of the Court considers that he should not take part
in the decision of a particular case, he shall so inform the President.
2. If the President considers that for some special reason one of the members of the Court
should not sit in a particular case, he shall give him notice accordingly.
3. If in any such case the member of the Court and the President disagree, the matter shall
be settled by the decision of the Court.
Article 25
1. The full Court shall sit except when it is expressly provided otherwise in the present
Statute.
2. Subject to the condition that the number of judges available to constitute the Court is not
thereby reduced below eleven, the Rules of the Court may provide for allowing one or more judges,
according to circumstances and in rotation, to be dispensed from sitting.
3. A quorum of nine judges shall suffice to constitute the Court.
Article 26
1. The Court may from time to time form one or more chambers, composed of three or more
judges as the Court may determine, for dealing with particular categories of cases; for example,
labour cases and cases relating to transit and communications.
2. The Court may at any time form a chamber for dealing with a particular case. The
number of judges to constitute such a chamber shall be determined by the Court with the
approval of the parties.
3. Cases shall be heard and determined by the chambers provided for in this Article if the
parties so request.
Article 27
A judgment given by any of the chambers provided for in Articles 26 and 29 shall be
considered as rendered by the Court.

Article 28
The chambers provided for in Articles 26 and 29 may, with the consent of the parties, sit and
exercise their functions elsewhere than at The Hague.
Article 29
With a view to the speedy dispatch of business, the Court shall form annually a chamber
composed of five judges which, at the request of the parties, may hear and determine cases by
summary procedure. In addition, two judges shall be selected for the purpose of replacing judges
who find it impossible to sit.
Article 30
I. The Court shall frame rules for carrying out its functions. In particular, it shall lay down
rules of procedure.
2. The Rules of the Court may provide for assessors to sit with the Court or with any of its
chambers, without the right to vote.
Article 31
1. Judges of the nationality of each of the parties shall retain their right to sit in the case
before the Court.
2. If the Court includes upon the Bench a judge of the nationality of one of the parties, any
other party may choose a person to sit as judge. Such person shall be chosen preferably from
among those persons who have been nominated as candidates as provided in Articles 4 and 5.
3. If the Court includes upon the Bench no judge of the nationality of the parties, each of
these parties may proceed to choose a judge as provided in paragraph 2 of this Article.
4. The provisions of this Article shall apply to the case of Articles 26 and 29. In such cases,
the President shall request one or, if necessary, two of the members of the Court forming the
chamber to give place to the members of the Court of the nationality of the parties concemed, and,
failing such, or if they are unable to be present, to the judges specially chosen by the parties.
5. Should there be several parties in the same interest, they shall, for the purpose of the
preceding provisions, be reckoned as one party only. Any doubt upon this point shall be settled by
the decision of the Court.
6. Judges chosen as laid down in paragraphs 2, 3, and 4 of this Article shall fulfil the
conditions required by Articles 2, 17 (paragraph 2), 20, and 24 of the present Statute. They shall
take part in the decision on terms of complete equality with their colleagues.
Article 32
1. Each member of the Court shall receive an annual salary.
The President shall receive a special annual allowance.

2.

3. The Vice-President shall receive a special allowance for every day on which he acts
as President.
4. The judges chosen under Article 31, other than members of the Court, shall receive
compensation for each day on which they exercise their functions.
5. These salaries, allowances, and compensation shall be fixed by the General Assembly.
They may not be decreased during the term of office.
6. The salary of the Registrar shall be fixed by the General Assembly on the proposal of
the Court.
7. Regulations made by the General Assembly shall fix the conditions under which retirement pensions may be given to members of the Court and to the Registrar, and the conditions under
which members of the Court and the Registrar shall have their travelling expenses refunded.
8.

The above salaries, allowances, and compensation shall be free of all taxation.

Article 33
The expenses of the Court shall be borne by the United Nations in such a manner as shall be
decided by the General Assembly.
CHAPTER 11

COMPETENCE OF THE COURT
Article 34
1. Only states may be parties in cases before the Court.
2. The Court, subject to and in conformity with its Rules, may request of public international organizations information relevant to cases before it, and shall receive such information
presented by such organizations on their own initiative.
3. Whenever the construction of the constituent instrument of a public international organization or of an international convention adopted thereunder is in question in a case before the
Court, the Registrar shall so notify the public international organization concerned and shall
communicate to it copies of all the written proceedings.
Article 35
1. The Court shall be open to the states parties to the present Statute.
2. The conditions under which the Court shall be open to other states shall, subject to the
special provisions contained in treaties in force, be laid down by the Security Council, but in no
case shall such conditions place the parties in a position of inequality before the Court.
3. When a state which is not a Member of the United Nations is a party to a case, the Court
shall fix the amount which that party is to contribute towards the expenses of the Court. This
provision shall not apply if such state is bearing a share of the expenses of the Court.
Article 36
1. The jurisdiction of the Court comprises all cases which the parties refer to it and all
matters specially provided for in the Charter of the United Nations or in treaties and conventions in force.
2. The states parties to the present Statute may at any time declare that they recognize as
compulsory ipsofacto and without special agreement, in relation to any other state accepting the
same obligation, the jurisdiction of the Court in all legal disputes concerning:
a. the interpretation of a treaty;
b. any question of international law;
c. the existence of any fact which, if established, would constitute a breach of an international obligation;
d. the nature or extent of the reparation to be made for the breach of an international
obligation.
3. The declarations referred to above may be made unconditionally or on condition of
reciprocity on the part of several or certain states, or for a certain time.
4. Such declarations shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the United Nations,
who shall transmit copies thereof to the parties to the Statute and to the Registrar of the Court.
5. Declarations made under Article 36 of the Statute of the Permanent Court of International
Justice and which are still in force shall be deemed, as between the parties to the present Statute,
to be acceptances of the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice for the period
which they still have to run and in accordance with their terms.
6. In the event of a dispute as to whether the Court has jurisdiction, the matter shall be
settied by the decision of the Court.

Article 37
Whenever a treaty or convention in force provides for reference of a matter to a tribunal
to have been instituted by the League of Nations, or to the Permanent Court of International
Justice, the matter shall, as between the parties to the present Statute, be referred to the
International Court of Justice.
Article 38
1. The Court, whose function is to decide in accordance with international law such disputes
as are submitted to it, shall apply:
a. international conventions, whether general or particular, establishing rules expressly
recognized by the contesting states;
b. international custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law;
c. the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations;
d. subject to the provisions of Article 59, judicial decisions and the teachings of the most
highly qualified publicists of the various nations, as subsidiary means for the determination of
rules of law.
2. This provision shall not prejudice the power of the Court to decide a case ex aequo et
bono, if the parties agree thereto.
CHArER III

PROCEDURE
Article 39
1. The official languages of the Court shall be French and English. If the parties agree that
the case shall be conducted in French, the judgment shall be delivered in French. If the parties
agree that the case shall be conducted in English, the judgment shall be delivered in English.
2. In the absence of an agreement as to which language shall be employed each party may,
in the pleadings, use the language which it prefers; the decision of the Court shall be given in
French and English. In this case the Court shall at the same time determine which of the two texts
shall be considered as authoritative.
3. The Court shall, at the request of any party, authorize a language other than French or
English to be used by that party.
Article 40
I. Cases are brought before the Court, as the case may be, either by the notification of the
special agreement or by a written application addressed to the Registrar. In either case the subject
of the dispute and the parties shall be indicated.
2. The Registrar shall forthwith communicate the application to all concerned.
3. He shall also notify the Members of the United Nations through the Secretary-General,
and also any other states entitled to appear before the Court.
Article 41
1. The Court shall have the power to indicate, if it considers that circumstances so require,
any provisional measures which ought to be taken to preserve the respective rights of either party.
2. Pending the final decision, notice of the measures suggested shall forthwith be given to
the parties and to the Security Council.
Article 42
1. The parties shall be represented by agents.
2. They may have the assistance of counsel or advocates before the Court.

3. The agents, counsel, and advocates of parties before the Court shall enjoy the privileges
and immunities necessary to the independent exercise of their duties.
Article 43
1. The procedure shall consist of two parts: written and oral.
2. The written proceedings shall consist of the communication to the Court and to the
parties of memorials, counter-memorials and, if necessary, replies; also all papers and documents in support.
3. These communications shall be made through the Registrar, in the order and within the
time fixed by the Court.
4. A certified copy of every document produced by one party shall be communicated to the
other party.
5. The oral proceedings shall consist of the hearing by the Court of witnesses, experts,
agents, counsel, and advocates.
Article 44
1. For the service of all notices upon persons other than the agents, counsel, and advocates,
the Court shall apply direct to the government of the state upon whose territory the notice has
to be served.
2. The same provision shall apply whenever steps are to be taken to procure evidence on
the spot.
Article 45
The hearing shall be under the control of the President or, if he is unable to preside, of the
Vice-President; if neither is able to preside, the senior judge present shall preside.
Article 46
The hearing in Court shall be public, unless the Court shall decide otherwise, or unless the
parties demand that the public be not admitted.
Article 47
1. Minutes shall be made at each hearing and signed by the Registrar and the President.
2. These minutes alone shall be authentic.
Article 48
The Court shall make orders for the conduct of the case, shall decide the form and time in
which each party must conclude its arguments, and make all arrangements connected with the
taking of evidence.
Article 49
The Court may, even before the hearing begins, call upon the agents to produce any document
or to supply any explanations. Formal note shall be taken of any refusal.
Article 50
The Court may, at any time, entrust any individual, body, bureau, commission, or other
organization that it may select, with the task of carrying out an enquiry or giving an expert opinion.
Article 51
During the hearing any relevant questions are to be put to the witnesses and experts under the
conditions laid down by the Court in the rules of procedure referred to in Article 30.

Article 52
After the Court has received the proofs and evidence within the time specified for the
purpose, it may refuse to accept any further oral or written evidence that one party may desire to
present unless the other side consents.
Article 53
I. Whenever one of the parties does not appear before the Court, or fails to defend its case,
the other party may call upon the Court to decide in favour of its claim.
2. The Court must, before doing so, satisfy itself, not only that it has jurisdiction in accordance with Articles 36 and 37, but also that the claim is well founded in fact and law.
Article 54
I. When, subject to the control of the Court, the agents, counsel, and advocates have
completed their presentation of the case, the President shall declare the hearing closed.
2. The Court shall withdraw to consider the judgment.
3. The deliberations of the Court shall take place in private and remain secret.
Article 55
1. All questions shall be decided by a majority of the judges present.
2. In the event of an equality of votes, the President or the judge who acts in his place shall
have a casting vote.
Article 56
1. The judgment shall state the reasons on which it is based.
2. It shall contain the names of the judges who have taken part in the decision.
Article 57
If the judgment does not represent in whole or in part the unanimous opinion of the judges,
any judge shall be entitled to deliver a separate opinion.
Article 58
The judgment shall be signed by the President and by the Registrar. It shall be read in open

court, due notice having been given to the agents.
Article 59
The decision of the Court has no binding force except between the parties and in respect of

that particular case.
Article 60
The judgment is final and without appeal. In the event of dispute as to the meaning or scope
of the judgment, the Court shall construe it upon the request of any party.
Article 61
1. An application for revision of a judgment may be made only when it is based upon the
discovery of some fact of such a nature as to be a decisive factor, which fact was, when the
judgment was given, unknown to the Court and also to the party claiming revision, always provided
that such ignorance was not due to negligence.
2. The proceedings for revision shall be opened by a judgment of the Cowl expressly

recording the existence of the new fact, recognizing that it has such.a character as to lay the case
open to revision, and declaring the application admissible on this ground.

3. The Court may require previous compliance with the terms of the judgment before it
admits proceedings in revision.
4. The application for revision must be made at latest within six months of the discovery of
the new fact.
5. No application for revision may be made after the lapse of ten years from the date of the
judgment.
Article 62
1. Should a state consider that it has an interest of a legal nature which may be affected by
the decision in the case, it may submit a request to the Court to be permitted to intervene.
2. It shall be for the Court to decide upon this request.
Article 63
I. Whenever the construction of a convention to which states other than those concerned in
the case are parties is in question, the Registrar shall notify all such states forthwith.
2. Every state so notified has the right to intervene in the proceedings; but if it uses this
right, the construction given by the judgment will be equally binding upon it.
Article 64
Unless otherwise decided by the Court, each party shall bear its own costs.
CHAPTER IV

ADVISORY OPINIONS
Article 65
1. The Court may give an advisory opinion on any legal question at the request of whatever
body may be authorized by or in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations to make
such a request.
2. Questions upon which the advisory opinion of the Court is asked shall be laid before the
Court by means of a written request containing an exact statement of the question upon which an
opinion is required, and accompanied by all documents likely to throw light upon the question.
Article 66
1. The Registrar shall forthwith give notice of the request for an advisory opinion to all
states entitled to appear before the Court
2. The Registrar shall also, by means of a special and direct communication, notify any
state entitled to appear before the Court or international organization considered by the Court,
or, should it not be sitting, by the President, as likely to be able to furnish information on the
question, that the Court will be prepared to receive, within a time limit to be fixed by the
President, written statements, or to hear, at a public sitting to be held for the purpose, oral
statements relating to the question.
3. Should any such state entitled to appear before the Court have failed to receive the special
communication referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article, such state may express a desire to submit
a written statement or to be heard; and the Court will decide.
4. States and organizations having presented written or oral statements or both shall be
permitted to comment on the statements made by other states or organizations in the form, to the
extent, and within the time limits which the Court, or, should it not be sitting, the President, shall
decide in each particular case. Accordingly, the Registrar shall in due time communicate any such
written statements to states and organizations having submitted similar statements.

Article 67
The Court shall deliver its advisory opinions in open court, notice having been given to the
Secretary-General and to the representatives of Members of the United Nations, of other states
and of international organizations immediately concerned.
Article 68

In the exercise of its advisory functions the Court shall further be guided by the provisions
of the present Statute which apply in contentious cases to the extent to which it recognizes them
to be applicable.
CHAPrER V

AMENDMENT
Article 69
Amendments to the present Statute shall be effected by the same procedure as is provided by
the Charter of the United Nations for amendments to that Charter, subject however to any provisions which the General Assembly upon recommendation of the Security Council may adopt
concerning the participation of states which are parties to the present Statute but are not
Members of the United Nations.
Article 70
The Court shall have power to propose such amendments to the present Statute as it may deem
necessary, through written communications to the Secretary-General, for consideration in conformity with the provisions of Article 69.

ANNEX III
Rules of the International Court of Justice
of 14 April 1978
PREAMBLE
The Court,
Having regard to Chapter XIV of the Charter of the United Nations;
Having regard to the Statute of the Court annexed thereto;
Acting in pursuance of Article 30 of the Statute;
Adopts the following revised Rules of Court, approved on 14 April 1978, which shall come
into force on 1 July 1978, and shall as from that date replace the Rules adopted by the Court
on 6 May 1946 and amended on 10 May 1972, save in respect of any case submitted to the Court
before 1 July 1978, or any phase of such a case, which shall continue to be governed by the Rules
in force before that date.
PART 1. THE COURT
SECTION A.

JUDGES AND ASSESSORS

SUBSECTION I. THE MEMBERS OF THE COURT

Art. I
I. The Members of the Court are the judges elected in accordance with Articles 2 to 15 of
the Statute.
2. For the purposes of a particular case, the Court may also include upon the Bench one or
more persons chosen under Article 31 of the Statute to sit as judges ad hoc.
3. In the following Rules, the term "Member of the Court" denotes any elected judge; the
term "judge" denotes any Member of the Court, and any judge ad hoc.
Art. 2
I. The term of office of Members of the Court elected at a triennial election shall begin to
run from the sixth of February in the year in which the vacancies to which they are elected occur.
2. The term of office of a Member of the Court elected to replace a Member whose term of
office has not expired shall begin to run from the date of the election.
Art. 3
1. The Members of the Court, in the exercise of their functions, are of equal status, irrespective of age, priority of election or length of service.
2. The Members of the Court shall, except as provided in paragraphs 4 and 5 of this Article,
take precedence according to the date on which their terms of office respectively began, as
provided for by Article 2 of these Rules.
3. Members of the Court whose terms of office began on the same date shall take precedence in relation to one another according to seniority of age.
4. A Member of the Court who is re-elected to a new term of office which is continuous
with his previous term shall retain his precedence.
5. The President and the Vice-President of the Court, while holding these offices, shall take
precedence before all other Members of the Court.
'This is the date on which the terms of office of the Members of the Court elected at the first
election began in 1946.

6. The Member of the Court who, in accordance with the foregoing paragraphs, takes
precedence next after the President and the Vice-President is in these Rules designated the "senior
judge". If that Member is unable to act, the Member of the Court who is next after him in
precedence and able to act is considered as senior judge.
Art. 4

1. The declaration to be made by every Member of the Court in accordance with Article 20
of the Statute shall be as follows:
"I solemnly declare that I will perform my duties and exercise my powers as judge honourably, faithfully, impartially and conscientiously."
2. This declaration shall be made at the first public sitting at which the Member of the Court
is present. Such sitting shall be held as soon as practicable after his term of office begins and, if
necessary, a special sitting shall be held for the purpose.
3. A Member of the Court who is re-elected shall make a new declaration only if his new
term is not continuous with his previous one.
Art. 5

1. A Member of the Court deciding to resign shall communicate his decision to the
President, and the resignation shall take effect as provided in Article 13, paragraph 4, of
the Statute.
2. If the Member of the Court deciding to resign from the Court is the President, he shall
communicate his decision to the Court, and the resignation shall take effect as provided in Article
13, paragraph 4, of the Statute.
Art. 6

In any case in which the application of Article 18 of the Statute is under consideration, the
Member of the Court concerned shall be so informed by the President or, if the circumstances so
require, by the Vice-President, in a written statement which shall include the grounds therefor and
any relevant evidence. He shall subsequently, at a private meeting of the Court specially convened
for the purpose, be afforded an opportunity of making a statement, of furnishing any information
or explanations he wishes to give, and of supplying answers, orally or in writing, to any questions
put to him. At a further private meeting, at which the Member of the Court concerned shall not be
present, the matter shall be discussed; each Member of the Court shall state his opinion, and if
requested a vote shall be taken.
SUBSECTION 2.

JUDGES AD HOC

Art. 7

1. Judges ad hoc, chosen under Article 31 of the Statute for the purposes of particular cases,
shall be admitted to sit on the Bench of the Court in the circumstances and according to the
procedure indicated in Article 17, paragraph 2, Articles 35, 36, 37, Article 91, paragraph 2, and
Article 102, paragraph 3, of these Rules.
2. They shall participate in the ease in which they sit on terms of complete equality with the
other judges on the Bench.
3. Judges ad hoc shall take precedence after the Members of the Court and in order of
seniority of age.
Art. 8

1. The solemn declaration to be made by every judge ad hoc in accordance with Articles 20
and 31, paragraph 6, of the Statute shall be as set out in Article 4, paragraph 1, of these Rules.
2. This declaration shall be made at a public sitting in the case in which the judge ad hoc is
participating. If the case is being dealt with by a chamber of the Court, the declaration shall be
made in the same manner in that chamber.

3. Judges ad hoc shall make the declaration in relation to any case in which they are
participating, even if they have already done so in a previous case, but shall not make a new
declaration for a later phase of the same case.
SUBSECTION 3. ASSESSORS

Art. 9
1. The Court may, either proprio motu or upon a request made not later than the closure of
the written proceedings, decide, for the purpose of a contentious case or request for advisory
opinion, to appoint assessors to sit with it without the right to vote.
2. When the Court so decides, the President shall take steps to obtain all the information
relevant to the choice of the assessors.
3. The assessors shall be appointed by secret ballot and by a majority of the votes of the
judges composing the Court for the case.
4. These same powers shall belong to the Chambers provided for byArticles 26 and 29 of
the Statute and to the presidents thereof, and may be exercised in the same manner.
5. Before entering upon their duties, assessors shall make the following declaration at a
public sitting:
"I solemnly declare that I will perform my duties as an assessor honourably, impartially and
conscientiously, and that I will faithfully observe all the provisions of the Statute and of the
Rules of the Court."
SECTION B.

THE PRESIDENCY
Art. 10

1. The term of office of the President and that of the Vice-President shall begin to run from
the date on which the terms of office of the Members of the Court elected at a triennial election
begin in accordance with Article 2 of these Rules.
2. The elections to the presidency and vice-presidency shall be held on that date or shortly
thereafter. The former President, if still a Member of the Court, shall continue to exercise his
functions until the election to the presidency has taken place.
Art. 11
1. If, on the date of the election to the presidency, the former President is still a Member of
the Court, he shall conduct the election. If he has ceased to be a Member of the Court, or is unable
to act, the election shall be conducted by the Member of the Court exercising the functions of the
presidency by virtue of Article 13, paragraph 1, of these Rules.
2. The election shall take place by secret ballot, after the presiding Member of the Court
has declared the number of affirmative votes necessary for election; there shall be no nominations.
The Member of the Court obtaining the votes of a majority of the Members composing it at the
time of the election shall be declared elected, and shall enter forthwith upon his functions.
3. The new President shall conduct the election of the Vice-President either at the same
or at the following meeting. The provisions of paragraph 2 of this Article shall apply equally
to this election.
Art. 12
The President shall preside at all meetings of the Court; he shall direct the work and supervise
the administration of the Court.
Art. 13
1. In the event of a vacancy in the presidency or of the inability of the President to exercise
the functions of the presidency, these shall be exercised by the Vice-President, or failing him, by
the senior judge.

2. When the President is precluded by a provision of the Statute or of these Rules either
from sitting or from presiding in a particular case, he shall continue to exercise the functions of
the presidency for all purposes save in respect of that case.
3. The President shall take the measures necessary in order to ensure the continuous
exercise of the functions of the presidency at the seat of the Court. In the event of his absence, he
may, so far as is compatible with the Statute and these Rules, arrange for these functions to be
exercised by the Vice-President, or failing him, by the senior judge.
4. If the President decides to resign the presidency, he shall communicate his decision in
writing to the Court through the Vice-President, or failing him, the senior judge. If the Vice-President decides to resign his office, he shall communicate his decision to the President.
Art. 14

If a vacancy in the presidency or the vice-presidency occurs before the date when the current
term is due to expire under Article 21, paragraph 1, of the Statute and Article 10, paragraph 1, of
these Rules, the Court shall decide whether or not the vacancy shall be filled during the remainder
of the term.
SEcrtON C.

THE CHAMBERS
Art. 15

1. The Chamber of Summary Procedure to be formed annually under Article 29 of the
Statute shall be composed of five Members of the Court, comprising the President and Vice-President of the Court, acting ex officio, and three other members elected in accordance with Article
18, paragraph 1, of these Rules. In addition, two Members of the Court shall be elected
annually to act as substitutes.
2. The election referred to in paragraph I of this Article shall be held as soon as possible
after the sixth of February in each year. The members of the Chamber shall enter upon their
functions on election and continue to serve until the next election; they may be re-elected.
3. If a member of the Chamber is unable, for whatever reason, to sit in a given case, he shall
be replaced for the purposes of that case by the senior in precedence of the two substitutes.
4. If a member of the Chamber resigns or otherwise ceases to be a member, his place shall
be taken by the senior in precedence of the two substitutes, who shall thereupon become a full
member of the Chamber and be replaced by the election of another substitute. Should vacancies
exceed the number of available substitutes, elections shall be held as soon as possible in respect
of the vacancies still existing after the substitutes have assumed full membership and in respect of
the vacancies in the substitutes.
Art. 16

1. When the Court decides to form one or more of the Chambers provided for in Article 26,
paragraph 1, of the Statute, it shall determine the particular category of cases for which each
Chamber is formed, the number of its members, the period for which they will serve, and the date
at which they will enter upon their duties.
2. The members of the Chamber shall be elected in accordance with Article 18, paragraph
1,of these Rules from among the Members of the Court, having regard to any special knowledge,
expertise or previous experience which any of the Members of the Court may have in relation to
the category of case the Chamber is being formed to deal with.
3. The Court may decide upon the dissolution of a Chamber, but without prejudice to the
duty of the Chamber concerned to finish any cases pending before it.
Art 17

1. A request for the formation of a Chamber to deal with a particular case, as provided for
in Article 26, paragraph 2, of the Statute, may be filed at any time until the closure of the written

proceedings. Upon receipt of a request made by one party, the President shall ascertain whether
the other party assents.
2. When the parties have agreed, the President shall ascertain their views regarding the
composition of the Chamber, and shall report to the Court accordingly. He shall also take such
steps as may be necessary to give effect to the provisions of Article 31, paragraph 4, of the Statute.
3. When the Court has determined, with the approval of the parties, the number of its
Members who are to constitute the Chamber, it shall proceed to their election, in accordance with
the provisions of Article 18, paragraph 1, of these Rules. The same procedure shall be followed as
regards the filling of any vacancy that may occur on the Chamber.
4. Members of a Chamber formed under this Article who have been replaced, in accordance
with Article 13 of the Statute following the expiration of their terms of office, shall continue to sit
in all phases of the case, whatever the stage it has then reached.
Art. 18
1. Elections to all Chambers shall take place by secret ballot. The Members of the Court
obtaining the largest number of votes constituting a majority of the Members of the Court
composing it at the time of the election shall be declared elected. If necessary to fill vacancies,
more than one ballot shall take place, such ballot being limited to the number of vacancies that
remain to be filled.
2. If a Chamber when formed includes the President or Vice-President of the Court, or both
of them, the President or Vice-President, as the case may be, shall preside over that Chamber. In
any other event, the Chamber shall elect its own president by secret ballot and by a majority of
votes of its members. The Member of the Court who, under this paragraph, presides over the
Chamber at the time of its formation shall continue to preside so long as he remains a member of
that Chamber.
3. The president of a Chamber shall exercise, in relation to cases being dealt with by that
Chamber, all the functions of the President of the Court in relation to cases before the Court.
4. If the president of a Chamber is prevented from sitting or from acting as president, the
functions of the presidency shall be assumed by the member of the Chamber who is the senior in
precedence and able to act.
SECTION D.

INTERNAL FUNCTIONING OFTHE COURT

Art. 19
The internal judicial practice of the Court shall, subject to the provisions of2the Statute and
these Rules, be governed by any resolutions on the subject adopted by the Court.
Art. 20
1. The quorum specified by Article 25, paragraph 3, of the Statute applies to all meetings
of the Court.
2. The obligation of Members of the Court under Article 23, paragraph 3, of the Statute, to
hold themselves permanently at the disposal of the Court, entails attendance at all such meetings,
unless they are prevented from attending by illness or for other serious reasons duly explained to
the President, who shall inform the Court.
3. Judges ad hoc are likewise bound to hold themselves at the disposal of the Court and to
attend all meetings held in the case in which they are participating. They shall not be taken into
account for the calculation of the quorum.
4. The Court shall fix the dates and duration of the judicial vacations and the periods and
conditions of leave to be accorded to individual Members of the Court under Article 23, paragraph
2, of the Statute, having regard in both cases to the state of its General List and to the requirements
of its current work.
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The resolution now in force was adopted on 12 April 1976.

5. Subject to the same considerations, the Court shall observe the public holidays customary
at the place where the Court is sitting.
6. In case of urgency the President may convene the Court at any time.
Art. 21

1. The deliberations of the Court shall take place in private and remain secret. The Court
may however at any time decide in respect of its deliberations on other than judicial matters to
publish or allow publication of any part of them.
2. Only judges, and the assessors, if any, take part in the Court's judicial deliberations. The
Registrar, or his deputy, and other members of the staff of the Registry as may be required shall
be present. No other person shall be present except by permission of the Court.
3. The minutes of the Court's judicial deliberations shall record only the title or nature of
the subjects or matters discussed, and the results of any vote taken. They shall not record any
details of the discussions nor the views expressed, provided however that any judge is entitled to
require that a statement made by him be inserted in the minutes.
PART II. THE REGISTRY
Art. 22

1. The Court shall elect its Registrar by secret ballot from amongst candidates proposed
by Members of the Court. The Registrar shall be elected for a term of seven years. He may be
re-elected.
2. The President shall give notice of a vacancy or impending vacancy to Members of the
Court, either forthwith upon the vacancy arising, or, where the vacancy will arise on the
expiration of the term of office of the Registrar, not less than three months prior thereto. The
President shall fix a date for the closure of the list of candidates so as to enable nominations
and information concerning the candidates to be received in sufficient time.
3. Nominations shall indicate the relevant information concerning the candidate, and in
particular information as to his age, nationality, and present occupation, university qualifications,
knowledge of languages, and any previous experience in law, diplomacy or the work of international organizations.
4. The candidate obtaining the votes of the majority of the Members of the Court composing
it at the time of the election shall be declared elected.
Art. 23

The Court shall elect a Deputy-Registrar: the provisions of Article 22 of these Rules shall
apply to his election and term of office.
Art. 24

1. Before taking up his duties, the Registrar shall make the following declaration at a
meeting of the Court:
"I solemnly declare that I will perform the duties incumbent upon me as Registrar of the
International Court of Justice in all loyalty, discretion and good conscience, and that I will
faithfully observe all the provisions of the Statute and of the Rules of the Court."
2. The Deputy-Registrar shall make a similar declaration at a meeting of the Court before
taking up his duties.
Art. 25

1. The staff-members of the Registry shall be appointed by the Court on proposals submitted by the Registrar. Appointments to such posts as the Court shall determine may however be
made by the Registrar with the approval of the President.

2. Before taking up his duties, every staff-member shall make the following declaration
before the President, the Registrar being present:
"1 solemnly declare that I will perform the duties incumbent upon me as an official of the
International Court of Justice in all loyalty, discretion and good conscience, and that I will
faithfully observe all the provisions of the Statute and of the Rules of the Court."
Art. 26
1. The Registrar, in the discharge of his functions, shall:
(a) be the regular channel of communications to and from the Court, and in particular shall
effect all communications, notifications and transmission of documents required by the Statute or
by these Rules and ensure that the date of despatch and receipt thereof may be readily verified;
(b) keep, under the supervision of the President, and in such form as may be laid down by
the Court, a General List of all cases, entered and numbered in the order in which the documents
instituting proceedings or requesting an advisory opinion are received in the Registry;
(c) have the custody of the declarations accepting the jurisdiction of the Court made by
States not parties to the Statute in accordance with any resolution adopted by the Security Council
under Article 35, paragraph 2, of the Statute, and transmit certified copies thereof to all States
parties to the Statute, to such other States as shall have deposited declarations, and to the Secretary-General of the United Nations;
(d) transmit to the parties copies of all pleadings and documents annexed upon receipt
thereof in the Registry;
(e) communicate to the government of the country in which the Court or a Chamber is
sitting, and any other governments which may be concerned, the necessary information as to the
persons from time to time entitled, under the Statute and relevant agreements, to privileges,
immunities, or facilities;
(t) be present, in person or by his deputy, at meetings of the Court, and of the Chambers,
and be responsible for the preparation of minutes of such meetings;
(g) make arrangements for such provision or verification of translations and interpretations
into the Court's official languages as the Court may require;
(h) sign all judgments, advisory opinions and orders of the Court, and the minutes referred
to in subparagraph (J);
(i) be responsible for the printing and publication of the Court's judgments, advisory opinions and orders, the pleadings and statements, and minutes of public sittings in cases, and of such
other documents as the Court may direct to be published;
() be responsible for all administrative work and in particular for the accounts and financial
administration in accordance with the financial procedures of the United Nations;
(k) deal with enquiries concerning the Court and its work;
(1) assist in maintaining relations between the Court and other organs of the United Nations,
the specialized agencies, and international bodies and conferences concerned with the codification
and progressive development of international law;
(m) ensure that information concerning the Court and its activities is made accessible to
governments, the highest national courts of justice, professional and learned societies, legal
faculties and schools of law, and public information media;
(n) have custody of the seals and stamps of the3 Court, of the archives of the Court, and of
such other archives as may be entrusted to the Court.
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The Registrar also keeps the Archives of the Permanent Court of International Justice
entrusted to the present Court by decision of the Permanent Court of October 1945 (LC.J Yearbook
1946-1947, p. 26), and the Archives of the Trial of the Major War Criminals before the International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg (1945-1946), entrusted to the Court by decision of that
Tribunal of 1 October 1946; the Court authorized the Registrar to accept the latter Archives by
decision of 19 November 1949.

2. The Court may at any time entrust additional functions to the Registrar.
3. In the discharge of his functions the Registrar shall be responsible to the Court.
Art. 27

1. The Deputy-Registrar shall assist the Registrar, act as Registrar in the latter's absence
and, in the event of the office becoming vacant, exercise the functions of Registrar until the office
has been filled.
2. If both the Registrar and the Deputy-Registrar are unable to carry out the duties of
Registrar, the President shall appoint an official of the Registry to discharge those duties for such
time as may be necessary. If both offices are vacant at the same time, the President, after consulting
the Members of the Court, shall appoint an official of the Registry to discharge the duties of
Registrar pending an election to that office.
Art. 28

1. The Registry shall comprise the Registrar, the Deputy-Registrar, and such other staff as
the Registrar shall require for the efficient discharge of his functions.
2. The Court shall prescribe the organization of the Registry, and shall for this purpose
request the Registrar to make proposals.
3. Instructions for the Registry shall be drawn up by the Registrar and approved by
the Court.
4. The staff of the Registry shall be subject to Staff Regulations drawn up by the Registrar,
so far as possible in conformity with the United Nations Staff Regulations and Staff Rules. and
approved by the Court.
Art. 29

1. The Registrar may be removed from office only if, in the opinion of two-thirds of the
Members of the Court, he has either become permanently incapacitated from exercising his
functions, or has committed a serious breach of his duties.
2. Before a decision is taken under this Article, the Registrar shall be informed by the
President of the action contemplated, in a written statement which shall include the grounds
therefor and any relevant evidence. He shall subsequently, at a private meeting of the Court, be
afforded an opportunity of making a statement, of furnishing any information or explanations he
wishes to give, and of supplying answers, orally or in writing, to any questions put to him.
3. The Deputy-Registrar may be removed from office only on the same grounds and by the
same procedure.
PART Il.
SECTIONA.

PROCEEDINGS IN CONTENTIOUS CASES
COMMUNICATIONSTOTHECOURTAND CONSULTATIONS
Art. 30

All communications to the Court under these Rules shall be addressed to the Registrar unless
otherwise stated. Any request made by a party shall likewise be addressed to the Registrar unless
made in open court in the course of the oral proceedings.
Art. 31

In every case submitted to the Court, the President shall ascertain the views of the parties
with regard to questions of procedure. For this purpose he shall summon the agents of the parties
to meet him as soon as possible after their appointment, and whenever necessary thereafter.

SECTION B.

THE COMPOSmION OFTHE COuRr FOR PARIMCULAR CASES

Art. 32
I. If the President of the Court is a national of one of the parties in a case he shall not
exercise the functions of the presidency in respect of that case. The same rule applies to the
Vice-President, or to the senior judge, when called on to act as President.
2. The Member of the Court who is presiding in a case on the date on which the Court
convenes for the oral proceedings shall continue to preside in that case until completion of the
current phase of the case, notwithstanding the election in the meantime of a new President or
Vice-President. If he should become unable to act, the presidency for the case shall be determined
in accordance with Article 13 of these Rules, and on the basis of the composition of the Court on
the date on which it convened for the oral proceedings.
Art. 33
Except as provided in Article 17 of these Rules, Members of the Court who have been
replaced, in accordance with Article 13, paragraph 3, of the Statute following the expiration of
their terms of office, shall discharge the duty imposed upon them by that paragraph by continuing
to sit until the completion of any phase of a case in respect of which the Court convenes for the
oral proceedings prior to the date of such replacement.
Art. 34
1. In case of any doubt arising as to the application of Article 17, paragraph 2, of the Statute

or in case of a disagreement as to the application of Article 24 of the Statute, the President shall
inform the Members of the Court, with whom the decision lies.
2. If a party desires to bring to the attention of the Court facts which it considers to be of
possible relevance to the application of the provisions of the Statute mentioned in the previous
paragraph, but which it believes may not be known to the Court, that party shall communicate
confidentially such facts to the President in writing.
Art. 35
1. If a party proposes to exercise the power conferred by Article 31 of the Statute to choose
a judge ad hoc in a case, it shall notify the Court of its intention as soon as possible. If the name
and nationality of the judge selected are not indicated at the same time, the party shall, not later
than two months before the time-limit fixed for the filing of the Counter-Memorial, inform the
Court of the name and nationality of the person chosen and supply brief biographical details. The
judge ad hoc may be of a nationality other than that of the party which chooses him.
2. If a party proposes to abstain from choosing a judge ad hoc, on condition of a like
abstention by the other party, it shall so notify the Court which shall inform the other party. If
the other party thereafter gives notice of its intention to choose, or chooses, a judge ad hoc,
the time-limit for the party which has previously abstained from choosing a judge may be
extended by the President.
3. A copy of any notification relating to the choice of a judge ad hoc shall be communicated
by the Registrar to the other party, which shall be requested to furnish, within a time-limit to be
fixed by the President, such observations as it may wish to make. If within the said time-limit no
objection is raised by the other party, and if none appears to the Court itself, the parties shall be
so informed.
4. In the event of any objection or doubt, the matter shall be decided by the Court, if
necessary after hearing the parties.
5. A judge ad hoc who has accepted appointment but who becomes unable to sit may be
replaced.
6. If and when the reasons for the participation of a judge ad hoc are found no longer to
exist, he shall cease to sit on the Bench.

Art. 36
1. If the Court finds that two or more parties are in the same interest, and therefore are to
be reckoned as one party only, and that there is no Member of the Court of the nationality of any
one of those parties upon the Bench, the Court shall fix a time-limit within which they may jointly
choose a judge ad hoc.
2. Should any party amongst those found by the Court to be in the same interest allege the
existence of a separate interest of its own, or put forward any other objection, the matter shall be
decided by the Court, if necessary after hearing the parties.
Art. 37
1. If a Member of the Court having the nationality of one of the parties is or becomes unable
to sit in any phase of a case, that party shall thereupon become entitled to choose a judge ad hoc
within a time-limit to be fixed by the Court, or by the President if the Court is not sitting.
2. Parties in the same interest shall be deemed not to have a judge of one of their nationalities upon the Bench if the Member of the Court having one of their nationalities is or becomes
unable to sit in any phase of the case.
3. If the Member of the Court having the nationality of a party becomes able to sit not later
than the closure of the written proceedings in that phase of the case, that Member of the Court
shall resume his seat on the Bench in the case.
SECTION C.

PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE COURT

SUBSECTION I

INSTITUTION OF PROCEEDINGS

Art. 38
1. When proceedings before the Court are instituted by means of an application addressed
as specified in Article 40, paragraph 1, of the Statute, the application shall indicate the party
making it, the State against which the claim is brought, and the subject of the dispute.
2. The application shall specify as far as possible the legal grounds upon which the jurisdiction of the Court is said to be based; it shall also specify the precise nature of the claim, together
with a succinct statement of the facts and grounds on which the claim is based.
3. The original of the application shall be signed either by the agent of the party submitting
it, or by the diplomatic representative of that party in the country in which the Court has its seat,
or by some other duly authorized person. If the application bears the signature of someone other
than such diplomatic representative, the signature must be authenticated by the latter or by the
competent authority of the applicant's foreign ministry.
4. The Registrar shall forthwith transmit to the respondent a certified copy of the
application.
5. When the applicant State proposes to found the jurisdiction of the Court upon a consent
thereto yet to be given or manifested by the State against which such application is made, the
application shall be transmitted to that State. It shall not however be entered in the General List,
nor any action be taken in the proceedings, unless and until the State against which such application is made consents to the Court's jurisdiction for the purposes of the case.
Art. 39
1. When proceedings are brought before the Court by the notification of a special agreement, in conformity with Article 40, paragraph 1, of the Statute, the notification may be effected
by the parties jointly or by any one or more of them. If the notification is not ajoint one, a certified
copy of it shall forthwith be communicated by the Registrar to the other party.
2. In each case the notification shall be accompanied by an original or certified copy of the
special agreement. The notification shall also, in so far as this is not already apparent from the
agreement, indicate the precise subject of the dispute and identify the parties to it.

Art. 40
1. Except in the circumstances contemplated by Article 38, paragraph 5, of these Rules, all
steps on behalf of the parties after proceedings have been instituted shall be taken by agents.
Agents shall have an address for service at the seat of the Court to which all communications
concerning the case are to be sent. Communications addressed to the agents of the parties shall be
considered as having been addressed to the parties themselves.
2. When proceedings are instituted by means of an application, the name of the agent for
the applicant shall be stated. The respondent, upon receipt of the certified copy of the application,
or as soon as possible thereafter, shall inform the Court of the name of its agent.
3. When proceedings are brought by notification of a special agreement, the party making
the notification shall state the name of its agent. Any other party to the special agreement, upon
receiving from the Registrar a certified copy of such notification, or as soon as possible thereafter,
shall inform the Court of the name of its agent if it has not already done so.
Art. 41
The institution of proceedings by a State which is not a party to the Statute but which, under
Article 35, paragraph 2, thereof, has accepted the jurisdiction of the Court by a declaration made
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in accordance with any resolution adopted by the Security Council under that Article, shall be
accompanied by a deposit of the declaration in question, unless the latter has previously been
deposited with the Registrar. If any question of the validity or effect of such declaration arises, the
Court shall decide.
Art. 42
The Registrar shall transmit copies of any application or notification of a special agreement
instituting proceedings before the Court to: (a) the Secretary-General of the United Nations;
(b) the Members of the United Nations; (c) other States entitled to appear before the Court.
Art. 43
Whenever the construction of a convention to which States other than those concerned in the
case are parties may be in question within the meaning of Article 63, paragraph 1, of the Statute,
the Court shall consider what directions shall be given to the Registrar in the matter.
SUBSECTION 2. THE WRITTEN PROCEEDINGS

Art. 44
1. In the light of the information obtained by the President under Article 31 of these Rules,
the Court shall make the necessary orders to determine, inter alia, the number and the order of
filing of the pleadings and the time-limits within which they must be filed.
2. In making an order under paragraph I of this Article, any agreement between the parties
which does not cause unjustified delay shall be taken into account.
3. The Court may, at request of the party concerned, extend any time-limit, or decide that
any step taken after the expiration of the time-limit fixed therefor shall be considered as valid, if
it is satisfied that there is adequate justification for the request. In either case the other party shall
be given an opportunity to state its views.
4. If the Court is not sitting, its powers under this Article shall be exercised by the President,
but without prejudice to any subsequent decision of the Court. If the consultation referred to in
Article 31 reveals persistent disagreement between the parties as to the application of Article 45,
paragraph 2, or Article 46, paragraph 2, of these Rules, the Court shall be convened to decide
the matter.
4

The resolution now in force was adopted on 15 October 1946.

Art. 45

I. The pleadings in a case begun by means of an application shall consist, in the following
order, of: a Memorial by the applicant; a Counter-Memorial by the respondent.
2. The Court may authorize or direct that there shall be a Reply by the applicant and a
Rejoinder by the respondent if the parties are so agreed, or if the Court decides, proprio motu or
at the request of one of the parties, that these pleadings are necessary.
Art. 46

I. In a case begun by the notification of a special agreement, the number and order of the
pleadings shall be governed by the provisions of the agreement, unless the Court, after ascertaining
the views of the parties, decides otherwise.
2. If the special agreement contains no such provision, and if the parties have not subsequently agreed on the number and order of pleadings, they shall each file a Memorial and
Counter-Memorial, within the same time-limits. The Court shall not authorize the presentation of
Replies unless it finds them to be necessary.
Art. 47

The Court may at any time direct that the proceedings in two or more cases be joined. It
may also direct that the written or oral proceedings, including the calling of witnesses, be in
common; or the Court may, without effecting any formal joinder, direct common action in any
of these respects.
Art. 48

Time-limits for the completion of steps in the proceedings may be fixed by assigning a
specified period but shall always indicate definite dates. Such time-limits shall be as short as the
character of the case permits.
Art. 49

1. A Memorial shall contain a statement of the relevant facts, a statement of law, and the
submissions.
2. A Counter-Memorial shall contain: an admission or denial of the facts stated in the
Memorial; any additional facts, if necessary; observations concerning the statement of law in the
Memorial; a statement of law in answer thereto; and the submissions.
3. The Reply and Rejoinder, whenever authorized by the Court, shall not merely repeat the
parties' contentions, but shall be directed to bringing out the issues that still divide them.
4. Every pleading shall set out the partyls submissions at the relevant stage of the case,
distinctly from the arguments presented, or shall confirm the submissions previously made.
Art. 50

1. There shall be annexed to the original of every pleading certified copies of any relevant
documents adduced in support of the contentions contained in the pleading.
2. If only parts of a document are relevant, only such extracts as are necessary for the
purpose of the pleading in question need be annexed. A copy of the whole document shall be
deposited in the Registry, unless it has been published and is readily available.
3. A list of all documents annexed to a pleading shall be furnished at the time the
pleading is filed.
Art. 51

I. If the parties are agreed that the written proceedings shall be conducted wholly in one of
the two official languages of the Court, the pleadings shall be submitted only in that language. If
the parties are not so agreed, any pleading or any part of a pleading shall be submitted in one or
other of the official languages.

2. If in pursuance of Article 39, paragraph 3, of the Statute a language other than French or
English is used, a translation into French or English certified as accurate by the party submitting
it, shall be attached to the original of each pleading.
3. When a document annexed to a pleading is not in one of the official languages of the
Court, it shall be accompanied by a translation into one of these languages certified by the party
submitting it as accurate. The translation may be confined to part of an annex, or to extracts
therefrom, but in this case it must be accompanied by an explanatory note indicating what
passages are translated. The Court may however require a more extensive or a complete
translation to be furnished.
Art. 52'
1. The original of every pleading shall be signed by the agent and filed in the Registry. it
shall be accompanied by a certified copy of the pleading, documents annexed, and any translations,
for communication to the other party in accordance with Article 43, paragraph 4, of the Statute,
and by the number of additional copies required by the Registry, but without prejudice to an
increase in that number should the need arise later.
2. All pleadings shall be dated. When a pleading has to be filed by a certain date, it is
the date of the receipt of the pleading in the Registry which will be regarded by the Court as
the material date.
3. If the Registrar arranges for the printing of a pleading at the request of a party, the text
must be supplied in sufficient time to enable the printed pleading to be filed in the Registry before
the expiration of any time-limit which may apply to it. The printing is done under the responsibility
of the party in question.
4. The correction of a slip or error in any document which has been filed may be made at
any time with the consent of the other party or by leave of the President. Any correction so effected
shall be notified to the other party in the same manner as the pleading to which it relates.
Art. 53
1. The Court, or the President if the Court is not sitting, may at any time decide, after ascertaining the views of the parties, that copies of the pleadings and documents annexed shall be
made available to a State entitled to appear before it which has asked to be furnished with such
copies.
2. The Court may, after ascertaining the views of the parties, decide that copies of the
pleadings and documents annexed shall be made accessible to the public on or after the opening
of the oral proceedings.
SUBSECTION 3. THE ORAL PROCEEDINGS

Art. 54
1. Upon the closure of the written proceedings, the case is ready for hearing. The date for
the opening of the oral proceedings shall be fixed by the Court, which may also decide, if occasion
should arise, that the opening or the continuance of the oral proceedings be postponed.
2. When fixing the date for, or postponing, the opening of the oral proceedings the Court
shall have regard to the priority required by Article 74 of these Rules and to any other special
circumstances, including the urgency of a particular case.
3. When the Court is not sitting, its powers under this Article shall be exercised by the
President.
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The agents of the parties are requested to ascertain from the Registry the usual format of the
pleadings, and the conditions on which the Court may bear part of the cost of printing.

Art. 55
The Court may, if it considers it desirable, decide pursuant to Article 22, paragraph 1, of the
Statute that all or part of the further proceedings in a case shall be held at a place other than the
seat of the Court. Before so deciding, it shall ascertain the views of the parties.
Art. 56
1. After the closure of the written proceedings, no further documents may be submitted to
the Court by either party except with the consent of the other party or as provided in paragraph 2
of this Article. The party desiring to produce a new document shall file the original or a certified
copy thereof, together with the number of copies required by the Registry, which shall be responsible for communicating it to the other party and shall inform the Court. The other party shall be
held to have given its consent if it does not lodge an objection to the production of the document.
2. In the absence of consent, the Court, after hearing the parties, may, if it considers the
document necessary, authorize its production.
3. If a new document is produced under paragraph I or paragraph 2 of this Article, the other
party shall have an opportunity of commenting upon it and of submitting documents in support of
its comments.
4. No reference may be made during the oral proceedings to the contents of any document
which has not been produced in accordance with Article 43 of the Statute or this Article, unless
the document is part of a publication readily available.
5. The application of the provisions of this Article shall not in itself constitute a ground for
delaying the opening or the course of the oral proceedings.
Art. 57
Without prejudice to the provisions of the Rules concerning the production of documents,
each party shall communicate to the Registrar, in sufficient time before the opening of the oral
proceedings, information regarding any evidence which it intends to produce or which it
intends to request the Court to obtain. This communication shall contain a list of the surnames,
first names, nationalities, descriptions and places of residence of the witnesses and experts
whom the party intends to call, with indications in general terms of the point or points to which
their evidence will be directed. A copy of the communication shall also be furnished for
transmission to the other party.
Art. 58
1. The Court shall determine whether the parties should present their arguments before or
after the production of the evidence; the parties shall, however, retain the right to comment on the
evidence given.
2. The order in which the parties will be heard, the method of handling the evidence and of
examining any witnesses and experts, and the number of counsel and advocates to be heard on
behalf of each party, shall be settled by the Court after the views of the parties have been
ascertained in accordance with Article 31 of these Rules.
Art. 59
The hearing in Court shall be public, unless the Court shall decide otherwise, or unless the
parties demand that the public be not admitted. Such a decision or demand may concern either the
whole or part of the hearing, and may be made at any time.
Art. 60
1. The oral statements made on behalf of each party shall be as succinct as possible
within the limits of what is requisite for the adequate presentation of that party's contentions
at the hearing. Accordingly, they shall be directed to the issues that still divide the parties, and
shall not go over the whole ground covered by the pleadings, or merely repeat the facts and
arguments these contain.

2. At the conclusion of the last statement made by a party at the hearing, its agent, without
recapitulation of the arguments, shall read that party's final submissions. A copy of the written text
of these, signed by the agent, shall be communicated to the Court and transmitted to the other party.
Art. 61
1. The Court may at any time prior to or during the hearing indicate any points or issues to
which it would like the parties specially to address themselves, or on which it considers that there
has been sufficient argument.
2. The Court may, during the hearing, put questions to the agents, counsel and advocates,
and may ask them for explanations.
3. Each judge has a similar right to put questions, but before exercising it he should make
his intention known to the President, who is made responsible by Article 45 of the Statute for the
control of the hearing.
4. The agents, counsel and advocates may answer either immediately or within a time-limit
fixed by the President.
Art. 62
1. The Court may at any time call upon the parties to produce such evidence or to give such
explanations as the Court may consider to be necessary for the elucidation of any aspect of the
matters in issue, or may itself seek other information for this purpose.
2. The Court may, if necessary, arrange for the attendance of a witness or expert to give
evidence in the proceedings.
Art. 63
1. The parties may call any witnesses or experts appearing on the list communicated to the
Court pursuant to Article 57 of these Rules. If at any time during the hearing a party wishes to call
a witness or expert whose name was not included in that list, it shall so inform the Court and the
other party, and shall supply the information required by Article 57. The witness or expert may be
called either if the other party makes no objection or if the Court is satisfied that his evidence
seems likely to prove relevant.
2. The Court, or the President if the Court is not sitting, shall, at the request of one of the
parties or proprio motu, take the necessary steps for the examination of witnesses otherwise than
before the Court itself.
Art. 64
Unless on account of special circumstances the Court decides on a different form of words,
(a) every witness shall make the following declaration before giving any evidence:
"I solemnly declare upon my honour and conscience that I will speak the truth, the whole
truth and nothing but the truth."
(b) every expert shall make the following declaration before making any statement:
"I solemnly declare upon my honour and conscience that I will speak the truth, the
whole truth and nothing but the truth, and that my statement will be in accordance
with my sincere belief."
Art. 65
Witnesses and experts shall be examined by the agents, counsel or advocates of the parties
under the control of the President. Questions may be put to them by the President and by the
judges. Before testifying, witnesses shall remain out of court.
Art. 66
The Court may at any time decide, either proprio motu or at the request of a party, to exercise
its functions with regard to the obtaining of evidence at a place or locality to which the case relates,

subject to such conditions as the Court may decide upon after ascertaining the views of the parties.
The necessary arrangements shall be made in accordance with Article 44 of the Statute.
Art. 67
I. If the Court considers it necessary to arrange for an enquiry or an expert opinion, it
shall, after hearing the parties, issue an order to this effect, defining the subject of the enquiry
or expert opinion, stating the number and mode of appointment of the persons to hold the
enquiry or of the experts, and laying down the procedure to be followed. Where appropriate,
the Court shall require persons appointed to carry out an enquiry, or to give an expert opinion,
to make a solemn declaration.
2. Every report or record of an enquiry and every expert opinion shall be communicated to
the parties, which shall be given the opportunity of commenting upon it.
Art. 68
Witnesses and experts who appear at the instance of the Court under Article 62, paragraph 2,
and persons appointed under Article 67, paragraph 1,of these Rules, to carry out an enquiry or to
give an expert opinion, shall, where appropriate, be paid out of the funds of the Court.
Art. 69
1. The Court may, at any time prior to the closure of the oral proceedings, either proprio
motu or at the request of one of the parties communicated as provided in Article 57 of these Rules,
request a public international organization, pursuant to Article 34 of the Statute, to furnish
information relevant to a case before it.
The Court, after consulting the chief administrative officer
of the organization concerned, shall decide whether such information shall be presented to it orally
or in writing, and the time-limits for its presentation.
2. When a public international organization sees fit to furnish, on its own initiative, information relevant to a case before the Court, it shall do so in the form of a Memorial to be filed in
the Registry before the closure of the written proceedings. The Court shall retain the right to
require such information to be supplemented, either orally or in writing, in the form of answers to
any questions which it may see fit to formulate, and also to authorize the parties to comment, either
orally or in writing, on the information thus furnished.
3. In the circumstances contemplated by Article 34, paragraph 3, of the Statute, the Registrar, on the instructions of the Court, or of the President if the Court is not sitting, shall proceed
as prescribed in that paragraph. The Court, or the President if the Court is not sitting, may, as from
the date on which the Registrar has communicated copies of the written proceedings and after
consulting the chief administrative officer of the public international organization concerned, fix
a time-limit within which the organization may submit to the Court its observations in writing.
These observations shall be communicated to the parties and may be discussed by them and by
the representative of the said organization during the oral proceedings.
4. In the foregoing paragraphs, the term "public international organization" denotes an
international organization of States.
Art. 70
1. In the absence of any decision to the contrary by the Court, all speeches and statements
made and evidence given at the hearing in one of the official languages of the Court shall be
interpreted into the other official language. If they are made or given in any other language, they
shall be interpreted into the two official languages of the Court.
2. Whenever, in accordance with Article 39, paragraph 3, of the Statute, a language other
than French or English is used, the necessary arrangements for interpretation into one of the two
official languages shall be made by the party concerned; however, the Registrar shall make
arrangements for the verification of the interpretation provided by a party of evidence given on
the party's behalf. In the case of witnesses or experts who appear at the instance of the Court,
arrangements for interpretation shall be made by the Registry.

3. A party on behalf of which speeches or statements are to be made, or evidence given, in
a language which is not one of the official languages of the Court, shall so notify the Registrar in
sufficient time for him to make the necessary arrangements.
4. Before first interpreting in the case, interpreters provided by a party shall make the
following declaration in open court:
"I solemnly declare upon my honour and conscience that my interpretation will be faithful
and complete."
Art. 71
1. A verbatim record shall be made by the Registrar of every hearing, in the official
language of the Court which has been used. When the language used is not one of the two
official languages of the Court, the verbatim record shall be prepared in one of the Court's
official languages.
2. When speeches or statements are made in a language which is not one of the official
languages of the Court, the party on behalf of which they are made shall supply to the Registry in
advance a text thereof in one of the official languages, and this text shall constitute the relevant
part of the verbatim record.
3. The transcript of the verbatim record shall be preceded by the names of the judges
present, and those of the agents, counsel and advocates of the parties.
4. Copies of the transcript shall be circulated to the judges sitting in the case, and to the
parties. The latter may, under the supervision of the Court, correct the transcripts of speeches
and statements made on their behalf, but in no case may such corrections affect the sense and
bearing thereof. The judges may likewise make corrections in the transcript of anything they
may have said.
5. Witnesses and experts shall be shown that part of the transcript which relates to the
evidence given, or the statements made by them, and may correct it in like manner as the parties.
6. One certified true copy of the eventual corrected transcript, signed by the President and
the Registrar, shall constitute the authentic minutes of the sitting for the purposes of Article 47 of
the Statute. The minutes of public hearings shall be printed and published by the Court.
Art. 72
Any written reply by a party to a question put under Article 61, or any evidence or explanation
supplied by a party under Article 62 of these Rules, received by the Court after the closure of the
oral proceedings, shall be communicated to the other party, which shall be given the opportunity
of commenting upon it. If necessary the oral proceedings may be reopened for that purpose.
SECTION D.

INCIDENTAL PROCEEDINGS

SUBSECTION 1. INTERIM PROTECTION
Art. 73
1. A written request for the indication of provisional measures may be made by a party
at any time during the course of the proceedings in the case in connection with which the
request is made.
2. The request shall specify the reasons therefor, the possible consequences if it is not
granted, and the measures requested. A certified copy shall forthwith be transmitted by the
Registrar to the other party.
Art. 74
1. A request for the indication of provisional measures shall have priority over all
other cases.
2. The Court, it if is not sitting when the request is made, shall be convened forthwith for
the purpose of proceeding to a decision on the request as a matter of urgency.

3. The Court, or the President if the Court is not sitting, shall fix a date for a hearing which
will afford the parties an opportunity of being represented at it. The Court shall receive and take
into account any observations that may be presented to it before the closure of the oral proceedings.
4. Pending the meeting of the Court, the President may call upon the parties to act in such
a way as will enable any order the Court may make on the request for provisional measures to have
its appropriate effects.
Art. 75
1. The Court may at any time decide to examine proprio motu whether the circumstances
of the case require the indication of provisional measures which ought to be taken or complied
with by any or all of the parties.
2. When a request for provisional measures has been made, the Court may indicate measures that are in whole or in part other than those requested, or that ought to be taken or complied
with by the party which has itself made the request.
3. The rejection of a request for the indication of provisional measures shall not prevent the
party which made it from making a fresh request in the same case based on new facts.
Art. 76
1. At the request of a party the Court may, at any time before the final judgment in the case,
revoke or modify any decision concerning provisional measures if, in its opinion, some change in
the situation justifies such revocation or modification.
2. Any application by a party proposing such a revocation or modification shall specify the
change in the situation considered to be relevant.
3. Before taking any decision under paragraph I of this Article the Court shall afford the
parties an opportunity of presenting their observations on the subject.
Art. 77
Any measures indicated by the Court under Articles 73 and 74 of these Rules, and any
decision taken by the Court under Article 76, paragraph 1, of these Rules, shall forthwith be
communicated to the Secretary-General of the United Nations for transmission to the Security
Council in pursuance of Article 41, paragraph 2, of the Statute.
Art. 78
The Court may request information from the parties on any matter connected with the
implementation of any provisional measures it has indicated.
SUBSECTION 2. PRE.INARY OBJECTIONS

Art. 79
1. Any objection by the respondent to the jurisdiction of the Court or to the admissibility of
the application, or other objection the decision upon which is requested before any further proceedings on the merits, shall be made in writing within the time-limit fixed for the delivery of the
Counter-Memorial. Any such objection made by a party other than the respondent shall be filed
within the time-limit fixed for the delivery of that party's first pleading.
2. The preliminary objection shall set out the facts and the law on which the objection is
based, the submissions and a list of the documents in support; it shall mention any evidence which
the party may desire to produce. Copies of the supporting documents shall be attached.
3. Upon receipt by the Registry of a preliminary objection, the proceedings on the merits
shall be suspended and the Court, or the President if the Court is not sitting, shall fix the time-limit
within which the other party may present a written statement of its observations and submissions;
documents in support shall be attached and evidence which it is proposed to produce shall
be mentioned.
4.

Unless otherwise decided by the Court, the further proceedings shall be oral.

5. The statements of fact and law in the pleadings referred to in paragraphs 2 and 3 of this
Article, and the statements and evidence presented at the hearings contemplated by paragraph 4,
shall be confined to those matters that are relevant to the objection.
6. In order to enable the Court to determine its jurisdiction at the preliminary stage of the
proceedings, the Court, whenever necessary, may request the parties to argue all questions of law
and fact, and to adduce all evidence, which bear on the issue.
7. After hearing the parties, the Court shall give its decision in the form of a judgment, by
which it shall either uphold the objection, reject it, or declare that the objection does not possess,
in the circumstances of the case, an exclusively preliminary character. If the Court rejects the
objection or declares that it does not possess an exclusively preliminary character, it shall fix
time-limits for the further proceedings.
8. Any agreement between the parties that an objection submitted under paragraph I of
this Article be heard and determined within the framework of the merits shall be given effect
by the Court.
SUBSECTION 3. COUNTER-CLAIMS

Art. 80
1. A counter-claim may be presented provided that it is directly connected with the subjectmatter of the claim of the other party and that it comes within the jurisdiction of the Court.
2. A counter-claim shall be made in the Counter-Memorial of the party presenting it, and
shall appear as part of the submissions of that party.
3. In the event of doubt as to the connection between the question presented by way of
counter-claim and the subject-matter of the claim of the other party the Court shall, after
hearing the parties, decide whether or not the question thus presented shall be joined to the
original proceedings.
SUBSECTION 4. INTERVENTION

Art. 81
1. An application for permission to intervene under the terms of Article 62 of the Statute,
signed in the manner provided for in Article 38, paragraph 3, of these Rules, shall be filed as soon
as possible, and not later than the closure of the written proceedings. In exceptional circumstances,
an application submitted at a later stage may however be admitted.
2. The application shall state the name of an agent. It shall specify the case to which it
relates, and shall set out:
(a) the interest of a legal nature which the State applying to intervene considers may be
affected by the decision in that case;
(b) the precise object of the intervention;
(c) any basis of jurisdiction which is claimed to exist as between the State applying to
intervene and the parties to the case.
3. The application shall contain a list of the documents in support, which documents shall
be attached.
Art. 82
1. A State which desires to avail itself of the right of intervention conferred upon it by
Article 63 of the Statute shall file a declaration to that effect, signed in the manner provided for in
Article 38, paragraph 3, of these Rules. Such a declaration shall be filed as soon as possible, and
not later than the date fixed for the opening of the oral proceedings. In exceptional circumstances
a declaration submitted at a later stage may however be admitted.
2. The declaration shall state the name of an agent. It shall specify the case and the
convention to which it relates and shall contain:

(a)

particulars of the basis on which the declarant State considers itself a party to

the convention;
(b) identification of the particular provisions of the convention the construction of which it
considers to be in question;

(c) statement of the construction of those provisions for which it contends;
(d)

a list of the documents in support, which documents shall be attached.

3. Such a declaration may be filed by a State that considers itself a party to the convention
the construction of which is in question but has not received the notification referred to in Article
63 of the Statute.
Art. 83
1. Certified copies of the application for permission to intervene under Article 62 of the
Statute, or of the declaration of intervention under Article 63 of the Statute, shall be communicated
forthwith to the parties to the case, which shall be invited to furnish their written observations
within a time-limit to be fixed by the Court or by the President if the Court is not sitting.
2. The Registrar shall also transmit copies to: (a) the Secretary-General of the United
Nations; (b) the Members of the United Nations; (c) other States entitled to appear before the
Court; (d) any other States which have been notified under Article 63 of the Statute.
Art. 84
1. The Court shall decide whether an application for permission to intervene under Article
62 of the Statute should be granted, and whether an intervention under Article 63 of the Statute is
admissible, as a matter of priority unless in view of the circumstances of the case the Court shall
otherwise determine.
2. If, within the time-limit fixed under Article 83 of these Rules, an objection is filed to an
application for permission to intervene, or to the admissibility of a declaration of intervention, the
Court shall hear the State seeking to intervene and the parties before deciding.
Art. 85
1. If an application for permission to intervene under Article 62 of the Statute is granted,
the intervening State shall be supplied with copies of the pleadings and documents annexed and
shall be entitled to submit a written statement within a time-limit to be fixed by the Court. A further
time-limit shall be fixed within which the parties may, if they so desire, furnish their written
observations on that statement prior to the oral proceedings. If the Court is not sitting, these
time-limits shall be fixed by the President.
2. The time-limits fixed according to the preceding paragraph shall, so far as possible,
coincide with those already fixed for the pleadings in the case.
3. The intervening State shall be entitled, in the course of the oral proceedings, to submit
its observations with respect to the subject-matter of the intervention.
Art. 86
1. If an intervention under Article 63 of the Statute is admitted, the intervening State shall
be furnished with copies of the pleadings and documents annexed, and shall be entitled, within a
time-limit to be fixed by the Court, or by the President if the Court is not sitting, to submit its
written observations on the subject-matter of the intervention.
2. These observations shall be communicated to the parties and to any other State admitted
to intervene. The intervening State shall be entitled, in the course of the oral proceedings, to submit
its observations with respect to the subject-matter of the intervention.

SUBSECTION 5.

SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE COURT

Art. 87
1. When in accordance with a treaty or convention in force a contentious case is brought

before the Court concerning a matter which has been the subject of proceedings before some
other international body, the provisions of the Statute and of the Rules governing contentious
cases shall apply.

2. The application instituting proceedings shall identify the decision or other act of the
international body concerned and a copy thereof shall be annexed; it shall contain a precise
statement of the questions raised in regard to that decision or act, which constitute the subject of
the dispute referred to the Court.
SUBSECTION 6.

DISCONTINUANCE

Art. 88

1. If at any time before the final judgment on the merits has been delivered the parties, either
jointly or separately, notify the Court in writing that they have agreed to discontinue the proceedings, the Court shall make an order recording the discontinuance and directing that the case be
removed from the list.
2. If the parties have agreed to discontinue the proceedings in consequence of having
reached a settlement of the dispute and if they so desire, the Court may record this fact in the
order for the removal of the case from the list, or indicate in, or annex to, the order, the terms
of the settlement.
3. If the Court is not sitting, any order under this Article may be made by the President.
Art. 89

1. If in the course of proceedings instituted by means of an application, the applicant
informs the Court in writing that it is not going on with the proceedings, and if, at the date on
which this communication is received by the Registry, the respondent has not yet taken any step
in the proceedings, the Court shall make an order officially recording the discontinuance of the
proceedings and directing the removal of the case from the list. A copy of this order shall be sent
by the Registrar to the respondent.
2. If, at the time when the notice of discontinuance is received, the respondent has already
taken some step in the proceedings, the Court shall fix a time-limit within which the respondent
may state whether it opposes the discontinuance of the proceedings. If no objection is made to the
discontinuance before the expiration of the time-limit, acquiescence will be presumed and the
Court shall make an order officially recording the discontinuance of the proceedings and directing
the removal of the case from the list. If objection is made, the proceedings shall continue.
3. If the Court is not sitting, its powers under this Article may be exercised by the President.
SECTION E.

PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE CHAMBERS
Art. 90

Proceedings before the Chambers mentioned in Articles 26 and 29 of the Statute shall, subject
to the provisions of the Statute and of these Rules relating specifically to the Chambers, be
governed by the provisions of Parts I to III of these Rules applicable in contentious cases before
the Court.
Art. 91

1. When it is desired that a case should be dealt with by one of the Chambers which has
been formed in pursuance of Article 26, paragraph 1, or Article 29 of the Statute, a request to this
effect shall either be made in the document instituting the proceedings or accompany it. Effect will
be given to the request if the parties are in agreement.

2. Upon receipt by the Registry of this request, the President of the Court shall communicate
it to the members of the Chamber concerned. He shall take such steps as may be necessary to give
effect to the provisions of Article 31, paragraph 4, of the Statute.
3. The President of the Court shall convene the Chamber at the earliest date compatible with
the requirements of the procedure.
Art. 92
1. Written proceedings in a case before a Chamber shall consist of a single pleading by each
side- In proceedings begun by means of an application, the pleadings shall be delivered within
successive time-limits. In proceedings begun by the notification of a special agreement, the
pleadings shall be delivered within the same time-limits, unless the parties have agreed on successive delivery of their pleadings. The time-limits referred to in this paragraph shall be fixed by the
Court, or by the President if the Court is not sitting, in consultation with the Chamber concerned
if it is already constituted.
2. The Chamber may authorize or direct that further pleadings be filed if the parties are so
agreed, or if the Chamber decides, proprio motu or at the request of one of the parties, that such
pleadings are necessary.
3. Oral proceedings shall take place unless the parties agree to dispense with them, and the
Chamber consents. Even when no oral proceedings take place, the Chamber may call upon the
parties to supply information or furnish explanations orally.
Art. 93
Judgments given by a Chamber shall be read at a public sitting of that Chamber.

SECTION F.

JUDGMENTS, INTERPRETATION AND REVISION
SUBSECTION i. JUDGMENTS

Art. 94
1. When the Court has completed its deliberations and adopted its judgment, the parties
shall be notified of the date on which it will be read.
2. The judgment shall be read at a public sitting of the Court and shall become binding on
the parties on the day of the reading.
Art. 95
I. The judgment, which shall state whether it is given by the Court or by a Chamber, shall
contain:
the date on which it is read;
the names of the judges participating in it;
the names of the parties;
the names of the agents, counsel and advocates of the parties;
a summary of the proceedings;
the submissions of the parties;
a statement of the facts;
the reasons in point of law;
the operative provisions of the judgment;
the decision, if any, in regard to cost;
the number and names of the judges constituting the majority;
a statement as to the text of the judgment which is authoritative.
2. Any judge may, if he so desires, attach his individual opinion to the judgment, whether
he dissents from the majority or not, a judge who wishes to record his concurrence or dissent

without stating his reasons may do so in the form of a declaration. The same shall also apply to
orders made by the Court.
3. One copy of the judgment duly signed and sealed shall be placed in the archives of the
Court and another shall be transmitted to each of the parties. Copies shall be sent by the Registrar
to: (a) the Secretary-General of the United Nations; (b) the Members of the United Nations; (c)
other States entitled to appear before the Court.
Art. 96
When by reason of an agreement reached between the parties, the written and oral proceedings have been conducted in one of the Court's two official languages, and pursuant to Article 39,
paragraph 1, of the Statute the judgment is to be delivered in that language, the text of the judgment
in that language shall be the authoritative text.
Art. 97
If the Court, under Article 64 of the Statute, decides that all or part of a party's costs shall be
paid by the other party, it may make an order for the purpose of giving effect to that decision.
SUBSECTION 2. REQUESTS FORTHE INTERPRETATION OR

REVISION OF A JUDGMENT
Art. 98
1. In the event of dispute as to the meaning or scope of a judgment any party may make a
request for its interpretation, whether the original proceedings were begun by an application or by
the notification of a special agreement.
2. A request for the interpretation of a judgment may be made either by an application or
by the notification of a special agreement to that effect between the parties, the precise point or
points in dispute as to the meaning or scope of the judgment shall be indicated.
3. If the request for interpretation is made by an application, the requesting party's contentions shall be set out therein, and the other party shall be entitled to file written observations
thereon within a time-limit fixed by the Court, or by the President if the Court is not sitting.
4. Whether the request is made by an application or by notification of a special agreement, the Court may, if necessary, afford the parties the opportunity of furnishing further
written or oral explanations.
Art. 99
I. A request for the revision of a judgment shall be made by an application containing the
particulars necessary to show that the conditions specified in Article 61 of the Statute are fulfilled.
Any documents in support of the application shall be annexed to it.
2. The other party shall be entitled to file written observations on the admissibility of the
application within a time-limit fixed by the Court, or by the President if the Court is not sitting.
These observations shall be communicated to the party making the application.
3. The Court, before giving its judgment on the admissibility of the application may afford
the parties a further opportunity of presenting their views thereon.
4. If the Court finds that the application is admissible it shall fix time-limits for such further
proceedings on the merits of the application as, after ascertaining the views of the parties, it
considers necessary.
5. If the Court decides to make the admission of the proceedings in revision conditional on
previous compliance with the judgment, it shall make an order accordingly.
Art. 100
1. If the judgment to be revised or to be interpreted was given by the Court, the request for
its revision or interpretation shall be dealt with by the Court. If the judgment was given by a
Chamber, the request for its revision or interpretation shall be dealt with by that Chamber.

2. The decision of the Court, or of the Chamber, on a request for interpretation or revision
of a judgment shall itself be given in the form of a judgment.
SECTION G.

MODIFICATIONS PROPOSED BY THE PARTIES
Art. 101

The parties to a case may jointly propose particular modifications or additions to the rules
contained in the present Part (with the exception of Articles 93 to 97 inclusive), which may be
applied by the Court or by a Chamber if the Court or the Chamber considers them appropriate in
the circumstances of the case.
PART IV. ADVISORY PROCEEDINGS
Art. 102
1. In the exercise of its advisory functions under Article 65 of the Statute, the Court shall
apply, in addition to the provisions of Article 96 of the Charter and Chapter IV of the Statute, the
provisions of the present Part of the Rules.
2. The Court shall also be guided by the provisions of the Statute and of these Rules which
apply in contentious cases to the extent to which it recognizes them to be applicable. For this
purpose, it shall above all consider whether the request for the advisory opinion relates to a legal
question actually pending between two or more States.
3. When an advisory opinion is requested upon a legal question actually pending between
two or more States, Article 31 of the Statute shall apply, as also the provisions of these Rules
concerning the application of that Article.
Art. 103
When the body authorized by or in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations to
request an advisory opinion informs the Court that its request necessitates an urgent answer, or the
Court finds that an early answer would be desirable, the Court shall take all necessary steps to
accelerate the procedure, and it shall convene as early as possible for the purpose of proceeding
to a hearing and deliberation on the request.
Art. 104
All requests for advisory opinions shall be transmitted to the Court by the Secretary-General
of the United Nations or, as the case may be, the chief administrative officer of the body authorized
to make the request. The documents referred to in Article 65, paragraph 2, of the Statute shall be
transmitted to the Court at the same time as the request or as soon as possible thereafter, in the
number of copies required by the Registry.
Art. 105
1. Written statements submitted to the Court shall be communicated by the Registrar to any
States and organizations which have submitted such statements.
2. The Court, or the President if the Court is not sitting, shall:
(a) determine the form in which, and the extent to which, comments permitted under Article
66, paragraph 4, of the Statute shall be received, and fix the time-limit for the submission of any
such comments in writing;
(b) decide whether oral proceedings shall take place at which statements and comments
may be submitted to the Court under the provisions of Article 66 of the Statute, and fix the date
for the opening of such oral proceedings.
Art. 106
The Court, or the President if the Court is not sitting, may decide that the written statements
and annexed documents shall be made accessible to the public on or after the opening of the oral

proceedings. If the request for advisory opinion relates to a legal question actually pending
between two or more States, the views of those States shall first be ascertained.
Art. 107
1. When the Court has completed its deliberations and adopted its advisory opinion, the
opinion shall be read at a public sitting of the Court.
2. The advisory opinion shall contain:
the date on which it is delivered;
the names of the judges participating;
a summary of the proceedings;
a statement of the facts;
the reasons in point of law;
the reply to the question put to the Court;
the number and names of the judges constituting the majority;
a statement as to the text of the opinion which is authoritative.
3. Any judge may, if he so desires, attach his individual opinion to the advisory opinion of
the Court, whether he dissents from the majority or not; a judge who wishes to record his
concurrence of dissent without stating his reasons may do so in the form of a declaration.
Art. 108
The Registrar shall inform the Secretary-General of the United Nations, and, where appropriate, the chief administrative officer of the body which requested the advisory opinion, as to the
date and the hour fixed for the public sitting to be held for the reading of the opinion. He shall also
inform the representatives of the Members of the United Nations and other States, specialized
agencies and public international organizations immediately concerned.
Art. 109
One copy of the advisory opinion, duly signed and sealed, shall be placed in the archives of
the Court, another shall be sent to the Secretary-General of the United Nations and, where
appropriate, a third to the chief administrative officer of the body which requested the opinion of
the Court. Copies shall be sent by the Registrar to the Members of the United Nations and to any
other States, specialized agencies and public international organizations immediately concerned.
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